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ABSTRACT

The Torres Strait region is potentially one of the most exposed parts of
Australia. From the northernmost islands, the coast of Papua New
Guinea is clearly visible. Numerous Australian and foreign ships and
small craft pass through the straits daily. During 7987 and 1988 some
Islander leaders became so frustrated with government administration
that they called for independence frorn Australia.

This book, prepared on contract to the Department of Defence,
examines the major issues in govemment administration of relevance
to security planners, quantifies the pattems of ship passage through
the straits and then explores the current and future strategic
significance of the Torres Strait region in the context of national
defence planning. The report concludes with some specific
recommendations for strengthening aspects of defence planning and
activities in the region. Supplementing the main text are no less than
19 annexes on specialist aspects of Torres Strait security.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre has worked
extensively on defence and broader security issues in northern
Australia since the mid-1970s. Until recently, the primary foci of these
efforts was the "top end" of the Northern Territory, the northern half of
Western Australia and, to a lesser extent, Australia's off-shore
territories and resources. Some limited work was done during the
early 1980s on C-ape York but no attemPt was made at that time to
assess in depth the overall strategic significance of the Cape York -
Torres Strait region, nor to consider current security issues there.

In an effort to overcome this research gap Professor Desmond
Ball, Dr Ross Babbage, Dr Cathy Downes and Colonel f.O. Langtry
(rtd) made a short, exploratory visit to Torres Strait in May-|une 1987.
On return, a short report was PrePared at the request of the Minister
for Defence, Mr Beazley.

In December 1988, the Secretary of the Department of Defence,
Mr A.]. Ayers, wrote to the Vice Chancellor of the Australian National
University, Professor Nichol, seeking an external consultanry for a
larger independent shrdy to be undertaken into the strategic
significance of Torres Strait and Australia's defence interests in the
region. The terms of reference for the study were subsequently agreed
and a contract for the consultancy was signed on 9 May 1989. The
terms of reference are reproduced following this Introduction.

Preparing the Report

An early concern of the study team was that the leaders of the
Torres Strait Islander communities be advised directly of the
background to the study and its terms of reference. There was also a
need to commission background briefing paPers on Torres Strait issues
from a range of departments, agencies and individuals with specialist
expertise. To perform these tasks, Dr Babbage made a preliminary
visit to Thursday Island, Cairns and Brisbane from 5-11 May.



In the May-]uly period additional specialist background
papers were corrunissioned from the Australian Defence Force and a
number of Canberra and Brisbane-based departments and agencies.

On 34 August a workshop on Torres Strait issues was
convened at the Australian National University. This brought together
representatives of most of the agencies with direct interests in the
Torres Strait of relevance to the study's terms of reference. Fourteen
background papers were presented and there was substantial informal
discussion of issues pertinent to the report.

On the afternoon of Friday 4 August a meeting was convened
with representatives of each of the Armed Services, Headquarters
Australian Defence Force and the Department of Defence in Russell
Offices. The primary purpose of this conference was to provide an
opportunity for each of the Services to discuss their thoughts about
current and contingent operations in the Torres Strait region and any
planning issues of relevance. It represented an opportunity for joint
service consideration and frank discussion.

The primary fieldwork required for the study was undertaken
from 7-28 August. Dr Babbage and Commander Johnston held
extensive discussions with Queensland Government agencies and also
with Cape York Space Agency staff in Brisbane. In Cairns members of
the Royal Australian Navy, Australian Customs Service, the Australian
Federal Police and the Queensland Police were consulted.

On Thursday Island and in Bamaga discussions were held
with representatives of nearly all the Commonwealth, State and Local
Government agencies represented there. Visits were made to five of
the outer Torres Strait Islands for discussions with the council
chairmen. The executive of the Island Coordinating Council requested
and received a briefing on progress with the report. The emphasis in
these discussions was on filling important gaps in the study team's
data holdings and clarifying points of detail. All organisations and
individuals approached during the course of the fieldwork were very
helpful.

The main body of the report was drafted in September -
October. During this period draft chapters were circulated widely for



corunent. The report was submitted to the Department of Defence, as
contracted, on 10 November.

The Structure and Primary Themes of the Report

Chapter 1 discusses the broad character of the Torres Strait
region - its geography, infrastructure, economy and administrative
structures. Emphasis is placed on the unusual nature of this tropical
island environment, the difficult history of the island communities, the
comparatively underdeveloped nature of the communications,
transport, housing and social infrastructure and the limited prospects
for economic progress.

Chapter 2 considers the primary issues in government
administration in Torres Strait. The calls by some Islanders for
secession from Australia, the difficulties that have arisen under the
"traditional visits" and fisheries sharing provisions of the Torres Strait
Treaty, problems of enforcement and administrative coordination in
the Strait and the interests of regional countries are all addressed,

The discussion in this chapter makes clear that the Islanders
are generally sympathetic to the defence task and that the Defence
Force has been well served by its locally based representatives in
recent years. Nevertheless, there are important local sensitivities and
traditions in this region, of which careful account needs to be taken in
planning defence activi ties.

Chapter 3 addresses the importance of the shipping routes
through Torres Strait, what cargoes and types of ship pass through,
where the ships are coming from and going to, and Australia's rights
and obligations under international law in these straits.

Chapter 4 weighs the overall strategic significance of the
Torres Strait region for Australia's security planning. It concludes that
in the event of future defence contingencies, the Torres Strait region is
unlikely to attract an opponent's priority attention. Aside from the
shipping routes, this region has little economic, infrastructure or
strategic importance.



The geographic features of Torres Strait make it unattractive as
a springboard for broader military operations. To its north there is no
developed infrastructure to facilitate major operations into the area.
Moreover, the shallow water of the Strait makes all but small scale
north-south movements dif ficul t.

Were an opponent forced to conduct offensive operations from
the island of New Guinea into Cape York, large scale surface
movements would almost certainly pass down the region's flanks,
most credibly on the western side.

In strategic terms then, Torres Strait is more of an obstruction
than an attraction. It is a massive natural obstacle that both Australia
and any potential opponent could attempt to exploit to constrain the
othey's operations.

In a range of contingencies, Australia would be capable of
denying an opponen(s use of the shipping routes through the region
with little difficulty. An opponent's extended blockage of the shipping
channels is unlikely in low or escalated low level conflict. Less easy to
dismiss is the possibility of limited harassment, interference and
disruption in the straits. Protective measures to guard against this
level of threat do not, however, appear to be particularly resourc€
demanding.

If an opponent were lodged in the island of New Guinea, the
relative accessibility of Torres Strait might, in some circumstances,
encourage limited attacks on island communities as a means of
pressuring Australia over broader issues in dispute. In these
circumstances, effective defensive measures could be more resource
demanding and would need to be weighed against competing national
priorities at the time.

Chapter 4 concludes that the Torres Strait region has less
economic, infrastructure and general strategic importance to the nation
than several other parts of northern and off-shore Aushalia. In most
low and escalated low level contingencies, the deployment of modest
defence elements and the institution of comparatively simple
protective measures could secure Australia's primary interests there.



Chapter 5 discusses the overall implications for short and
medium term defence activities in Torres Strait. It suggests measures
to strengthen strategic and operational planning for the region, to
protect passing shipping, to strengthen capabilities to Protect Islanders
and the local infrastructure, to support civil law enforcement, to assist
local development and to improve community relations. Most
notably, it proposes that Army and Naval Reserve units be assigned
roles relevant to local circumstances and that limited use be made of
Defence Force capabilities to assist certain local developments that
have both strategic and civil importance.

In brief, the report concludes that there is no need for any
dramatic expansion of defence activities in Torres Strait. Some areas of
planning and activity deserve review but the basic foundations for the
type of defence presence most likely to be required in a range of
credible defence contingencies are already being put in place.



TERMS OF REFERENCE

Review of the Strategic Significance of the Tones Strait

The situation in the Torres Strait area presents some important
challenges to Australian strategic policy making. Within this
context you are to prepare a report, to be completed within 5
months, on the strategic significance of the Torres Strait area.

The Terms of Reference of your report are:

to review the strategic significance of the
Torres Strait area in the light of the planning
priorities established in Det'ence of Australia
1987 (Defence White Paper);

(b) to advise on the issues and sensitivities that
need to be taken into account in planning for
the security of the Torres Strait region within
the framework of overall Commonwealth
policies for the area, and factors relevant to
both a defence presence there in peacetime
and to militarv activities in different levels of
conflict.

Your report should include within its scope such matters as:

(a) the geographical features of the Torres Strait
region, and their significance for military
operations;

(b) the range of Australian interests that might
credibly be threatened in the Torres Strait
islands and adjacent areas of Cape York,
including coastal and international shipping;

(c) the infrastructure available to support civil
and military activities in the region, both at

(a)

3.



4.

current levels and in the different levels of
conflict;

(d) the legal regimes governing the Torres Strait
and their implications for defence operations
in peacetime and different levels of conflict;

(e) Commonwealth and State responsibilities and
policies affecting the Torres Strait area, and
the relationship with local authorities;

(0 factors within the local community affecting a
defence presence and activities, including
community attitudes towards social and
political issues, communal cohesiveness and
the potential for local involvement in Defence
tasks;

G) any potential regional sensitivities which may
affect defence strategic options in the Torres
Strait region;

(h) Defence involvement in regional development
activities.

You should take account of Defence initiatives already decided
upon to enhance the Australian Defence Force presence in the
Torres Strait area. It is preferred that further development
build upon these. (A briefing on these initiatives is available
from the Department - SIP Division/HQADF).
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ONE

THE CHARACTER OF THE REGION

Geography

The primary focus of this report is on the area bounded in the
south by the Jardine River on Cape York, in the north by the Papua
New Guinea coast, in the west by the Carpenteria Shoal near longitude
141oE and in the east by the edge of the Great Barrier Reef. This
region is illustrated in Figure 1.

There are well over a hundred islands, islets and cays in Torres
Strait, although only twenty one are inhabited. The islands of this
region can be divided into four broad categories.

1. To the east of the Strait there are several small steep
islands of volcanic origin, with comparatively good
soil and covered, in the main, by dense vegetation.
This is the character of the Murray Islands (Maer,
Dowar and Waier Islands), Darnley (Erub) Island and
Stephens (Ugar) Island'

2. Further west, towards the centre of the Strait, a
number of sandbanks have been created by wave
action over the coral reefs. The largest of these cays
support mainly sParse vegetation and small
populations. These islands include Yorke (Masig and
Kodal), Coconut (Purema) and Sue (Warraber).

3. Close to the Papua New Guinea Coast there are
several large, low, swampy islands formed by the
mud and silt carried along the coast from the main
Papuan rivers. These are generally sparsely vegetated
in the interior, contain large areas of swampland and
claypan and are surrounded by mangrove. During the
wet season the swamps are inundated' Saibai and
Boigu (Talbot) Islands are of this type.
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Character of the Region 3

4. To the west and south there is a number of mostly
higtu large rocky islands that, in terms of geology and
vegetation, are an extension of Cape York Peninsula.
Except in moist areas, vegetation is open eucalypt
forest. These western islands include Prince of Wales
(Maralug), Thursday, Hammond (Keriri), Goods and
Wednesday Islands. Further off-shore are Moa
(Banks), Badu (Mulgrave) and Mabuiag (Jervis)
Islands and, in the far north, Dauan Island. Yam
(Turtleback) and Naghir (Mt Ernest) are the
easternmost islands of this type.

The waters of Torres Strait are a labyrinth of coral reefs,
gradually increasing in depth from the west to the east. On the
shallowest western side most of the reefs run in an east-west direction.
Surface navigation is demanding for all but the smallest vessels.

The only passages navigable by large ships cross the southern
part of the region between Cape York and Hawkesbury Island. From
the east ships enter the Strait through either the Great North East
Channel from the Gulf of Papua or Adolphus Channel leading from
the Great Barrier Reef inner passage. (See Figure 2).

The tidal regime in Torres Strait is extremely complex and
higNy variable. Being the junction between the Arafura and Coral
Seas it is routinely subjected to strongly competing tidal influences.
Tidal streams of 7 knots are not unusual.

The weather in Torres Strait is distinguished by two main
seasons, the wet (November - April) and the dry (May - October).

During the wet season, winds are variable in strength but
mostly blow from the northwest bringing cloud, heavy rain and
storms. Tropical depressions are not unusual during the wet season,
periodically degenerating into cyclones. These normally move down
the flanks of the Torres Strait region through the Coral Sea or Culf of
Papua to the east, or the Arafura Sea or Gulf of Carpenteria to the
west. (See Figures 3 and 4). Only six cyclones have passed through
the Torres Strait during the last fifty years.
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Character of theRegion 5

Figures 3 and 4.

CYCLONE TRACKS AND AREAS MOST VULNERABLE TO
CYCLONES IN NORTHERN AUSTRALIA.

Sources: R.S. laurensz, Tropical Cyclones in the Australian Region
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1981) pp. 64-7 8
(top Map), and Atlas of Australian Resources: Climate (Third series,
Volume 4, Division of National Mapping, Canberra, 7980, p.57
(bottom map).
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TROPICAL CYCLONE TRACKS Melbourne

July 1975 to June 1980 \ '\"

AUSTR ALIA

AVERAGE ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF
TROPICAL CYCLONES 1 959-80
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During the dry season cloud cover is normally light and the
weather is dominated by the persistently moderate to strong southeast
trade winds. These winds can generate large southeasterly sea swells
in the east of the Strait seaward of the Great Barrier Reef. Even in
exposed waters inside the Great Barrier Reef, the southeast trades can
build up short, steep seas. Gale force winds occur on an average of 33
days per year.

The Torres Strait Islanders are largely of Papuan Melanesian
descent with some Aboriginal influence. They have a strong seafaring
and trading tradition. Prior to white settlement they were also widely
feared as raiders and head hunters.

During the 1870s Queensland annexed the Torres Strait Islands
and London Missionary Society teachers quickly won at least nominal
support of the Islander communities to follow Christian morality and
adopt Western customs of iustice and administration. fapanese,
Chinese, South Pacific Melanesian and European influences grew with
the development of the pearl shell and trepang industries.

The 1986 census showed that there were 6,053 Torres Strait
Islanders in the Strait region. Of these, 1,857 were living on Thursday,
Horn and Prince of Wales Islands, 2,996 were on other islands of the
Strait and about 1,200 lived in the two predominantly Islander
communities on the tip of Cape York at Bamaga and Seisia. From the
late 1940s, an increasing number of Islanders moved south to obtain
employment on the mainland. These mainland-based Islanders
totalled 8,334 in 1986. Figure 5 shows the broad pattern of Torres Strait
Islander distribution in Queensland.

Administrative Arrangements

The islands in the Torres Strait fall under two broad categories
of administration.

. Thursday Island, Horne Island and Prince of Wales
Island, as well as some of Cape York north of the
fardine River, fall under the administration of the
Torres Shire, incorporated under the Queensland
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Figure 5.

DISTRIBUTION OF TORRES STRAIT ISLANDERS IN
QTTEENSLAND ACCORDING TO THE 1e81 CENSUS AND
DEPARTMENT OF ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS SURVEYS.

Source: feremy Beckett The Torres Strait Islandus: Custom and
Coloninlism (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1987), p. 178.
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Local Government Act,'1.936. In recent years this shire
has been governed by an administrator appointed by
the Queensland Government.

. The other fifteen Islander communities in the Strait,
and the two predominantly Islander communities on
the tip of Cape York (Bamaga and Seisia), are each
administered by a council elected by their permanent
residents. These island councils are incorporated and
each holds title to its respective land under a Deed of
Grant in Trust (DOGIT) governed by the Queensland
Community Services (Torres Strait Islands) Act, 1984.1

The island councils have responsibility for the order and local
goverrunent of their communities and are the prime vehicle for
negotiations with external authorities, agencies and individuals.

The chairmen of these island councils, together with an elected
representative of the Islanders living on Thursday Island, are
incorporated under the Queensland Community Services legislation to
form the Island Coordinating Council (ICC). Its role is to coordinate
the activities of the island councils and develop broad strategies and
Islander policies. The ICC has tended to assume the function of
speaking for Islanders generally.

On 27 April 1988, the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr
Hand, made a statement to Parliament on establishment of the then
proposed Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Commission (ATSIC),
in which he announced plans for the interests of the Torres Strait
Islanders to be represented by a Torres Strait Islander Commissioner.
This Commissioner, he said, would be elected by a Torres Strait
Regional Council (TSRC) which, in turn, would consist of the 18
members of the ICC and 2 members elected by the Islander voters of
Thursday, Horn and Prince of Wales Islands.

Under the legislation (passed by Parliament in late 1989), the
TSRC will have direct access to the Minister within the budget process.

In the Murray Islands DOGIT does not apply pending the resolution of a long-
running series of court cases on land ownership issues.
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There will also be an Office of Torres Strait Islander Affairs (OTSIA)
created within ATSIC in Canberra, to ensure that the Commission and
other Govemment agencies and programs adequately address the
needs of Torres Strait Islanders, including those living on the
mainland.

Infrastructure

Most of the Islander communities are small villages, ranging in
size from about 50 to 350 inhabitants. The standard of housing and
other local services is generally well below that normally accepted by
mainland communities. This situation is partly a result of neglect,
partly a consequence of a long history of welfare paternalism and
partly a function of the weak local economy.

Successive Commonwealth Governments have taken the view
that State Governments have prime responsibility for the provision of
essential services to all their citizens, including Aboriginals and
Islanders. The Commonwealth has, nevertheless, entered into joint
funding arrangements to facilitate accelerated advancement in the
provision of basic essential facilities to Aboriginals and Islanders living
in remote areas, such as Torres Strait. The Commonwealth has also
developed programs of direct funding in recent years, in an effort to
give the island councils greater scope for self-management.

As a result of initiatives by both the Commonwealth and
Queensland Governments there has been substantial investment in
community infrastructure in the Torres Strait during the 1980s. This
has included the provision of light earth moving equipment, vehicles
for island council use, airstrips, community water supplies and
funding to enable councils to construct small bridges and stretches of
road.

Moreover the pace of infrastructure development is continuing
to rise. Following the REort of the Intudepartmental Committee on the
Torres Strait lslands in August 1988, the Dcpartment of Aboriginal
Affairs has made substantial resources available ($ 23m over three
years) under the Priority Community Development Strategy to build
elements of infrastructure selected in close consultation with the Island
Coordinating Council, individual island councils and community
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members. In particular, planning is well advanced to upgrade landing
craft unloading facilities, wharves and sewerage systems.

The infrastructure in the Torres Strait Islands is listed in
considerable detail in Annex A. The discussion below provides a brief
overview of some of the more important current developments in this
field.

Housing

Islander housing ranges from semi-traditional structures with
a basic raised timber floor, woven walls and cormgated iron roof to
modern pre.fabricated three bedroom cottages. Much of the housing
stock is old and in need of maintenance, upgrading or replacement.
The remoteness of this region and difficulties of transport make
housing costs very high - approximately twice those prevailing in
Cairns.

There is very little private sector housing activity in Torres
Strait and the liftle that does occur is concentrated on Thursday and
Horn Islands. Government housing assistance is provided in three
ways.

. Commonwealth State Housing Agreement funds
administered by the Queensland Department of
Community Services. This is the primary source of
housing funds for the DOGIT communities. Its
allocation is determined in close consultation with the
Island Coordinating Council.

. The Aboriginal Development Commission grants
funds to three Torres Strait Islander Housing
Associations operating on Thursday and Horn Islands.

. The Aboriginal Development Commission grants a
limited number of loans to approved individuals on
aftractive commercial terms.

Most housing built under Department of Community Services
auspices is administered by the local island councils. In theory, rents
from the housing should be a valuable source of council funds.
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However, in practice, many tenants refuse to pay rent where houses
are in need of repair or maintenance or where houses are located on
the property of a traditional land owner.

Water

A five year program to provide adequate potable water to the
remote Torres Strait Island communities was completed in 1988.
During the second half of the dry season fresh water nevertheless
remains in short supply on some islands, most notably the low coral
cays.

Thursday Island has a serious water supply shortage, which is
most evident towards the end of most dry seasons. Investigations
have been undertaken into the cost-effectiveness of building a new
dam on either Horn or Prince of Wales Islands and piping this supply
to Thursday Island. A major report prepared on these options by the
Queensland Water Resources Commission for the Torres Shire Council
in August 1989 recommended the Horn Island scheme at an estimated
cost of $14m. Work on the foundation of the new dam is being
undertakenby the Queensland Water Resources Commission and it is
envisaged that tenders for construction of the dam will be called by
1990.

Power

In general terms, the outer Torres Strait Island communities do
not have centralised power generation facilities. Households either
have their own electricity generator or share one with one or two other
homes.

The Queensland and Commonwealth Governments have
undertaken to install reticulated domestic and light industrial
electricity supplies to the island communities in Torres Strait. A
prototype hybrid solardiesel generation system has been trialled on
Coconut Island with mixed success. Westinghouse, the prime
contractor, has more recently proposed a modified hybrid system with
a diesel generator supplying the basic community Power load at
maximum efficiency and solar, wind and diesel generators providing
supplementary boost via a DC battery bank and controller system as
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required. The technical, economic and through-life support feasibility
of this altered approach remains unclear. Nevertheless, some form of
reticulated power supply is likely to be provided to the outer islands
during the 1990s.

Sewerage

The outer islands lack reticulated water-borne sewerage
systems. septic tanks are not feasible on most islands because of their
high water tables and topographic constraints. Studies suggest that
night soil collection and/or dispersed septic systems with common
sewerage outfalls into deep water off-shore are probably the most
practical solutions. Construction of these facilities is likely in the early
1990s.

Education

There are primary schools on most of the inhabited islands
and high schools on Thursday Island and at Bamaga. Many of these
facilities were built or upgraded during the 1980s. A small TAFE
Annex opened on Thursday Island during 1988 offering a range of
secretarial, commercial and arts and craft courses.

Medical Facilities

The primary hospital in the region is on Thursday Island (60
beds), with a smaller hospital at Bamaga (10 beds). Fbur general
practitioners are based on Thursday Island and a fifth at Bamaga. on
most o-f the populated outer islands there are small medical aid posts,
normally staffed by two nurses. Total medical staff in the rbgion
numbers 120.

Doctors and dentists make periodic visits to the outer islands
and, in emergencies, patients are flown to Thursday Island or cairns
for specialist treatment.

Thursday Island has a fully equipped operating theatre and
B"T3g1 an operating room. The primary limitation oln emerger,cy
medical support is numbers of fully trained general ana speciatist
staff.
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Police

There is a total of 13 Queensland Police stationed in the Torres
Snait region. 11 police are stationed on Thursday Island and 2 at
Bamaga. 2 of the Thursday Island police are specialist water police
who operate an 8.75m Shark Cat fitted with twin outboard motors,
long range fuel tanks, radar and HF and VHF communications. Both
the Thursday Island and Bamaga Police Stations have HF
communications to Cairns, access to the Queensland Police
Department's main computer system and they also operate local VHF
networks. The most demanding task these police routinely face is
control of minor disturbances and petty crime, the vast majority of
which is alcohol related.

There are no state police stationed in other parts of Torres
Strait. However, under Section 37 of the Queensland Community
Services (Torres Strait) Act, the island councils have authority to
appoint community police to enforce island council byJaws. As can
be seen from Annex P, most of the island councils have appointed
between one and four community police who receive short periods of
on-the-pb training on Thursday Island and are provided with a
suitable uniform. In the event of a serious crime or breach of the peace
on an outer island, the community police refer the matter to the state
police on Thursday Island for investigation.

Teleconmunications

(a) Telephone

Bamaga, Thursday and Horn Islands are currently linked to
mainland Australia by a modcm multichannel analogue Microwave
(line of sight) Trunk Radio system. This provides telephone and
associated electronic communication services comparable to other
parts of Australia.

The outer islands at present generally have only a single
public telephone booth each, with no private telephones. Telecom is in
the process of constructing a substantially upgraded telephone system
for the outer islands including the installation of three Digital Radio
Concentrator Systems and an expansion of the Thursday Island
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Telephone Exchange. The structure of this expanded network is
shown in Figure 6. Initially between fifteen and twenty telephone
services will be connected on most of the islands, although this figure
is expected to rise through the 1990s. This expanded network will be
capable of transmitting facsimile and other electronic messages as well
as normal telephone communications.

(b) Television and Radio

The Torres Suait Islanders' Media Association (TSIMA) under
an arrangement with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)
curently provides a limited radio broadcast service to the Torres Shait
Islands. TSIMA uses the ABC transmitter for about 12 hours per week.
For the rest of the time, the ABC's North Queensland regional program
is broadcast.

Both commercial and ABC television services are transmitted
to the Thursday and Horn Island communities through a facility on
Thursday Island. The Thursday Island signal is currently rebroadcast
at Bamaga for local residents but the northern peninsula region will
participate in the new Broadcasting for Remote Aboriginal
Communities Scheme GRACS).

Under BRACS all the outer Islander communities, together
with Bamaga and Seisia, will shortly be provided with a television
service comparable to that of smaller Australian cities and towns. This
will involve the installation of satellite downlinks and local re-
broadcasting facilities. This system is designed to permit incoming
broadcasts to be interrupted and local content substituted as a means
of enhancing and promoting local culture and language. There will
also be the facility to transmit a specific message to a particular island
receiver. This may have utility in emergenry circumstances.

The Overseas Telecommunications Commission maintains a
small coastal radio station on Thursday Island primarily to provide
communications services to shipping in Tones Strait and its
approaches. This facility is scheduled to be converted to remote
operation in the early 1990s.
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Air Transport

The largest and most important airfields in the Torres Strait
region are at Horn Island and Bamaga. These airfields are the hubs for
air operations into the Strait. The Horn Island airfield is owned by the
Commonwealth and operated by the Department of Transport and
Communications. Most of the inhabited islands in the Strait have
small unpaved airfields suitable for light aircraft operations only.
During the wet season several of these airfields become unusable for
extended periods. This is particularly the case on Saibai, Boigu,
Darnley and Maer Islands. Details of these facilities are at Annex A.

Australian Airlines currently has sole rights to the maior trunk
air service from Cairns through Weipa to Horn Island. Daily F-27
services operate on this route.

Two small commuter operators, Sunbird Airlines and Falcon
Airways operate a number of scheduled and charter services on Cape
York and in the Torres Strait with both twin and single engine aircraft.
Sunbird Airlines also has two helicopters based on Thursday Island to
complement fixed-wing operations and provide emergency Medivac
services for the region.

The Island Coordinating Council is considering a proposal to
establish or buy a regional commuter airline under the proposed name
Torres Strait Airline Corporation.

Sea Transport

Most inter-island transport is by small (5 metre) aluminium
outboard powered dinghies and a total of 9 landing craft (barges).
Numerous sea worthy launches, fishing craft and yachts are based at
Thursday and Horn Islands and at Bamaga. These include 3 pilot
launches, a 12 mehe Customs launch and a large fisheries pitrol
catamaran (wauri). Details of the other major vessels operating in the
region are listed in Table 1.

The landing craft listed here deliver supplies from Cairns to
Bamaga, Thursday Island and directly to the outer islands. They also
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LOCAL SHIPS AND LANDING CRAFT
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OWNERNAME

Leichhardt

VESSEL GROSS LENGTH
TYPE TONNAGE/

PASSENCERLOAD
Ro-Ro 1,226t 64m
Cargo

Iohn Burke' Pty Ltd

Cape
Trdder

Carqo with
landing door

Torres
Islands

Tradinq
Pty Ltd

Narupai Landing
Craft - 24m88t Torres

Islands
Tradine
Pty Ltd

Molunat Cargo 1345t Sea Swift
Pty Ltd

Kestrel
B"y

Cargo
barge

Sea Swift
Pty Ltd

Heron
Buy

Landine
Craft " 150t 34m Sea Swift

Pty Ltd

Karr:nda Landing
Craft - 47m Sea Swift

Pty Ltd

Kalyara Landins
Craf t " 127r Torres

Strait
Cooperative

Torres
Venture

Landing
Craft - 72.6t 20m Torres

Strait
Cooperative

Cooma
Cooma

landing
Craft - l45t Frank

Markert Pty

Oueen of
the Isles

Passenger 78
Passengers

Roval Tropic
Ciuise Line

Noel
Buxton

Passenger 45
Passengers

Cape York
^ Relaxa
Cruises

34m

PassengerAtlantic
Clipper

36
PassenSers

Cape York'Relaxa
Cruises

34m
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distribute cargo from Thursday Island to the other off-shore
communities.

There are three wharves at Thursday Island and one at
Bamaga (Red Island Point). Details are provided in Annex A.

The islands of Tores Strait do not generally have all-weather landing
craft unloading ramps. This seriously complicates shipping operations
and means that nearly all unloading operations are weather and tide
dependent. At several islands bulk supplies must be transshipped via
dinghies to the shore. Heavy and outsized cargoes are extremely
difficult and expensive to deliver to most island communities.

Roads

The islands neither have, nor need, extensive road networks.
On Thursday Island most of the road network is bituminized. On the
other islands there are some roads and vehicle tracks, the most
important being from residential areas to airfields and landing craft
hards. There is little engineering plant to maintain these roads and,
especially on some of the eastern volcanic islands, frequent
maintenance is required. High maintenance priorities include the
roads between the airfields and communities on Darnley and Murray
Islands.

Road access from Cairns to Bamaga and on towards the tip of
Cape York is available from April - May until October - December each
year depending on the severity and timing of the wet. Critical
variables are the launching and operation of the punt across the
fardine River (which can carry a loaded semitrailer or G8 vehicles)
and the depth of the water crossing on the Wenlock River near
Moreton Station. The quality of the road between the Wenlock and
|ardine Rivers is variable but could be substantially improved with a
limited grading effort. The route north of the Wenlock River through
Heathlands and along Telecom Road to the Jardine River generally
follows the ridge tops and is not vulnerable to serious washouts.

The road from the Jardine River to Bamaga is graded at least
once annually and is normally in reasonable condition. The primary
roads in Bamaga have been bituminized.
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A semi-trailer freight service operates from Cairns to Bamaga
periodically. With gradual development of the Peninsula
Development Road anticipated during the 1990s, overland freight
services can be expected to increase and compete with landing craft
deliveries to Bamaga (Red Island Point).

The Economy

While there is a number of active economic enterprises in the
Torres Strait region, none is of a scale or nature to serve as an
"economic engine" to drive the local economy.

One reason for this weak
standing disincentives to local
initiative.

economic base is a range of long-
investment and entrepreneurial

There are, for instance, few stimuli for capital accumulation,
even in basic investtnents, such as private homes. This is partly
because of the availability of welfare housing, the difficulty of
acquiring mortgageable title to land in the island council areas and the
very high prices of land in other areas, especially on Thursday Island.
As John Scott has remarked, this and relatcd influences has
encouraged a mindset of "afflucnt poverty" in many islanders. Most
individuals and families are recipients of welfare funds and there are
few incentives to engage in serious economic activity beyond limited
lobster and other fishing and, on the part of a few, small scale domestic
gardening.

Moreover, the economic multiplier effect of the substantial
direct and indirect government assistance is very weak because most
income is spent on goods and services imported from outside the
region.

The major sectors of Torres Strait industry are discussed
btiefly below.

Fisheries

The most important natural economic resources of the Torres
Strait are harvested from the sea.
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About 1,100 tonnes of prawns were caught in the Strait in
1988. With an average price of $12 per kilo, the annual value of the
prawn fishery is about $13 million.

The lobster catch has fluctuated in recent years from 121
tonnes of tails in 1983 to 349 tonnes in 1986 and 216 tonnes in 1988.
Prices have also varied greatly from $15 - $32 per kilo. The annual
value of the lobster harvest from the Strait is $4 - $6 million.

The Spanish Mackerel catch from Strait waters was processed
into about 100 tonnes of fillets in 1988. At $6 per kilo, this was worth
approximately $500,000.

Little pearl shell harvesting has been undertaken in the Strait
in recent years. About 3500 shells were taken in both 1987 and 1988.
At $18 - $20 per live shell, the value of this catch was about $200,000.

Precise statistics on the value of the pearls produced in the
Strait are not readily available. In 1984 the round, half and baroque
pearl harvest was estimated to be worth a total of about 913 million.
Since then the industry has declined dramatically, primarily because of
a serious shortage of pearl shell. The present value of pearl production
is estimated to be between $2 - $3 million annually. There are four
large pearl farms and two small ones in the Torres Strait.

The trochus shell harvest was about 150 tonnes. At $4,000 per
tonne its total value was 9500,000.

In addition to the above, about 9200,000 worth of coral trout is
marketed annually.

A small quantity of Barramundi is caught by externally-based
fishermen in the northern peninsula area. Mud crabs are also caught
in this area and on the mud flats surrounding Boigu and Saibai
Islands. Very few of these are, however, sold commercially.

This means that the total value of the Torres Strait fisherv is
about $19 - $23 million per annum.
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While Islanders participate extensively in the lobster and
trochus fisheries, there are very few local people employed in the
prawn, pearl and Spanish Mackerel operations. Moreover, much of
the region's fishery catch is processed further south and most of the
boats licensed for operations in the Strait are owned by non-residents.
In consequence, the economic impact of the fishing industry in Torres
Strait is rather less than the dollar figures listed above might suggest.

Mineral Resources

The northern section of Cape York and some of the closer
islands have moderate to high prospectivity for gold. There is one
mine operating in the region at present, producing gold, silver and
lead-zinc on Horn Island. This operation is controlled by Torres Strait
Gold Pty Ltd, a joint venhrre of Giant Resources Ltd (Canada) and
Augold NL. Current output is about 3,700 ounces of gold per month.

The economic impact of this mine on the region is limited
because although its product is worth about $20 million annually, the
major contractors operating and supporting the mine (Curtin Bros,
Torres Island Trading and ATCO) and most of the staff are based
outside the region. Only 40 of the 140 people employed by the mine
are local residents. In consequence, this mine probably injects only $2 -
$3 million into the local economy annually.

The life of the present mine is limited to three to five years but
exploration of other sites on Horn, Prince of Wales and Hammond
Islands may identify further economically-recoverable deposits for
development during the 1990s.

Some exploration for petrolcum was undertaken in the region
prior to 1971 when a moratorium was introduced pending the
outcome of the Royal Commissions into Exploration and Production
Drilling for Petroleum in the area of the Creat Barrier Reef. Although
no petroleum resources were discovered, some areas in the east of the
region towards the Papuan Basin are considered prospective. Seabed
within the three nautical mile territorial sea is subject to Queensland
off-shore petroleum legislation and exploration titles in this area could
be issued by the Queensland Covernment. The much wider area
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subject to Commonwealth iurisdiction will not become available for
exploration until the moratorium is lifted.

Tourism

While the islands of Torres Strait have great natural beauty,
they offer little to tourists that is not available on the southern islands
of the Great Barrier Reef or Fiji at significantly lower costs. The
expense of travel to and within the islands is a maior limitation on
tourist development.

At present most tourist activity is concemed with servicing the
people who visit the tip of Cape York aboard the 3,000 to 4,000 vehicles
that drive overland each year. There is one small quality resort (the
Wilderness todge) on the tip of Cape York, most of the clientele for
which arrives via commuter aircraft from Cairns. A more modest
camping and cabin resort has been developed at Punsand Bay. Small
numbers of tourists also visit the region aboard coastal vessels such as
the Noel Buxton, Queen of tlw Isles, Atlantic Clipper and numerous small
yachts.

Several apparently serious proposals have been made by
investors outside the region to build major resort facilities in non Deed
of Grant areas, particularly on Goods and Prince of Wales Islands.
Two motel developments have been proposed for Thursday Island,
one including a marina. The Island Coordinating Council is very
cautious about proposals for mapr tourist developments on the outer
islands but some low-impact initiatives using basic cabin
accommodation may possibly be undertaken in the 1990s.

Overall, the economic, social and environmental impact of
tourism has been small in the region to date and this is unlikely to
change markedly during the 1990s.

Agriculture

The potential for agricultural development in the Torres Strait
region is limited due to the generally poor soil conditions and
shortages of fresh water. Where soil conditions and water supplies are
adequate, such as in the northern peninsula area and on Maer and
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Darnley Islands, the frost free climate provides potential for the
cultivation of high-price, low-volume exotic fruits as well as a variety
of more normal market garden crops.

Quarantine legislation is a constraint, as it controls strictly the
export of agricultural products from the islands. Costs of transport to
southern markets would also be high. At present the islanders show
little interest in this kind of enterprise. Even domestic cultivation on
the islands is rare and nearly all fruits and vegetables are shipped in
from the south. This is unlikely to change in the 1990s.

Island Industries Board and other Local Businesses

The Island Industries Board (IIB) is a statutory corporation
originally conceived with the 1939 Torres Strait Islanders Act. Its
primary pu{pose is to trade with and on behalf of the Torres Strait
Islanders. The IIB is the largest regional trader with retail stores at
fifteen of the twenty one inhabited islands, the three Aboriginal
communities of the northern peninsula area and Weipa South. It also
conducts retail and other business ventures on Thursday Island.

While the Islanders generally appreciate the services provided
by the IIB there is a widespread perception of inefficiency and concern
about its high price structure, the poor range and quality of its goods
and frequent shortages. Torres Strait Islander officials now represent a
maprity on the Board and the Chairman is also Chairman of the Island
Coordinating Council (Mr Getano Lui, Inr). Consultants have been
engaged to explore the potential for greater efficicncics and a mapr
reorganisation of the Board's activities is likcly in the early 1990s.

A small number of Islanders and some non-Islanders operate
stores, hotels and other enterprises in the region, primarily on
Thursday Island. One of the most successful businesses has been
undertaken by Islanders of Chinese descent who operate retail stores
on Thursday Island in competition with the IIB and a car rental
business. In recent years this family has also built good quality flats
for rent and sale.
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Welfare

The largest single source of recurrent funds for the Torres
Shait region is the welfare and development programs of the
Commonwealth and Queensland Governments.

Commonwealth Government direct and indirect funding in
the 1987€8 financial year amounted to about $30 million. $8.5 million
was spent by the Department of Social Security, $8.3 million by the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs, $7.5 million by the Department of
Employment, Education and Training, $1.8 million by the Department
of Community Services and Health and $1.8 million by the Aboriginal
Development Commission.

Queensland Government direct and indirect funding of the
region in 1988 is estimated to have been about $20 million. This
includes $7 million spent on education, $5.5 million on the hospitals
and health services, $4.05 million spent by the Department of
Community Services and smaller sums spent by the Department of
Works, the Police, the Department of Harbours and Marine etc.

A major component of government development funding in
Torres Strait is the Aboriginal Employment Development Policy
(AEDP), administered by the Dcpartment of Aboriginal Affairs,
Department of Employment, Education and Training and the
Aboriginal Development Commission. AEDP is intended to
encourage economic activity and long-term employment in local
communities.

The principal initiative within this framework is the
Community Development Employment Program administered by the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs. Under this voluntary scheme,
residents are expected to work appropriate hours on community
development tasks for the local island council to earn a wage
equivalent to their unemployment benefit entitlement. To finance this
program, island councils receive a payment equivalent to the
aggregated unemployment benefit entitlements of residents, plus
allowances for administratiory materials and equipment. This scheme
operates in 16 of the lT lslander communities in Torres Strait.
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Administrative Structures and Responsibilities
in the Torres Strait

This section provides basic information on the primary
Commonwealth, State, Local Government and community agencies
and organisations that are active in the Torres Strait region. Further
details of the activities of most agencies are provided in the annexes.

Commonwealth Government

Department of Aboriginal Affairs

The Department of Aboriginal Affairs plays a central role in
coordinating support and development funding for the Torres Strait
Island communities. Its local office works in close consultation with
the Island Coordinating Council and other agencies to develop and
implement policies and funding priorities for infrastructure
development, housing, transport, communications, training,
employment etc. The Aboriginal Development Commission,
Aboriginal Hostels Ltd and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal
Studies operate in coordination to fund a widc range of support
services.

Australian Customs Service and Coastwatch

The district office of the Australian Customs Service on
Thursday Island has responsibility for inspccting, regulating and
controlling the movement of ships, aircraft and goods moving in and
out of Australia through this region. Duties include the boarding and
clearance of ships and small craft and the processing of passengers and
crew not only for customs purposes but also for immigration and
quarantine.

The Customs Service assesses the likelihood of breaches in
Australia's border and fisheries controls in the Torres Strait region as
extremely high (see Annex O). Hence the primary function of the
Thursday Island office is the interception of narcotics, other prohibited
imports and exports and the detection of people unlawfully travelling
through the Torres Strait or attempting to land in Australia without all
the legal requirements being met. The Customs Service has
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undertaken a major public awareness campaign in the region
concerning the threat of customs and quarantine breaches and it
routinely receives useful information from Islander communities.

The Customs Service maintains one 12 metre vessel at
Thursday Island and a second 12 metre vessel at Cairns. Two 20 metre
and three 14 metre customs vessels are deployed across northern
Australia and some of these craft periodically operate in the Torres
Strait region.

Since mid-1988 the Coastwatch organisation has been located
within the Australian Customs Service. The civil contractor for
Coastwatch aerial surveillance (Skywest Pty Ltd) maintains three
Shrike Commander aircraft at Horn Island, two of which fly daily and
a third serves as a back-up unit. There are three locally deployed
pilots and eight surveillance-trained observers providing about 3,200
hours flyrng in the Torres Strait region annually.

Coastwatch relies on Naval vessels to provide the primary
surface response in this region.

The Commonwealth Government has authorised an expansion
of Coastwatch operations in northern Australia. From mid-1990 visual
fixed-wing surveillance will be supplemented by longer-range aircraft
operating from Cairns, Darwin and Broome equipped with radar,
forward looking infra-red (FLIR) surveillance systems and advanced
navigation equipments. Coastwatch will also locate a helicopter in the
Torres Strait area and provide funding for it to fly a minimum of 250
hours annually. This will strengthen surveillance and response
capabilities, especially on the many islands without airstrips and
during the wet season, when some island airstrips become unsafe for
fixed wing operations.

Australian Fisheries Sendce

The Australian Fisheries Service is responsible for the overall
coordination of fisheries arrangements in Torres Strait in consultation
with the Queensland Fish Management Authority. It also administers
the decisions of the Protected Zone foint Authority (a Commonwealth-
State joint authority) for the Torres Strait.
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The Australian Fisheries Service maintains a small office with
2 staff on Thursday Island and fisheries research personnel from a
number of organisations, including the CSIRO, the Bureau of Rural
Resources and the Queensland Department of Primary Industries
operate routinely in the area.

The Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine Boating
and Fisheries Patrol performs the primary fisheries education,
surveillance and enforcement tasks in Torres Strait as an agent of the
Commonwealth Government.

Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service

The Australian Quarantine and Inspc'ction Service (AQIS) has
introduced a new Northern Australian Quarantine Strategy which
includes surveys of potential quarantine threat areas (esPecially Papua
New Guinea), an expansion of cooperative activities with Papua New
Guinean authorities, more active Programs to publicise the risks to the
region of quarantine breaches and the appointment of full-time
quarantine assistants on some of the outer islands. These forward-
deployed assistants check transiting vessels and aircraft for
quarantinable goods and monitor small sentinel flocks of poultry for
signs of exotic diseases (e.g. Newcastle disease).

A sentinel cattle herd is maintained north of a quarantine fence
that runs across the Cape York Peninsula between Bamaga and the
fardine River. This herd is maintained, in part, to detect indications of
screw worrn fly, foot and mouth and other diseases' This purpose
would be best fulfilled were cattle slaughtered and inspected regularly
at the small Bamaga abattoir. This source of local fresh meat and
quarantine monitoring has not been maintainecl in recent years
because of an absence of agreement between the local communities.

The officers of the Queensland Department of Primary
Industries on Thursday Island provide management and oversight of
AQIS programs in this region on an agency basis.
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Deparbnent of Community Services and Health

Queensland Government agencies carry primary
responsibility for medical and health programs in Torres Strait but the
Commonwealth Department of Community Services and Health funds
a number of supplementary services such as the Patient Transfer
Scheme. This pays for individuals who require specialist medical
attention and to be transferred from the outer islands to Thursdav
Island and, if necessary, further south to Cairns.

Department of Defence

The Defence profile in the region rose substantially during
1988-89, especially with the construction of a joint Army and Naval
Reserve depot on Thursday Island.

The 51st Battalion, The Far North Queensland Regiment (51
FNQR) is an Army Reserve Regional Force Surveillance Unit
headquartered in Cairns. C Company is based in the Torres Strait
region with its headquarters in the new Thursday Island depot and a
platoon depot at Bamaga. There are 5 platoons in C Company with a
total strength of 124, almost all of whom are Islanders.

The Army has a small communications station located next to
the Reserve platoon depot at Bamaga, operating in support of 51
FNQR.

There is a proposal to develop a basic training area and small
arrns range on Horn Island adjacent to the airfield.

Navy appointed a lieutenant-commander as Resident Naval
Officer Thursday Island (RNOTI) in February 1988. His primary task
has been to raise a Naval Reserve element. Difficulties of recruiting
and training have constrained this endeavour. Eventual strength of
the Thursday Island Naval Reserve unit is planned to be 25 members
with a 12 metre work boat based at the island for training purposes.

In 1988 Navy recommissioned the landing craft (heavy) HMAS
Tarakan for operations in far north Queensland and the Torres Strait.
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This vessel is available to support 51 FNQR operations and provide
training opportunities for the local Naval Reserve unit.

Fremantle Class patrol boats spent some 70 patrol days in the
Torres Strait region during 1988.

The hydrographic ship HMAS Flinders is scheduled to spend
three months in the Great North East Channel at the end of 1989. In
7992 a Laser Airborne Depth Sounder (LADS) aircraft supported by
HMAS's Shepparton and BenaIIa is scheduled to operate in the northern
unsurveyed portion of the Strait. Later in 1992 similar operations are
planned in the eastern end of the region between the Murray Islands
and Raine Island Entrance.

There are eight naval coastwatchers in the Torres Strait region.

Department of Employment, Education and Training

This department is working closely with the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs and the Queensland Department of Community
Services to implement a strategy for public and private sector
employment providing greater opportunities for Islanders in both skill
training and job placement.

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has overall
policy responsibility for the Torres Strait Treaty bctween Australia and
Papua New Guinea (for Treaty dctails see Anncxes H and I). Two
members of this department are based on Thursday Island. They are
active in explaining the Treaty to local residents and providing advice
on aspects of Treaty management. A direct telephone link is
maintained between Thursday Island and the Papua New Guinea
border liaison officer in Daru.

Department of Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs

This Department is responsible for the control of entry into,
and departure from, Australia via the Strait consistent with the terms
of the Torres Strait Treaty.
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The Deparhnent of Immigration, local Government and
Ethnic Affairs maintains a small office on Thursday Island, the prime
purpose of which is to detect and prevent attempted illegal
immigration through the Tones Strait. To this end a Movement
Monitoring System (MMS) has been inhoduced on thirteen of the
islands. Under this system appointed islanders are paid a small
retainer to identify and record visits and departures, periods of stay
and whether visits are for traditional or other purposes. Register
keepers have no powers under the Migration Act but are expected to
report all visits to the Department's Area Director on Thursday Island.

In practice this system is of very limited effectiveness. Senior
members of the Island Coordinating Council claim that because the
Deparbnent does not employ locals on the islands on a full time basis,
there is little incentive for register keepers to report. There is also no
legal obligation for Papuans or other aliens to report their arrival in the
Protected Zone.

Moreover, the system ignores those moving in the region that
avoid MSS islands. Further difficulties arise when visitors from Papua
New Guinea arrive with passes from the Papua New Guinea
authorities (whic[ in themselves, have no legal status) certifying that
the visit is for traditional purposes but then undertake non-traditional
activities (e.g. commercial lobster fishing). It is also frequently difficult
for island council chairmen and register keepers to be sure that the
people listed on the Papua New Guinea pass are those who actually
arrive. Moreover, sometimes not all the Papuans who do arrive are
listed in the documentation and visitors frequently overstay the
normal maximum period of a traditional visit of three weeks. Some
"traditional visitors" have even been able to enroll their children in
island primary schools for a term or longer.

Department of Transport and Communications

This Department's local staff are primarily engaged in the
operation and maintenance of the Horn Island airfield, the Eooby
Island Lighthouse and a wide range of shipping navigation aids
installed in the region.
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Department of Social Security

This Department plays an important financial role in the
Islander communities through its range of assistance programs.

Queensland Government

The primary Queensland Government agencies in Torres Strait
of relevance (and not already mentioned) are as follows:

The Deparhnent of Community Services administers the
Community Services Act, staffs and maintains the region's medical aid
posts and provides management for Islander housing programs and
support for local government services. This Department maintains
offices at both Thursday Island and Bamaga.

The Queensland Department of Health is responsible for the
region's hospitals (through the Thursday Island Hospital Board) at
Thursday Island and Bamaga.

The Queensland Aboriginal Health Program (an agency of
the Queensland Department of Health) sPonsors several preventive
health programs in the region.

The Queensland Department of Education administers the
two high schools and numerous primary and pre-schools- A
curriculum development group operates from Thursday Island.

The Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine
Boating and Fisheries Pahol performs the education, surveillance and
enforcement tasks in Torres Strait for the joint Commonwealth/State
Protected Zone Ioint Authority and the Australian Fisheries Service. A
24 metre catamaran patrol vessel (Wauri) operates from Thursday
Island to perform these tasks. A dedicated wharf and
operations/administration building are shortly to be constructed.

The Queensland Department of Primary Industry acts as
local agent for the Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service, as
well as providing general community assistance with agricultural
matters.
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The Far North Queensland Electricity Board is responsible
for the power stations and electricity distribution systems on Thursday
and Horn Islands and at Bamaga. (The last-named on an agency basis
for Queensland Department of Community Services).

The local State Emergency Services organisation operates
under the direction of the Torres Shire Council Clerk.



TWO

MAIOR ISSUES IN GOVERNMENT- ADMINISTRATION

The Torres Strait Treaty

The Torres Strait Treaty delimits the maritime boundary
between Australia and Papua New Cuinea. It was signed in December
1978 after six years of negotiations and was ratified and entered into
force on 15 February 1985. (The Treaty text is at Annex H).

Because of a long history of traditional movement, trade and
subsistence fishing in this region by both Papuans and Islanders, the
Treaty does not set a single border line but a morc complex regime, the
boundaries for which are shown in Figure 7.

First, there is the seabed jurisdiction line which marks the
boundary for seabed purposes. North of this line are fifteen islands
and cays, including the inhabited islands of Boigu, Saibai and Dauan,
over which Papua New Guinea recognises Australian sovereignty.
Each of these Australian islands north of the seabed jurisdiction line
carries a three nautical mile territorial sea.

Second, there is a fisheries jurisdiction line which encomPasses
the so-called "top hat" area and surrounds the inhabited Australian
islands north of the seabed jurisdiction line.

Third, most of the Strait region and adjacent coastal area is
defined by the Treaty to fall within a ProtectedZone, within which the
Treaty explicitly recognises traditional cross-border movement, in
accordance with the livelihood and wav of life of the traditional
inhabitants.
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Issues Arising from the TreatY

Traditional Visits

Article 11 of the Treaty provides for free movement and the
performance of lawful traditional activities in, and in the vicinity of,
lhe Protected Zone by the traditional inhabitants of each side without
the controls that usually apply to international travel.

In practice, these provisions have caused numerous problems
and stimulated resentment amongst the Islander communities. Most
of the Islanders rarely, if ever, have reason to visit Papua New Guinea
under these provisions but many of them feel under considerable
pressure from Papuan activities in the Protected Zone and even further
to the south, particularly on Thursday arrd Horn Islands.

Many of the Islande/s concerns spring from fear of new waves
of Papuan migrants exacerbating housing shortages, bringing serious
health risks, increasing pressure on local fisheries, winning political
ascendanry on some islands and throwing doubt on future ownership
and control of the Deed of Grant in Trust areas.

In the late 1940s a small number of Papuans moved into the
Strait and integrated easily into the communities on Yorke and Yam
Islands. Many more arrived with their families during the 1960s to
work in the pearl shelling industry. During the 1970s the growth of
the lobster fishery and increased employment opportunities arising
from Commonwealth-funded infrastructure developments on many
islands brought additional Papuans and spread them more widely
through the Strait.

Papuan communities bccame well established on Darnley,
Boigu, Saibai, Yorke and Badu Islands. During the 1980 moratorium
on illegal immigration many of these people gained either permanent
resident status or Australian citizenship.

These ethnic Papuan residents now exercise free movement
rights under the Torres Strait Treaty as traditional inhabitants of the
Protected Zone. Many and perhaPs most visits by Papua New Guinea
citizens into the Protected Zone are for the PurPose of making contact
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with ethnic Papuan residents rather than long-standing Islanders.
Technology is also playing its part with Papuan visitors frequently
arriving in fast outboard-powered dinghies rather than the sailing craft
that were more common in the early 1970s.

The "economic pull" of the Torres Strait economy is a strong
incentive for some Papuans to break the guidelines for traditional
visits. The western Province of Papua New Guinea opposite Torres
strait has comparatively weak economic prospects and does not attract
high priority for central Govemment funds.

The most obvious breaches of the Treaty terms have concerned
fapuans fishing commercially in the Protected Zong particularly for
lobsters (crays). Because the Australian prices for lobsters are
generally higher than those obtainable at the main Papua New Guinea
freezer at Daru, Papuans have frequently sold directly, or through
intermediaries, to Australian floating or island-based freezers in the
strait. Indeed, in some areas this illegal Papuan contribution to freezer
throughput has become important for the economic viability of freezer
operations. some Islander communities have become concerned about
these abuses of the Treaty's terms and protest strongly to local freezer
owners and managers about the illegal encouragement of papuan
operations.

In order to clarify the definition of traditional fishing under
the Treaty, Australian authorities have placed a catch limit on those
engaged in such fishing of three lobsters per head or a maximum of six
per boat. Enforcement of this limit has, however, been complicated by
numerous factors. One practical problem is the diificulty of
distinguishing at sea between Papuans who are Australian permanent
residents or nationals and Papuan visitors. There are also extreme
difficulties in apprehending suspected breachers of the Treaty when
Papuan dinghies with high powered outboards disperse at greit speed
across shallow reefs on the approach of fisheries or other ofiicial
vessels.

One recent initiative to assist identification is the painting of
distinctive marks on the fishing vessels of Islander communities.
unmarked boats will attract the priority attention of enforcement
officers.
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This very loosely controlled movement regime is the source of
other Islander and official concerns. If Papuans can (and do) travel so
freely through the Protected Zone, and not infrequently further south
to Thursday Island and Bamaga, might there not be scope for serious
breaches of immigration, customs and quarantine legislation? In
recent years there has been at least one instance of a Papuan with
permanent residence status transporting illegal aliens onto Cape York.
The agencies with responsibilities in immigration, customs and
quarantine have all upgraded their education and enforcement
activities in recent years but the potential for wilful and lucrative law
breaking remains substantial.

The most serious danger arising from this situation is the
possibility of a serious deliberate, or inadvertent, breach of quarantine
controls. The transfer of diseased animals or plants (or meat or
vegetable products) from Papua New Guinea to the Australian
mainland could have disastrous consequences for the northern cattle
and other primary industries. For instance, it was estimated by the
1984 Review of Australia's Peacetime Coastal Surveillance and
Protection Arrangements that were foot and mouth discase to gain a
hold in northern Australia, rural output could be cut by at least $2,500
million in the first year and export earnings in the beef industry alone
could fall by at least $1,000 million Per annum. With the regular
slaughter of feral cattle on the northern peninsula currently
suspended, local authorities believe that the detcrction of a serious
quarantine breach could be delayed more than twelve months.
Control measures at that late stage would be extremely difficult and
expensive and possibly of doubtful effect.

The health risks arising from Papuan movements are also of
great concern to the Islandcr communities. Islander leaders talk of
being on Australia's "front line" in facing health risks, with particular
concerns about malaria, hepatitis B, AIDS, leprosy and tuberculosis.

When Papuans making a traditional visit land on one of the
inhabited islands they are normally directed to the closest medical aid
post where a blood test is taken to check for malarial infection' These
precautions are sometimes avoided and have not prevented outbreaks
of malaria on Saibai, Boigu and Darnley Islands.
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Many islanders and local Europeans are resentful of the use
that many Papuans make of medical facilities in the Strait at the
expense of the Australian tax-payer. Despite the fact that there are
quite good medical facilities in the Western Province of Papua New
Guinea, scores of Papuans travel to Australian islands in the Strait
each year seeking medical assistance. The community medical aid
posts render immediate assistance and if the problem is serious the
patients are frequently flown to Thursday Island Hospital.
Queensland Government policy is not to accept the cost of returning
recovered Papuan patients home. As few Papuans have sufficient
funds to pay for their return travel, many are left illegally resident on
Thursday Island until they can earn enough money (by illegal labour),
or relatives transfer sufficient funds.

A further source of resentment and tension between the
Islander and Papuan communities is the very sub-standard (humpy)
nature of most of the accommodation inhabited by people of Papuan
descent on the islands. This is largely a result of the fact that the
Queensland Department of Community Services, which delivers
housing services, leaves decisions on eligibility to the island councils.
Papuan families rarely receive priority consideration for new houses
and while this satisfies most Islanders it does little to resolve
community tensions. This general approach is also supported by State
and Commonwealth policies, as housing assistance is formally
designated for Aboriginal and Islander communities only.

Environmental Concerns

Article 13 of the Torres Strait Treaty explicitly provides for the
protection of the marine environment. In recent years the Islanders'
environmental concerns have been focused on the potential for
pollution from three main sources.

The Horn Island gold mine has been the subject of close
investigation regarding the potential release of heavy metal and
cyanide wastes. The mine management is sensitive to the issue and
the matter appears under control.

A second focus of environmental concern has been pollution
from the Ok Tedi mine in the head-waters of the Fly River and from
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the Pogera Mine in the headwaters of the Purari River, both in Papua
New Guinea. In 1985, following the collapse of a tailings dam at the
Ok Tedi mine, there were reports of cyanide and heavy metai pollution
in the river system. During this same period some drums of cyanide
connected with this mining operation were lost at sea in the Fly River
estuary. The subsequent discovery of large quantities of dead fish on
the shoreline at Darnley Island caused some alarm.

In March 1970 the tanker Oceanic Grandeur ran aground in
Prince of Wales Channel, quite close to Thursday Island. Some crude
oil spilled from ruptured tanks and, together with the chemical
dispersants used in the clean-up operation, is thought by many to have
hastened the demise of the pearl shelling industry.

Issues for the Future

A Tighter Regime for Traditional Visits

There is a strong view among most of the Islander community
leaders and locally based enforcement officials that the Australian
Government should enact additional regulations to limit abuses of the
traditional visits provisions of the Treaty. Such action is explicitly
permitted under articles 16(3) and 14(2) of the Treaty. Failure to act in
this field is likely to aggravate Islander concems further and pose
unwarranted risks to Australia's quarantine, health, customs and
immigration interests.

There are several possible ways of tightening movement
regulations within the Protected Zonc but majority thinking among
Strait residents appears to be moving in the following direction.

Papuans wishing to make a single day visit to Saibai or Boigu
for the purposes of shopping could be permitted to continue doing this
as present arrangements allow.

Papuans wishing to make a traditional visit into the Protected
Zone would need to obtain a permit from the Papua New Cuinea
authorities, as is encouraged under current arrangements. Upon entry
to the Zone this permit would need to be presented to an office
established at one of three "gateway islands" in the Strait. At those
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locations Papuans would be checked for quarantineable goods, given a
blood test and, if cleared, and their visit is approved, they would be
issued with a water-proof visit permit for a specified period containing
full identification details including a photograph. Upon leaving the
Protected Zone, Papuans would have to "check ouf' through one of the
three gateway islands and return their permits.

Papuans found within the Protected Zone with an expired
permit or no permit at all would be liable for court action. Records of
entries and departures could be maintained on mini-computers and
individuals who break the regulations could be denied re-entry for
specified periods.

Any proposal of this nature would need to be discussed in
detail with community leaders in the Strait and with the Queensland
and Papua New Guinea Governments. Discussions with island
community leaders suggest that clear-cut regulations of this nature
would be warmly welcomed as a positive response to their deeply-felt
concerns.

Changed Fisheries Sharing Arangements

A second set of problems arise from the fisheries regime
detailed in Articles 23 and 24 of the Treaty.

Sharing the regions fishery catch between Australia and Papua
New Guinea commenced, in theory, with ratification of the Treaty.
But, in practice, the first five years of the Treaty saw the fisheries
regime remain essentially unchanged. During the second five years of
the Treaty (commencing in 1990), the catch sharing provisions can be
progressively adjusted up to the following shared percentages:

(a) in areas under Australian jurisdiction (i.e. areas south
of the seabed jurisdiction line), except as provided in
G) below:
Australia
Papua New Guinea -

7SVo
257o
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ft) within the territorial seas of Anchor Cay, Black Rocks,
Bramble Cay, Deliverance Island, East Cay, Kerr Islet,
Pearce Cay and Turu Cay:
Australia
Papua New Guinea -

(c) in areas under Papua New Cuinea jurisdiction;
Australia - 257o
Papua New Guinea - 75Eo

Exactly how this fishery would be shared in practice has been
the subject of considerable debate and negotiations between Australian
and Papua New Guinean officials. Rather than attempt to value and
apportion catches by weight or dollar value, current Australian
thinking is simply to allocate boat days to each party so as to permit
the agreed total catch figure for gach fish type to be reached.

The primary concerns with this arrangemcnt do not relate to
the equity of the fishery sharing itself. Rather, for the first time
Papuan commercial fishermen will bc entitled to operate legally to the
southern end of the Protected Zone. Under currently proposed
arrangements Papuan freezer vessels will be perfectly entitled to
anchor just off Mabuiag, Badu or even Hawkesbury Islands and act as
mother ships for numerous Papuan dinghies. This will dramatically
increase the Papuan presence in the southern end of the Strait and
provide greater opportunities for illegal visits further south. In
addition, it will inevitably mean that rubbish and food scraps brought
from Daru and other Papuan locations (most of which are
quarantineable) will be thrown into the sea a short distance off-shore
from those islands and possibly not far from Friday, Hammond and
Goods Islands. In consequence, there would secm to be a strong
motivation for Australia to seek an arrangement whereby Papuan
crewed and supplied vessels, especially large freezer boats, did not
operate (or were not anchored) close to the large southwestern islands
of Mabuiag, Moa, Badu, Hawkesbury etc. From a quarantine point of
view, these islands are of particular concern because they carry a range
of animals and plants that could host diseases transferrcd via rubbish
onto their shores. From Papua New Cuinea's perspective, the reefs
and waters in the immediate vicinity of thesc islands are not of great
fishery significance. In consequencc, thcre should be scope for an

507o
507o
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understanding to be reached about acceptable forms of Papuan access
in this quarantine-sensitive zone, even if marginal Australian
concessions are necessary in other areas to compensate.

Other quarantine, customs, immigration and related security
concerns arise from the active operations of other fishing vessels in the
region, especially the prawn trawlers.

Many of the trawlers licensed to fish Papua New Guinea
waters are Australian owned and frequently carry mixed Australian-
Papua New Guinean crews. These vessels normally operate from, and
are provisioned at, Papua New Guinea ports. When operating in
Torres Strait these vessels frequently associate closely with Australian
registered fishing craft and it is not unusual for these vessels to anchor
alongside ovemight in protected waters. This situation provides
numerous opportunities for catch transfers (the Australian price is
usually higher) but also for the transhipment of quarantinable goods,
illegal imports or exports and illegal immigrants. Situations such as
this suggest a requirement for specially-tailored intelligence,
surveillance and enforcement operations.

A related question is the efficiency with which the various
enforcement agencies coordinate their surveillance, intelligence and
apprehension operations in Torres Strait. Many present arrangements
seem informal, ad hoc and incomplete. There appears scope for
improving this situation by security-clearing selected personnel,
modifying intelligence liaison arrangements and organising periodic
meetings of the senior officers of relevant agencies to review
coordination.

The Enforcement Constraint of Australia's 3 Nautical Mile
Teritorial Sea

Australia's ability to control movements in the Protected Zone
and, more generally in the Torres Strait region, is constrained under
international law by the limits of the nation's 3 nautical mile territorial
sea and 12 nautical mile contiguous zone. Except in special
circumstances, Australian enforcement authorities have no legal right
to board, arrest, attack, or in any way interfere with, vessels (or
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aircraft) outside Aushalia's territorial sea. Even within the territorial
sea foreign ships, including warships, have a right of innocent passage.

The exceptions, when Australian enforcement authorities can
intercept, board and arrest beyond the 3 nautical mile territorial sea are
as follows:

First, if a foreign fishing vessel is found within the 200 nautical
mile Australian Fishing Zone unlicensed or otherwise in breach of
Australia's fisheries legislation, it can be arrested, escorted to port and
subjected to the processes of Australian law.

Second, if a foreign vessel attacks, or displays an unambiguous
intention to attack an Australian vessel it, in turn, has a legitimate right
to self defence and proportionate action.

Third, if a ship is believed to be engaged in piracy (i.e. hostile
acts for private means) or the slave trade, if it is without nationality or
if it is in Australian vessel, Australian authorities have the right to
intercept and apprehend.

Fourth, if a foreign vessel commits a customs offence within
Australia's territorial sea, it may be arrested within the contiguous
zone (which extends 12 nautical miles from the coastal baselines) or,
provided continuous visual pursuit is maintained, apprehension may
be effected on the high seas.

Fifth, if a vessel on the high seas adjacent to Australia was
conducting operations seriously dctrimental to national security (e.9.
serving as a mother ship for small raiding boats) it could be
apprehended and arrested under the doctrine of constructive presence.

In other (more normal) circumstances, Australia has no right
to interfere with ships or aircraft located beyond Australia's territorial
sea. As can be seen from Figure 8, significant areas of the Torres Strait
are located beyond Australia's territorial sea. This has the potential to
complicate seriously Australian operations in a range of low and
escalated low level contingencies.
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Some consideration has been given in recent years to the
possibility of Australia extending its territorial sea from 3 to 12
nautical miles, and its contiguous zone to 24 nautical miles, as
permitted by the International law of the Sea (1982) Convention. A
decision to take this step would have major, and largely positive,
implications for Australian enforcement operations in Torres Strait.
Figure 8 shows the additional area that would be brought within
Australia's territorial sea were a 12 nautical mile limit declared. The
overall effect would be to simplify greatly Australia's peacetime
enforcement and contingent defensive operations.

Sensitivities of Regional Countries

Aside from Australia, Papua New Guinea is the regional
country with strongest interests in Torres Strait. For Port Moresby,
this region is an important international border and the count4y's
sovereignty and broad national interests are embodied in the Torres
Strait Treaty.

Nevertheless, because Torres Strait is not a source of serious
problems for Papua New Guinea and issues of concern can usually be
resolved informally with Australia, the region receives very little
considered attention in Port Moresby.

It is important that this generally relaxed relationship with
Papua New Guinea not be taken for granted. As a party to the Torres
Shait Treaty, Papua New Guinea has a right to be consulted fully
conceming any developments Australia plans that may have direct or
indirect consequences for the Treaty regime. Full explanations may be
required not only to relevant officials and Ministers but also to the
broader Papua New Guinea public. As David Hegarty remarks in
Annex E, the possibility of Torres Strait issues being exploited by
Papua New Guinea politicians cannot be excluded in the future.

Relations with Papua New Guinea may not always be smooth
through the 190s and beyond. The potential for Torres Strait issues to
become an irritant can be minimised by ensuring full processes of
consultation and participation.
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Martin O'Hare argues persuasively in Annex F that
Indonesia's interests in Torres Shait are very limited. fakarta would
perceive Australian or ioint Australian-Papua New Guinean measures
to strengthen law enforcement and local security in this region as
natural and scarcely deserving comment.

Administrative Coordination

Partly because of its role as a border crossing and partly
because of its isolation and political sensitivity, the Torres Strait region
hosts representatives of a very wide range of Commonwealth and
State agencies. This brings an unusual character to the very small
Thursday Island community. Most of the small bureaucratic outposts
located there appear reasonably well organised for their specific
purposes, but local fiefdoms are generally protected jealously and
cooperation between some agencies is limited.

The effects of the wide dispersion of administrative
responsibility are fairly obvious. Many Islanders (including senior
Islander representatives) are resentful of what they see as an
unnecessarily complicated bureaucratic system that serves the interests
of the Islanders with only moderate efficienry but provides
comfortable pbs for southerners in the tropics. The administrative
overheads are said by many to be unreasonably large. The quality of
local administration'is also influenced shongly by-the shori pos-ting
periods (1-2 years) and limited experience of most officials. Some
researchers have remarked that this bureaucratic pattern perpehrates a
strange "colonial" character in the region.

A few improvements have been made to administrative
arrangements in recent years. Some agencies do seem to be making
more concerted efforts to cooperate more closely and informally on
policy and operational matters. In at least two cases national agencies
have appointed other authorities already present in the Strait to
perform their functions on a contractual basis. The Australian
Quarantine and Inspection Service's use of the Queensland
Department of Primary Industries and the Australian Fisheries
Service's use of the Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine,
Boating and Fisheries Patrol are particularly notable. Close
cooperation and coordindtion between the sponsoring and local
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agencies is essential for this type of arrangement to work well. There
may, nevertheless, be scope for other authorities to rationalise their
activities in this way.

Another favourable hend has been the increased formal and
informal involvement of the Island Coordinating Council in the
important policy and budgetary deliberations of many locally-based
Commonwealth and State Departments. ICC influence is particularly
notable in determining development, housing and welfare priorities in
the Strait.

Direct Islander involvement in regional decision-making will
probably increase significantly in the 1990s. Under the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) legislation, the elected
Torres Strait Regional Council and Torres Strait Islander
Commissioner has, at least in theory, direct access to high level poliry
making on Torres Strait affairs, including direct access to the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs during the budgetary process.

Calls for Independence by Torres Strait Islanders

During the early and mid 1980s, the Torres Strait Islander
communities both resident in the Strait and located on the mainland
grew frustrated and resentful about Commonwealth handling of their
affairs. There was (and to some extent, still is) a general feeling that
Commonwealth assistance to Islander communities was dictated at a
national level and heavily biased towards Aboriginal interests. Many
were also irritated by aspects of the Torres Strait Treaty, especially the
rights given to Papuans in the Strait. Some were concerned, in
addition, by what they saw as the inefficiencies with which
government services were delivered to Islandcr communities.

In |uly '1987, the Island Coordinating Council (then chaired by
Mr George Mye) presented to the thcn Minister for Aboriginal Affairs,
Mr Holding, a list of demands including that of "sovereign
independence". (See Attachment B of Annex R).

The possibility of independence for the Torres Strait Islands
was raised on one notable previous occasion by a fringe political party
called the Torres United Party, which was based in Townsville
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between Dn-78. One Islander leader and one non-Islander "adviser"
were closely involved in proposing the notion of independence both
then and in 1987.

In fanuary 1988 a three-day public meeting was convened on
Thursday Island with the ostensible purpose of considering the
Commonwealth Government's proposed Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Commission (ATSIC) legislation. It was attended by the
councils of all the Torres Strait Islands as well as representatives of
several mainland Islander groups. On 20 fanuary Mr Mye moved a
motion that Torres Strait Islanders secede from the Commonwealth
and form a new sovereign entity. This received overwhelming
suPPort.

In response to the meeting's demands that the Prime Minister
attend, the Government despatched the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs, Mr Hand. By the time of his arrival there were three broad
Islander groupings emerging on the issue. Most of the mainland
Islanders wished to explore actively the independence proposal. A
group of mainly mixed-race Islanders from Thursday Island promoted
a national loyalty platform. The Island Coordinating Council basically
wanted to exploit the call for independence, early in Australia's
bicentennial year, to force a range of concessions from the
Commonwealth.

The key Islander leaders, both then and now, acknowledge
privately, and even on occasion publicly, that independence was not
their true goal. They really sought more equitable arrangements with
the Commonwealth in the areas of Aboriginal Affairs and Torres Strait
Treaty Administration.

The tactics adopted by the Islander leadership in many
respects parallelled those used successfully by the Islanders in their
strikes against Torres Strait Protector's management of the pearl boats
in 1936 and against the Army's discriminatory pay and conditions
accorded the Torres Strait Light Infantry in 1943. On those earlier
occasions, a dramatic theatrical gesture was employed to attract high
level attention to serious Islander concems, followed by a sustained
period of constructive dialogue.
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This technique again achieved a substantial measure of success
in 1988. The call for independence received widespread media
coverage both in Aushalia and intcrnationally.

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs held extensive discussions
with Islander leaders both in fanuary and February 1988. One
important commitment made was that an Interdepartmental
Committee (IDC) would examine the islanders' concerns and report to
Federal Cabinet as soon as possible. The IDC report was submitted to
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs in August 1988. Subsequently the
Minister announced important modifications to the proposed
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) legislation
mentioned earlier.

The view of the Island Coordinating Council was that it would
prefer separate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commissions
instead of the Government's proposals. Islander leaders saw a serious
danger in accepting their future as "a minority within a minority".
Nevertheless,ICC members reluctantly accepted the amended ATSIC
structure as a minimum position of agreement.

In November 1988, the Island Coordinating Council Executive
met with representatives of relevant Commonwealth and Queensland
Departments and proposed means of involving Islanders dircctly in
carriage of some of the Interdcpartmcntal Committee's
recommendations. These su gges ti ons were accepted.

The call for independence stimulated a much more sensitive
and attentive approach to the region by most Commonwealth and
Queensland agencies. Routine consultation with the Island
Coordinating Council grew substantially. In addition, new efforts
were made to increase the numbers of Islanders employed by
government departments and agencies.

Also in the second half of 1988, the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs announced the Priority Community Development Strategy for
Torres Strait, with $23m to be spent over three years.

While this succession of Commonwealth initiatives and the
more open collegiate approach by the primary regional bureaucracies
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have been welcomed by Islander leaders, they remain keen to explore,
as medium-term options, a broader range of government and
administrative structures for Torres Strait. On a number of occasions
the Island Coordinating Council has proposed to both the
Commonwealth and Queensland Governments a transition to a form
of Regional Government. The model best suited to Torres Strait
continues to be the subiect of debate, but something akin to the
unusual status of Norfolk Island is generally thought to be a valid
starting point. (For further details see Annex S).

In order to explore the potential for a degree of regional
autonomy, the Island Coordinating Council has embarked on a five
year regional development program. In the first (current) phase a
consultant (Mr Bill Arthur) has been engaged (with Australian
Institute of Aboriginal Studies funding) to examine in considerable
detail the struchrre of the Torres Strait economy with a view to
establishing the potential for regional economic growth and self-
sufficiency. Senior community leaders feel strongly the need to reduce
the welfare dependence of the region but they are uncertain about the
practicality of such a course and look to the consultant's report for
guidance.

Islander Aftitudes to Defence

The Islander communities and the people of the Torres Strait
are generally sympathetic to the defence task and most defence
activities. The Islanders have a sense of being located on Australia's
forward frontiers. They hence see individual and community
involvement in defence activities as natural and, in some senses, a
continuation of their proud warrior traditions.

The Islanders readily recall the dramatic impact that the
Second World War had on their region. With Japan's invasion of New
Guinea, the military authorities took over administration of the Torres
Strait and evacuated most of the European, Asian and mixed-race
civilians. Young Islander males were recruited into the Torres Strait
Light Infantry based on Thursday Island. Islander recruits were
extremely concerned at the time about leaving only old men, women
and children on the outer islands, in what they perceived to be very
exposed positions. This concern is reiterated even now.
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The Torres Strait Light Infantry was not called to serve outside
the region, although a number undertook dangerous voyages to
Merauke in Dutch New Guinea and a few participated in actions
against the fapanese there. Many Islanders experienced the three
fapanese air raids on Horn Island. By the end of the war some 900
men had served in this unit.

The rates of pay for the serving Islanders were initially
matched to those offered at the beginning of the war by the pearl
shelling industry. The men resented this and in 1943 they mutinied
peacefully for better pay and conditions. While the leaders of this
action were disciplined, pay was subsequently increased to about half
that earned by white Australians. This remained a source of
resentment after the war.

In 1983 the Australian Govemment undertook to rectify the
injustice of the wartime underpayments. A formula was agreed
whereby the amount each ex-serviceman was underpaid was
multiplied by eleven to compensate for forty years of inflation. The
heirs or assignees of deceased ex-seryicemen also received
compensatory payments. Depending upon rank, family status and
length of service, entitlements ranged from about $2,000 to $30,000.
With very few exceptions, all compensation pa5rments have now been
made.

Well maintained war memorials are obvious on most islands
and ANZAC Day services and ceremonies attract large attendances.

In recent years the Defence Force has generally been well
represented in this region by the locally-based Army and Navy
personnel. In particular, the officers of The 51st Battalion, The Far
North Queensland Regiment have established a good rapport with the
Chairman and members of the Island Coordinating Council, as well as
with most other community leaders and representatives of relevant
Commonwealth and Queensland agencies. Continuing attention
needs to be given to the sensitive diplomatic and liaison skills required
by servicemen posted to Torres Strait.

Unfortunately not all defence-related activities conducted in
this region in recent years have been well received by the local
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community. In particular, the processes of acquiring the property for
the Army and Navy Reserve Depot and associated housing on
Thursday Island stimulated considerable local resentment. Senior
members of the Islander community claim that they were not properly
consulted about the purposes, the location or the design of these
facilities. Some feel strongly that the depot should have been built on
the site of the wartime Torres Srait Light Infantry headquarters or
located at Horn Island or Bamaga. Other locals were concerned about
the impact of these property acquisitions on the already-inflated land
prices on Thursday Island and on the severe water shortages borne by
this community. There is no evidence of any significant opposition
with Torres Strait to the defence presence in principle, but many were
angry at the lack of detailed consultation.

It is inappropriate to plan defence activities and developments
in this region assuming an environment similar to that of Sydney or
Melbourne. There are important local sensitivities that need to be
taken fully into account. Most local concerns can readily be managed
in a deliberate process of frank and early consultation. This awareness
is essential not only in planning Defence activities themselves but also
activities undertaken by the Department of Administrative Services
and Australian Construction Services on Defence's behalf. On-the-spot
assistance with such consultations can and should be sought from the
locally deployed Defence Force officers and from the senior staff of
other government agencies, particularly the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs.



THREE

TORRES STRAIT AS A SHIPPING ROUTE

The Torres Strait region is used by an extraordinary variety of
ships and boats, ranging from trawlers and pleasure yachts to
international tankers and bulk carriers. All but the smallest vessels are
confined to a few, well defined routes which are narrow and strongly
influenced by tides and tidal streams.

Characteristics of the Straits

The Western Approaches

The recommended western entry/exit of the Torres Strait is
currently Gannet Passage, which has a charted depth of 10.1 metres
(see Figure 9). The maximum draught for ships passing through
Gannet Passage is 12.2. metres, which provides an underkeel clearance
of one metre at high stages of the tide.

Following a series of surveys completed by HMAS Flinders in
1988, the Varzin Passage, which is located 3 nautical miles north of
Cannet Passage, will be buoyed by the Department of Transport and
Communications. Although this new passage gives an extra half
metre draught, the depth restrictions for Gannet Passage will continue
to apply.

The sea floor in the area of Gannet and Varzin Passages is
sand. When Gannet Passage was last surveyed in 1988, there were
indications that the channel was closing. Periodic surveys of Varzin
and Gannet Passage area will continue to be necessary.
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The Prince of Wales Channel

The main shipping route to the immediate north of Cape York
is the Prince of Wales Channel. This channel is subject to high rates of
tidal stream. Its controlling depth is 11.0 metres at its western end,
however as the passage extends across differing tidal regimes, a depth
in the eastern part, in the vicinity of O.G. ("Oceanic Grandeur") Rock,
may become critical for a particular transit.

Prince of Wales Channel passes between the fringing coral
reefs of Goods, Hammond and Wednesday Islands to the south and
North West Reefs to the north. It is 1,500 metres wide at its narrowest
point between Sunk and Mecca Reefs. The sea floor of Prince of Wales
Channel comprises coral, shell debris and sand that has been scoured
by the strong tidal streams and is compacted and hard.

A large area in the eastern approaches to Prince of Wales
Channel is available for ships to anchor whilst awaiting favourable
tidal conditions for transit, or to avoid other shipping in the channel.
In the western end the charted anchorage has a minimum depth of 12
metres.

The eastern entry/exit to Prince of Wales Channel is between
Alert and Herald Patches, where the channel narrows to 800 metres.
Both these patches are sand waves. Alert Patches are formed on the
southern edge of a rock shelf where the Riaer Emberley grounded in
1987. The area was resurveyed after this incident.

Great Barrier Reef Inner Route

Vessels bound for destinations on the east coast of Australia
pass through the Prince of Wales Channel and then proceed in a
southeasterly direction towards Adolphus Channel. This passage is
comparatively wide although there are some sandwaves and the
Brothers Patches on the northern side of the recommended track. The
present depth of 14.1 metres is greater than that through the Prince of
Wales Channel and Gannet Passage and thus is not critical.
Nevertheless, the prudent mariner reduces power to reduce vibration
and possible interaction between the vessel and the bottom.
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Great North East Channel

For vessels leaving Prince of Wales Channel for Papua New
Guinea, other South Pacific ports, or the American west coast, the
route is to the northeast via the Great North East Channel. The critical
part of this passage is Vigilant Channel, where depths of 72.8 metres
are found. Although this depth is greater than that found in Gannet
Passage or the Prince of Wales Channel, it is the limiting depth for east
coast vessels using the Inner Route and the Great North East Channel
for access to the Pacific.

To improve and shorten the northeastern route, RAN
hydrographic ships have been employed to the east of the presently
recommended track. A by-pass of Vigilant Channel has been
investigated which will permit vessels using the Inner Route to move
directly north into the Great North East Channel without having to
divert towards Twin Island.

The Great North East Channel is bounded on its western side
by the Dungeness and Warrior Reefs. There are a number of passages
through these reefs but only Tancred Passage has been surveyed. The
Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine has expressed
interest in having all these openings surveyed to support fishery
surveillance operations.

The eastern and southeastern side of the Great North East
Channel is a mass of coral reefs. Cumberland Channel and other
routes to Maer and Darnley Islands are unsurveyed, although
frequently used by local vessels.

Other Channels

The southernmost route through the region is Endeavour
Strait. Although wide, it is constrained by a bar of 6.3 metres at its
western entrance.

To the north of Prince of Wales Channel, there are other east-
west routes. Simpson Channel, between South and North Torres
Reefs; Dayman Channel, between North West Reef and South Torres
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Reef; Yule Channel, between Torres Reef and the fringing reefs of
Hawksbury Island; and Bramble Channel, to the south of Long Reef.

Simpson Channel

Simpson Channel was surveyed to modern standards in 1984
and 1987 as a possible alternative to Prince of Wales Channel. Initial
work suggested that deeper water was available; however, detailed
tidal analysis showed that there were, in fact, few real advantages.
The limited workable depth and a narrow choke point only 400 metres
wide, ruled out the possibility of it replacing the Prince of Wales
Channel. Certainly this passage would present some difficulties for
larger ships and traffic flow would be limited.

Nevertheless, Simpson Channel would provide a viable
alternative if the Prince of Wales Channel was ever blocked. Sites for
navigation lights and beacons have been surveyed and essential aids to
open this passage to active use could be installed rapidly. It is
certainly a viable alternative for RAN vessels of destroyer size or less.

Dayman and Yule Channels are unsuitable for larger vessels.

Banks Channel, the coastal passage along the southern coasts
of Moa and Badu Islands, is not surveyed. It is used by mariners who
have local knowledge.

Napoleon Passage is to the south of Mabuiag Island. It is only
suitable for vessels up to pahol boat size.

There are no other recognised east-west passages through
Torres Strait.

Limitations on Movement

Movement in the Torres Strait region is limited primarily by
the depth of water in the main channels and their approaches. East-
west movement is restricted to draughts of 12.2 metres. North-south
movement is restricted to much shallower draughts. Patrol boats
drawing about 3 metres have made occasional, careful passages north
to Saibai and Boigu Islands.
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Handling ships in the region is further complicated by the
tides and tidal streams. As an area of confluence between two maior
ocean systems, the tidal patterns are complex. Tidal heights are
moderate but stream rates can exceed 7 knots and gradients can be
very short. For example, it can be high tide at one end of the Prince of
Wales Channel and low tide 40 minutes later at the other end of the
Channel only 20 kilometres away.

The tidal patterns of Simpson Channel have been examined
and present indications are that they are just as complicated as those in
the Prince of Wales Channel.

Weather does not restrict large ship traffic, except in extreme
storm conditions. Visibilitv is rarelv a constraint'

Traffic patterns

Shipping passing through Torres Strait can be categorised as
follows:

a. International "through" shipping using the Torres
Strait as a passage between the Coral Sea and the
Arafura Sea and not visiting an Australian port;

b. Australian traffic trading overseas;

c. Australian coastal traffic; and

d. International and Australian non-commercial traffic,
e.g., pleasure boats and warshiPs.

Statistics on shipping using Torres Strait are not kept by any
central agency. The Queensland Coast and Torres Strait Pilot Service
(QCATSPS) keeps records of the ships that it pilots and of "ships seen
but not piloted". The lighthouse keeper at Booby Island has not been
required to maintain any shipping logs for the last two years. The
Overseas Telecommunications Commission station on Thursday
Island only records ships calling, and even then may not know exactly
where those ships are. The Coastwatch organisation does not keep
correlated records of ships using the Torres Strait; neither does its
parent, the Customs Service. The Sea Safery Branch of the Department
of Transport and Communications does not maintain systematic
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records on an annual basis but normally records (at best) the last three
voyages of ships that use the AUSREP system (a voluntary ship-safety
reporting system for vessels travelling to and from Australian ports or
thiough Australian waters). The various harbour authorities around
Australia record arrivals and departures but these records give no
guaranteed indication of routes taken by the ships at sea.

Thus a measure of the shipping using Torres Strait has had to
be compiled from a variety of sources, predominantly the QCATSPS
records and Department of Transport and Communications statistics.
ln consequence, the figures are incomplete and in a few minor areas,
contradictory. They are the best that could be generated from existing
data.

The figures discussed below refer to major shipping passing
through the primary shipping channels. They do not include most of
the small barges, fishing vessels and yachts that operate routinely in
and through this region.

The QCATSPS considers that it pilots about 83 percent of ships
using Torres Strait and that its staff sees about another 10 percent,
leaving approximately 7 percent unaccounted for. In the financial year
1.98f./89 qCAfSnS piloted 1,771 vessels in total, of which 1,133 used
Torres Strait. The remainder used other passages in the Creat Barrier
Reef. Interpolating for the percentage not piloted and not seen and for
ships piloted that may have used Torres Strait after passing through
the Gieat North East Channel, it is estimated, using the QCATSPS
figures, that some 1,580 ships used Torres Strait in the 1988-89 financial
year. The routes of these piloted ships are indicated in Table 2.

Other Sources

The Department of Transport and Communications and
various State and port authorities have provided figures sufficient to
analyse passages of Torres Strait for the three month Perid 15 |une
1989 to 15 September 1989. Officials of these agencies estimate that the
accuracy of this data is as follows:

60Voa. passing traffic
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TABLE 2 : SHIPS PILOTED BY THE QI.JEENSLAND COAST AND
TORRES STRAIT PILOT SERVICE IN THE TORRES STRAIT
REGION DURING 1988/89

Note: Ships using Hydrographers Passage are generally large bulk ships carrying coal.
This passage shortens 0reir sailing to sea for trade with Japan. These vessels do not pass
through the Torres Shait region. The same applies to ships using Grafton and Palm
Passages.

TABLE 3 : SHIPS PASSING THROUGH TORRES STRAIT,IUNE.
SEPTEMBER 1989

Torres Strait
North West Channel
Coastwise
Grafton Passage
Palm Passage
Hydrographers Passage

1,133
159

9
-1,2
32

426

Out In Total
Bound Bound

144 112 374

131 443

1,772

Ships Coastal
Passing

reported 32 86
in the
period

adjusted 53 90

Extrapolated total for the full year

169
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b. Australian overseas traffic

c. coastal traffic

85Vo

95Vo

Using these assumptions, it is estimated that about 380 ships
passed through Torres Strait during the three month perid, in the
proportions indicated in Table 3.

Therefore, allowing for unknowns, it is assessed that
approximately 7,772 ships passed through Torres Strait during the
1988 / 89 financial year.

Ports of Origin and Destination

Approximately 29 percent of major traffic passing through
Torres Strait is Australian coastal shipping. 61 percent of passing
vessels are international ships trading with Australia. Only about 10
percent of ships passing through Torres Strait do not call at an
Australian port.

Figures 10 and 11 show the Australian and international ports
of departure of ships using Torres Strait. Figures 12 and 13 show the
Australian and international ports of arrival of ships passing through
the Strait.

Figures 14, '1.5 and 16 display the broad traffic pattern for
shipping using the Strait.

Commercial ships passing through Torres Strait but not calling
at an Australian port are primarily trading between New Zealand,
Papua New Guinea and the island states of the South Pacific, on the
one hand, and Southeast Asia (especially Singapore and Indonesia)
and Europe (via Suez) on the other.

Tonnages

Approimately 85.3 million tonnes passed through Torres
Strait in the 1988-89 financial year. This can be compared with the
311,.32 million tonnes that was loaded and the 71.5 million tonnes of
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Figures 10 and 11.

AUSTRALIAN PORTS AND FOREIGN COI.JNTRIES OF
DEPARTURE FOR SHIPS PASSING THROUGH TORRES STRAIT.

AUSTRALIAN PORT OF DEPARTURE
June-Sept 1989

FOREIGN PORT OF DEPARTUBE
June-Sept 1989
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Note: A total of 55 ships passing through Tores Strait in the June -
September 1989 period failed to specify their port of departure.
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Figures 12 and 13.

AUSTRALIAN PORTS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES OF ARRIVAL
FOR SHIPS PASSING THROUGH TORRES STRAIT.

AUSTRALIAN PORT OF ARRIVAL
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FOREIGN PORT OF ARRIVAL
June-Sept 1989

Note: A total of 43 ships passing through Tores Strait in the June -
September 1989 period failed to specify their anticipated port of
arrival.
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Figures 14 and 15.

ROUTES TAKEN BY SHIPS PASSING THROUGH TORRES
STRAIT TO AND FROM FORETGN PORTS rN THE PERIOD JLTNE. SEPTNMBER 1989.

Note: During this period 55 ships passing through Tones Strait
failed to specify their foreign port of origin and 43 failed to specify
their foreign port of destination.

FOREIGN PORTS OF OESTINATION
Total as marked 76 Unsffiified 43

lrian Jaya
PAPUA

NEW
GUINEA

FOREIGN PORTS OF ORIGIN
Total as mailed 127 Unspecilied 55
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cargo of all types unloaded in all of Australia's ports during7987. ln
other words, more cargo probably passed through Torres Strait in
1988-89 than was unloaded at all of Australia's ports.

Types of Cargoes Passing Through the Torres Shait

The cargoes passing through Torres Strait, drawn from
Department of Transport and Communications and other sources, are
shown in Table 4.

Broad figures kept by the QCATSPS are shown in Table 5.
These figures do not distinguish the routes taken by the various types
of ships. The large number of coal ships travelling between the
Queensland coast and |apan via Hydrographers Passage distorts the
overall pattern. Another anomaly is the large number of warships
piloted through the region during this period on visits to and from
Sydney for the bicentennial celebrations. Nevertheless, the similarities
between the two sets of figures are obvious.

Bauxite and Alumina

Some ninety percent of the bauxite shipped from Weipa Passes
through Torres Strait. Most of this is carried by four pulpose-built
coal-fired bulk ships that shuttle to and from the QAL refinery in
Gladstone. There were one hundred and two Weipa4ladstone
shipments in 1988, carrying a total of 5.35 million tonnes. Product
from the Gladstone refinery then proceeds to smelters at Boyne Island,
Gladstone, Bell Bay, Tasmania and Tiwai Point, New Zealand. The
efficient operation of this trade is of considerable importance to the
Australian economy. The value of the Cladstone processing product
alone is some $1.1 billion annually.

Each year about 25 shipments of Weipa bauxite (1.18 million
tonnes) go through Torres Strait and the Panama Canal to Corpus
Christi in the United States. The 100,000 - 150,000 tonnes of kaolin to
be exported from Weipa each year to fapan, is normally shipped via
the Arafura Sea.
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TABLE 4 : TYPES OF SHIPS USING TORRES STRAIT, IUNE -
SEPTEMBER 198' LISTED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY

Passing Coastal Out In TOTAL
Bound Bound

BULK (1)
GENERAL
OILTANKER(4)
BAUXITE
ROLL ON,ROLL OFF
SILICATE
CONTAINER
coAL (2)
BARGE
LIVE STOCK
SUGAR
MANGANESE
REFRIGERATOR
COAL/BAU)OTE
IRON ORE (3)
TUGS
T]NKNOWN
RESEARCH
DREDGER
CHEMICAL TANKER
GAS TANKER
LIGHTHOUSE TENDER
LINER

22 28 55
26 22 5520 14 511031
66291,4 72 26
1,4 12 26
17525
001.4109729
008
068
507
106
335306103
002
011
101
0011017M 111 380

05
61,
314
03089
00
00
30
014
8000
08
02
01
05
0027
20
02
00
00
0100

32 93

Notes
1.

2.

3.
4-

Specific cargoes are unknown
Particularly to India and Suez from Hay Point
Ships returning to northwestem ports in ballast
From Jabiru and to and from Southeast Asian ports
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TABLE 5 : TYPES OF SHIPS PILOTED BY THE QT,EENSTAND
COAST AND TORRES STRAIT PILOT SERVICE IN 1988/89,
LISTED IN ORDEIT OF FREQUENCY

COAL
BAUXITE
CONTAINER
TANKERS
SUGAR
GRAIN
IRON ORE
STEEL (METALS)
REEFER
CENERAL
WARSHIPS
SILICATE
LINER
LOGS
TOWS
OIL RIGS
RESEARCH
TUGS/TRAWLERS
PHOSPHATE

696
244
193
175
't22

68
51
46
43
u
23
22
18
11
5
3
3
3
1
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About 70 ships passing to or from the Nabalco bauxite mine at
Gove also use Torres Strait each year. Of these, about six 40,000 tonne
tankers deliver liquid caustic soda to Gove from the United States (via
Panama) and then pass back through Torres Strait for Queensland
ports to back-load molasses. About ten 55,000 bulk caniers ship Gove
bauxite through Torres Strait to Venezuela and some 6 bulk carriers
load alumina for Canadian and United States ports each year. Gove is
also supplied by ten 2,000 tonne barge shipments from the east coast
via Torres Strait each vear.

Manganese

Another important cargo regularly passing through Torres
Strait is supply from Australia's only manganese mine at Groote
Eylandt to Newcastle, Port Kembla, Geelong and Bell Bay. An average
of one bulk carrier a month carries supplies for the domestic market
(450,990 tonnes per annum). In addition, there are approximately
twelve shipments of manganese each year through Torres Strait to the
United States, Canada and Mexico.

oil
The new Iabiru and Challis oil fields northwest of Darwin are

adding significantly to the tanker traffic between the northwestem
coastal fields (Barrow Island, Northwest Shelf, etc) through Torres
Strait to the east coast. This oil trade is currently increasing by 10-15
Percent Per year.

Iron Ore

There is a regular movement of iron ore ships from New South
Wales through Torres Strait to the northwest iron ore ports in ballast.
These ships are too deep to pass through the Torres Strait when laden
and go southabout. This route has the advantage that the ships always
cross the Great Australian Bight with the prevailing weather astern.

Other Cargoes

Other important coastal shipping using Torres Strait includes
the traffic in general cargo to and from the east coast to Darwin.
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Important intemational trade passing through Tones Strait
includes shipments of coal, wheat, sugar and manufactured goods
from Australian east coast ports to Southeast Asia, India and via Suez
to Europe. Petroleum products and manufactured goods are carried
from Southeast Asian ports to eastern Australia.

Table 6 shows the monthly numbers of ships piloted by the
QCATSPS. Seasonal variations appear marginal.

Ship Ownership

Establishing the ownership of commercial shipping is
extremely difficult and probably nugatory because of the complex
leasing arrangements commonly used. However, where possible, the
flag of registry of the ships noted in the |une to September statistics
has been identified and is shown in Table 7.

Non-Commercial Ship Usage

The seagoing tourist trade in the area is small but growing. At
present there are three ships operating out of Cairns into the Torres
Strait region on at least a weekly basis during the dry season (the
southern winter).

The high season for yachts passing through the area is also the
dry season, when they are assisted by the southeastern trades in
passages up the east coast of Cape York and through the Shait.

The region is also an important passage for yachts entering
Australian waters from the Pacific with the intention of continuing
west, and vice versa.

There are no records of the numbers of yachts using the Torres
Strait but local knowledge suggests that the traffic ranges between two
per week in slow times (the wet season) to one per day at the peak of
the dry season.

There are limited boat repair facilities (including aluminium
welding) on Thursday Island. If the proposed marina is built, the
attractions of the area to yachtsmen will increase.
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TABLE 6: SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE SHIPS PILOTED BY
THE QLJEENSLAND COAST AND TORRES STRATT PILOT
SERVICE

Iuly
August
September
October
November
December
fanuary
February
March
April
May
Iune
TOTALS

1987 /88

137
139
130
143
742
1,32
135
131
109
128
159
125

1,610

1.988/89

155
146
167
172
136
145
131
137
140
149
'162
131

1,771

Note: These figures list all ships piloted by the Queensland C-oast and Torres Strait Pilot
Service, induding those passing from Hay Point into the Coral Sea via Hydrographers
Passage. Hence, a proportion of these ships did not, in fact, sail through Torres Strait.
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TABLE 7 : FLAGS OF REGISTRY OF THE SHIPS PASSING
THROUGH TORRES STRATT IN THE IUNE - SEPTEMBER 1989
PERIOD,LISTED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY

Coastal Out In TOTAL
Bound Bound

AUSTRALIA
PANAMA
SINGAPORE
INDONESIA
NETHERLANDS
CHINA
MALAYSIA
USSR
LIBERIA
PHILIPPINES
UK
DENMARK
GREECE
IAPAN
INDIA
NORWAY
BURMA
PNG
S KOREA
CYPRUS
EGYPT
FRG
NZ
BAHAMAS
FIJI
SWEDEN
USA
YUGOSLAVIA
TOTAL

Passing

0
1

2
0
8
0
0
1

1

1

2
I
2
1

0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27

725
279
78
09
030917
09
54
010
040405
04
07
05
11
0101
00
10
02
11
0110
01
00
00

97 120

5
11

11
6
7
7
5
4
3
6
6
?
4
1

2
1

2
2
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

1

95

82
33
22
20
17
16
15
15
1,4

14
12
11
10
9
8
8
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

328
Note: Please note that this table only shows those ships that indicated their flag in
reporting. Not all ships sailing through Torres Strait do so.
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RAN and other Naval Use

The RAN regularly uses the Torres Strait to pass around Cape
York. The larger ships, frigates and above, make a total of about 30
passages through the Straits in a normal year. 1988 and 1989 have seen
aberrations in these numbers due to the Bicentennial Naval Salute and
Exercise Kangaroo 89. (For numbers of warship passages other than
those of Australia, and New Zealand, see Table 5). RAN Patrol Craft
and Heavy Landing Craft (LCH), when taken together, make an
average of about two transits per week. The hydrographic ships are
also regular visitors with HM,AS Flinders and the new survey motor
launches scheduled for a continuing extensive program of work in the
region.

The RAN (and Royal New Zealand Navy) do not normally use
the QCATSPS during passages through Torres Strait. The Royal Navy,
United States, French and most other Navy's do so.

Trends in Usage

The shipping statistics as a whole show a strong percentage
increase for Australian trade for every year since 1983 and use of
Torres Strait is growing in broad proportion. The QCATSPS has
reported that record numbers of ships have bcen piloted and tonnages
carried in both of the last two years. Its spokesmen have predicted
that traffic through Torres Strait and other passages will continue to
increase at about ten to fifteen percent per year for at least the next two
years. Furthermore, if survey work in the Creat North East Channel
finds better routes, then the trade on that route has the potential to rise
rapidly by over twenty percent.

While there will be an overall increase in movement through
the Torres Strait system, it does not seem likely that the balance of ship
types will change to any great extent before the turn of the century.

It is possible that during the 1990s the introduction of specially
designed ships may permit larger numbers of certain types of ships to
use Torres StraiU in particular, tankers sailing between the |abiru (and
Challis) oil fields and New South Wales and coal ships sailing between
Hay Point and Suez (or India).
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A group of Victorian consultants is examining the possibility
of dredging a channel in part of Torres Strait to increase ship draughts
to equal those available in the Suez Canal. The viability of this scheme
depends on there being a layer of dredgeable sedimentary or hard clay
material in certain locations rather than deposits of hard rock. If a
deeper passage can be dredged, the consultants feel that the scouring
action of the natural tidal flow, helped by ships' passages, would keep
the channel open.

If it is possible to dredge and maintain a deeper channel, the
effect on traffic patterns would be considerable. The dredging
proposal is currently in the project definition stage and is unlikely to
be implemented in the short term.

Issues of International Law

The seas in the Torres Strait region are divided into a number
of zones described in international law. These zones are drawn
around the coast and adjacent islands and are measured from
baselines which normally follow the low-water line along the coast.

The zones of primary relevance to this discussion are:

Internal Waters or (Inland) Waters. These are waters
entirely enclosed by land (e.9. lakes) or, which
bordering on the open sea, are enclosed with
significant indentations of the coastline (gulfs, bays),
or as arrns of the sea (estuaries, harbours), or are
fringed in such a way as to assimilate the waters lying
between the coastline and the fringe (such as insid€
the baselines of the Torres Strait).

Teritorial Waters. This is an area of water which
extends from the coastline (low water line) to a
distance from the shore, which in Australia's case is
three nautical miles. Many states have claimed twelve
nautical mile territorial seas.

Contiguous Zone. This is an area that extends from
the coastline (low water line) within which the coastal
state may exercise the control necessary to either

a.

b.
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prevent infringement of its customs, fiscal,
immigration or sanitary regulations within its
territorial waters or punish such infringements
committed within its territorial waters.

Australia has only asserted jurisdiction over customs
matters within a contiguous zone of twelve nautical
miles, although the 1982 Convention of the Law of the
Sea allows a state to claim a contiguous zone of twenty
four nautical miles.

d. High Seas (or International Waters). These are the
waters of the world's oceans and seas that lie outside
territorial waters. They are open to use by all nations
and cannot be appropriated.

As the Torres Strait region includes some complex coastline,
straight baselines have been used to define the legal limits, rather than
simply following the low water line around all the various small
islands and bays in the region. Because of this use of straight
baselines, major sections of the Prince of Wales Channel, Simpson
Channel and Endeavour Strait pass through Australia's internal waters
and other sections pass through Australia's territorial sea (Figure 17).
Consequently, ships moving through the Torres Strait from either west
or east pass through all the zones in question; that is, they move from
high seas (passing also across the Australian Fishing Zone and
proposed exclusive economic zone) into the contiguous zone, then into
the territorial sea and finally into Australia's internal waters before
repeating the process in reverse to exit onto the high seas.

Rights of Innocent Passage Through Territorial Seas

Although parts of Torres Strait lie inside Australia's internal
waters and territorial sea this does not mean that foreign ships (and
warships) do not have rights in these waters. The 1958 Convention of
the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone and the 1982 Convention
of the Law of the Sea extend the right of innocent passage to all ships,
including warships, while in the territorial sea and contiguous zone.
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Figure 17.

AUSTRALIA'S TERRITORIAL SEA BASELINES IN THE TORRES
STRAITREGION.
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"Passage" includes stopping and anchoring if these actions are
incidental to ordinary navigation or are made necessry by distress or
force majeure. The passage is "innocent" as long as it is not prejudicial
to the peace, good order or security of the coastal state. If is prinwrily
for the coastal state to decide what is yejudicial.

The 1982 Convention includes a non-exhaustive list of
activities by a foreign ship that may be considered prejudicial in the
territorial sea, including:

a. any threat or use of force against the sovereignty,
territorial integrity or political independence of the
coastal state, or any act that is in violation of the
principles of international law embodied in the
Charter of the United Nations;

b. any exercise or practice of any weapons of any kind;
c. any act aimed at collecting information to the

prejudice of the defence or securiqr of the coastal state;

d. any act of propaganda aimed at affecting the defence
or security of the coastal state;

e. the launching, landing or taking on board of any
aircraft or military device;

f. the loading or unloading or any commodity, currency
or person contrary to the customs, immigration or
sanitary laws or regulations of the coastal state;

g. any act of wilful or serious pollution contrary to the
convention;

h. any fishing, research or survey activity;
i. any act of interference with any systems of

communications; and

i. a^y other act not having a direct bearing on passage.

The right of innocent passage extends to all ships of all
nations. There are no grounds for discrimination between ships of
different flags in peacetime. However, while Australia has no right to
hamper innocent passage through its territorial waters, it does have
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the right to take necessary steps to prevent passage which is not
innocent. It also has the right to take necessary steps to prevent the
passage of ships en route to its internal waters from committing a
breach of the rules pertaining to internal waters and, for this purpose,
Australia may act before the ship reaches internal waters. Australia
may also temporarily suspend the right of innocent passage in
specified areas of its territorial seas if this is essential for its security,
but such suspension may not discriminate bctwecn foreign ships.

Sbaits used for Intemational Navigation

For a strait to be subject to the international law regime of
straits it must be used for international navigation between one part of
the high seas or exclusive economic zone and another part of the high
seas or exclusive economic zone or be needed for movement to the
territorial sea of a state other than the state in whose territorial sea the
strait is located. For a strait to be subject to the international law
regime of straits there must also be frequent use of the area by
international traffic. Torres Strait clearly qualifies as an international
strait under international law.

Rights of Transit Passage through Straits

The 1982 Convention of the Law of the Sea introduced the
concept of transit passage through straits used for international
navigation and not otherwise regulated by international convention.
Transit passage is defined as the freedom of navigation and overflight
solely for the purpose of continuous and expeditious transit of the
strait between one area of thc high seas or exclusive economic zone
and another area of the high seas or exclusivc economic zone

The right of transit passage may not be impeded or suspended
but the coastal state may designate sea lanes and prescribe traffic
separation schemes and, subject to its obligations not to impede transit,
may adopt safety, anti-pollution, fishing and loading/off loading
regulations.

Ships using their right of transit passage must:

a. proceed without delay through the strai|



b.

c.
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refrain from any threat or use of force against the
sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of states bordering the strait, or act in
any nnnner in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the
United Nations; and
refrain from any activities other than those incident to
their normal modes of continuous and expeditious
transit unless rendered by force majeure or by distress.

Australia's Obligations and Rights of Action in ToresSummary of
Strait

Australia must allow all ships and aircraft of all nations the
rights of innocent and transit passage through her waters so long as
they respect their own obligations towards Australia's sovereignty and
integrity when using Torres Strait as an international waterway.

Australia nury, nevertheless, publish and enforce regulations
to designate sea lanes and traffic separation schemes and, subject to its
obligations not to impede transit, may adopt safety, anti-pollution,
fishing and loading/off loading regulations. Australia also has the
right to take necessary steps to prevent passage which is not innocent
and to take necessary steps to prevent the passage of ships en route to
its intemal waters from committing a breach of the rules pertaining to
internal waters. For this purpose, Australia may act before the ship
reaches internal waters. Australia may also temporarily suspend the
right of innocent pasmge in specified areas of its territorial seas if this
is essential for its security but such suspension may not discriminate
between foreign ships.
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THE STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
TORRES STRAIT REGION

The primary purpose of this chapter is to consider the strategic
significance of the Torres Strait region in the context of national
defence planning. Parts of this analysis discuss military and other
operations a future opponent might conceivably attempt in this area.
Such considerations are purely hypothetical. There is currently no
prospect of any type of hostile operations in this region nor, for that
matter, further afield in other parts of northern and off-shore
Australia. Good relations are maintained with all of Australia's
neighbours and there are no differences or issues in dispute that show
any prospect of deteriorating into active hostilities. Nevertheless, it is
prudent for security planners to examine carefully a range of credible
defence situations.l Considering the implications of such possibilities
for particular regions can provide insights for defence priorities and
plans.

The main types of defence contingency considered in this report are referred to as
low or escalated low level contingencies.
Low level conflict includes "the use of military force to harass remote settlements
and other targets in northern Australia, our off-shore territories and resource
assets, and shipping in proximate areas ... as an attempt to demonstrate Australia's
vulnerability and thereby force political concessions over some disputed issue."
Escalated low level conflict includes "increased levels of air and sea harassment,
extending to air attacks on northern settlements and off-shore installations and
territories, attacks on shipping in proximate areas, mining of northern ports, and
more frequent and more intensive raids by land forces."
The Defence of Australia 1987 (A White Paper presented to Parliament by the
Minister for Defencg the Hon. Kin C. kazley, M.P., Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1987), p. 24.
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The Strategic Importance of the Shipping Routes

While Torres Strait is an important international shipping
route it is clearly in a lower category to the worlds most frequented
straits, canals and confined shipping channels. In 1988-89 sorne "1.,772

ships passed through Torres Strait or between 4 and 5 each day. This
compares with the 86,230 ships projected to pass through the Malacca
Straits in 1989, the 17,541 ships that passed through Suez Canal in7987
and the 12,234 ships that passed through Panama Canal in 1988.

Were passage through Torres Strait to be interrupted, nearly
all shipping could be re-routed. Provided that the general security
situation to the north of Australia had not deteriorated seriously, the
trade between Southeast Asia and the eastern coast of Australia, New
Zealand and the South Pacific could pass north of the island of New
Guinea. This would entail higher costs and, because of shipping
delays, additional vessels might need to be allocated to these routes.

The most serious consequences of disrupted traffic through
Torres Strait would be for elements of Australia's coastal trade and for
strategic mobility to northern Australia. The worst affected
commercial operations would be those between Weipa, Groote
Eylandt and Gove and the east coast. Were Torres Strait shipping
disrupted by a civil accident or a very low lcvel contingency, cargoes
from Culf of Carpentaria ports might be re-routed north for the 8-12
extra days sailing around the island of New Guinea. On the other
hand, were a hostile opponent lodged in extensive parts of the
archipelago north of Australia, shipping from northern Australia and
from some Southeast Asian ports may have little choice but to travel
the 1G28 extra days south about Aushalia. The costs of this lengthy
diversion would be high (a bulk carrier costs about $16,000 per day to
charter and a tanker about $24,000), trade could be severely disrupted
and many more ships would need to be introduced to maintain
operations. A further complication is that the Gladstone refinery is
specifically designed to take the very high quality Weipa bauxite and
could not readily be modified to take ore from other sources.

The national economic implications of disrupted shipping
through Torres Strait would depend heavily on the duration of the
problem. The companies operating shipping from Weipa, Groote
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Eylandt and Gove have indicated informally that they would be
prepared to ship south about Australia, if there were no other
alternative. However, were Torres Strait effectively closed for an
extended period, this would have a serious impact on the economics of
these trades and, depending upon market prices at the time, could
threaten the viability of some operations, in particular the $1.1 billion
per annum Gladstone aluminia refinery and smeltery operation.

Possibly a more serious consequence of disrupted shipping in
Torres Strait would be to complicate heavy logistic support for, and
naval passages to, northern Australia. In many contingent
circumstances re-routing of essential cargoes and warships from the
east coast north of the island of New Guinea would not be an attractive
option. Re-routing south about Australia would require more ships to
maintain a given level of supply and would entail substantial
deployment delays, especially in winter, when heavy seas are common
in the Great Australian Bight. Passages up the west coast of Australia
would also have the effect of concentrating supply shipping on very
predictable northwest coastal routes. In some contingencies this could
extend the exposure of such vessels to harassment and attack.

Could the Straits be Closed?

There are three possible ways of closing Torres Strait that
deserve consideration in this report:

a. sinking ships to block passage

b. mining

c. a psychological threaU i.e. persuading ship masters
that the threat to shipping makes the risk of passage
unwarranted.

Physically B locking Passages

In thmry it would be possible to block both Prince of Wales
and Simpson Channels by sinking carefully-positioned ships, and
hence prevent major ship passage through Torres Strait. In practice
this would be extremely difficult to do without Australia's
concurrence. Simply sinking a few ships in close proximity might
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introduce navigational hazards but would almost certainly not block
passages, especially if tugs were made available to assist passing
vessels. Physically blocking ship passages would be a much more
demanding operation and would require a minimum of three ships in
Prince of Wales Channel and two ships in Simpson Channel. They
would need to be positioned very carefully broadside across the
narrowest parts of these channels and sunk. Because of the very rapid
tidal streams, such manoeuvres would be extremely difficult without
the assistance of tugs. Moreover, even when sunk, ship hulks could
possibly move position under tidal pressure. Inaccurate positioning of
such blockages could facilitate at least partial clearance and make
subsequent passages feasible, most probably with tug boat assistance.

Mining

In theory, sea mines could be laid in Torres Strait from
submarines, surface vessels, or aircraft.

In practice, submarines are unlikely mine layers in Torres
Strait. Medium-sized submarines do not normally operate submerged
in depths less than 50 metres. This would keep all but the most daring
of submarine commanders in the distant approaches to the Strait, west
of Carpenteria Shoal and east of Bramble Cay. Limited numbers of
mines laid in these wide approaches would be easy to avoid once
discovered.

The most serious potential mining threat would be from
ground or moored mines delivered from the air or by surface vessels.

Ground mines routinely contain about a tonne of explosive
and have an effective radius against ships of about 100 metres. They
can be laid in water up to 100 metres deep and hence would be
effective, and probably the preferred mine type in all the waters of
Torres Strait.

Moored contact mines can be laid down to depths of 500
metres with the mooring lines set so that the mine deploys to the
operating depth of the anticipated target. Moored rising or homing
mines are normally set for depths below expected targets.
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[r)n.g minefields with any precision in Torres Strait would be
seriously complicated by the high rates of tidal stream in the most
confined channels and by the shifting bottom and sand waves that
characterise the wider approaches. Mines dropped in the Prince of
Wales or Simpson Channels would most probably be washed far out
of position within a few hours unless extraordinary measures were
taken (such as attaching extremely large anchors). The tidal streams
would be less of a problem in the eastern and western approaches but
these areas are comparatively wide. Any attempt to lay a blocking
minefield or minefields in the approaches would require very large
numbers. If it were possible to identify and plot the locations of mines
in these areas, it may be feasible to pilot ships through the gaps.

Once mines were thought to be in place in Torres Strait,
effective mine counterrneasure operations, would be very demanding
and time consuming. The controlled, precise manoeuvrering of mine
counter-measure vessels and remotely operated submersible vehicles
would be extremely difficult in the tidal streams of the very confined
main shipping channels. Deploying and controlling many types of
bulky mine-sweeping equipments may also be impractical in those
areas. In the much wider eastern and western approaches, the tidal
streams are less severe, but sand waves could severely complicate
operations by burying ground mines for extended periods.

In summary then, laying minefields in the main shipping
channels of Torres Strait with any precision would be very difficult.
Laying a few mines in the area would probably be sufficient to disrupt
shipping operations until it was possible to identify mine locations and
determine a clear passage. On the other hand, attempting to block the
shipping channels for a very extended period would probably require
operations in the comparatively wide approaches to the main channels
and, in order for these to be effective, large numbers would be
necessary. Extensive blocking minefields in these areas could not
credibly be laid by one or two small vessels or aircraft. Large numbers
of aircraft or fishing craft or, alternatively, bigger vessels would be
required. Given the proximity of the most athactive minefield
locations to Australian territory, and the comparative ease with which
these areas could be maintained under round-theclock visual
surveillance (see Figure 18), it could be made very difficult for an
opponent to conduct such operations in most contingencies.
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In consequence, the most credible mining threat to Torres
Strait is probably that of sporadic isolated laying or possibly paper
minefields (declared non-existent minefields). Using these techniques
a few mines could pose a serious threat to passing shipping and force a
substantial Australian countermeasure response.

Psychological Threat

Sporadic mining might possibly be combined with other
threats to shipping in Torres Strait sufficient to deter ship masters from
passing. In some contingencies an opponent might attempt to land
small raiding parties onto one or more of the islands adiacent to the
narrow shipping channels (most credibly Goods, Hammond or
Wednesday Islands) to launch rocket, mortar or other direct attacks on
passing ships. Routine Australian surveillance and patrolling in the
area could, however, make such operations very difficult. In escalated
low level contingencies, an opponent might also contemplate fixed or
rotary wing aircraft attacks on ships in the straits where their scope for
evasive rrnnoeuvrering would be limited. Whether an opponent
would be able to deploy combat aircraft to bases within range of
Torres Strait and then operate effectively into this region would
depend very much on the circumstances of the time. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that radar guided missile attacks (with Harpoon, Exocet,
etc.) would probably be unsuccessful in much of this area because of
the many islands close to the main channels. Rocket, gun and guided
and free-fall bomb attacks might, however, be credible in some
situations. Merely a perception of such threats, whether apparent or
real, could be sufficient to deter some ship captains from using the
Strait. How widespread such a response would be is difficult to judge.
The experience of the Persian Gulf and Red Sea during the 1980s
suggests that limited threats to, and attacks on, merchant shipping
does not halt passage but rather substantially increases crew and
insurance costs. However, with passage through Torres Strait far less
economically and strategically important than the Persian Gulf, many
ship masters may be persuaded to re-route under comparatively little
Pressure.

In summary, sporadic small scale mining of Torres Strait has
the potential to disrupt shipping movements and impel a
disproportionate mine-countermeasure effort. Comparatively iimple
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surveillance and protective measures would substantially complicate
an opponenfls mine laying operations in this region.

If an opponent wished to achieve larger scale or more
permanent damage by physically blocking or comprehensively mining
Torres Strait, mapr operations would be required on a scale most
unlikely in low or escalated low level contingencies.

Moreover, the operating peculiarities of this region suggest
that even a serious attempt to block Torres Strait might well fail. The
threat of sporadic mining and attacks on Torres Strait shipping is far
more credible.

How Strategically Important is the Region's
Infrastructure and Economv?

Leaving aside the shipping route through Torres Strait, the
region has very limited economic importance. The local economy is a
net consumer of national resources rather than a significant
conbibutor. Government funding from all sources appears to
outweigh substantially the contribution of local productive enterprises.
Moreover none of the enterprises in the region plays a critical role in
any sector of the national economy. This situation is most unlikely to
change during the 1990s. Perhaps the only possibility of a radical
alteration in the economic value of Torres Strait, even in the long term,
could arise from a lifting of the moratorium on exploration for seabed
minerals and hydrocarbons, and the subsequent discovery of
substantial oil resources under the Australian seabed on the edge of
the Gulf of Papua. Neither a lifting of the moratorium, nor such a
discovery, seems likely in the coming decade.

Most of the infrastructure in the region is also of limited
strategic significance. The primary airfields at Horn Island and
Bamaga are capable of supporting limited operations by medium
transport aircraft. Very substantial upgrading would be required for
these facilities to be capable of supporting the full range of RAAF
aircraft types. This is not in prospect.

Navy owns the primary bulk fuel storage on Thursday Island.
This is the most important source of Navy fuel between Cairns and
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Darwin. Although in some circumstances Navy ships may be able to
refuel at Weipa, Groote Eylandt and Gove, the Thursday Island fuel
facility could be important to the maintenance of ships on station in
the northeastern approaches to Australia. The nature of the channel
adiacent to the Thursday Island fuel wharf is, however, such that only
smaller RAN vessels (patrol craft, destroyer escorts and possibly the
new ANZAC frigates) are able to berth there. The installation of a fuel
float line into deeper water could possibly make this installation
accessible to larger ships.

The communications, housing, medical, power and
educational infrastructure in the Strait has been upgraded significantly
in recent years, especially at Thursday and Horn Islands and Bamaga.
This has, however, been designed to provide upgraded services for the
local residents rather than for any broader purpose. In general, the
infrastructure of this region would be of limited significance for
broader defence operations and, aside from the shipping channels, is
unlikely to attract an opponent's priority attention in most categories
of defence contingency.

These factors underline the natural geographical constraints
on military operations in the Torres Strait region. There is little
developed infrastructure on the south coast of New Guinea nor
anywhere else in the regional approaches that might, in some radically
changed political circumstances, serve as staging facilities for an
opponent's operations. In the very unlikely event of substantial
conflict in this region, an opponent's large naval vessels would
probably have to deploy from bases at least several hundred
kilometres distant. Ships larger than patrol boat size would be
confined almost exclusively to the eastern and western approaches and
the main shipping channels.

In higher level conflict, an opponent's operations in this region
would probably by-pass Torres Strait down the western coast of Cape
York and possibly also down the eastern flank through the Great
Barrier Reef. There would be little infrastructure or other advantage
for an opponent in attempting initial large scale lodgements in the
Torres Strait Islands. Preliminary operations there would achieve little
of substance and probably absorb resources and time that could be
employed more usefully elsewhere.
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The Region's Potential as a Focus for Political Leverage

While this region contains little of strategic importance aside
from the shipping channels, there remains the possibility that a future
opponent may choose to conduct low or escalated low level operations
here for broader purposes.

At the lower end of the contingency spectrum it has long been
assumed that an opponent's objectives would be primarily political in
nature. Certainly the opponent would not attempt to defeat the
Australian Defence Force nor seek to occupy a substantial slice of
Australian territory. Rather, through a carefully measured range of
civil and military activities an opponent could work, possibly over an
extended period, to put pressure on the Australian Government to
give way over whatever issue or issues were in dispute.

Diplomatic, economic and a broad range of civil pressures
could be applied. They may include illegal air and surface operations
in Australia's maritime approaches and coastal environment. They
might include the use of military units in small scale harassment and
raiding operations. Capabilities for these types of pressures are held
by many countries. Were the regional security environment to
deteriorate rapidly, hostile actions of these types could possibly be
conducted against Australia at short notice.

The potential role for Torres Strait in such circumstances
would depend very much upon the location, nature and intentions of
the opponent. Aside from shipping converging on the Strait, and the
channels themselves, the infrastructure in the region is unlikely to
warrant special attention. But political leverage could be available
through threats against, and attacks on, the local island communities.

Islanders might possibly be harassed at sea in their fishing
craft. Small raiding parties might land on some of the outer islands to
harass or attack the local populations or possibly kidnap residents and
damage or destroy local facilities.

The primary advantage of attempting to pressure Australia
through this region would be its relative accessibility. The islands of
the Torres Strait would be the closest Australian territory for any
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future opponent lodged in the archipelagic chain and with forces
located in the island of New Guinea. Operations into Torres Strait
would not require large forces and, moreover, because of the generally
shallow waters, could not be countered effectively by Australia's large
naval vessels. But while a future opponent may view some types of
operations here as comparatively simple and low risk, they would
also, on their own, probably be less than a compelling source of
political leverage.

Far more likely is the prospect of an opponent conducting
limited operations in Torres Strait as part of a much wider
confrontation campaign. One of the opponent's obiectives could be to
stretch Australia's defences across a very broad frontage compelling
difficult decisions on defence priorities and forcing the Australian
Government to leave many locations in the north with less than
comprehensive protection. In these circumstances, harassments, feints
and limited attacks could very credibly be launched against a variety
of targets in the Torres Strait region for the duration of the campaign.

Possible Broader Security Roles

Because of the nature of the Torres Strait islands and their
locations, they might provide suitable sites for a range of broader
security-related functions in the future. There is, for instance, potential
for enhancing Australia's surveillance capabilities, including the much
closer monitoring of ships passing through the Straits. The location of
these islands close to the equator could also possibly render them
suitable for some types of space support functions in the future. There
might, in addition, be advantage in locating a forward transponder in
this region to help refine ]indalee over-horizon-radar coverage in the
northeastern approaches to Australia.

The Torres Strait region has little potential as a base for
Australian offensive actions.

Were an opponent to conduct operations against shipping and
associated facilities in Torres Strait, the interests of friends and allies
would be engaged. New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Indonesid,
Singapore and the island states of the South Pacific would be
concerned primarily about disruption of their trading routes. The
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United States would be also concerned about shipping bound for its
ports from Weipa, Groote Eylandt and Gove. These practical problems
could, in many circumstances, be readily overcome through re-routing
and increased costs.

A more serious concern might arise from the strong interest
that most countries have in upholding the right of shipping to free
passage through international straits. The United States, fapan and
most of the other Western allies, in particular, but also the Soviet
Union and the Eastern Bloc countries, have powerful economic,
diplomatic and security interests in seeing this long-standing principle
upheld. Even though the real significance of Torres Strait to most of
these countries is small, many would probably feel compelled to
uphold the principle strongly in their dealings with Australia's
oPPonent.

A third dimension of allied involvement would apply
primarily to the United States, but also New Zealand. In the event of
hostilities in the Torres Strait region they would be concerned about
the infringement of a close ally's sovereignty and their responses could
be expected to be tailored accordingly.

Primary Defence Concerns

This analysis suggests that there are two primary defence
planning concerns in the Torres Strait region:

a. the security of Torres Strait shipping routes in a range
of contingencies; and

b. the security of the local population and infrastructure
in low and escalated low level contingencies.

Options for Enhancing Shipping Security

Enhancing the security of shipping in Torres Strait and its
approaches would, in the first instance, require measures to prevent an
opponent laying mines or otherwise conducting operations in the main
shipping channels and their approaches. As discussed earlier, the
prirnary potential threat in credible contingencies would be from the
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opponent's surface vessels and aircraft, with a limited possibility of
submarine operations in deeper water on the fringes of the region.

Maintaining surveillance of an opponent's surface and air
movements would be a national task extending well beyond Torres
Strait. A broad range of national and allied intelligence and
surveillance capabilities would be engaged. One of the more obvious
contributors to the development of this broad surveillance picture
would be intensified operations by Australia's P-3 Orion long range
maritime patrol aircraft fleet. The planned network of three findalee
over-the-horizon radar systems should also be capable of contributing
valuable data on aircraft and ship movements in the region's
approaches, when fully deployed and operational.

There would, nevertheless, also be a need for local surveillance
and interception capabilities in the Torres Strait region in a wide range
of defence contingencies. A primary role would be the detection and
interception of vessels engaged in mine-laying, harassment or raiding
operations and the detection and accurate recording of any aerial
mine-laying operations. Visual surveillance from adjacent land is
possible of the Prince of Wales and Simpson Channels as well as the
recommended shipping tracks through Gannet and Varzin Passages to
the west of Booby Island (see Figure 18). Direct land-based
surveillance is also possible of Adolphus Channel and most of the
Great North East Channel. Land-based visual surveillance would be
weakest in the northeastern sector past Stephens Island and towards
Bramble Cay. But in the distant approaches to the northeast and the
far west, where land-based surveillance would be impractical,
numerous alternative shipping tracks are available and the intensity of
the surveillance requirement would be moderated. Were
circumstances to warrant it, land-based surveillance could be
conducted on a twenty-four hour basis by pre-positioned observers
equipped with infra-red surveillance systems and basic
communications equipments. This type of visual monitoring would be
degraded when visibility is reduced, especially by heavy rain during
the wet season.

In low level contingencies, intensified operations by
Coastwatch and other light aircraft could monitor surface movements
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in the more distant regional approaches. Some Coastwatch aircraft
will operate routinely with radar and infra-red sensors from mid-1990.

Guarding the shipping channels and their approaches and
preventing surface mine'laying would probably need a minimum of
two warships. This would ensure that at least one vessel could be
maintained on station at all times. Were the air and submarine threat
assessed as low, patrol boats could be adequate for this task possibly
supplemented by small craft shadowing selected ship transits. On the
other hand, were the air or submarine threat considered moderate to
high there could be advantage in deploying at least one frigate to the
region with air self-defence and anti-submarine warfare capabilities.
Were this ship to be a comparatively shallow draft River-Class
destroyer escort or an ANZAC class frigate, direct access would be
possible to fuel and other supplies at Thursday Island.

Air defence of the region would, in most circumstances, be a
sub'set of the overall national air defence task. Wide area intelligence
and surveillance sensors may provide some warning of an opponent's
aerial mining in the Torres Strait region. When the planned Cape York
RAAF base is completed, fighter and other combat aircraft will be
capable of conducting operations in this region with relative ease.
Until that airfield (or the planned space port airfield) is available F/A-
18 aircraft could operate in an air-to-air mode over the region from
Gove, Cairns or, with some engineering development, the current
airfield at Weipa. Time on station without aerial refuelling would be
limited to 1G15 minutes from Gove or Cairns or about 55 minutes
from Weipa. F-111 aircraft could operate in an air-to-air mode over the
region (without aerial refuelling) for approximately 60 minutes.

There would also be the possibility in a range of contingencies
that an opponent could attempt to use commercial or other ships
passing through the straits to deliver mines or undertake other
unfriendly acts. In consequence, there would be a strong incentive in
many contingencies for Australia to initiate a series of preventive
control measures for shipping passing through the straits.

At present, there is no positive control regime in place for
ships passing through Torres Strait. The majority of commercial
shipping is piloted by the Queensland Coastal and Torres Strait Pilot
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Service and coordination of most shipping movements is achieved by
vessels monitoring radio channel 15. There is an International
Maritime Organisation-recognised, but non-mandatory, two-way
route which extends northwards through the Great Barrier Reef inner
route from low Isles to the eastern approaches and Gannet Passage.

A strong case could be made that this comparatively loose
shipping control regime is already inadequate in such an
environmentally sensitive region, where navigational errors in ship
passage are rarely forgiven. A major marine accident in the area could
have very serious consequences for the reefs in the Strait and the
northern section of the Great Barrier Reef. The environmental damage
could exceed that of the Exxon Valdiz disaster in Alaska.

Under international law Australia has a right to publish and
enforce regulations to designate sea lanes and haffic separation
schemes and, subiect to its obligations not to impede transit, may
adopt safety, anti-pollution, fishing and loading/off loading
regulations. It would certainly be within Australia's prerogative to
require all ships passing through the straits to board Australian pilots
and to undertake not to jcttison any material in the region. Ships could
also be required to anchor at designated locations in the approaches to
the straits if pilots and/or suitable tides are unavailable. Procedures of
these kinds would not only enhance sea safcty and minimise the risk
of serious pollution. They could also contribute greatly to the
surveillance and monitoring of ship passages in a range of defence
contingencies.

Australia has the additional right under international law to
prevent passage of the straits which is not innocent and to take
necessary steps to prevent passage of ships en-route to its internal
waters from committing a breach of the rules pertaining to internal
waters. For this purpose Australia may act before a ship reaches
internal waters.

In consequence, if Australia has evidence that a given ship
approaching Torres Strait intends to undertake acts that are not
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"innocent" but prejudicial to the peace, good order and security of the
country, that ship may be refused passage.2

A further means of enhancing the security of Torres Strait
shipping is to continue to maintain accurate seabed surveys in the
main channels and their approaches. This has the potential to provide
clear plots of seabed features and, in particular, positive identification
of objects that could be mistaken for mines. This background database
would be of great assistance in a future contingency in speedily
locating and identifying unplotted objects on the sea bed that deserve
priority investigation as possible mines.

Clearly Torres Strait is one area that may require the early
attention of Navy's mine counter-measure force in a range of defence
contingencies. There would, in consequence, be advantage in mine
counter-measure units periodically gaining practical experience of
operating conditions in this region.

Options for Enhancing Local Population and Infrastructure Securi$r

As discussed earlier, a future opponent might see advantage in
conducting a range of low level and escalated low level harassments
and raiding operations in Torres Strait as a means of applying political
pressure on the Australian Government.

Were the opponent's forces lodged on the island of New
Guinea, raids of short duration could readily be launched into Torres
Shait. Small harassment or raiding teams would be capable of
achieving most objectives. The simplest form of access would be via
high powered small craft, possibly outboard-powered aluminium
dinghies that are common in the region. Parachuting or air landing
would be feasible on some islands but in many circumstances the risks
of these types of entry would be high. Enemy movements would
probably be concentrated at night. Australian surveillance measures
and an alert population should make it difficult for intruders to
penetrate undetected.

For details se Conoention ol thz Tenitorial ka and Contiguous Zone Article 15(2) and
Conoentbn of the Law of the Sea,1982, Article 25(2).
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Four primary elements would be needed for an effective local
defence:

a. regional surveillance forces to detect the opponenfs
approaching units, deny surprise and alert protective
and reaction forces;

protective forces would need to be deployed to defend
exposed communities and important installations;
highly mobile reactive forces would be needed with
sufficient firepower to intercept and counter enemy
units entering the region or lodged within it; and
local coordination, command, control and
communications would be required to integrate
important national, joint service and civil imputs and
ensure timcly rcsponses.

Surveillance Forces

National intelligence and surveillance systems could be
expected to contribute valuable data, but within the region the primary
surveillance load would probably be carried by the specially raised
regional force surveillance unit, The 51st Battalion, The Far North
Queensland Regiment. The five platoon C company that is based in
the Strait is being trained to disperse to suitable observation points,
investigate suspicious events and maintain an effective
communications network. Surveillance to detect and track harassment
and raiding forces would overlap and extend that required for
surveillance of shipping channels. Figure 18 shows the areas of visual
observation that are feasible from the highest points on selected
islands.

In low level contingencies, when the air threat would
limited, additional surveillance coverage could be provided
Coastwatch and other light aircraft.

Protective Forces

Denying the opponent political leverage from operations in
Torres Strait would necessitate the successful defence of exposed

b.

c.

d.

be
by
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communities and important infrastructure. In low or escalated low
level contingencies, strengthened buildings with wire defences and
security lighting may need to be constructed to protect communities at
night and when raiding parties are detected in the vicinity. This
simple "hardening" would greatly simplify the protective and reactive
tasks. If the need arose, it would be important that structures of this
kind could be built at short notice.

Curfews, especially on civil boat and aircraft movements, may
be required at night. Were communities in particularly exposed
locations to be subjected to severe pressure, the option of evacuating
non-essential civilians mav need to be considered.

The main elements of infrastructure requiring protection in the
Strait are the air, port, power, fuel, water and communications
facilities on Thursday and Horn Islands and at Bamaga.

The 42nd Battalion, The Royal Queensland Regiment, has been
allocated responsibility for the protection of vital assets and civil
population in the Cape York area. Depending on the nature of the
contingency, part of this battalion (possibly a company-sized unit of
about 100 troops) may be allocated the protective security task in
Torres Strait. A force of this size may prove inadequate for the task.
Failure to provide sufficient forces for protective duties, especially on
exposed outer islands would not only present great risks for islander
communities but also pose severe and probably untenable dilemmas
for members of The 51st Battalion, The Far North Queensland
Regiment, deployed nearby on covert surveillance operations. It is
doubtful that they could be expected to maintain their posts while
watching their families and friends being attacked nearby. Soldiers of
this unit have expressed concerns of this nature during training.

Reactive Forces

Reactive forces would need to be trained for intercept duties at
sea as well as ambush and counterJodgement tasks on land. In order
to permit timely responses, they would need a proximate base and the
high mobility available with helicopters and/or small, fast watercraft.
Depending on the structure of the unit and the nature of the threat, the
most suitable main base locations would be Bamaga or Horn Island.
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Bamaga would have the advantage of almost unlimited sPace,
overland logistic supply for much of the year, plentiful fresh water and
an adiacent airfield with expansion potential.

In an escalated low level contingency the possibility could not
be excluded of an opponent seizing one or more of the small outer
islands, digging in and reinforcing the island's defences. The forces
required to capture some island communities would be small and an
opponent may judge the political leverage of such an operation
substantial. An effective counter-attack would be a maior operation,
probably beyond the capabilities of locally-deployed reactive forces.
Recovering such territories would probably require the commitment of
additional defence assets from outside the region, would take time,
and would need to be weighed against other national priorities in the
circumstances then prevailing.

The specialised nahrre of reactive operations in Torres Strait
suggests the desirability of one or more extcrnally-bascd Army units
gaining and maintaining opcrational experience in this theatre.

Local Communications, Command and Control

In most defence contingencies, overall command in this region
might, most appropriately, be exercised from another place. But the
great complexity of the Torres Strait region, the critical importance of
local intelligence and liaison with civil communities and agencies, and
the essentiality in most defence contingencies of rapid decisions and
responses suggest the desirability of a degree of local operational
coordination. There may hence be advantage in creating, in a range of
contingencies, a small, local, pint-force, civil-military headquarters in
the Torres Strait region. This small staff would need to have some
access to national intelligence and surveillance data as well as
authority to coordinate local land, sea and air based surveillance
resources.

Overview

In the event of future defence contingencies, the Torres Strait
region is unlikely to attract an opponent's priority attention. Aside
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from the shipping routes, this region has little economic, infrastructure
or strategic importance.

The geographic features of Torres Strait make it unattractive as
a springboard for broader military operations. To its north there is no
developed infrastructure to facilitate major operations into the area.
Moreover, the shallow water of the Strait makes all but small scale
north-south movements difficult.

Were an opponent forced to conduct offensive operations from
the island of New Guinea into Cape York, large scale surface
movements would almost certainly pass down the region's flanks;
most credibly on the western side.

In strategic terms then, Torres Strait is more of an obstruction
than an attraction. It is a massive natural obstacle that both Australia
and any potential opponent could attempt to exploit to constrain the
othe/s operations.

In a range of contingencies, Australia would be capable of
denying the opponenfs use of the shipping routes through the region
with little difficulty. An opponent's extended blockage of the shipping
channels is unlikely in low or escalated low level conflict. Less easy to
dismiss is the possibility of limited harassment, interference and
disruption in the straits. Protective measures to guard against this
level of threat do not, however, appear to be particularly resource
demanding.

If an opponent were lodged in the island of New Guinea, the
relative assessibility of Torres Strait might, in some circumstances,
encourage limited attacks on island communities as a means of
pressuring Australia over broader issues in dispute. In these
circumstances, effective defensive measures could be more resource
demanding and would need to bc weighed against competing national
priorities at the time.

In brief, the Torres Strait region has less economic,
infrastructure and general strategic importance to the nation than
several other parts of northern and off-shore Australia. In most low
and escalated low level contingencies, the deployment of modest
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SHORT AND MEDIUM
TERM DEFENCE ACTIVITIES

A primary conclusion of this report is that there is no need for
any dramatic expansion of defence activities in the Torres Strait. The
basic foundations for the type of defence presence most likely to be
required in a range of defence contingencies are already being put in
place. There is, nevertheless, a need for the Defence Force to plan
carefully for the range of security problems that could credibly arise in
this region. In particular, there is a need to ensure that the regional
Atmy and Naval reserve units are assigned roles relevant to local
circumstances.

Several elements of Defence planning and activity in this
region are deserving of review. There is a strong case for the limited
use of Defence Force capabilities to assist certain aspects of local
development. There is also a need for the Defence Force to continue
working to strengthen its relationships with local communities and
relevant civil authorities.

The discussion in this concluding chapter addresses six
prirnary themes:

- measures to strengthen strategic and operational
planning for the region;

- measures to protect Torres Strait shipping;
- measures to strengthen capabilities to protect

Islanders and the local infrastructure;
- measures to support civil law enforcement;

- measures to assist local development, and
- measures to improve community relations.
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Measures to Strengthen Strategic and Operational
Planning

While several parts of northern and off-shore Australia are of
greater strategic significance than Torres Strait, this region could play
an important role in a range of defence contingencies, particularly at
the lower, more credible, end of the contingency spectrum. Defence
planning for the Torres Strait region deserves considered attention.

Some elements of the Defence Force and the Departrnent of
Defence have worked extensively on this region over the years. The
Navy Hydrographer has produced charts and the Army Survey Corps
a number of maps of the Torres Strait area. Naval unitt especially the
patrol boats and landing craft (heavy) based at HMAS Cairns, and the
naval officer resident on Thursday Island, know the accessible parts of
Torres Strait well. The 1 Division Intelligence Unit has gathered an
impressive range of geographic and infrastructure data on the region
and 1 Division Headquarters has given some consideration to
operational priorities and operating techniques suitable for the area.
11 Brigade and, in particular, The 51st Battalion, The Far North
Queensland Regiment, has recruited many Islanders into the Army
Reserve and established an excellent rapport with Islander leaders.
There has also been some work undertaken within the Department of
Defence to assess the strategic significance of the region for broader
defence planning.

Defence planning and activities in this region serve to
highlight a number of defence challenges that have relevance to the
whole of northern Australia. The protection of coastal shipping, the
defence of off-shore and isolated coastal communities, the security of
important elements of civil and military infrastructure etc., are matters
deserving continuing close defence planning attention. However,
within this broader planning framework, there is a need to consider
the special requirements of individual regions.

In the case of Torres Strait, there has hitherto been only lirnited
coordination of the wide range of defence activities. There is now a
strong case for developing sharper regional defence priorities and a
clearer operational concept to guide defence development and training
for credible contingencies in this region.
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Planning attention would most appropriately be directed into
two primary fields:

- means of strengthening the security of Torres Strait
shipping in credible contingencies, and

- means of protecting local communities and important
elements of the regional infrastructure in credible
contingencies.

Planning for these ends might best proceed at two levels:
deparbnental and local.

Following agreement within the Department of Defence on
broad national concepts of operations in credible contingencies, it
should be possible to define defence development and operational
priorities for Torres Strait with greater precision. It would be
particularly important to clarify the training and operational priorities
of the various Ar-y and Naval reserve units deployed in, or
earmarked for, Torres Strait.

On the local level, substantial progress could be made in
developing regional operational expertise if the framework were
established for a joint civil-military emergency headquarters in the
Torres Strait region. In normal peacetime circumstances this
headquarters need not be staffed, although locally deployed military
and civilian personnel could meet periodically to plan contingent
responses. Periodic defence and emergenry service exercises could be
used to activate this headquarters and test its capabilities.

Measures to Protect Torres Strait Shipping

An important conclusion of this report is that the first priority
of maritime forces based in the Torres Strait region should be to
enhance the security of passing shipping.

Ideally, mine counterrneasures should be the primary training
and operational priority of the Naval Reserve unit being raised on
Thursday Island. In practice, however, the great difficulties of
counter-mine operations in the main shipping channels of this region
would limit the contribution that a reserve unit could make. The verv
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rapid tidal streams, the narrow channels and the problems of buried
mines in sand waves mean that mine hunting and sweeping would be
extremely taxing, even for the most highly trained and well equipped
permanent force units.

The regional Naval Reserve unit could, however, make a
substantial contribution to surface surveillance, patrolling and
intercept duties in the shipping channels and their approaches in a
range of contingencies. Reservists operating appropriate small craft
could play an important role in preventing mineJaying from surface
vessels and intercepting raiding and other forces attempting to land on
islands adjacent to the main shipping channels.

A secondary role could be to respond to reports of suspicious
surface vessels when reported by The 51st Battalion, The Far North
Queensland Regiment patrols or other sources in broader parts of the
Strait. In some circumstances, Naval Reservists could be employed to
enhance off-shore security in areas where there was a serious
harassment and raiding threat to Islander communities.

The primary equipment required for these tasks would be
simple and comparatively inexpensive. A limited number of shallow-
draught high powered small craft with basic communications and
light, portable weapons fits would be adequate. Some unit members
might be given sufficient training to also perform basic clearance
diving tasks in the area. Operations of these kinds would build on the
existing, very advanced, small boat,local navigation and diving skills
of many Islanders.

Progress in recruiting personnel to the Naval Reserve unit on
Thursday Island has been slow. One reason is an apparent reluctance
to search out suitable individuals beyond the Thursday and Horn
Island communities. Transporting pcrsonnel from the outer islands for
the normal pattern of short periods of reserve training would be
expensive. However, the recruiting base of Thursday Island is limited
and discussions with several island council chairmcn suggest that
numbers of quality pcrsonnel on the outer islands are interested in
Naval Reserve service. There would be advantage in Navy recruiting
on the outer islands and structuring the local unit's program into much
Ionger (and probably more effective) continuous training periods.
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Some of the recruiting and training concepts of this unit could
usefully be modelled on those used successfully by the local A*y
Reserve unit, The 51st Battalion, The Far North Queensland Regiment.

Because Torres Strait is one region that may require the
priority attention of Navy's mine-counterrneasure force in a range of
contingencies, there would be advantage in mine countermeasure
units periodically gaining practical experience there.

It was suggested in Chapter 4 that there could be important
safety, environmental and security advantages in Australia instituting
some sort of positive control regime on ships passing through Torres
Strait. This possibility is deserving of more detailed examination in
two contexts.

First, there would be value in representatives of relevant
departments (Transport and Communications; Attorney Generals;
Foreign Affairs and Trade; Arts, Sport, Environment, Tourism and
Territories; Defence; etc.) and appropriate private organisations (such
as the Queensland Coast and Torres Strait Pilot Service) considering
the desirability of introducing in peacetime a range of positive control
mechanisms on ship movements in the straits.

Secondly, Defence, together with a smaller number of
deparfrnents and agencies, could usefully consider the range of
positive control mechanisms that might be put in place in the event of
low level defence contingencies.

Options such as these could contribute substantially to the
security of the straits in a variety of situations.

Measures to Strengthen Capabilities to Protect Islanders
and Infrastructure

There is a need to reconsider the roles and training priorities of
Ar-y Reserve elements based in, or earmarked for, the Torres Strait
region. An important question, as indicated in Chapter 4, is whether
the surveillance and reconnaissance role of The 51st Battalion, The Far
North Queensland Regiment (FNQR), could be sustained in low and
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escalated low level contingencies if the size and capabilities of locally
deployed protective forces proved inadequate.

In the event of a low level confrontation stretching Australia's
defence capabilities across the breadth of northern Australia, it may be
that additional protective forces (and forces to provide a reactive
capability) could not be spared for Torres Strait. Should this be
considered a reasonable possibility, there would be advantage in
preparing broad contingency plans to cope. One possibility could be
to provide a broader range of infantry skills for at least C Company of
51 FNQR. Difficulties may, however, be encountered in attaining high
level surveillance and infantry skills within this type of Army Reserve
Unit. An alternative, and probably preferred course, would be to raise
an additional platoon for C Company from the communities at
Thursday and Horn Islands and at Bamaga, which could be trained
almost exclusively in infantry skills and employed, in a contingency,
for priority protective and reactive tasks. This may require a marginal
increase in the training cadre, reserve establishment and training days
for this unit.

There are some contingencies that, although improbable,
might warrant the commitment of significant Regular Army units to
the Torres Strait region. Because of the unusual nature of the local
environment, there would be advantage in some units gaining
operational experience there. Consideration might, in consequence, be
given to the possibility of staging a medium scale Defence Force
exercise in the northern Cape York and Torres Strait region during the
1990s.

Measures to Support Civil Law Enforcement

The Defence Force already plays an important role in civil law
enforcement in the Torres Strait. The Navy's patrol boats are the
primary means of apprehending foreign fishing vessels detected by
Coastwatch that are operating illegally within the Australian Fishing
Zone. Patrol boats have arrested several Indonesian vessels fishing for
sharks in the western approaches to Torres Strait during1989.

Some problems have occasionally arisen when an illegal
fishing vessel has been detected but no patrol boat has been available
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in the local region. This has, on occasion, required a rapid 24 hour
patrol boat passage from Cairns. The Queensland Department of
Harbours and Marine maintains a large, modem fisheries patrol vessel
at Thursday Island (Wauri) but, because its crew is not equipped or
trained for the armed boarding of foreign vessels, it is prohibited from
undertaking such tasks. There may be advantage in Defence
conducting discussions with the Queensland Department of Harbours
and Marine and the Australian Fisheries Service about the possibility
of developing a contingency plan for flying from Cairns an armed
Navy boarding party to ioin Wauri, were a pahol boat unavailable in a
reasonable timeframe. An alternative, but probably less attractive,
possibility would be to specially train some of the locally based Naval
Reservists for such duties.

Defence has an interest in encouraging other agencies to take
steps to simplify the civil enforcement regime in Torres Strait. The
proposal to extend Australia's territorial sea to 12 nautical miles and its
contiguous zone to 24 nautical miles would contribute to this objective.
A tighter regime for traditional visits within the Protected Zone under
the Torres Strait Treaty would also greatly facilitate the creation of an
improved security environment.

A number of government agencies active in the Torres Strait
region need occasional defence assistance with their enforcement
duties. This applies particularly to the Customs Service, Australian
Federal Police, Queensland Police, the Australian Fisheries Service, the
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service and the Department of
Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs. The officers of
these agencies periodically receive intelligence suggesting that
significant illegal operations are planned or underway in the region.
TNs generates an occasional need for defence assistance to transport
and protect arresting officers.

In recent years defence units have responded to a number of
Police, Customs and other requests to support civil law enforcement
operations in these ways. This assistance has been greatly appreciated
and generally effective. There may be scope for Defence to provide
more frequent assistance of this sort in the Torres Strait region in the
future. Close consultation with relevant civil agencies is appropriate.
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In Annex C, the Hydrographer draws attention to the
confusion that has arisen concerning the nomenclature of many
geographic features in the Torres Strait region. Multiple names for
prominent features not only complicates activities in this region; it can
also seriously complicate navigation, and hence introduce unnecessary
risks, particularly for those unfamiliar with the local area. There
would be advantage in the Hydrographer taking the initiative to
resolve these issues together with the responsible State agency, the
Queensland Department of Geographic Information. Discussions and
possibly a workshop could be held with Islander leaders and
representatives of relevant Queensland and Commonwealth agencies
and other interested groups with a view to standardising the names of
given locations in this region.

Measures to Assist Local Development

Australian Defence capabilities are not normally used to build
civil infrastructure, especially when such activities would be in direct
competition with local civil contractors. In some circumstances,
however, especially in remote locations or where particular defence
interests are engaged, the use of Defence Force engineering and
construction assets has bcen approved by Govemment.

In Torres Strait, the case for lirnited use of Defence Force
construction capabilities is strong. This region is poorly serviced by
civil infrastructure, construction is extremely expensive and
contractors usually need to be brought into the region from distant
southern locations. Moreovet Defence does have a direct interest in
certain types of infrastructure development in Torres Strait.

As was discussed in Chapter 4, the protective and reactive
defence tasks could be very demanding in low or escalated low level
defence contingencies in this region. Some waming time may be
received prior to the onset of such hostilities but it could be short.
There could be an urgent need, in such circumstances, to construct
rapidly protected buildings and a range of other facilities to enhance
the security of the residents of off-shore islands and possibly for other
defence purposes.
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Under current circumstances this would probably be
unachievable in realistic timeframes because of the difficulties of
landing heavy machinery and bulk supplies on most islands. Defence
has an interest in improving their accessibility.

The Island Coordinating Council, the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs and the Interdepartmental Committee on the Torres
Strait Islands have expressed a strong desire to improve sea access to
the islands because they see it as a means of improving the prospects
for, and reducing the costs of, a wide range of community
development projects. At present heavy or over-sized items can only
be delivered to many islands with extreme difficulty, at great cost and
frequently at some safety risk. For example, vehicles sometimes have
to be transhipped precariously by dinghies. Major structures, such as
pre-fabricated houses, simply cannot be delivered to many locations.
The absence of properly developed landing craft ramps on most
islands has severely constrained broader infrastructure development,
maintained costs of living at very high levels and generally stymied
Islander initiative.

All the relevant civil agencies, including the Island
Coordinating Council believe that the construction of landing craft
hards (ramps) on the islands is a key "gatcway" development for the
outer island communities. Building such facilities should mean that
the costs of supplying the islands would fall and almost every type of
subsequent development should be very much easier and less
expensive. Construction of landing craft hards was identified as an
important issue in island development by the Interdepartmental
Committee on the Torres Strait. Amongst its recommendations was:

"consideration being given to the use of Army
engineers and Islander labour to construct landing
hards (ramps) for each island."

This recommendation received Federal Cabinet endorsement,
together with the other conclusions of the Interdepartmental
Committee Report, on 26 September 1988.
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Consulting engineers have been engaged by the Department
of Aboriginal Affairs to site and design suitable facilities for each of the
islands, in close consultation with the island councils.

Figure 19 is a preliminary sketch of the landing hard planned
for Coconut Island. Preliminary sketches of the facilities planned at
other islands are at Annex B.

Construction of these landing hards is expected to require the
employment of a landing craft with engineering personnel and
appropriate equipment. In some locations, limited dredging and/or
reef blasting would be necessary. Structures on the sand cays would
require the importation of aggregate and rocks from other islands.

The cost of building landing craft hards commercially on the
13 priority islands is estimated to be about $14.5m. Some funds are
available from the $23m Priority Community Development Shategy to
make a start on this proiect. However, many of the Islander leaders,
the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and other relevant agencies
would prefer to proceed with the Interdepartmental Committee
recommendation to consider the use of Army engineers and Islander
labour for this task.

They see several major advantages in pursuing this option:

- First, use of the Defence Force is seen as a means of
short-circuiting the exorbitant costs of using a
southern-based civil contractor in this remote region.
Even if the Department of Aboriginal Affairs paid
most Defence Force expenses (which it has indicated
informally it is prepared to consider) much greater
value is anticipated for the limited funds that are
available.

- Second, the Defence Force has a good reputation in
Torres Strait for working cooperatively with civil
communities for shared objectives. The Islanders are
keen to maximise the opportunities for local
employment and skill development that this project
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Figure 19.

PRELIMINARY SKETCH OF THE LANDING RAMP (HARD)
PLANNED FOR COCONUT ISLAND.

J,

Source: Reidel Byrne Pty Lt4 Consulting Engineers
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offers. They see the combination of Defence Force
expertise and equipment with Islander labour and
Department of Aboriginal Affairs funding as a
preferred course.

- Third, defence activities in the local communities are
generally very welcome in this region. Many people
in leadership positions appreciate the desirability of
defence units gaining greater familiarity with the
unusual Torres Strait operating environment. They
see defence involvement in the landing hard proiect as
a means of strengthening this, as well as building a
closer, mutually-beneficial civil-military relationship.

The landing hard project would appear to be a case in which a
priority civil need in a remote region coincides with a defence
infrastructure interest. In consequence, it is suggested that the Defence
Force proceed with the Cabinet-endorsed recommendation of the
Interdepartmental Committee report and consider, together with the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs, the possibility of a ioint construction
program for at least some of the 13 landing hards identified as priority
developments in Torres Strait.

There are plans to build a modest Arn y training facility on
Commonwealth land adjacent to the airport on Horn Island. This
facility is planned to provide basic water supply, ablution facilities,
camping areas and storage, primarily to support reserve force training
in the region, particularly for the 51st Battalion, The Far North
Queensland Regiment. Locally-based defence personnel have
expressed serious misgivings about this proposal. If built as planned,
they believe it would be grossly undcr-utilised and, as it is remote
from any permanent defence staff, they fear it would be vulnerable to
vandalism. The strong preference of locally deployed personnel is for
a facility of this general type to be constructed in the Bamaga area
where there is a permanent defence personnel presence, large areas of
land are available for training in numerous types of terrain and there
would be scope to construct a basic small arms range. 51 FNQR
already conducts numerous courses in the Bamaga area. It is
suggested that plans for the proposed Horn Island training facility be
reviewed in close consultation with the primary users.
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The RAAF bare base planned for Cape York is to be located
outside the confines of the immediate Torres Strait regiory but it will
have substantial implications for security in the area as well as broader
implications for the strategic significance of the upper Cape York
region.

RAAF has designed a similar facility to that at Curtin, near
Derby in Western Australia. It is planned to have a extensive runways
with aircraft hard stands and loading areas, fuel facilities and basic
power, water, sewerage and other services to support a substantial
infusion of RAAF aircraft and personnel at short notice. In normal
circumstances, the only occupants would be a small caretaker staff.
An airfield of this type is needed to fill the last major gap in the
RAAF's air base system across northern Australia (see Figure 20).
Aircraft staging from the Cape York airfield will be able to operate for
extended periods over Torres Strait and, if circumstances require,
range further afield in the northeastern approaches to Australia.

A tentative decision was made in the mid 1980s to site this
RAAF bare base east of Weipa and Mr Beazley announced on 24 |une
1987, during a visit to the area, that this was the preferred site. Since
that time, a site survey has been completed and an environmental
impact study launched.

During the last three years, there have been some significant
changes in the civil infrastructure planning for Cape York, suggesting
that it may be desirable to review the siting for this airfield. The most
important change has been the decision of the remaining spaceport
contender, the Cape York Space Agency Pty Ltd, to propose an east
coast location, at Temple Bay. This raises the prospect that if both
projects proceed, two airfields may be built almost simultaneously to
take international standard aircraft (such as B 747$ within 80km of
each other on remote Cape York.

The Commonwealth Covernment's attitude to the spaceport
proposal has hitherto been to encourage its development and provide
indirect support, but refuse any suggestion of direct subsidy. Design
of the spaceport first stage is at an advanced stage and a twelve month
environmental impact study is due for release in August 1990.
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Figure 20.

CIJRRENT AND PLANNED STRATEGIC AIRFIELDS IN
NORTHERN AUSTRALIA.
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Detailed plans were submitted to the Commonwealth
Government in October 1989 and a decision to commence construction
is planned by the management within six months of Commonwealth
Government endorsement (at the latest March 1991). First launch from
the facility is planned for early 1995.

There remain mairr uncertainties about viability of this project
and whether a commercial decision to build will, in fact, be made in
7991.. However, several very large international corporations have
staff working on the project and there appears to be an impressive
number of well-placed senior personnel, not connected with the
consortium, who are optimistic.

If a decision were made to build a spaceport on the east coast
of Cape York, there would be a strong case for Defence to consider the
possibility of a irint approach to the airfield development. Some of the
primary advantages of co-location on the east coast are as follows:

- First, there could be a substantial saving in overall
expenditure. There may also be political ramifications
in spending tax payers money building a second
intemational standard airfield in such close proximity.

- Second, were Defence to offer to build the airfield for
the spaceport (with various accompanying
safeguards), this would be a substantial indirect
subsidy to the spaceport at no (or little) real cost to the
Commonwealth. This could be an important factor in
the economics of the overall proiect. To the extent that
the nation has an interest in the spaceport being built
and operating profitably, cooperation of this sort
could be of substantial mutual benefit.

- Third, the spaceport plans a number of facilities and
services for the airport and adjacent area that Defence
is not planning for its bare base, but which co-location
would provide. For instance, the spaceport plans to
install sophisticated radar and range tracking facilities
that could be useful for RAAF area surveillance, aerial
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waming, air traffic control and possibly (with some
modifications) air combat manoeuwe training. The
Space Agency will need its own fuel at the airfield and
probably fire suppression and other services. Many of
the staff at the spaceport will be skilled aeronautical
engineers and technicians who will work in well-
equipped workshops. These people may have a latent
capability to support RAAF operations as forward-
deployed RAAF Reservists.

Security for the spaceport is expected to be tight,
involving a 20km radius secure buffer zone with a
range of specialised protective measures.

- Fourth, in order to attract and retain the 2,000 mostly
highly skilled staff required for stage one, the Space
Agency plans a very modern town with a range of
supporting facilities. These amenities could readily
support any additional RAAF personnel that may
periodically be deployed to the airfield.

- Fifth, the east coast location has important economic
and security advantages Logistic supply for the
spaceport should be comparatively easy and
inexpensive up the east coast inside the Great Banier
Reef. An off-shore fuel float line and a large barge
ramp are planned by the Space Agency at Bolt Head.
Support shipping n'ould not need to pass through
Torres Strait, nor traverse the narrow, shallow and
potentially vulnerable 11km channel into Weipa
Harbour.

Moreover, in many contingencies, an east coast
location would be significantly less exposed to
harassment and raiding activities than one close to the
comparatively open and accessible west coast. This,
together with the spaceport's broader security
measures, could reduce substantially the scale of the
ground defensive task in a range of contingencies.

- Sixth, co-location would mean that in a range of
defence contingencies protective defence measures
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would be required at only one maior new facility
rather than two.

There rnay be some disadvantages with co-location. Some
questions have been raised about the weather limitations of east coast
locations. Available data suggests, however, that cyclone occurrences
are less frequent on the east than the west coast of Cape York (See
Figures 3 and 4). The Space Agenry believes that the proposed
spaceport airfield site, about 8km inland, is largely unaffected by
weather constraints. It is located on a wide, well drained heath and
scrubland plain.

A second possible difficulty could arise were important RAAF
requirements found to be incompatible with those of the Spaceport
Agency. This deserves careful consideration.

The most serious danger of co-location is that the spaceport
may fail. Protection against this eventuality would need to be
incorporated in any Defence agreement with the Space Agency.

The import of this discussion is not to suggest an early
decision for co-locatiory but merely to point out that the changed civil
development environment on the northern end of Cape York may
have important implications for Defence planning.

Defence will not be in a position to commence construction of
its Cape York airfield until the environmental impact statement is
completed and the project has been endorsed by the Parliamentary
Public Works Committee. This is unlikely to be done until late 1990.
Budgetary constraints may impose further delays.

Given the coincidence in timing of these two maior projects on
Cape York, there may be advantage in deferring major expenditure on
the RAAF base until early 7991, when the future of the spaceport
project should be clear. There may also be advantage in the
Government canvassing the option of RAAF co-location at the
spaceport site in its broader discussions with the Cape York Space
Agency. Adopting this course may require a slippage in the
construction of the RAAF base of, at most, a few months. If the
Spaceport consortium fails, this may be for nought. But if the
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spaceport is built, it could mean the acquisition of a greatly improved
facility at a reduced overall cost to the tax payer. As the issues at stake
extend beyond the Defence portfolio, they appear worthy of early
interdepartmental consideration.

Measures to Improve Community Relations

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Defence has been generally well
served by the Defence Force personnel who have been posted to the
Torres Strait region in recent years. They have been sensitive to local
traditions and concerns and developed a good relationship with most
Islander and other community leaders.

This generally favourable situation should not, however, be
taken for granted. The Torres Strait Islanders, at least as much as some
remote Aboriginal communities, have strong traditions, social
sensitivities and clear stances on appropriate behaviour by visitors.
Defence personnel need to take full account of these issues in planning
and undertaking operations in this region.

In order to safeguard its interests in this field, there may be
advantage in the Defence Force taking steps in three specific
directions:

- First, continuing attention should be given to
diplomatic and liaison skills in selecting servicemen to
be posted to the Torres Strait region.

- Second, visiting Defence officers, and those acting on
their behall who wish to engage in negotiations with
island councils and other local authorities should seek
the assistance of locally deployed Defence Force
officers and/or the senior staff of relevant government
agencies, particularly the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs.

- Third, there would be advantage in Defence preparing
a short brief, in pamphlet form, for Defence personnel
planning activities in the Torres Strait region. This
brief would describe the broad nature of the region
and its population and highlight the special
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sensitivities involved in visiting and working with
Islander communities. The text could readily be
developed by locally-deployed Defence personnel in
consultation with the Island Coordinating Council and
relevant government officials. The value of such a
pamphlet would be especially apparent when larger
numbers of Defence personnel are deployed to the
region for exercises, civil support tasks or in future
defence contingencies.

Many Torres Strait Islanders, including a number of the most
senior Islander leaders, wish to maintain a close regional affiliation
with the locally raised and based Defence Force units. In particular,
they wish to maintain alive the proud traditions of the wartime Torres
Strait Light Infantry. To this end, the Islander Eligibility Review
Committee has written to the Minister for Defence, Mr Beazley,
requesting that C Company, 51 FNQR, be named the Torres Strait
Light Infantry.

This proposal is not designed to change the nature of 51 FNQR
in any substantive way, iust reinforce the local affinity with C
Company. The reporting team believes that such a step would
reinforce unit morale and significantly strengthen local empathy and
support for Army's activities in the region. There would be benefit in
this unit continuing to build on the strong wartime traditions in this
region and maintaining its close and friendly relations with Islander
leaders.
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ANNEX A
INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE TORRES STRAIT

REGION
Badu Island.
450 (estimated in 1989).

Badu is a large granite island with hilly,
timbered terrain. There are large sandy tracts
between the hills. In the village area towards
the shore there are several areas of sandy clay
soil formation where a high water table is
maintained throughout most of the year.

The island is well served by an all weather
sand/silt/grass strip (50m x 960m) which is
capable of being extended if necessary.
Helicopter landing facilities available.

SEA TRANSPORT
ACCESS Present barge access is via a locally

constructed ramp which generally provides
for half-tide access.

WATER
RESOURCES Water supplies are pumped from a well fed by

infiltration trenches located in a sandy creek
bed. A dam located on a separate catchment
experiences leakage problems. It serves as an
infiltration source to the well via an
infiltration channel. The efsting supply is
taxed in dry periods. There are several
permanent sources of water on the island but
these are some distance from the village.
The 15kms of roads are generally well formed
and maintained. The council is experienced in
the construction of culverts, bridge works and
drainage works. A lack of suitable plant,

ISLAND
POPULATION
TOPOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES

AIRPORT
FACILITIES

ROADS



ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMI,'NICATIONS

COMMTJMTY
FACILITIES

COTJNCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

lnfrastructure 121

equipment and road bed material imposes
some limits.

Reticulated water to each dwelling. Medical
aid post. State primary school. No reticulated
electricity. Individual generator sets for each
house. No sewerage or waste disposal pl'dhts.

Single telephone service. Regular radio
schedules via the Department of Community
Services (DG) network. The Broadcasting for
Remote Aborigind Communities Scheme
(BRACS) will provide radio/TV reception in
November 1989. ABC Radio via 4TI
(Thursday Island radio station).

Private and council dwellings. Four retail
stores. Privately owned vehides and
dinghies.

New community council chambers.
Community hall in poor condition. Various
items of plant and equipment which are well
maintained. Adequate workshop equipment
includes generators, welding and servicing
plant.

Community is actively involved in the cray
fishing industry. Two previous unsuccessful
attempts at operating community commercial
ventures failed due principally to under-
capitalisation and in-experienced
management. Never-the.less there is ample
scope for self employment for skilled cray
divers. The Community Development
Employment Program (CDEP) is the primary
source of employment for other residents.
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REVENUE
SOURCES Although there is a capacity for self

employment, this is seasonally affected and
dependant on price fluctuations' There is no
scope for a local self-supporting economy.

ISLAND Bamaga.
1TOPULATION Approximately 600 (1984). There is a total

population of nearly 1,600 persons in the
Northern Peninsula Area.

AIRTORTFACILITIES ]acky facky airfield, which can suPport DC-3,
F 27 and smaller aircraf t.

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS No recognised port facilities but a 12m x 5.8m

jetty is available at Red Island Point.

WATER
RESOURCES Plentiful water supplied from the Jardine

River and distributed via a reticulation system
from storage tanks.

ROADS Road access south is via the Telecom
Maintenance Road. All roads are subiect to
flooding and many are impassable during the
wet season.

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES A small 10 bed hospital oPerates as a dressing

station with limited casualty facilities.
Petroleum products and LPG available. No
seweraSe.

COMMUNICATIONS Normal telephone service. UHF and VFIF
radio facilities.

COMMI.JNITY
FACILITIES Power station supplies 1MW from diesel

generators. Motel, cold storage facilities and



COUNCIL
FACILITIES
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light industry comprising sawmill, mechanical
workshops and primitive artefacts cEntre.

Numerous vehicles, high school, primary
schools and boarding facilities.

ISLAND
P'OPULATION

TOTOGRAPHICAL
FEATI.JRES

AIRPORT
FACILITTES

SEA TRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOI.JRCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

Boiglu Island.
Estimated fuly 1989 at 330 persons. Subiect to
seasonal variations.

Alluvial nurngrove swamp with both salt and
fresh water intrusions.

Claylgrass strip (60m x 777m), reasonably
well maintained but subject to regular closurc
in monsoon perid and indement weather.
Three weekly services by light aircraft.

Poorbarge access due to large tidal range and
variations. Access possible only at suitable
hightide.

Present sources are excavated dam storage
with pumped reticulation to households.
Adequate for present needs.

Village roads badly formed due to absence of
suitable road bed material. Alternatively
boggy or dusty and often impassable.

Reticulated water to each dwelling. Some
home generation of electricity. Medical aid
post staffed by enrolled nurse with regular
dinic service from Thursday Island Hospital.
No sewerage or waste disposal.
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COMMLJNICATIOI{S Restricted to radio schedules from Thursday
Island and single Public Telephone.
Deparbnent of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA) will
provide BRACS radio and television reception
fromNovember 1989. ABC radio via 4TI.

COMMI.JNITY
FACILITIE9 Privately owned and council owned dwellings

of generally poor standard. One retail store.
One privately owned motor vehicle.
Generators.

With the exception of one tractor, the council
has virtually no plant and equipment.
Council chambers ar€ inadequate.
Community freezer is inoperable. Good
communityhall.
Virtually no local employment other than
CDEP and limited cray fishing. Some local
production of artifacts on cottage industry
basis.

Rates, charges and other fees are insufficient
to cover outgoings. Virtually no present
capacity to enhance revenue sourc€s.

COUNCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENT,JE
SOURCES

ISLAND
POPI'LATION

Bramble Cay.
Uninhabited. Lighthouseonly.

ISLAND
POPI'LATION
TOT€GRAPHICAL
FEATURES

Coconut Island.
Estimated July 1989 at 130 persons.

Sand cay island with fringing coral reefs.



AIRT€RT
FACILITIES

SEATRAI{SPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOIJRCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMT.JNICATIONS

COMMT'NITY
FACILITIES

COIJNCIL
FACILITIES
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Sand/grass strip (6Om x 820m), well
maintained. Generally all-weather except in
tropical downpours. Daily light aircraft
senrices except Sunday.

High tide barge access only. Augmented by
lighter delivery.

Excavated water storage dam with artificial
membrane liner. Supply adequate for present
uses but reliant upon good monsoonal
precipitation to guarantee year round supply.
Approximately 4 kms of sandy tracks in well
drained terrain.

Reticulated water to each dwelling.
Reticulated power supply to each dwelling
based on hybrid diesel/solar system.
Significant load limitations. The medical aid
post is staffed by an enrolled nurse. Primary
school. No sewerage or waste disposal
systems. Fuel available in drums.

QNET TV reception service. Single telephone
service. Radio communications via
Department of Community Services (DCS)
Network. DAA to provide BRACS TV and
radio reception from November 1989. ABC
radio via 4TI.

Private and council owned dwelling houses.
Retail store. Reticulated water. Basketball
court. No sewerage.

Community generating planl Small
community freezer. Tractor and some plant
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EMPLOYMENT

REVENUE
SOI.JRCES

and equipment. Council chambers and
community hall in poorcondition.

Major source of non{DEP income derives
from fishing (including cray fishing) industry.

Exhemely limited prospects for internally
generated revenue. Rates charges do not
cover outgoings.

ISLAND
POPULATION
TOPOGRAPHICAL
TEATURES

AIRPORT
FACILMES

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOI.JRCES

Darnley Island (Erub community).
Estimated July 1989 at 308 persons.

large volcanic island with most natural
vegetation now removed by residents.
Fringed by coral reefs.

Grass/clay airstrip (60m x 510m) built
December 1981, located some 5 kms from
village. Access road in poor condition and
subject to continual erosion. Strip only partly
grassed. Alternatively dusty/muddy.
Minimum length and subject to regular
dosure from inclement weather. Suitable for
helicopter.

Barge access is only possible via a poorly
designed and located ramp. Access road from
the ramp is most unsatisfactory.

Reticulated service to all dwellings. Source is
a well fed by infiltration pipes and an acquifer
recharger dam. System delivers 2O0litres per
day but pumping equipment appears
inadequate.



ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMI,,IMCATIONS

COMMI,'MTY
FACILINES

COIJNCIL
FACILITIES

EMPI,OYMENT

REVENIJE
soLrRcEs

Infrastructure 1/7

The 10 kms of roads are generally Poorly
formed and subiect to continual erosion

Primary school. Medical aid post. No
sewerage or electricity reticulation. Power
from private generators. Petrol and diesel
available.

Public telephone (2lines) routed through local
o<change. Radio schedules available from
DCS. DAA to install BRACS radio/TV
reception in November 1989. ABC radio via
4TI.

Two community stores. Privately and council
owned housing. Community freezer (in-
operative).

Council has a{equate council chambers and
substantial plant and equipment. The latter is
poorly rnaintained. Barely adequate
communityhall.
Some local income generated from fishing,
cray, and tnrchus industry. Only other rnaix
source of income is CDEP.

Limited revenue generating prospects.
Present council income is not sufficient to
cover outgoings.

ISLAIND
IOPT,JLATION
TOT€GRAPHICAL
FEATI,JRES

Dauan Island.
Estimated fuly 1989 at 135 persons.

Granite upthrust with sparse bopical
vegetation.
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AIRPORT
FACILITIES

SEATRAhISPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOT.JRCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMI.JMCATIONS

COMMI,'MTY
FACILTAES

COUNCIL
FACILITTES

EMPLOYMENT

No airstrip and construction not under
sonsideration due to engineering corrstraints.
Helicopter landing pad available but now
used only for Medivacs.

Barge landing to beach is only a half tide
facility. There are strong current flows and
wide tide ranges. The community is to
acquire a ferry for passenger services to Saibai
Island once wharfs are completed 1990.

Three wells are located on an intermittently
flowing creek bed. C-apable of augmentation.
Currently delivering in excess of 200 litres per
day.

3 kms of partly formed roads. No suitable
local plant to utilise available road building
materials.

Reticulated water. Power only by private
generators. No sewerage. Medical aid post.

Radio schedules operated by DCS. Single
public telephone servicre. BRACS unit for
radio and TV reception to be provided in
November 1989. ABC radio via4TI.

Primary school. Newly renovated council
chambers. Community hall. Retail store.

Limited plant and equipment.
Few prospects for local employment other
thanCDEP.
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This island requires on-going subsidies
because of limited scnpe for council rates and
charges.

ISTAI{D
IOPI'LATION
SEATRAhISPORT
ACCESS

Deliverance Island.
Uninhabited.

The island can only be aqcepsed by very small
shallow draft vessels, e.g. dinghy or inflatable
craft.

ISLAND
IOPTJLATION
SEA TRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOI,JRCES

COMMTJMCATIONS

Friday Island.
s (1987).

Maximum available draft is 3m. Relatively
easy access for small craft due to sandy
beadres.

Water is only available from a rainwater tank.

Private radio.

ISLAND
POPI'LATION
SEATRAI{SPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

Gabba Island.
Uninhabited.

A dinghy or inflatable can beach on the
sunounding reef anywhere round the island.
The safest access is from the north or
northwest.

There is a permanent natural well.
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ISLAND Goods Island.
IOPLJLATION Uninhabited.

SEA TRANSPORT
ACCESS Vessels drawing to 2m could land near the old

pilot jetty. Small craft cpuld land along the
northwest shoreline.

WATER
RESOT,JRCES NiI.
OF INTEREST Site of an old pilot station house and extensive

wartime fortifications.

ISTAND Hammond Island.
ITOPULATION Estimated |uly 1989 at170 Persons.
TOPOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES Situated some ten minutes by boat from

Thursday Island. Rocky hilly terrain with the
village extending into rocky foothills from
strip development along the beach.

AIRTORTFACILITIES NiI.
SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS Barge access from Thursday and Horn Islands.

Cargo is usuallyoff-loaded direct to beach. A
disused WW2 ramp on the southem side
needs restoration.

WATER
RESOURCES Water supply is currently drawn from three

wells interlinked by infiluation lines and is
partly spring fed. Current usage rates are
approximately 200litres per day.

ROADS 5 kms of road are generally Poorly formed and
maintained.



ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMT'NICATIONS

COMMT,JNITY
FACILITTES

COI,'NCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENT,'E
SOI,JRCES

lnfrastructure l3l

Because of close pro*imity to Thursday Islan4
sen'ices are usually actessed from there. No
reticulated power or sewerage: School house
in poor condition. Children commute to
sdrools on Thursday Island. Private power
generatoF.

Fair quality radio and TV reception from
Thursday Island transmissions. Telephone
connections to private dwellings and council
offi cns. Facsimile contact available.

Community retail store. Ferry service
operated by local council.

Council offices. Limited plant and equipment.
Meeting hall. Council owned residential
dwellings.
No locally generated employment. Most
residents seek employment on either
Thursday or Horn Islands. There is sonre
access to self-employment in cray fishing.

No locally generated income on the island
other than crayfish earnings. Council revenue
is insufficient to cover out-goings.

ISTAND
TIOPI.JLATION

AIRPORT
FACILITIES

Horn Island.
228rl9t37t.

Capability to semice Fokker Friendship (F47').
Air passenger terminal, officn, hangar and
aviation fuel.
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SEA TRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

ROADS

ESSENTI.AL
SERVICES

COMMIINICATIONS
CO{.JNCIL
FACILITIES

Dinghy/small craft can beach in mangrove-
free areas on the north, west and southwest
coasts. Vessels to 7m draft can land at the
ietty at Wasaga.

Water is generally available from private
bores or rainwater tanks. There is a limited
reticulated supply in the Wasaga Village area.

The road from the airfield to Wasaga is
gravelled. All others are tracks only.
Approximately 4 km formed roads at Wasaga
Village.

Because of close proimity to Thursday Island,
services are usually accessed from there.
Retail store at Wasaga.

2 public telephones.

Island administered by Torres Shire Council.

ISLAND
TOPI.JLATION

TOT€GRAPHICAL
FEATURES

AIRIORT
FACILMES

Mabuiag Island.
Estimated fuly 1989 at 205 persons.

Mabuiag is a hilly granite island with areas
between the foothills of mostly sand or sandy
loam composition.

The airstrip (60m x 480m) is well maintained
with grass cover. It is an all weather facility,
except in heavy periods of monsoonal
downpour. Suitable for light aircraft or
helicopters.
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The present unloading practices for baqge
transport are to deposit cargo directly on the
beach areas in front of the village. An old
ramp to the east of the village is not presently
in use as it is incapable of supporting
vehicular traffic. This is, however, the most
suitable site for any new landing, as it is only
a minimal distance to deep water.

The existing water supply, located some 1 km
from the village is incapable of catering to
community needs during the dry period
despite rationing. In recent years salt
intrusions have occurred during the dry
perid. More potable water is drawn from a
borrow pit and transported by M gallon
drums in thedry.
4 kms. Within the village itself the roads are
generally well formed and maintained,
although they are neither sealed nor
channelled. The main access roads to the old
ramp via the airstrip have been gouged from
the granite base and are barely adequate.

Reticulated water is provided to each
dwelling but no waste disposal or sewerage
systems are in place. There is no reticulated
electricity supply but the council has a limited
generation capacity for its own uses. There is
a state primary school as well as a medical aid
post. Private generator sets supply power to
most homes. Drum fuel is supplied on order
from Thursday Island (in 20 litre containers).
Both petrol and diesel fuel are available.

There is a single telephone connection with
radio transmissions and reception also via the
DCS network. DAA to provide W/radio

COMMT.JNICATIONS
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reception via a BRACS system in November
1989. ABC radio via4Tl.

COMMI'NITY
FACILITIES State primary school. Community freezer

(limited by capacity). Poorly equipped
council chambers and meeting hall.
Community retail store.

The council is poorly served by way of plant
and equipment. Council Chambers are in
poor condition. The meeting hall is adequate.

Only limited prospects exist for meaningful
local employment, apart from commercial
dinghy fishing. CDEP is operational in the
community.

Existing revenue sources, including airport
fees, are not capable of covering outgoings.
Long term subsidisation is likely.

COUNCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENUE
SOI,JRCES

ISLAND
POPTILATION

TOPOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES

AIRPORT
FACILITIES

Moa Island (Kubin community).
Estimated fuly 1989 at 150 persons.

The village of Kubin is one of two located on
Moa Island which is an island of hilly and
rocky (basalt) terrain together with large low
lying sandy pans. The village itself is on
elevated rocky ground at the western end of
the island.

The strip (4 years old and 50m x 780m) is a
well maintained surface combining a mix of
grass cover and gravel/clay. The strip is
generally all-weather except in periods of
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torrential downpour. Acrcess roads from the
village are in poor condition.

Barge access is available to the village and
fortnightly services are provided. Laqger
cargo deliveries require coordination to
ensune tides are suitable.

Water storage is provided from three
excavated dams adiacent to the airstrip. This
is augmented by pumping from a well 2kms
from the village. The well is supplemented
from infiltration trenches located in an
adjacent creek bed. Available supplies are
estimated to be capable of providing in exc€ss
of 350lihes per day.

l2kms of road in the vicinity of Kubin are little
more than bush tracks. The 18 kms
connecting road to St. Pauls village is rough
and impassable during the wet season, as
there are three deep creek crossings. Roads
within Kubin village itself are badly formed
and subiect to erosion.

Reticulated water is provided to each
dwelling and the council has electricity
generation capacity to cover some street
lighting, plus service to the council chambers
and community hall. Council also has
recently acquired an additional generator,
rcportedly with an output capacity of 45 KVA.
Medical aid post is staffed by a resident
enrolled nurse. Medivac services are
available. The primary school has QNET TV
reception. Petrol and diesel supplied on an
"as required" basis.
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COMMTINICATIONS Regular radio schedules are provided through
the DCS network. A single telephone service
is connected. DAA to provide BRACS
radio/TV reception in November 1989. ABC
radio via 4TI.

COMMI.INITY
FACILMES

COT]NCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENUE
SOURCES

Private and council owned houses. New
council chambers and new community hall.
One retail community store.

Limited range of plant and equipment
consisting of backhoe with forklift attachment.
Council operated freezer currently
inoperative. New council chambers and
community hall. Council has operative
15KVA generator and a recently acquired
45KVA, 3 phase unit which is not in service.
New Council chambers and community hall.

Limited employment opportunities except for
fishing and cray fishing. No local processing
facilities with product disposed to agents
either on Thursday Island or to mother ships
in the area. Major source of employment is
CDEP.

Very limited revenue raising prospects.
Council rates and charges are insufficient to
cover outgoings. Will require on-going
subsidisation.

ISLAND
IOPULATION

TOP@RAPHICAL
FEATURES

Moa Island (St. Pauls community).
Estimated population in july 1989 was 155

Persons.

The community is also located on Moa Island
but controls a small area of land relative to the
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FACILITIES

SEATRAI{SI'ORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOI.JRCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMT.JNICATIONS
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size of the island. Moa is a large land mass
with hilly and rocky terrain and areas between
the foothills with sandy loamy soils. There is
a high water table.

There is no airstrip currently at St. Pauls but
one is in the planning stage. Subject to the
availability of a suitable site, or successful
negotiations with Kubin Council for
additional land, one may be built. Thene is a
helipad at St. Pauls..

Present barge access over extended fringe reef
and restricted to high tide entry and exit.

The existing water supply is a well system fed
by infilhation lines situated to the north of the
village. There are several old wells in the
village which will need to be closed off
because of the potential pollution from grey
water. Some absorption of hench discharge is
already occurring. During prolonged dry
periods the water system is inadequate and
rationing is implemented.

Road works in the village are of reasonable
standard but there are many problem areas
due to the high water table during the wet
season. Access roads to the airstrip at Kubin
are impassable during the wet.

Medical aid post. Primary school. Reticulated
water.
Radio schedule operated via the DCS
network. Single line telephone service. Two
private phones. DAA to provide BRACS
radio and television reception and re'
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broadcast facilities in November 1989. ABC
radio via 4TI.

COMMLiNITY
FACILMES Private and council owned dwellings of

varyrng standard. Retail foodstore.
Community freezer. Community meeting
hall.

Inadequate council chambers. Reasonable
community hall. Reasonable level of plant
and equipment including some heavy
machinery, including a D7 bulldozer.
Various training initiatives have been
undertaken in recent years but there is little
evidence that long term prospects for
employment have been enhanced. The Moa
Island investment co-operative attempts to
pursue business endeavours. CDEP remains
the maior source of employment.

Revenue supplemented by fishing ventures.
Internal economy is incapable of meeting
expenditure demands without continued
subsidisation.

EMPLOYMENT

COUNCIL
FACILITIES

REVENUE
SOT'RCES

ISLAND
P'OPULATION

TOIOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES

AIRPORT
FACILMES

Murray Islands (Maer community).
Estimated fuly 1989 at 450 persons. Subject to
seasonal fluctuations.

Volcanic Island with mountainous tenain and
areas of tropical rainforest.

Grass covered strip (60m x 570m) on elevated
plateau is exposed to prevailing winds.
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Generally serviceable but subiect to freqgent
dosure due to heavy inundation.

All tide barge acress direct to beach adlacrnt
to council chambers. Regular services by a
number of operators.

Existing system relies on pumping from three
bores located in the hillside above the village
via a reservoir. Recent engineering studies
indicate that present consumption is fully
utilising supply.

7 kms. Despite residual skills in the island
workforce, roadworks on the island are of
poor standard and seriously eroded. This is
particularly true in respect of the access road
to the airstrip located in the hills above the
village. In wet weather this road is quiE often
impassable to other than pedestrian traffic. A
fuly 1989 estimate to upgrade this road is
$800,0m - $900,000 if local plant is available to
produce bed material.

Medical aid post staffed by enrolled nurse.
Medivacs available. Reticulated water to each
household but no waste disposal or sewerage
systems in operation. No elechicity
generation capacity other than by privately
operated home generators. Diesel and petrol
available.

Single telephone service to this community
together with radio schedules operated by
DCS. DAA providing BRACS radio and TV
reception unit in November 1989. ABC radio
via 4TI.
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COMMT'NITY
FACILMES Private and council owned dwellings but title

situation is fluid because of entrenched
concepts of traditional land ownership.
Community retail store.
Primarv school.

Beer canteen.

COUNCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENUE
SOTIRCES

Newly constructed council chambers. Guest
house under construction. Sundry plant and
equipment in poor overall condition.

Reasonably sound prospects to exploit fishing
opportunities but this is not presently being
done. Principal source of income is social
security benefits, following suspension of
CDEP because of problems of council
management.

Council rates and charges are insufficient to
cover outgoings without subsidisation. Beer
canteen currently generates net profit of
$10,000 per month. Airport fees charged.

ISLAND
POPULATION

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
FJSOURCES

Naghir Island.
Uninhabited.

Limited to small craft due to very shallow
reef. Best access is the north shore.

Available from six bores established during
the original settlement.

ISLAND
POPULATION

Possession Island.
Uninhabited.



SEATRA TSPORT
ACCESS

Infrasfiuctur.e l4l

Small craft can acress the western beaches.

ISLAND
POPULATION
AIRT€RT
FACILMES

SEATRAI{SPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

ROADS

COMMTJMCATIONS
COMMUMTY
FACILMES

COI.'NCIL
FACILITIES

COMMERCIAL
ACTryITY

Prince of Wales Island.
rr2098n.

A private airfield is sited in a valley opposite
Friday Island, 3nm west of Thursday Island.
1,000m x 45m, with a sandy loam surface.

Small craft could land almost anywhere on the
island with care. Vessels to 3m draft can
approach close to Kirwan Point or Bampfield
Head or the channel between Prince of Wales
and Zuna Islands.

Water is available from private
bores/rainwater tanks at Muralag.

Bush tracks only.
Several private phone connections.

Small homes, of galvanised iron cladding, at
Muralag.

Island is administered by Torres Shire
Council.

A small tourist reort exists adiacent to the
airstrip but was not operating in late 1989.

ISLAND
IOPI.JLATION

Saibai Island
Estimated july 1989 at 253 persom.
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TOPOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES

AIRPORT
FACILITIES

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

Saibai is a mangrove tidal mud island with
extensive salt and fresh water swamps. The
village is situated on a narrow clay
embankment on the northern shore. There is
very little elevation above sea level so that
when king tides occur in the monsoon period,
the village is in some danger of flooding.
Elevation above swamp level in the wet
season varies between 200 and 500mm.

The airport is a well designed strip (50m x
750rn) which, at present, is in need of
recrowning. It is usually well grassed but
subject to regular closure during the
monsoons. The taxi areas become boggy and
an attempt has been made by the council to
construct concrete hardstands.

Barge transport services are provided but
access,/exit is usually only possible at full tide.
There are large tide ranges and local
phenomena such as "one day" tides. The low
water mark is some 500m from the shore.

Water is stored in two excavated tanks
adjacent to the airship. Supply appears more
than adequate to cater for existing demand
and is calculated to be sufficient to support
water-borne sewerage system.

Because of the nature of the topography only
one road (3 kms) is required to service the
ribbon development of the village.

Reticulated water to each household. Primary
school. No local electricity generation other
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than by private means. Medical aid post and
Medivac available.

COI\{MUMCATIONS Single telephone service and radio
communications via the DCS network. QNET
T'l/ reception to the school. DAA to install
BRACS reception unit in November 1989.
ABC radio via 4TI.

COMMT.'MTY
FACILITIES

COI,JNCIL
FACILITIES

zuPLOYMENT

REVENI,.IE
SOI.JRCES

Retail store. Beer canteen. Privately and
council owned dwellings. Some privately
owned vehicles.

Limited plant and equipment. New council
chambers being conshucted. Community hall
in fair condition.

Virtually no employment opportunities other
thanCDEP.

Internal economy entirely dependent on
continued subsidisation.

ISLAND
r€PIJLATION
TOI€GRAPHICAL
FEATURES

AIRTORT
FACILITIES

Stephens Island
Estimated population luly 1989,53 persons.

Srnall volcanic island with red/brown clay
soil, fringed by extensive coral reef. Village is
situated on a small plateau 46m above sea
level.

There is no airstrip. Although one is planned,
cost benefit considerations may result in
cancellation.
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SEATRANISPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMTJMCATIONS

COMMUMTY
FACILMES

cotrNcrL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENI,JE
SOI,JRCES

Barge access is only available at high tide
because of fringing reefs. Cargo goods
deliveries are infrequent because of srnall
numbers in the community. Residents almost
totally reliant on dinghy transport.

Good supplies of potable water frorn existing
well and reservoir storage.

Only unformed hacks which are often boggy
in wet weather due to nature of the soil.

Primary school. Reticulated water. No
sewerage. No electricity generation. Medivac
available by helicopter.

Single line telephone service. Radio
communications via DCS network. BRACS to
be provided November 1989. ABC radio via
4TI.

Extremely limited. Private and council
dwellings. Community hall.

Very limited. Inadequate council offices.
Virtually no plant and equipment.

No CDEP. Casual employment in the fishirg
and cray industry is the only source of
income.

The very limited renb and rates are
insufficient to cover council erpenditures.Will continue to rely on government
subsidies.
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ISLAND
FOPI,'LATION

TOTOGRAPHICAL
FEATT.JRES

AIRIORT
FACILTIIES

SEATRAI{SPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOI.JRCES

ROADS

ESSENTIAL
SERVICES

COMMUNICATIONS

Sue Island (Waraber community).
Estimated fuly 1989 at 165 persons.

Flat sandy coral cay island with extensive
fringing reefs.

Excellent grass covered all-weather strip (60m
x 81On) which is well maintained.

Regular barge service with unloading to beach
areas. Access possible only at high tide.

Existing water supply system draws on a
single infilhation fed well. Extended
pumping from a single sounce increases the
risks of salt intrusions into the acquifer. There
may already be some draw down of salt water
and shrdies have recently been commissioned
to determine this. Results will not be available
before December 1989.

3kms of roads in the community are well
formed of compacted sand.

Medical aid post.
reticulated. No
reticulated power.
power generators.

Medivac available. Water
sewerage possible. No
Primary school. Private

Regular radio schedule via the DCS network.
One public telephone service available.
BRACS radio/W reception planned for
installation in November 1989. ABC radio via
4TI.
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COMMTINITY
FACILMES

COUNCIL
FACILITIES

EMPLOYMENT

REVENUE
SOURCES

Generally good quality housing stock. Well
maintained public recreation areas. Sports
ground and retail store.

New council chambers. Well maintained
plant and equipment. Aged but adequate
communityhall.
Several residents actively participating in the
fishing industry. CDEP, however, remains the
principal source of income.

The internal economy incapable of being self
supporting. Continued reliance on
subsidisation a fact of life. Council revenue
does not cover out-goings.

ISLAND
TOPULATION
AIRf''ORT
FACILITIES

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

ROADS

Thursday Island.
3 500 (1987).

Helicopter landing pad.

Generally access to the shore is best along the
south and west shorelines. There are 3
wharves. The Engineers Wharf is 40 x 3.4m
with a draft of 3.5m. The Main Wharf is 64m x
3.4m with a draft of 3.5m and the Caltex (Fuel)
Wharf is 85 x 4.5m with a draft of 5.5m.
(maximum vessel size is 85m x 4.5m).

Two catchment/storage dams supply to
elevated pressure tanks via pumps for
reticulation to household supply.

All main stre€ts arebitumenised.
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FACILMES
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Base hospital has @ beds and a fully equipped
operating theatre. 24Ov power is supplied
from diesel powered generators. A nenr
power house is scheduled for completion in
early 1990. There are also pebol, diesel and
LPG storage facilities. The Navy owned fuel
supply is 4.5 million litres of distillate,
accessible via the Fuel Wharf.

Normal telephone system, telex, fax, main
base station for DCS HF radio link, access to
the Queensland Police network, ship to shore
VHF communications and Overseas
Telecpmmunication Commission semices.
local Radio and TV transmissions.

Homes and businesses of both old and newer
construction styles. General mechanical
repairs available, as are slipway
services/repairs and higtrly developed
general engineering capacities. There are also
some commercial storage facilities.

Torres Shire Council administers Thursday
Island and is the site for the Council
Chambers. Government departments-both
State and Commonwealth maintain offices.

ISLAND
FOPI,JLATION

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS

Ului Island.
Uninhabited.

Dnghy can approach on northwest side.

ISTAM Waral Island.
POPTJLATION Uninhabited.
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SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS Available on north and west coasts to a

dinghy.
WATER
RESOURCES A small creek flows intermittently in the wet

season on the north side.

ISLAND Wednesday Island.
POPULATION Uninhabited.

SEATRANSPORTACCESS Small craft rnay be able to beach on the west
shore of Ince Point.

ISLAND Yam Island.
POPULATION Estimated |uly 1989 at 110 persons.

TOTOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES Yam Island is a granite island of hilly terrain.

The village is located on a sandy strip at the
northwest extremity. The island is fringed by
reefs and mangrove swamps.

AIR[',ORT
FACILITIES The airstrip (50m x 760m) is well maintained

with a grass surface. Prevailing winds can
create some problems and torrential
downpours are a hazard in the wet season.

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS Barge access is available at half tide, although

this is frequently difficult during the
northwest monsoon.

WATER
RESOURCES Water is presently drawn from two wells fed

by infiltration trenches. During the dry season
these deplete after t hour pumping and take
an average of two hours to replenish. Several
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old wells in the village are retained as
emergency supplies. Augmentation of the
supply is necessary in the imrnediate future
and can be achieved by using exdavated
storage systems.

Existing roads are generally sufficient to
prcsent needs although there is an erosion
problem with the airport access road.

Staffed medical aid post. Primary school.
Council electricity generation capacity
provides some sheet lighting. Reticulated
water to all dwellings. No sewerage is
possible at present. Most homes have private
electricity generators.

Radio communications via the DCS network.
One public telephone and separate line to
council chambers. Facsimile transmissions
available. BRACS TVlradio reception
installed October 1988. ABC radio via 4TI.

Itivate and council owned dwellings. Beer
canteen. Retail store.

Council has inadequate chambers but a
suitable workshop. Reasonable office
equiprnent and limited plant. No guest house
acrommodation.

Principal source of income is casual work in
the fishing, cray and trochus industry. CDEP
is operating.

Intemal economy still reliant on continued
subsidy.
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ISLAND Yorke Island.
POPULATION Estimated july 1989 at 300 Persons.

TOPOGRAPHICAL
IEATI.JRES

AIRPORT
FACILITIES

SEATRANSPORT
ACCESS

WATER
RESOURCES

Flat sandy coral cay island surrounded by
extensive fringing reefs.

Excellent grass covered, well drained, all
weather ship (60m x 910m) capable of
extension. Serves as commuter staging point
for small operators from Cairns. There are a
minimum of six services per week from
Cairns, as the island is a base for trawler
operators.

Regular barge services from Caims and
Thursday Island. Access for landing is limited
to full tide. Dumb barges are positioned off-
shore during the prawn season to supply fuel
and provisions to trawler operators.

Water supplies are drawn from a well fed by
infiltration pipes to the sand acquifer.
Excessive pumping during the dry spells of
recent years may have resulted in salt
intrusions into this acquifer. Studies have
recently been commissioned to determine
usage rates and the extent, if any, of damage.
System can be augmented by er<cavated
storages with artificial liner costs estimated at
about $500,000 per reservoir. For the Present,
the existing system is fully taxed.

4 kms of road is generally well formed and
maintained, but subject to rutting in the wet
season. No suitable road bed material is
available at present.

ROADS
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Medical aid post manned by two nursing
sisterc. Reticulated water to each dwelling.
Sonre surplus electricity generation from both
council and commercial freezer generators.
Primary school. Reticulated water. Pebol and
diesel available in 20litre and 200litre drums.

Radio transmissions via the DCS network.
Public telephone to village. Separate
cpnnection to council offices and community
store. Facsimile connection. DAA to install
BRACS unit for radio/W reception
November 1989. ABC radio via 4TI.

Private and council owned dwellings. Three
retail stores. Guest house and "moteln
facilities. Commercial quality freezer complex
ctrrrently being upgraded to Department of
Primary Industry export licence standard.

Adequately equipped council offices.
Community meeting hall. Reasonable level of
plantand equipment.

Good prospecb for self employment in the
fishing industry. Some private employrnent
in trochus fishing. No direct involvement in
marketing of the catch. CDEP provides only
other source of employment.

Those residents who have active involvement
in the fishing industry are capable of earning
good levels of income. However the internal
eaonomy is incapable of self support and will
continue to rely on subsidy.
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ISIAhID Zuns trsland.
FOPLTLAIICE\I Uninhabited.

SE.ATRAI{SFORT
A€CESE A disused Ftty on the west coast provides a

hrding point 6r vessels able b navigate a
channel up to 10mdeep.



ANNEX B
PRELIMINARY SKETCHES OF BARGE

LANDINGS ffiARDS) ON TORRES STRAIT
ISTANDS

The following pages show preliminary sketches of the barge
landings designed and sited by Riedel Byrne Pty Ltd, Consulting
Engineers, for Torres Strait Island communities.
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ANNEX C
HYDROGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF TORRES

STRAIT
RAN Hydrographer

Introduction
Torres Strait has always maintained an aura within the

maritime community. The history of the early, and mostly bloody
encounters between local inhabitants and transiting vessels (Torres -
1606, Bligh - 1792 and Alt - 7794), the loss of vessels through shipwreck
and the subsequent murder or abduction of passengers and crew (the
barque "Charles Eaton" - 18Y1, and the accident prone pearl, pearl
shell and trochus shell industries have been immortalised by a number
of writers. As the only visitors to the region, the mariner becomeS
exposed to the folklore, comprising both myth and truth, abounding in
the area.

Torres Strait is navigationally difficult because of the shallow
water with routes constrained by reefs and shoals, very strong tidal
streams, a complex tidal regime and psychologically, because it is
usually the beginning or the end of a demanding and exhausting
passage through the Inner Route of the Great Barrier Reef.

The prolonged South East (Trade Wind) Season during
"Winter", primarily generated by the Sub Tropical Ridge Axis but
intensified by the typical high pressure system over the Australian
continent ridging up the Queensland coast, is uncomfortable for small
vessels operating in the Torres Strait. (When it b sunny, westuly wintq
wuths in Canbma and Sydney, it is generally unpleamnt on the
Queorslanil coast).

The "Summer" North West Season is little better for the
mafiner in small vessels.

Geographical Limits

The lnternational Hydrographic Organisation, in Draft 4 of
Special Publication 23, "Limits of the Seas and Oceans", states:
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The limits of the Torres Strait, situated between the southern
coast of Papua New Guinea and the northern coast of Australi4 and
linking the Arafura Sea and the Coral Sea are the following:

On the North:

The southern coast of Papua New Guinea, from the mouth of
Torassi River (9o 08' S - 1410 01' E) eastward to the meridian of 1'420
48'F,.

On the East:

A line joining the southern coast of Papua New Guinea, at the
meridian 7420^ 48' E, southward to the eastem extremity of Saibai
Island (go 22' 45" -1,420 4g E), thence to Harvey Rocks (10o 18' 50" S -
7420 4l'E), and thence to Cape York (10o 41'20" - 7420 31'45" E), the
northern extremity of Cape York Peninsula, in Australia'

On the South:

The northern coast of Cape York Peninsula, from Cape York
southwestward to Slade Point (10o 59' S -7420 0Z 35" E).

On the West:

A line ioining Slade Point northwestward to the mouth of the
Torassi River (9o 08' S - 1410 01' E), the frontier between Irian |aya and
Papua New Guinea.

The above definition was adopted from unpublished chart
AUS 5000 dated 1980. These limits had been adopted, by what was
then the National Mapping Council, as resolution 393.

For the purposes of this Paper, the hydrographic asPects
discussed will generally lie between Gannet Passage in the west,
Bramble Cay in the east, Papua New Guinea to the north and the
adjoining Australian mainland to the south, thus covering the main
navigational routes of Adolphus Channel, Endeavour Strait, Prince of
Wales Channel, Gannet and Varzin Passages and the Great North East
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Channel. See Figure 1 for the location of selected features in Torres
Strait.

Hydrographic Perspective

The coverage of hydrographic surveys in which echo sounders
were presumed to have been used to obtain depth data is shown in
Figure 2. A cut off in this form has to be used as a false sense of
adequacy of the survey coverage would be engendered. (The recoily
published clnrt AUS 294, ENDEAVOUR STRAIT, b laryely based on the
surryn by HJvI.Ships FAI,{TOME anil HERALD, conilucted between the
yurs 7921. - 7925; wtat limited data for Friday Strait, shousn on AUS 299,
oiginata from Owm Stanley's suroq of 7849, in the RATTLESNAKE).

After the initial exploration period, which could be said to
have ended with C-aptain fohn Moresby in H.M.S. BASILISK in 1873,
the spasmodic approach to hydrographic survey activity in the Torres
Strait has been driven either by public outcry following shipping
disasters, the short lived military/national necessity of the day, or
reacting to shipping interests in order to gain maximum commercial
benefit from the recognised navigational passages through the area.

The two examples of the first category are the QUETTA
disaster, when on 20th February 1890 the vessel struck the rock in
Adolphus Channel which was named after her. 170lives were saved
but 133 were lost. The grounding of the OCEANIC GRANDEUR on
3rd March l970,on what is now known as O.G. Rock, also resulted in a
flt.ry of activity in 7977. This incident and the resulting oil spill,
although not resulting in loss of life, caused environmental damage
and destroyed the flourishing cultured pearl industry that had been
established.

During World War II, the RAN, and the RN EMS
CHALLENGER was the last RN Suruey Ship to work on the Australian
Station and was employed in thc years 19U-1,945, in conducting suroqs ot'
the Strai0 deployed many resources in establishing a fully surveyed
east/west passage through the Strait to provide an alternative
northern route into the Coral Sea and beyond for the British Pacific
Fleet, and to cater for other allied vessels supporting the war in the
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South West Pacific. (This route extended to Penguin Shoal off the WA
coast at 1260 East longitude).

The survey activities of H.M.A. Ships MORESBY and
PALUMA in the Torres straits area during the 1960's were directed to
finding satisfactory routes for light draft naval vessels to the PNG
bordeiduring Confrontation. The results of this activity was a modern
survey of Napoleon Passage, a northwest route from Booby Island to
the PNG border, a northerly route terminating at Boigu and a westerly
route from the Great North East channel joining up with the route to
Boigu. This work was published in charts AUS 6097 and 5098 (fot Fleet
useinly anit now withdrawn, to bereplaced W AUS 841 and 842).

survey activities in the mid to late 7970's, whilst not in the area
of Torres Strait itself, were largely directed towards finding alternative
safe routes into the Coral Sea in the case that the Great North East
Channel was denied Australia as the result of the then on-going
negotiations with PNG over the location of the Torres Strait maritime
boider with Australia. The Blackwood Channel, Raine Island
Entrance, and the First and Second Three Mile Openings were
sounded.

The natural depth limitations of Torres strait have restricted
the size of vessels using this waterway. The development of the
bauxite deposits at Gove and Weipa in the early 1960's and the
opening up of ttre large iron ore reserves of the Pilbara region and the
manganese deposits of Groote Eylandt in the mid 1960's saw an
increase in interest in national flagged vessels using the straits on
voyages from these new northern ports to the industrialised ports of
the east coast. This trade, plus the importation of oil from Indonesia,
gave rise to a number of vessels being designed to carry the maximum
iargo tonnage for the restricted draught of Torres Strait. The Inner
Route of the Great Barrier Reef, being a declared Tropical Zone under
the Load Line Convention, can give commercial advantage to ships
trading internationally if satisfactory dePths are available at the exits
into either the Indian or Pacific Ocean.
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Martners Perspective

The southernrnost route through Torres Strait is Endeavour
Stsait Although commodious, it is constrained by a bar of 6.3metres
at its w$tern mtrance. firis bar has been known of at least since lZQ
when Cook was forced to the north to leave the strait in the vicinity of
Booby Island, which is still the only recomnrended western exit. It
cannot be debrmined whether a serious engineering study has been
undertaken into the feasibility of opening up Endeavour Strait thus
making obsolete the now complex pattern of lighthouses and other
navigational infrastruchr€ established to support navigation through
Princ€ of Wales Channel and Gannet Passage.

Between Endeavour Strait and Prince of Wales Channel are
what historically were known as the Prince of Wales Islands, on one of
whiclg Thursday Island, the administsative centre for the Torres Strait
is located. Direct acress to Thursday Island Harbour from the east is
across Hovell Bar whidr has a depth of 2.3 metres, and thence by Ellis
Channel. The bar, which is subject to change, was last surveyed by the
Deparhnent of Marine and Harbours in 1985. The western access,
leading in from Normanby Sound is the preferred entrance. This route
is subiect to shong tidal streams and although not fully surveyed since
l9%, it is an arca which would not change. Boat Channel, between
Prince of Wales Island and Horn Island provides access from
Endeavour sbait for small craft. Boat Channel was surveyed by the
RAIrI in 1943. It then had a limiting depth of 3.2 metres in it's southern
entrance from Endeavour Strait. Of historical interest is Flinders
Passage to the east of Thursday Island, it has Tuesday Islets and
Wednesday Island to ifs northeast side.

The recomnrended western exit from Torres Strait, has up to
the present (1989), been Gannet Passage which has a charted depth of
10.1 mebes. Annual Australian Notice to Mariners No.23 states that
the maximum draught, with an underkeel clearance of 1 metre, is 12.2
metres in Gannet Passage thus the use of the passage is tidal
dependent. Following a series of surveys undertaken by H.M.A.S.
FLINDERS which were completed in 1988, the VARZIN PASSAGE,
which is located 2 miles north of Gannet Passage, will be buoyed by
the Departsnent of Transport and Communications, to an optimum
pattern established by computer simulation conducted at the
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Australian Maritime College. Although this new Passage gives an
extra 0.5 metres of water, the same restrictions as stated in Annual
Notice No. 23 will still apply. (lt should be noteil tlut the Federal
Dryrtment of Transport and Communications would prefu to see Annual
Notice 23 interpreted as an absolute underkeel clurance of a aasel undanmy,
houner the naoigation autlnrity for the area, the QueenslandDepartment of
Marine and Harbours, supports the Queanslanil Coast anil Torra Strait Pilot
Seroice using a "static" underkeel clearancd.

The seafloor in the area of Gannet and Varzin Passage is sand
of a mobile nature. Gannet Passage has been resurveyed on a large
number of occasions, the last survey, conducted in 1988 gave an
indication that the passage was closing. One of the original aims of
buoying the passage was to concentrate shipping movements whereby
it was hoped that if the surface layer of the sea floor was continually
agitated by propeller wash, the tidal stream would disperse the
sediment. It is expected that routine surveys of Varzin and Gannet
Passage area will continue to be required in the future.

The IMO recognised, but non-mandatory Two Way Route,
which extends northward through the Inner Route from Low Isles now
terminates at the eastern approach to Gannet Passage. When Varzin
Passage is in regular use there will need to be a modification to the
TwoWayRoute.

The recognised passage through the spine of high continental
type islands, and their fringing coral reefs, formed on the Cape York-
Oriomo Ridge, (Stach 1964) is Prince of Wales Channel. This channel,
along with the others which traverse the ridge are subject to high rates
of tidal stream. The controlling depth in Prince of Wales Channel is 11
metres at it's western entrance, however as the Passage extends across
differing tidal regimes (see below), a depth in the eastern part, in the
vicinity of O.G. Rock, may become critical for a particular transit.

Prince of Wales Channel and approaches was fully covered by
surveys conducted in1977. In 1976 HMAS FLINDERS resurveyed the
maprity of the channel using a multi-transducer echo sounder.

Annual Notice 23 puts the further restriction for underkeel
clearance in Prince of Wales Channel as:- 1.0 metre for vessels with a
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draught less than 11.89 metres or 10% of draught for vessels with a
draught exceeding 11.89 metres Out still to a maximum . of 12.2
metres).

Prince of Wales Channel is between the fringing coral.,reefs of
Goods Islan4 l-Iammond Island and Wednesday Island to the south
and North West Reef to the north and is 1500 mehes wide at i(s
natrowest point between Sunk and Mecca Reefs. The sea floor of
Prince of Wales Channel comprises coral and shell debris, and sand.
Being swept by the strong ti{al stream, the bottom is very compactd
and hard. It is an area wherAnavigational errors are not forgiven. A
rnapr marine casualty in Prince of Wales Channel would have the
potential to disrupt shipping across the north of Australia. No traffic
contsol organisation is in place but as the majority of commercial
shipping is piloted by the QCTSIIS, co-ordination of most shipping
movements is achieved by vessels monitoring Channel 16. Unpiloted
vessels, induding RAN ships, cause concern if communications cannot
be established bridge to bridge. A large area in the eastern approaches
is available for ships to anchor whilst awaiting favourable tidal
conditions for transit or to avoid other shipping in the channel,
however in the western approach there is only one anchorage, in
which the minimum depth of 12 metres is charted.

The eastern entry to Prince of Wales Channel is between Alert
and Herald Patches where the channel narrows to 800 metres. Both
these patches are sandwaves. Alert Patches are formed on the
southern edge of the rock shelf which was the site of the 1987
grounding of the RIVER EMBLEY. The area was resurveyed following
the incident.

Vessels bound for destinations on the east coast of Australia
would then proeeed in a southeast direction towards Adolphus
Channel. The area is open and was surveyed in 797O. Adolphus
Channel has sandwaves, the Brothers Patches, intruding into the
fairway from the north. The present depth of 14.1 metres is more than
that through Prince sf Wales and Gannet and as such is not critical.
The area was surveyed in7974 with a check survey being done in 1987.
HMAS C@K deployed to the area in 1988 with Ocean Sciences
Institute (OSt) embarked to conduct an investigation into the
sandwave activity. The area is not critical to surface navigation for
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ships of the size currently using the area, however the prudent mariner
reduces power to reduce vibration and possible interaction between
the vessel and the bottom.

For vessels leaving Prince of Wales Channel for Papua New
Guinea porb and other South Pacific destinations the route is to the
northeast via the Great North East Channel. The route was fully
surveyed during World War II and the recommended track wire
swept. The depth critical part of the passage is Vigilant Channel
where depths of 12.8 metres are found. Although this depth is greater
than that encountered at Gannet or in Prince of Wales, it is the limiting
depth for east coast vessels using the Inner Route and the Great North
East Channel for access to the Pacific.

In the past decade, commercial shipping has shown interest on
a number of occasions in making further use of the Great North East
Channel. A contract to export bauxite from Gulf of Carpentaria ports
to United States west coast ports saw an east bound trade, and vessels
loaded with copper concentrate from Ok Tedi, trading to the west.

To improve the route, and with the concept of shortening it,
RAN hydrographic ships have been employed in the area to the east of
the presently charted recommended track. A by-pass of Vigilant
Channel was investigated by HMAS FLINDERS in 1989 during which
operation support was given to OSI's investigation of the sandwaves
in that area. This area will be linked by modern surveys to the work
previously undertaken to the east of the Adolphus Islands to the south.
This will allow vessels using the Inner Route to move directly north
into the Great North East Channel without having to divert towards
Twin Island.

In 1988 HMAS FLINDERS completed a short season in the
approaches to Daru. That survey will assist coastal craft transiting
between Daru and the Fly River.

The Great North East Channel is bounded on it's western side
by the Dungeness and Warrior Reefs. There are a number of passages
through these reefs but only Tancred Passage has been surveyed. The
Queensland Department of Marine and Harbours has expressed
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interest in having all these openings surveyed to support fishery
surveillance operations.

fire eastern and southeastern side of the Great Nqth East
Channel is a rnass of isolated coral reefs. Cumberland Channel and
other rouEs to Maer Island and Darnley Island are unsurveyed.

To the north of Prince of Wales Channel, there are other
east/west rcutes through the islands and reefs on the Cape York-
Oriomo Ridge. Dayrnan Channel lies between North West Reef and
South Torres Reef; Simpson Channel betr,r'een South and North Tones
Reefs; Yule Channel between North Torres Reef and the fringing reefs
of Hawkesbury Island; and, Bramble Channel to the south of Long
Reef.

Simpson Channel was surveyed to modern standards by
HMAS FLINDERS in 19&l and7987, with the concePt of it becoming a
viable altemative to Prince of Wales. Initial work undertaken
indicated that deeper water was available, however, detailed tidal
analysis revealed that this advantage was not so. The depth, coupled
with the fact that the narrowest part suitable for navigation is only 400
metres wide, ruled out the possibility of it replacing Prince of Wales.
The Department of Transport and Communications has discussed the
need to stockpile suitable navigational aids at Ttrursday Island with
which to maik the channel in case of a casualty blocking Prince of
Wales. Simpson Channel is a viable alternative for RAN vessels.
Recormaissance surveys of Dayman and Yule Channels indicate that
they are unsuitable for large vessels and further survey work is not
warranted at this time.

Banks Channel, the coastal Passage along the southern coasts
of Moa and Badu Islands, is not surveyd. ft is used by mariners who
have local knowledge.

Mabuiag Island, situated to the north of Badu Island, has
Napoleon Passage passing on its southern side. This was surveyed by
HUaS PALLJMA in 1!).65 and is suitable for vessels of patrol boat size.
The western approaches would have to be marked, as at high water
the reefs are covered and the only steering mark available is the
highest point of Mabuiag.
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The other passage, of historical interest rather than of

navigational significance, is Bligh Channel, to the south of Napoleon
Passage and skirting the northern coast of Badu. The topographic map
of the area also shows Alligator Passage between Napoleon and Bligh.

There are no other recognised east/west passages to the
northward. Except for the reconnaissance survey conducted by a
petroleum company in 1956, the area is unsurveyed as depicted on
figure 2.

In areas shown as surveyed, depth data has not always been
obtained in regions adjacent to the low water line. Deployments
requiring close inshore operations will require additional information.

Planned Hydrographic Activities

Figure 2 shows the unsurveyed area to the east of the Great
North East and Adolphus Channels which extends to the outer edge of
the Great Barrier Reef, the area between Mabuiag, Boigu and Kerr Reef
and the area between Yam, Saibai and Daru, and that in the western
approaches to the Straits. The figure also shows that other areas also
require to be sounded; Endeavour Strait and the area adjacent to and
east of Wednesday Island.

HYDROSCHEME 89 identifies that HMAS FLINDERS will be
employed in the Great North East Channel for three months at the end
of 1989. The document shows that in 1992, LADS, supported by
SHEPPARTON and BENALLA will deploy to the northern
unsurveyed area and, later in that year, the eastern area between the
Murray Islands and Raine Island Entrance, LADS will again be
deployed, in this case supported by PALUMA and MERMAID. These
areas are shown in figure 3.

The final success of surveying the Torres Shait area to
internationally acceptable standards will still ultimately depend on a
better knowledge of tidal regime. This will require the best tidal
measuring equipment together with the resources required to deploy
and service it.
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Torres Strait Charting Scheme

The scheme of charting Torres Strait must take into account
the navigational difficulties of the area. Three charts in the 300 m0
scale series and six charts in the 150 000 scale series will provide
complete coverage for the purposes of route planning and general
navigation. Critical areas will be covered by eight adioining charts at a
scale of 75 000. choke points and havens will be covered by six charts
at scales of 37 500 or larger.

Initially the chart scheme will be based on the Australian
Geodetic Datum. When Australia adopts the World Geodetic System,
the charts will have to be adjusted accordingly.

All charts in the scheme will be on a corrunon chart datum of
Lowest Astronomical Tide.

Published Navigational Charts

The published charts of the Australian series in the Torres
Strait area cover the routes used by commercial shipping. The
previous scheme of charting was made up of an integrated series of
toth Australian and British Admiralty charts in which both metric and
imperial units were used. The integrated series did not give
satisfactory cover of the shipping lanes now in regular use and were
based on a number of different tidal datums. The previous integrated
scheme was difficult to maintain.

Because of the tide critical nature of operating deep draught
vessels in Torres Strait it was necessary to inhoduce the common LAT
chart datum throughout the scheme. It was agreed that the predictions
in the 1989 Australian National Tide Tables (and other national and
international tide tables) would be on LAT and thus all new charts, or
new editions, in the critical areas had to be published by 1st |anuary
7989.

The published charts are not necessarily based on adequate
hydrographic information. Data originating in the last century or the
early part of this century has had to be resorted to in large areas
covered by the charts.
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A list of published charts in the Aushalian Series which cover
the Torres Strait area are given in Table 1 and their limits are shown in
figure 4.

Proposed Navigation Charts

Ten additional charts are required to complete the chart
scheme. Ttrese charts will all be on LAT chart datum and will be
compiled from the informatiory preferably new, that will be available.

A list of charts that are proposed to be published to complete
the charting sdreme is given in Table 2. The limits of the proposed
charts are shown in figure 5.

The issue of the charts comprising the new scheme of
coverage, and the future publication of the outstanding ones, will
impact on the sailing direction activity of the Hydrographic Office. It
should be noted that the new scheme of charts will also necessitate the
revision of the published Mine Warfare Pilot Survey.

Tidal Regime

The nature of the tide in Torres Strait is semidiurnal with a
large diurnal inequality. The range of the tide is not excessive (see
table 3) yet the complexity of the tidal pattern in Torres Strait is
unique.

By tidal theory, the world tide sweeps in a westerly direction
under the gravitational influence of, primarily, the moon and the sun.
It is within the Southern Ocean that this world tide is unrestricted by
the masses of the continents. A tidal component radiates northward
into each ocean as this influence sweeps westwards. The astronomic
gravitational influences also generate a westgoing tide within each
ocEan, and separate harmonic oscillations are generated within defined
parts of each ocean. Torres Strait, as the meeting point of the Coral
*a,(beingprt of the Pacific Ocean) and the Arafura Sea (belonging to the
lnilian Ocun) is subject to the complex mixture of all the oscillations
outlined above, thus causing, as an example, on 30th September 7989, a
low Water of 1.0 metre at 7749K at Twin Island and a High Water of
3.2 metres at7754K at Booby Island.(Dnnng HMAS PALUMA's suraq
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TABLE 2

Torres Strait Additional Charts to be Published
No Scale Title Year

Intended
2U 75 OOO STEPHENS ISLET TO

BRAMBLE CAY 1992

286 75 OOO DALRYMPLE ISLET TO
DARU ISLAI{D 7WO

288 75 OOO BETREEFTO
DALRYMPLE ISLET 7992

2% 75 MO TWIN ISLAND TO
VIGILANT CHANNEL 7993

29I 37500 VIGILANTCHANNEL 1993

295 37 5OO NATOLEON PASSAGE 1994

297 37500 ADOLPHUSCHANNEL
AND ALBANY PASS 1995

298 75 OOO NAPOLEON PASSAGE TO
PRINCE OFWALES
CHANNEL 1995

841 150 OOO BOOBY ISLAND TO
SAIBAI ISLAND 7994

U2 150 OOO BOOBY ISLAND TO
TORASSI RIVER 1994
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TABTE 3

Tidsl Lerycle in Metres at Standard Pofts

ffionhlrrte
BooBYISI.AhID
@ODEEitIWD

1@FoBIT
THT,JRSDAYXSLAI{D
.fi'RTLE TSAD
TUIIN ISI"AIi.ID

MFtrIW MLHW M!il. MHAW MLLW
3.4 3-2 25 25, 1.0

2.9 2.7 22 23 1I)

la 18 1.4 1.0

2A 2.A 18 15 0.9

2.5 1.9, 18 18 0a
2E LE r:? 13 08
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in7965, after obtaining a sria of tidal raords on Mm lslanil (then Banlcs
IshniD, quipnent anil pannnel wqe transfarcil to the wat siile of Bailu
Istanil (then Mulgraoe lshnil) iluring a forenoon. Hming a oa'y gooil mantuI
pbture of the astan tids, the boat was bueheil at the paumeil lout uater,
hrt, to tlu working WrVs regret, thry had to wait another 12 hours until the
tide rox to the stne heighil.

Satisfactory tidal knowledge in Torres Strait is restricted to
that which is necessary to support navigation in Adolphus Channel,
Prince of Wales Channel and the Gannet Passage/Varzin Passage area.
Tines of predicted High and Low water are given for 6locations in
Part 1 of the Australian National Tide Tables (tidal height predictions
at 10 minute intervals are given for 2 additional locations in the Torres
Strait Tide Tables published by the Department of Transport and
Communications. These are Rennel Island, in the Great North East
Channel and Frederick Point in Adolphus Channel). (lt is of intnat to
note thnt tidal yedictiotrs for locations in Torrre Strait are paid for by the
Dryrtmmt of Maine anil Hnrbours, the Queaslanil Cmst anil Tsns
Strait Pilot Seroicz anil the Departma* of Transport anil Communications,
an umnple of the good will whbh exists in ensuring the continuance of safe
moigation in a the aru). Part 2 of ANTT gives information, in some
cases of a dubious nature, for another 23 locations. Tidal Stream
predictions for Hammond Rock are also published in ANTT and the
TSTT, however it is known that the data on which these predictions
are based is inadequate. Figure 5 shows the location of the tidal
stations for which data is published.

The adequacy of the published tidal height and stream
pedictions is dependent on the original observations which were
submitted for analysis. Although the predictions for the maior tidal
stations of Tones Strait are based on good observations and
predictions are theoretically reliable, the actual "water height"
available for navigation is also dependent on the current
meteorological conditions in the immediate area (winil anil atmosphuic
pasurd and the weather pattern being experienced in the adjoining
oc€an basins (atmospheric yasurd. Oceanic variations in Mean Sea
kvel caused by oceanographic phenomena also impact on the water
level available. To ensure the continuing commercial viability of deep
draft shipping using Torres Strait, by making best use of the water
available, the Department of Transport and Communications has
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instdled a series of tide gauges whidr transmit actual water height at
Booby Island, Goods Island, Ince Point and Turtle Head. Mariners
plan their passage on predicted tidal heights but the actual transit of
the deep draft comrnercial vessels is conducted with the QC&TSIIS
Pilot npnitoring acttral water levels to ensure the prescribed 10%
underkeel clearance. The only meteorological observing station in the
arca for which continuous records are available is Thursday Island
which, because of ifs archipelagrc location, is unrepresentative of the
more open sea conditions prevailing in the navigable areas of the
straits. Winds with east/west components greater than 25 knots
produce local surges. An easterly wind produces a positive surge at
Frederick Point and Twin Island with negative surges at Turtle Hea4
Goods Island and Booby Island. A westerly wind generates the
reverte. The highest recorded surge in a particular period of
observations (uly 1974 - December 1975) was 0.74 metres fuia 7Vo of
the ilepth of watei at Booby Island which resulted from a low pressure
cell of 988.8 mb near Cooktown giving rise to strong westerly winds in
Torres Strait. In order to predict the influence that weather patterns
have on water level heights in Torres Shait, additional meteorological
observing stations will have to be established in order to correlate
measured water height to predicted tidal height and the averaged
meteorclogical condition.

The islands and reefs of the Cape York/Oriomo Ridge
constitute a barrier which separates tides of entirely different character
in the two adjacent seas. The diurnal component of the tide is very
similar in these two seas, the great difference occurs in the semi-
diurnal component. [n consequence the difference in level is mainly
sernidiurnal and so are the resulting tidal streams. The tidal stream in
Prince of Wales Channel reaches rates of 7.5 knots. Low powered and
the smaller vessels operating in Torres Strait must always consider the
effects of the tidal stream in planning their operations. Besides the
prirnary result of the stream impeding a vessel's direct progress to it's
destination, the interaction of the stream and the surface wind
produces uncomfortable, and in some situations, dangerous sea
conditions. Local meteorological conditions do have an effect on the
rate of the tidal sbeam. Although the direction of the tidal stream is
dictated in the narrow passages, a wide variation in the direction of
tidal streams can be apparent in the Great North East Channel between
the SE and NW seasons.
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Although not in itself navigationally critical from the point of

view of depth, a ship's passage from Gannet Passage to Prince of
Wales Channel, a distance of 15 miles, becomes time critical in
ensuring that having gained the high water at Gannet, the vessel
retains enough tide to enter and transit Prince of Wales. Shrdies have
been made to relate the tidal stream for this transit to the relationship
of the water heights at Booby Island and Goods Island. The RAN
Hydrographic Office has produced a simplified formula which is
under evaluationby the QC&TSPS.

The earlier misunderstanding of the complexity of the tidal
regime and absence of suitable tidal height measuring equipment
degrades the accuracy of all charted hydrographic depth information
held for the Torres Strait area except for that obtained by HMAS
FLINDERS in the 1988 survey of Varzin and Gannet Passages, when
for that tasking, an adequate number of bottom mounted tide gauges
were hired and a satisfactory tidal pattem could be established to
determine an adequate co-tidal chart. All future hydrographic
activities in the Torres Strait area must be fully supported with tidal
height and stream measuring equipment.

Sandwaves

The natural phenomenon of sandwaves being formed in
navigational channels, which are subject to strong tidal streams, was
only found to exist in the mid 1960's; the method of conducting
hydrographic surveys up until that time had masked their existence
and sonar equipment capable of their detection was not then available.

Since 1970 sandwaves have been identified in six locations in
Torres Strait. Gannet Passage, Alert and Herald Patches, Brothers
Patches (Adolphus Channel), Meddler Island (Endeavour Strai0 and
Vigilant Channel/Ackers Shoal. It can be expected further locations of
sandwave activity will be found as modem surveys progress into the
those areas which are inadequately surveyed now. As sandwaves
form at right angles to the direction of the tidal stream and thus are
usually also at right angles to the isobaths, their detection and
delineation requires special sounding lines to be run and the use of
side scan sonar. These additional activities add considerably to the
time required to complete a survey of an area. Swathe echo sounders
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would reduce this time. It should be noted that during the first
tropical trial of WRELADS, a sandwave area was identified from the
Laser data.

TABLE 4

Heiehts of sandwaves in Tores Strait areas known to
hav6 sandwave activity

Sandwave height in metres

Less than 0.5

4.0

1.0 - 1.5

4.0 - 5.0

4.0

3.0

Sandwaves have a vital impact on mine warfare activities in
both offensive and defensive roles. The Ocean Science Institute has
conducted investigations on behalf of Maritime Systems Division in
the Adolphus and Vigilant Channel areas of sandwave activity. The
locations of known sandwave activity are shown in figure 7.

Nomenclature

The nomenclature of geographic features in the Torres Shait
area is, to say the least, confusing. European exploration, beginning
with Torres's transit of the Strait in 1606, saw names being applied iru
and to, the |rurnals, reports, charts and maps. Fortuitously the on-
going exploration of the area was undertaken by English speaking
mariners who applied names, depending on the era, in either English
(Cook, Bligh, Flinders) or in the presumed native language (King,
Stokes, Owen Stanley). Although Bligh and Cook both called Booby
Island after the gannets nesting there, it took many years to seftle on
which individual island was Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. The
attempted adoption of indigenous place'names was also confusing;
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besides the two rnapr indigenous languages of the sbait, the Eastem
IslaruC and Western Island languages, there is a range of local dialects
with Papuan influence in the north and Aboriginal influence in the
south. The irudigenous name of a feature varies depending on the
orthographyadopted to depict the language or dialect in which it was
described.

In the later part of the nineteenth century, following the
influenca of Beaufort, the Hydrographer generally prefened using
indigenous names However, because of local usage, the acrepted
English narnes were given priority on charts of the area in the early
twentiethcentury.

The Queensland Department of Geographic Information is the
responsible authority for naming all features above the low water line.
The Queensland department considers that the RAlrl HydrograPhic
Service is the competent authority for naming features below the low
water line.

Because of a lack of resources, a consolidated rationalisation of
Torres Strait nomenclature and orthography has not been undertaken.
The RAN Hydrographic Service did attempt to assist in co-ordinating
a rationalisation in 1965 by submitting a list of 215 feature names. This
initiative continued until 1973 when it was overtaken by other
priorities.

At the time of publishing chart AUS 376 Qrd |an 19&t) an
immediate, but interim solution had to be found' In 1978 Army
Survey had published 100 000 scale maps 7278,7376,7377,7378,7476,
7477,7478, etc, which gave indigenous and local names priority in a
number of areas. The RAtrl Hydrographer Service was concerned at
the authenticity of some feature names shown on these maPs.
Although the names shown were "acc€pted" by the Queensland
deparbnent, the nans were not approved as such and were in conllict
with the previous agreed position. To ensure the publication of AUS
376, the Hydrographic Service retained the use of "traditionally
charted" names for features adiacent to the shipping routes, and thus
the primary narnes shown on the Army maps of the area are somewhat
different to those which are charted on AUS 376.
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Although the RAN Hydrographic Service now produces the
navigational chart coverage of Torres Strait (and thus publishes the
marine orthography) which form part of the world coverage of British
Admiralty charts, the Defense Mapping Agency of the United States
and the Navigation Department of the Soviet Navy also produce charts
of Torres Strait to support both the commercial and defence interests of
their respective countries and satellites. To ensure all charts of the area
are maintained for the purposes of safe navigatiory it is necessary that
commonality in nomenclature exists. In addition to published charts
there is a very wide range of publications including Sailing Directions,
Tide and Tidal Stream Tables, List of Lights and the List of Radio
Signals published in a number of the languages of the international
maritime community using Torres Straits. To change the name of an
island, on which a navigation light is located, for example, Bet Islet, is
the cause of confusion. To fully incorporate such a change
internationally would take a number of years to re-establish
commonality. The USSR chart uses the names Banks and Mulgrave for
Moa and Badu, the accepted names at the time of publication of the
chart. (See figure 8). US Chart 74290 is a modified reproduction of
chart AUS 376.

The 1984 interim solution adopted to ensure publication of
AUS 376 is now unsatisfactory. The recent and on-going publication
of new large scale charts within the area covered by AUS 376 is now
highlighting nomenclature discrepancies within the whole charting
scheme and in the associated publications covering the Torres Strait
anea. An on-going task of low priority within the Navigational
Services Section of the Hydrographic Office is to tabulate these
differences. For examples, see table 5.

The present state of nomenclature definition within Torres
Strait is unsatisfactory. Through the efforts of the Hydrographic
Service, a degree of commonality of nomenclature contained in
national and international marine documentation has been maintained,
however this common maritime approach diverges somewhat from
the primary nomenclature contained in documentation used by land
based forces. This divergenry will cause confusion in joint operations
conducted in the Torres Strait area.
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Sailing Directions

The sailing directions for Torres Strait are contained in the
Australia Pilot Volume 111 and Pacific Islands Pilot Volume 1 which
are NP 15 and NP60 respectively in the British Admiralty publication
series. In line with the pohcy set out in IHO Technical Resolution
C.2.2. that sailing directions should be waterway orientated,
Hydrographer UK is currently (fune 89) revising NP60. The New
Edition of NP 60, anticipated to be published in August 1989, will not
contain the chapter "Bristow Island to South Cape" which will be
inserted into NP 15 by supplement.

The content of the NP 15, although regularly revised, is
prirnarily based on the observations of mariners of the nineteenth
century. The structure of the publications has been in place for some
time and the UK-based revisors, unless given new informatiory only
research the validity of the data contained in the publication. Sailing
directions for Torres Strait published by other nations rely solely on
the UKbooks for information.

When AHP 10, Supplementary Sailing Drections for Papua
New Guinea, was compiled in 1956 (and published in 1972) it was
intended to include detailed sailing directions for Torres Strait on
completion of HMAS PALUMA s surveys. Following the style of this
publicatiorg to support defence related surveillance by patrol boat
forces, information in the form of detailed anchorage plans and
description of features omitted from the Admiralty publications or not
able to be depicted at the scale of the published charts were to be
included, however they were never compiled and the task is still
outstanding.

Because NP 15 does not reflect the present day complexity and
interaction of the organisation, infrastructure and natural conditions
which impinge on navigation through Torres Strait by the recognised
routes, the Department of Transport and Communications is preparing
a consolidated data sheet on Torres Strait for inclusion in the Marine
Information Manual, Australia.

The present charting rheme of Torres Strait is not reflected in
the Sailing Drections. The sections of NP 15 which cover the Torres
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SUait area need crcmplete revision to reflect the present ctrart and
survey coverage. The nonrendature (and gazefteer contained in the
index) used throughout those sections also require revision if it is to be
brought in line with the names used in sone charted ar€as.

Navigational Coruhaints on Naval Operations

The combination of the natural conditions of Tores Strait is
unique; a shallow water area in the tropics where two o(Eans are
connected and is subiected to a complex tidal rqtrnre, is strongly
influenced by the trade wind belt during "wintet'' and the monsoon in
nsummerr and it is adiacent to the mouth of one of the mapr rivers of
the southern hemisphere. Tlre conduct of naval operations in the area
requires an appreciation of these features and a co-ordinated approach
to overconre the difficulties they engender.

Escort Slze Veeeels and Iarger.

The depth of water available and the large number of reefs
and other navigational dangers will restrict the operation of expensive
naval vessels of medium and deeper draught to those channels which
are, or will be, adequately marked for navigation. It is not expected
that such vessels would operate in the Daru/Boigu/Mt Ernest triangle
or in the reef stnewn area to the east of the Great North East and
Adolphus Channels where their freedom of action is drastically
constrained. Suitable arrangements will have to be arived at to
ensure priodty of passage through Prince of Wales Channel for the
laqger naval vessels and suitable control over otlrer rressels. (Duting
WorM Wm 2 thb was co-orilinateil W tlv gCgTSPil. Tlre larger naval
vessels .ue seen as a nrcatrs of providing logistic support to srnaller
naval craft and sNps of opportunity operating in the area.

Submarine Operations

Submarfures cannot transit the strait in a submerged condition.
With riek, the closest that subrnarines could bottom is within 60 miles
of the approaches to the recognised east/west routes and traruit on tle
surface under cover of darkness. For a submarine to have acress to
unconstraind watier deeper than 30 metres, it would need to be
operating 80 miles to the west, past the C-arpentaria Lightvessel or in
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the vicinity of Bramble Cay. These areas are not covered in the
presently planned hydrographic operations for the future. Depths of
30 metres are not available to the south in the Inner Route now in use.
It is feasible that an alternative north/south route closer to the outer
barrier exists, however the ocean passage through the Coral Sea is
available.

Patrol Boat Forces

Suitably sized patrol vessels would have freedom to navigate
in all acressible areas of the Shait when Hydrographic sunreys and the
charting scheme have been completed. Until then patrol vessels
should not venture outside the present adequately surveyed/charted
areas without additional navigational precautions being observed.
These areas are Endeavour Strait, Prince of Wales Channel, Simpson
Channel, Napoleon Passage the Great North East Channel, Adolphus
Channel and the route to Booby Island to Torassi River, the route
Travers Island to Saibai Island and the route Mabuiag Island to
Tancred Passage.

Patrol vessels will need to be of a size able to cope with the
weather conditions which are encountered and have enough power to
overcome the effect of the tidal stream to prosecute their roles. To
ensure optimum time on task, with the minimum reduction in
personnel efficiency, the vessels need to provide the creature comforts
required to support their ship's company in this isolated area. As
rnapr Fleet Units will be denied access to the majority of the area, the
patrol boat forces will need enhanced weapon and sensor outfits.

The proposed scheme for charting the Torres Strait area at 150
000 scale with critical areas covered at 75 000, will satisfy the
requirements for patrol boat navigation without overburdening the
vessels with extraneous numbers of charts. Intelligence relating to
inshore anchorages and other specialist navigational information
required by surveillance forces should be contained in an associated
volurne of sailing directions.

The present uncoordinated approach to the published
nomenclature in the area will be confusing for bridge staff new to the
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area. This shortfall may interfere with search and rescue and other
operations involving sea,land and air units.

Amphibious Operations

The archipelagic nature of the region will require the
maintenance of an over the beach capacity in the Torres Strait region.
Alongside berths in the area are limited. |etties are charted at
Thursday Island, Horn Island, Friday Island, Hammond Island, Goods
Island (ruins) and Red Island Point. A number of barge landing sites
possibly exist; Hydrographic Office records list two, one on Horn
Island and the other at Kubin village on the SW coast of Moa Island.

Most Torres Strait Islands are surrounded by coral reef which
will pose difficulties for amphibious operations. The prevailing winds
will require that the primary landing zone should be sheltered from
the SE and, if required, secondary landing areas should be designated
for the NW season. The knowledge of the inhabitants of each island as
to which are the preferred routes for the transport of stores and
personnel across the reef to the beach is invaluable and must be made
use of. A consolidated listing of suitable landing sites on all islands,
inhabited or not, should be undertaken.

The generally inadequate nature of the inshore surveys and
the lack of reliable tidal data in most of the area will also impose
constraints on routine amphibious operations until information is
available.

Mine Warfare and Diving Operations

Shipping transiting the Torres Strait area are constrained to
recognised navigational routes which provide minimum under keel
clearances and have easily identified choke points.

The bottom type in the recognised routes is either very hard in
the strong tideways, or sand (with the likelihood of sandwaves) in
other areas in the southern region. Mud is a feature of the bottom type
in the northern region.
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The tuftid nature of the water, and the strong tidal streams
experienced in the passages, impose difficulties on diving operations (a
oabal ilwription Stnm by the sslwrs rclating to the hull inqrtion of
RfyER EMBLEY whilst lying at anchor nur Fast Strdit lslanil was a
gr$tic illustration of the dffiultia of iliaers working in the tiilanay) and
also on the operation of Remotely Operated Vehicles. The internal
structure of the water column in motion is unknown in all cases and
whether there are horizontal stratas of differing flow may have to be
determined.

There are large variations in salinity during the NW season
caused by the outflow from the Fly River. HMAS FLINDERS has
recently (1989) reported salinities as low as 32 parts per thousand. The
effect of this phenomenon on mine warfare sonar, operation of diving
equipment and ROV's and other mine warfare related tasks is not
known. The extent of this salinity variation is not known. At least all
Marine Science Force Ships transiting or deployed to the area should
take salinity observations.

The completed Mine Warfare Pilot Survey has not been
adjusted to incorporate the new charts published in 1988. The charts
proposed will need to be induded in the future.

Hydrographic Surveying

An examination of the Reports of Survey submitted by vessels
employed in the Torres Shait area over the last 25 years reveals a
litany of tales of bad weather delaying survey progress; boats being
blown ashore, Force 7 winds from the SE, electrical storm interference
to electronic navigation aids, sea conditions destroying tide measuring
equipment, poor visibility during the day interfering with geodetic
observations, etc. The weather coupled with the tidal regime and the
turbidity, make it very difficult to achieve the accuracy expectd for
hydrographic observations and thus the area planned for completion
during each survey season is seldom, if ever, achieved.

Although the turbidity is high, the shallowness of the water
will allow LADS to be operated satisfactorily in the area as is planned
fot 1992. To enhance this future operation, a preliminary study of
turbidity should be undertaken by transmissiometer.
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Saellie irnagery of the area has provd unsatisfactory for
bathymebic purposes because of the tu6idity problem The
infrequent, but regular, orbit of the satellites do not coirrcide with the

tidal pattern in which clearer water rnay occur. Satellite data
in the fuhrre may well be the most effective nr@ns of gatherring
infornration in the close inshore areas (in which LADS will not reqcrd
data ad which are too shallow for SML operations) when satisfactory
large scale irnagery is available.

As outlined in a previous section, all future hydrographic
activities must be well supported with robust and reliable tidal
measuring equipment to ensure that the overall tidal regime in the
area being surveyed is well known. It is unsatisfactory if any data is
inftred and not measurcd.

Summary

Torres Strait is a recognised international shipping route,
which, in as far as Austsalian trade, is the most economic route for
transporting raw rnaterials from Australian north coast ports and
Indonesia to the industrialised centres on the eastern seaboard.

The area is shallow and strewn with islands, reefs and other
navigational dangers. It is subject to a complo< tidal regime with
extnerne tidal sbeams. The prevailing weather crcnditions are generally
uncomfortable for vessels of less than 500 tonnes.

Sorne areas have never been sounded by echo sounder and a
large portion has never been surveyed at all. Only the recognised
shipping route havebeen surveyed to IMO/IHO standards.

There is no likelihood of a significantly deeper shipping route
being found. A.y increase in the size of vessels using the area can
only ocrrrr by maior engineering development in a selected channel
and by taking advantage of the tidal range of conducting precise
survg/s to allow the passage of ships with less than a one metre
underkeel dearance.

The bottom type is sand in the southern region. In tl€
cuurtrafurd channels it is compacted and har4 in the unconstrained
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channels sandwaves are_likely. The northern region has a largely
muddy bottom and is influenced by the outfalls of the south papirair
rivers, particularly the Fly River.

T" t"*gnised shipping routes through the area presently
carry a ghipping density that does not warrant a traffic management
syster& however any increase in traffic or defence related activity will
require consideration as to whether such a system can be introduced.

The current coverage of charb satisfies all requirements for
uansitilg vessels using the recognised routes, however the presentffihg Directions are in need of revision. The proposed additions tothe chart scheme will give light draught vesiels access to all
lavlgationally feasible areas of the region when the planned
hy_{rographic surveys are completed. The cbmpleted scheme 6r charts
will require detailed sailing Directions containing the local knowledge
requird by the mariner unfamiliar with the irea and required io
venture into the "ne$r" areas opened up by the charts. The scheme of
charts and associated publications musi use a unifoim orthography for
the nomenclature of geographic features.

Walker, D.

Ingleton, G.C.
Foley,I.C.H.
Holthouse, H.
Hilder, B.
Mackaness, G.
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ANNEX D
THE METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS ON

IVIARITIME OPERATIONS CONDUCTED IN
TI{E TORRES STRAIT REGION

RAN Hydrographer
Aim

The aim of this short paper is to discuss the significant effects,
on maritime operations, of the metmrological conditions which prevail
over the Tones Strait region.

The Tores Strait Climate

Maior Influences

The weather of the Torres Strait region is dominated by the
position of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITQ, and the Sub'
Tropical Ridge Axis (ST$. The rcq, an area of considerable
convective activity, oscillates, one cycle per year, north and south of
the equator. During the (southern hemisphere) summer, when the
ITCZ lies to the south of the equator, Tolres Strait experiences
rnonsoonal conditions, with an associated northwesterly surface
airflow. In winter the ITCZ lies to the north of the equator and the
STR, with its axis at approximately 30oS, directs a southeast trade flow
over the region. Associated with this southeast trade flow, the STR
frcquently produces a marked subsidence inversion.

Seasons

Unlike the four distinct seasons of temperate latitudes, the
Tores Shait rcgion experiences only two seasons: a dry (the SE
Season) and a wet season (the NW Season). During the dry season the
southeasterly trade flow generally directs hopical maritime air,
sourced from the Coral Sea, over the region. The wet season, or
mohsoory results from the moist northwesterly flow, sourced from the
South China Sea. The prevailing airflows, for ]anuary and |uly, are
illustrated in figures 1 and 2.
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Figuree l and 2.
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Surface Winds

An analysis of surface wind observations, recorded at
Thursday Island is at table 1. The southeasterly flow is established by
May, and crcntinues until October. Statistically, thenorthwesterly flow
appean to be restricted to fanuary and February however, cloud cover,
and the associated precipitation statistics, confirm that monsoonal
conditions generally prevail until April.

Throughout the year, Thursday Island experiences mean
surface wind strengths of 1G12 knots. (These mean wind strengths are
derived from observations grcater than Beaufort Scale 3). The
archipelagic nature of Thursday Islan4 however, gives rise to many
anomalies in the meteorological records in relation to wind strength
and directior! as a result of, for example,leeward or funnelling effecb.

The trade flow, once established, has relative constancy of
speed and, more particularly, direction. With the exception of cydonic
winds, the monsoonal flow is generally lighter and more variable in
direction than the surface winds of the trade wind period. Throughout
the year, strong winds are frequeng gale force winds occur on 33 days
per annum. The southeast trade flow is frequently fresh and very
gusty.

Sea and Swell

Sea waves and swell are both the result of wind blowing over
the sea surfaca. Sea wave height is directly proportional to the local
surface wind strength. Swell height and period are related to the wind
strength and direction which have previously existed over an adiacent
or distant sea area. The archipelagic nature of the region, the average
depth of water and strong tidal streams tend to increase sea wave
heighb above that which would normally be expected.

Sea State

Sea waves, in areas not sheltered by reefs and islands, in the
order of 1 - 2 metres can be generated.



TABI.El

SI'RTACE WIND . ftTT'RSDAY ISI-AIVD

hedo-minant
Direction(2)

l.Iortrwesterly
WeSNorthwest
Surtreasbly
Southeasterty

:Soq{reasterly
Sotlreaatrly
SotiheaaErly-

- Se{tcasterty
Ebsterly
Ereterty
East Southeast
EastSoutreast

C-onstancy Mean
(1) % SEength Kb

IAnI
FqB
MAR
APR
II{AY
IUN
FL
AUG
SP
ocr
I\IOV
DEC

4r-60
41{,J
2140
2140

81-1m
61{0
61€0
61{0
61{0
61{0
47-60
2r-4o

(1) Gons@y % : the pertentlge rclaiiorrhip.between the
number of obcervatiolrs in the pn'gagrUnrnt diecdon
ad &e tqtal number of wind obsenradons

(2) Pnedominant Direction : pedunknnt direction is
'''iudg€d in rdadon to drat quadnnt whidr alpwe tte

gteFtest'hurrtter of r,vfot&. Only nrlnds of Bearrfort 3
or nrrshaire beeri talcn into aocorinU,

10
10
t2
t2
t2
t2
12
t2
10
10
l0
10
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Swell

'llre rnean swell height, throughout the year, is generally less
than one metre. The higher swells ocorr during May to Septembea
due to the predominance of the southeasterly flow. These
southeasterly swells are more significant in the far east of the area on
the edge of the Great Barrier Reef. The SE Trade also generates a swell
in the fetch up the east coast of Cape York Peninsula as well as swell in
the shipping route to the east of the Prince of Wales Channel. l.ow
west to northwest swells are occasionally evident during the northwest
monsoonal flow.

Tropical Cyclones

Tropical cyclone formation (and their maintenance) require
high sea surface temperatures (typically greater than 26oC), oP€n
watiers and the presence of surface convergence. All three conditions
can be met, in areas of the Gulf of Carpentaria and the northern Coral
Sea, from November to April, with the emphasis'on, January, February
and March. While actual cyclonic development is highly unlikely in
the Torres Strait region, due to the existence of the many landforms,
cydonic conditions can move into and pass through the area, from
either the Coral Sea of the Gulf. Cyclone Probability is detailed in
table 2 and details of the actual occurence of cyclones through the
Stait from 19ffi to 1980 are shown in table 3.

Cloud Cover and Precipitation

The year-round, generally moist, air flows result in extensive
cloudy conditions, usually convective in nature. The mean cloud
cover during December to May is a high, five octas, with three to four
octas, from fune to November. The associated precipitation is almost
entirely in the form of heavy showers and thunderstorms during the
wet season, but only isolated showers during the dry season.

The orographic lifting effecb of the various land masses, and
convection over adjacent open sea areas, result in shower and
thunderstiorm activity (during the wet season) throughout the 24 hour
p€riod, rather than being confined to, the more expected, overnight.
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TABLE2

TNOPXCAL CVCT.ONEs - ?ROBADIIJTY OF OECURRENCE IN
TOA;NEi SIflAIT

T=te Torres S!fiit lies betrveen two maFr areag of troPical
grclone lrmationr the Gulf of Carptenterla, 'particular{y the
mrthwestern coast, and the Coral Sea

Mon$ Cydone Month
Ptobability

(%'

tArv
rurB
IvIAR
APR
M{v
IIJN

19q)
igzr
1948
19S3IW
1965
1972$n

Cplone

(%')

1
1
1
1
3
6

18 IUL9 AUG
9 SEP4 ocr1 NOV1 DEC

TABLE3

fSOPlCAt CYCLONES - ACIUAL OBSERVATIONS FROM 19(ts -
1980

fhe number of cydone whidr have been observed b pass
through Tones Sbait betrueen 1908 and 19E0 from Burcau of
Metorclogyrecsds is as follows;
Year Month

DEC
APR
lAr{
APR
IAr{
IAr{
IAr{
APR

Numberof Cydones

.1
1'1
1
1
1
1
1
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The mean rainfall, fanuary to Mardr, exceeds 380mrn per
month, after which it reduces significantly.

The probability of precipitation during Decerrrber to May is
23Vo, dweasing to 5 - BVo fo1 the remainder of the year.

Air and Sea Temperatures

Throughout the year, the sea and air tremperatures remain very
similar and have a small seasonal variation. The mean air and sea
temperatures are 25oC in june, fuly and August, increasing to 29oC
during December, lanuary and February. This high mean sea surface
temperature, throughout the year, accounts for the accredited, albeit
extremely low, probability of tropical cyclone/depression activity
during the period May to October. The humidity associated with the
NW Monsoon makes that season uncomfortable.

vtsibility

Other than during hony shower and thunderstorm activity,
during which the horizontal visibility can be reduced to less than 100
mefts, visibility is good. In periods of fresh to strong southeast trade
winds, reduction in visibility can be expected due to the presence of a
fine mist or haze. Instances of sea fog have never been recorded.

Oceanographic Conditions

While not entirely related to meteorological conditions, two
aspects of the oceanographic conditions of Torres Strait are now briefly
discussed.

Thennal Stsrrcture

The shallow water and only brief periods of very light wind
conditions, give rise to essentially iso'thermal conditions throughout
the area. While this may, in theory provide for relatively long sonar
transmission paths, the total insonification of the entire duct due to the
shallow water, crcupled with high ambient sea noise, do not support
good sonar conditions.
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BottomType

Little reliable data are available on the bottom sediment types
of the area. It is believed, however, within the Australian
oceanographic community, that the region has a soft sand or mud
bottom type. This may offer some small reduction in the reverberation
problem associated with shallow water. In the tide swept navigation
channels the bottom is compacted and hard.

Maritime Operations

The following types of maritime operations, and their
associated activities. will now be discussed in relation to the
meteorological conditions of the Torres Strait region:

Surface ship movements.
Fixed and rotary wing aircraft movements.
Maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) surveillance.
Amphibious operations.
Surface surveillance activities.
Radio /Radar propagation.

Effects of a Cyclone

The dramatic and wide-ranging effects of tropical ryclones
and, to a lesser extent, tropical depressions warrant their separate
discussion.

During the region's wet season the passage of a cyclone
through, or even within 60 nm of the area, would have a devastating
effect on all maritime operations, including air movements. It is
anticipated that all efforts, and available assets, would be directed
towards either keeping units and personnel clear of the area or
survival.

Once the cyclone was clear of the area, many of the islands
would continue to suffer the effects of the devastation, by way of
flooding, beach erosion and damage to wharves and other facilities.
Possible ship or boat wrecks could impact upon safe navigation.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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Surface Ship Movements

The dimate of the region could be considered as being
relatively benign in relation to movements of large shipo, with the
obvious exception of possible periods of cyclonic activity. The fresh to
strong southeast trade flow and areas of strong tidal stream create a
short steep sea which may restrict a few seamanship rnanoeuvres.
Sonc rninor problems could also be experienced during this same
perid due to local anomalies, such as wind shadows or funnelling
effu. Only in the far east of the area, and in the exit of the Inner
Route, during a well established trade flow, is the southeast swell
likely to be significant. Small vessels wiil be subject to uncomfortable
conditions in both seasons. The sea/wind/tidal influences can
generate sea conditions dangerous for srnall craft.

Aircraft Movements

General aircraft movements, in the region, are rrore
susceptible to cloud amount and precipitation than wind strength, and
these features are far more pronounced in December to March, when
the showers are intense. The cloud base during heavy showers and
thunderstorms can lower significantly, with slant and horizontal
visibilities reducing to well below 100 metres at times. The
rneteorological conditions of the dry season do not seriously disrupt
general aircraft movements.

Maridme Patrol Ailcraft (MPA) Surveillance

Surveillance, though inconvenienced by occasional total cloud
cover and the need to fly at relatively low level, with its associated
turbulence, is not significantly affected during the dry season. During
the wet season, however, the frequent reduced visibility due to
showers, low cloud base and turbulence near large cumuliform cloud
create significant problems for MPA. The many islands also add to
this problem, as they offer to sea units some degree of cover from the
air.
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Amphibious Operations

The strong tidal streams apparent in some channels offer
significant problems to a flat-bottomed craft. These problems may be
exacerbated by the short chop which attends much of the trade flow
period.

Surface Sun'eillance Activities

Surface surveillance activities from both land and sea, are
jeopardised only during the cyclonic and heavy precipitation periods
of the wet season. These periods may involve great reductions in
visibility. However, outside shower activity, visibility can be expected
to be good. The dry season's mist and haze, while frequently
significant would not seriously hinder surveillance activities.
However, sea returns caused by the rough conditions will mask targets
of small or medium size.

Communications

Radar surveillance in the area will be subiect to:

. reduced ranges due to monsoonal conditions,

. sea cluttet particularly during periods of the dry
season, and

. returns from landforms concealing low-level air and
sea-borne units.

At radar frequencies above 3GHz, evaporation ducts in the
region are rare, due to the persistent high humidity throughout the
lower levels. The far west of the area, during the period May to
October, will experience some reasonable evaporation duct
transmissions due to the relative dryness of the surface southeast trade
flow, which has a continental source, in this small area. Submarines
and small ships may be able to capitalise on this shallow but effective
duct.
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Elevated ducts, approximately between two and five thousand
feet, are evident during the dry season. These ducts facilitate
improved air-to air-communications and radar transmissions.

Otherwise, radar and radio transmission distances are, at best,
arrerage or are, typically, below average, due to the high humidity in
the region.

Condusions

The Torres Strait region has two distinct seasons: the "NW"
and the "SE". The meteorological conditions associated with each are
quite different, consequently the impact of the weather on maritime
operations will vary from the one season to the other.

The significant meteorological aspects of the regroru in relation
to maritirne operations during the period November to April are:

. Surface winds and sea and swell conditions are benign
for ships of over 500 tonnes, er<cept during proximate
cydonic activity.

. There is a relatively high probability of tropical
cydone/depression occurrence, January to March.

. Heavy precipitation is associated with:
- low and often complete low doud cover,

- poor horizontal and slant visibility, and

- high ambient sea noise.

. Radio/radar propagation is frequently degraded.

. Airoperations will frequently be severely curtailed.

. Expectation of swell in the western boundary.
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The significant meteorological aspects of the reFon, during the
perid, Mayto October, are:

. The fresh gusty southeast trade flow, with its
associated steep chop may frequently inconvenience
sea surface operations and increase ambient sea noise.

. Sigificant swell heights rnay be experienced over the
far east of ltre area and the central area.

. Shallow but significant amounts of low cloud may
affect air surveillance tasks.

. Radio/radar propagation is generally below average
except in:

a frequent evaporation duct which can be
maintained in the far west of the area, and

an occasional elevated duct, below five
thousand feet.

Oceanographic conditions are frequently affected by periods
of high ambient sea noise and bottom reverberation. Tidal streams
generate additional noise by agitation of the sea floor.
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ANNEX E
PAPUA NEW GTJINEA AND THE TORRES

STRAIT
David Hegarty

Initial reactions in Papua New Guinea to Australia's low-level
naval and defence initiatives in the Torres Strait are likely to be mixed.
In the longer term, however, the response is likely to be generally
positive.

At a govenrment level, defence and foreign Policy mal..ers in
Port Moresby ane unlikely to obiect to the foreshadowed.
developments, and may well see them as supportive of PNG's own
security interests in the area. Since the signing in December 1987 of
the 'loint Declaration of Principles" goiding Austalia-PNG bilateral
arrangefilents, defmce relations have beeniniected witha new sens€ of
vigour and confidmce. PNG policy makers, however, place great
sbre in consultation. They do not like to be taken for gRnted,
especially by their former colonial power, and they are now an:rious to
be included by the larger states in regional security planning.
Australia therefore, should pay close attention to appropriate briefing
of PNG officials and leaders on these defence initiatives as well as on
possible future developments.

There is a possibility, however, that at the political level some
PNG politicians and small grcups maymisinterpret Australia's actions
and intentions. Auetralia may be seen, for example, as 'putting up the
funce". Other possible misinteqpretations could indude an assumption
that Austalia has found resources in the Shait that it wishes to protec$
and/or that Australia has some foreknowledge of Irulonesian military
developments in lrian |aya. In the volatile political climate of PNG,
some politicians may choose to interpret Australia's actions as
indicating a lack of confidence in PNG's political stability. Unless
publicity about these defence developments is carefully handled, some
short-term resentnent or ill-will could result. Should any of the
Australian initiatives in the Torres Strait result in restrictions on the
current "mobility" or free moverrent of Papua New Guineans through
the Tores Strait, some degree of unfavourable political reaction could
beexpected
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The Torres Strait in PNG Polidcs

fire Torres Strait has been prominent only ocrasionally in
PNG's political and security considerations. Prior to independence in
1975, politicians from the Papuan region urged the Australian
governmmt to redraw the border further south so as to redress the
ignominy of having the boundary of the colonial power within a few
hundred mefies of the new state. At independence, the Torres Strait
border became an issue in "defining the nation". In 1978, PNG's
Foreign Minister Ebia Olewale (who represented an electorate in the
Western Province), suggested that the negotiation of a satisfactory
border with Australia in the Torres Strait was a priority in his foreign
policy second only to that of policing the PNG/Indonesian border.
But sovereigng, not security, was the prime consideration. In fact the
only public voice to raise the question of security was that of fosephine
Abaiiah, the Papuan separatist leader. Abaijah was concerned that a
relocation of the boundary would facilitate access to the Papuan coast
by Indonesia's military forcesll

The border agreenrent was negotiated thoroughly and
methodically, despite the best efforts of Queensland's Premier Bjelke-
Petersen to frustrate the process. The issue did not generate further
nationalist fervour in PNG. Some PNG politicians took a brief interest
in the Tores Strait Islanders'demands/pleas for autonomy, but few if
any countenanced support for secession.2 Since that time the Torres
Strait has attracted political attention in PNG on few occasions: during
debate on the ratification of the Treaty; following expressions of
concern about illegal immigration; and in 1985-85 following movement
by an OPM-related group along the coast of the Western Province.
Australian policy-makers should not discount, however, the existence
of residual resentnent that PNG was unfairly treated over the border
demarcation. Should a populist/nationalist coalition come to power in
PNG, border renegotiations may well be on its agenda.

DeparErmt of Defmce, fhe Deftne S Australb,lg8z ACI|S, Canberra, 1987.

Iohn R. Kaputin, "A Papua New Guinea Perspective", in fames Griffin (ed.), Tftc
Toncs SfiailBorb Issru,

1

2
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The Torres Strait and PNG's Security Policy

The general obiectives of PNG's defence and security policies
havebeen to:

* maintain a small military capability sufficient to deter
or resist (at least in the short term) an external threaO

* safeguard PNG's intemational borders;
* monitor and police PNG's extensive maritime zone;

* conduct civic action tasks and relief operations in the
event of natural disasters; and

* provide aid to the civil Power in the event of internal
security emergencies resulting from, for example,
tribal fighting, an uPsurge in crime, or secessionist
movements.

In support of these security obiectives PNG maintains a 3,20G
strong defence force consisting of a small army (two infanry battalions
and an engineer battalion), a patrol boat squadron and an air transport
wing.3 PNG's police force consists of about 5,000 personnel deployed
throughout the provinces supported by light mobile (or riot) squads
designed to deal specifically with tribal fighting and other larger scale
civil disturbances. A National Intelligence Organisation has
functioned with varying degrees of efficienry since independence, its
mapr work devoted to PNG/Indonesia border security questions, and
a recently formed Defence Intelligence Bureau has provided support to
the Army.

B.T. Maketu, Defmce in Papta Nant Guinea: Introiluctory Issues, Working Paper No.
161, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra, August, 1988. Stephen P. Mokis, "A Papua New Guinea 'Security
Viewpoint and its Implications on PNG/Austsalia Relations", in Desmond Ball
(ed.), Australb anil the World: Prologue anil Prospecls, forthcoming.
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The foci of PNG's deftnce activities and operations have been:

* the control of the land border between PNG and hian
Jaya (checking both OPM movements and Indonesian
soss-border actions);

* asgistance to the police in curbing law and order
problems (Sates of Enrergency, curfews, etc.); and
most recently (1988-89)

* an inErnal security operation to quell guerilla action
against the Bougainville copper mine by militant
landowners

The Tones Strait area has received little attention in
government statements on security. In the few discussions of threat
perceptions in re<ent years, the Torres Strait is rarely if ever
mentioned. Little PNG defence activity occurs in the general Torres
Strait area. Defence land exercises in the south of the adiacent Western
Province have been conducted rarely, possibly because of difficult
acress and weather conditions (which include a four-month wet
season). Until recently, few maritime patrols were undertaken on a
regular basis. The arrest of an Indonesian and a Taiwanese fishing
vessel in PNG waters early in 1989 may suggest a somewhat more
vigourous effort to secure boundaries and resources.

Neglect of the area in official thinking has been by no means
total. PNG's major foreign policy White Paper of 1981 explicitly
recognized the strategic value of the Torres Sbait.a The White Paper
cited studies suggesting that, should the Sunda, Malacca, and Lombok
straib through the Indonesian archipelago be closed, the Torres Strait
would offer an economical route for vessels and tankers from the
Persian Gulf bound for fapan and the U.S. west coast. Undoubtedly
shipping through the Torres Strait would increase dramatically, but
ships drawing greater than 12.1 metres would be unlikely to choose
that route due to the limited depth of water and shoaling. It is unlikely
that the Torres Strait would provide an alternative route for
bupertanken.

PeVua Nau Guina Foteigt Affebs Rcafutu, Vol. l, No. 4, 1982. Clhis issue contains
the White Paper on forc{gr policy).
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Spedfic S€cudty Interesb

Pap'uaNeru Guinea has a number of specific security inbrests
in the Torres Strait and broadly adpcmt arcas.

Fisheries and marine resourc€s, although not extensive, make
an important contribution to the economy of the Western ltovince of
PNG (which until the advmt of the OK Tedi gold and copper mine
was the least developed province in the counby). In 1982, forexample,
2il) bnnes of barramundi and 55 tonnes of lobsters were taken fiom
the coastal fishing zones of the Western Province.S The prevention of
illegal fishing is thus a security/development priority. The
enhancement of cash income for the people of that region is also a
development (and indirectly a security) priority of both the national
and provirrcial governments.

The OK Tedi gold and copper mine, situated in the Star
Mountains in the north of the Western Province, is the second largest
contributor (trehind the Bougainville copper mine) to PNG's internal
revenue (see Figure 1). When in full production Ok Tedi will
contsibute up b 15% of domestic revenue. While the gold is curently
transported away frcm the mine to Port Moresby and elsewhere by

the copper ore concentrate (currently valued at about $100
million per year) is barged down the Fly River and across the Gulf of
Papua to Port Moresby. Clearly, the mine and is supply lines are
vulnerable to attack and disruption. Any prolonged intemlption to
production at OK Tedi, or to shipments of gold and copper, would
pose a threat to PNG's economic and political stability.

PNG's most difficult security problem since independence has been
that of controlling the PNG/Irian faya border area. The "Oqganisasi
Papua Merdeka" - the OPM - has been active over the past decade,
attacking Indonesian "soff' targets and using PNG territory as
sanctuary. Indonesia's approach to border control has been teactive",
unsysbrnatic, and not particularly sensitive to PNG's sovercignty.
PNG has dopted the conventionally correct view that the OPM is a

Davtd King and Stephan Ranck (eds.), PaVue. Nco Guina Atbs - A Netior itl
Tnrsilfon, Robert Brown and Associates, Bathurst, 1982.
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domestic security problem for Indonesia, but is similarly unsystematic
in its effort to control OPM movement on its side of the border. An
abortive OPM rebellion in Jayapura in February 19&4 resulted in a
wave of up to 12,000Irianese crossing the border to PNG. Up to 9,000
Irianese remain camped in settlements along the PNG side of the
border (and in a resettlement area known as East Awin). Despite an
enonnous turnaround in PNG/Indonesia relations - highlighted by the
Treaty of Mutual Respect, Friendship and Cooperation of 1986-87 - the
aftermath of the ]ayapura rebellion significantly changed the nature of
theborder problem.5

Most rebel activity and defence oPerations take place well
away from the Torres Strait. However, small OPM groups exist
around Merauke in Irian laya, and OPM grouPs have been
intermittently active in the Weam-Morehead area. In 1985-85 an OPM-
related group was believed to have been headed for Thursday Island
via coastal villages in the south-west of the Western Province. PNG's
security interests, therefore, are in containing OPM activity, in
preventing supplies and weapons reaching the OPM (there was
speculation in 1986 of gun-running through the Torres Strait), and in
generally limiting OPM mobility.

The prevention of drug trafficking is also on PNG's security
agenda. Commercial quantities of mariiuana are grown in the
HigNands provinces, there is some evidence that PNG ports have been
used as transit points for harder drugs from Southeast Asia to
Australia, and criminal ("raskol") gangs are beginning to exercise
control over drug distribution int the maior towns. The Torres Strait is
one of the routes for drugs entering Australia, although by air rather
than sea. PNG has not developed a strategy for dealing with this
security issue and, if anything, tends to see it as more of a problem for
Australia than for PNG.

David Hegerty, Srluth Pacific Secwity lssuer, An Austtalian Petspectioe, Working
Paper No. 147, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, The Australian National
University, 1987, especially pp. 17-28 on the border problem.
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PNG-Australian Relations

PNG-Australian relations have been generally harmonious.
The "|oint Declaration of Principle" {DP) is seen in PNG as a
waErshed marking the end of the so-called "special relationship'with
its neo<olonial cormotations, and the beginning of a phase both of
greater equality in dealings between the two countries and of a mone
self<onfident PNG. The IDP includes clauses aimed at enhancing
defence and security cooperation, and it also includes an exhortation to
reinforce cooperation in the administration and development of the
Torres Strait border area. A recently tabled (but not adopted) White
Paper on PNG's Defence notes that "Papua New Guinea considers
Australia as a security guarantee in the event of uncertainty and
thr',eats'; and that "Australia will remain PNG's most important ally
and friend".7

Irritations and hiccups, however, in the relationship are bound
to octur. PNG will want to continue to assert its sovereignty and
identity. It will not always totally share Australia's security outlook
and will want to exercise influence in the new regional order. The new
defence minister, Ben Sabumei, for example, has floated the idea of
diversifying PNG's defence relations, including greater cooperation
with the Indonesian and other ASEAN armed forces. There is a strong
element of unpredictability in PNG politics. Despite the warmth of
language used to define the bilateral relationship, there is a residual
anti-Australian theme in PNG's political discourse. Politicians across
the spectrunr, often unexpectedly, will raise this theme from time'to-
tine. Australia should not expect, therefore, a totally smooth passage
in ib dealings with PNG. Defence initiatives, as with aid initiatives,
should be undertaken (where possible) with due rqgard for the
pnccesses of consultation and participation.

7 Papua New Guinea Defme Force, Papua Neu Guinca Defarce WhiE Papr 7988.



ANNEX F
INDONESIA AND THE TORRES STRAIT

Martin O'Hare
This section is written to establish the likely Indonesian

reaction to the development of defence capabilities in the Torres Strait
and Far North Queensland areas foreshadowed in The Defence of
AustraliaL987.1

The Indonesian reaction to the low-level Navy and At*y
defence initiatives - or other defence measures that the Australian
goverrunent may wish to pursue in the area - is examined under three
headings:

* strategic importance of the Torres Strait to Indonesia;
* Indonesian security perceptions, and
* territorial development

It will become clear from subsequent discussion that
Indonesian reaction will at worst be neutral and at best supportive'
An adverse Indonesian reaction to low-level defence initiatives in Far
North Queensland is highly unlikely, if only because of the tacit
acceptance of the more ambitious defence initiatives in the Darwin-
Tindal area. Nevertheless, there are firmer grounds than this on which
to base this conclusion.

Strategic Importance of the Torres Strait to Indonesia

Out of Sight, Out of Mind

Indonesia is an archipelago of more than 13,000 islands spread along
the equator over a distance of 5,000 kilometres (see Figure 1).
Indonesia's territorial sovereignty is defined as being bounded by lines
ioining the outermost points of its outermost islands and reefs. The
waters and resources within this archipelagic baseline and the airspace

Departrrent of Defence, The Defence of Australia,7g87, AGI5, Canberra, 1987.
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over the archipelagic waters is Indonesian territory'2 The Torres strait
lies almost 200 kilometres from Indonesian territory.

Most international shipping between the Indian and Pacific
Oceans is channelled through the strategically important Malacca,
Sunda, Lombok and Makassar straits. Internally, shipping and air
traffic moves in a generally east-west or west-east direction within
Indonesia's archipelagic waters. With a GDP less than half that of
Australia's, Indonesia is not a great trading nation. Traditionally,
internal trade links with the east of the archipelago ended in the "spice
islands" of the Moluccas.3 Indonesia does not need to utilise the Torres
Strait for internal communications within its archipelago. Sea
transport from Merauke in the south-east of Irian Jaya can travel to
fayapura in the north-west of Irian faya using Indonesian territorial
waters.

When Indonesians look outwards, they look north: north to
their regional ASEAN neighbours, north to their maior trading
partners and aid donors, and north to Potential enemies. If Australia's
"heartland" lies in the south-east, Indonesia's centre of gravity lies in
the west of its archipelago. Most international traffic Passes through
straits in the western half of Indonesia. Indonesia's oil resources lie in
the west. Political and military power are concentrated on ]ava where
sixty percent of Indonesians live. By comparison, eastern Indonesia is
sparsely populated and underdeveloped.

Irian faya, the closest Indonesian province to the Torres Strait,
was not officially incorporated into Indonesia until 1969. Its
population of some one and a half million people makes up less than

Kmneth R. Simmonds, tL.N. Conention on tlu Law of the Sea 7982' Oceana

Publications, New York, 1983, pp. B.42-B43.
For the past thousand years, trade with the westem shores of New Guinea in
slaves, aromatic bark, birdg shells and feathers was conducted from islands west
of the New Guinea mainland. See B. Sclrieke Inilonesian hcblogical Stuilbs, Patt
1, W. van Hoeve, the Hague 1955, p.227; and' C.F. van Fraassen, "Galiyao, Muar
en Wwanin", n Bijdragm Tot De Taal - Iand En Vollenhtnde, Vol. 132, M. Nijhoff,
"9Gravenha ge", 197 6, pp. 296J.
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one percent of Indonesia's total population of 179 million.a Dutch
interest in New Guinea for three and a half centuries was as a buffer
zone east of the lucrative spice islands.S Irian faya suffers from the
"tyranny of distance" in the minds of many Indonesians today. Much
the same attitude pertains to the Torres Strait. The Torres Strait, 4,000
kilometres east of |akarta, is out of sight, out of mind.

Military Considerations

In the military sphere, the Indonesian Armed Forces (ABRI) is
located primarily on fava. Based on the disposition of ABRI units,
Indonesia appears to fear little from the east or south. Radar coverage,
for example, is concentrated on the South China Sea, the northern
approaches to lava and the Straits of Malacca and Makassar. There are
no arrrrlur, artillery or air defence units in the huge area covered by
Indonesia's two easternmost provinces, Maluku and Irian faya. A
glimpse of Indonesia's military presence in Irian ]aya provides an
indication of the relative unimportance of the Torres Strait to
Indonesia.

Only four infantry battalions are stationed in lrian faya. Three
of these battalions - manned by lrianese troops - are dispersed down to
secHon level within their areas of responsibility. They are employed
on internal security and development tasks and rarely, if ever, exercise-as fornted unib. Merauke district - located in the south-east corner of
Irian Jaya and covering an area almost twice the size of Tasmania - is

Cenbal Buteau of Statistics, Statistkal Year fuk of Indorcsb 7987, Iakarta,7988,
pp.44s.
There was no pemranmt Dutdr presence in New Guinea until 1898 when
adsrlnishadve posb were established at Sorong and Fak-Fak in the North-wesL
Mudr of the interior was untoudred until the 1950s and 1960s. The first Drtdr
governmelrt poet in the Baltm Vallen for example, was established at Wamena in
1956, trpo years after Christian missionaries mtered the Valley. See P. Ryan (ed.),
Encyclopedb of PaVua enil Nan Guinea, Yol 1, Melbourne University ltess,
Mdbourne 1972, W. 279, 282; and lany L. Naylor, Culture Chnrge enil
Dczeloptttctrt h thc hlim Valley, Ph.D. theis, Southern lllinois University of
Carbonvale, 1174, p. 145.
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garrisoned by one infantry company.5 The number of Army personnel
in lrian faya is in the order of 5,000.

The Navy has no naval combatants stationed permanently in
Irian |aya and the nearest primary naval base is at Ambon which
reporb to Eastern Fleet headquarters in Surabaya, |ava. Small naval
stations, which report to Ambon, are located in Irian laya's maior
coastal towns such as Sorong and fayapura. Almost all of Indonesia's
Air Force assets are located on |ava and the Operational Command
responsible for eastern Indonesia is located at Ujung Pandang in south
Sulawesi. The main Air Force bases in Irian |aya, located at Sentani
near layapura and Manuhua at Biak, house three Puma helicopters
and a Cessna aircraft.T Nevertheless, navy and air assets can be
deployed quickly and flexibly to the province should the need arise.

Economic Considerations

In terms of trade, the Torres Strait is of little importance to
Indonesia. For example, in7987 not a single commodity was exported
from Irian jaya to neighbouring Papua New Guinea.S Indonesia's
maior trading partners are fapan, the United States, the European
Economic Community and Singapore.9 Only four per cent of
Indonesia's imports and two per cent of its exports are obtained from,
or directed to, Australia and Oceania. Most of this trade is conducted
with Australia and New Zealand. Indonesia imPorts mainly grain and
minerals from Australia and dairy and PaPer products from New
Zealand. Indonesia's main exports to the region are crude oil and
petroleum products.lO Very littte of this trade passes through the
Torres Strait and most of it could be replaced without difficulty from
other sources.

5
7

Harian Umum Angt.u,tan krxnjata,lakarta, 22 August 1988, p. X.
"Ksatria Pelindung Rakyat", Harian Umum Anglotan Bersenjata, fakarta, 1 August
1989, p. VII.
tlo export from lrian Jaya to PNG in 1987', The Indotesian Times, laY,arta, 4

January 7988,p.2.
Statistical Year Bmk of Inilonaia, 1987, pp. 375, 398.
Cenbal Bureau of Statistics, Indonesia Foreiga Traile Statistics 7987 - Imports,Yolvne
2,lakarta, 1988, pp. 497-fi4. Central Bureau of Statistics, Inilonesia Foreign Trade

Statbtics 7987 - Erorts, Volume 1, jakarta, 1 988, pp.'t'-2, 305, 3 -38/'.

9
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Austrrlian-Indoneglen Relations

Australia-Indonesian relations are reasonably sound and
Irdonesia does not rqrard Australia as a military threat.ll Indonesia
has rp reason to believe that Australia would deny it passage through
the Torres Strait Both Australia and Indonesia are signatories to the
Third United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea which
rccog4ises innocent passage through international straits.
Furthermore, Article 7(61of the Torres Strait Treaty between Australia
and Papua New Guinea provides for international passage through the
Torres Strait in accrcrdance with UN agreements or accepted
international law.12

Indonesia needs domestic and regional stability to achieve its
development goals. Additionally, Indonesia requires economic
developmmt and prosperity to ensure internal stability. Like
Australia,Indonesia desires regional stabitity not only in ASEAN but
also in the South Pacific. Australia is a maior force in ensuring stability
in the South Pacific and, together with Papua Ndw Guinea is seen as a
"bridge" for improving Indonesia's stature and influence in a region
where its domestic policies rneet shong opposition from some
c,ountries.l3 Adisptrte with Australia over the Tones Strait would not
serve Indonesia's interests in the South Pacific.

Indonesian Seouity Perceptlons

An understanding of lndonesia's security perceptions is
important to the thrust of this paper in that it provides a "framework"

Lt. C.ar. Hasnm Habit/s reqrt teference to Australia's hawkish military fore-in-
being" can be considered a case of one swallow doesn't make a summ€r.
lndoneele's threat perceptions, force disposition and statements from policy-
makers lndcate dearly that Awtralia is not regarded as a military threat (See

Hasnan llablb, "Aushalia-Indoneeia Reladons: Politico-Defmce Dimecrsion",
Paper preoented to the Hfth AustraliaJndonesia Conference, Australian National
Univerdty, Canberra, 2*t7 May 1989.) The converse, howwer, is not true. See

nVho threatens Awtrdia?", Thc Bulbtin,2T lrme 1989, p.23.
Ioint C-mtmitte Fordgn Affairs and Defmce, The Torns Struit Traty: Repot erul
Apptnlita, AGPS, Canberra, 7979, p.14.
lSoeharto calls for dcer Padficie", Syilncy MorningHeralil,20January 1988, p.9.

tl
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from which to venture from the general to the particular. It is argued
in this section that Australian defence initiatives in the Torres Strait
area do not impact upon Indonesia's primary security concerns. They
are therefore of little or no concern to Indonesia. Ironically, Indonesia
could be concerned were Australia to take no action in the Torres Strait
area.

External Threats

Indonesia regards China as the main long-term external
threat.l4 It is considered that China, after it has succeeded in
becoming a major economic power, may assert a more dominant role
in Southeast Asia, its traditional area of influence. The Soviet Union,
]apan and India are also seen as potential long-term threats. The threat
pos€d by these external powers is not so much that of military
invasion, although that possibility - particularly from China - is not
discounted. Rather, the threat stems from the proiection of power into
the Southeast Asian region that will constrain Indonesian policy
options. Indonesia's concern is that its policies will be answerable to a
great power thus thwarting Indonesia's goal of playng a prominent
role in regional and international affairs. Additionally, Indonesia is
concerned that its options could be constrained by an overdependence
on nations with more advanced technology.ls

Internal Threats

Indonesia's archipelagic nature, highly pluralistic society, and
history of disunity have focused Indonesia's security attention
primarily on internal matters. Internal opposition in Indonesian
society is seen as arising from three sources: the extreme left, the
extreme right, and the "dissatisfied". As the extreme left and right
pose the main threat to the maintenance of the State ideology they are
considered the most dangerous threats. Regionalism - in the form of
Fretelin in East Timor or the OPM in Irian jaya - poses a threat, they

14 "Persepsi ABRI menganai Ancaman Sekitar Tahun 2ffi", Kompas, Jakart4 5

October 1986, p.l. See also Harold Crouch, "No enemy in sight", Far Ecst Economic
Rtoizu, 14 February 1985, p.32.

15 Harian Llmum Anglatan Berserjata,lakarta, 4 February 1988, p. X.
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consider, but not a significant one. The threat to national upity is
considered weaker than the threat Posd to the national ideology.

The streme left are the communist "t€mnants" from the 30th
of Septerrrber (1965) Movement. They are probably few in nurnber and
musf live a prccarious lifu in a society alert and hostile to their
odstence. Nergtheles, if ABRI is to be believed, ncloset" communists
are working relentlessly and clandestinely to re+stablish the
Indonesian Communist Party @KD.16 The extrenre right of Indonesian
society are those of Islamic faith who desire government support for
the strict implementation of Islamic law. The "dissatisfied" or "liberal"
groups consist of the politically fmstrated, intellechrals, and other
opposition grcups. firey are considered to threaten the State by too
liberal an interpretation of the national ideology and claim that the
government is too autocratic or that the military has too prominent a
role inpolitics.

These opposition grouPs are pictured as ready to exploit
weaknesse in society for their own selfish political ends. They seek to
undermine the authority of the government and weaken the people s
trust in it by creating discontent and instability. They aim to create a
situation in which society is restless, untrusting, and ripe for
subversion. Anything unusual or unpredictable is a potential threat to
security.lT It is Indonesia's view that internal instability may arouse
the lnterest of foreign Powers hostile to Indonesia and provide an
opportunity for such Powers to interfere in Indonesian affairs.

?euredntah akan Teliti Lagi Seluruh Sisa G-3GS/PKL", I(omps, Iakarta, 4 lune
1988, p. 1.
In ABRI's vior, a vlolecrt crime ts not simply a matter for police consideratlon. It
may have bean cpmmitted to obtain funds for subversive activities and to discredit
the government by showing it to be ineffective in protecting the people. Further,
government reacton to the crime may result in the people becoming nervous and

aeusing the governmmt and particularly ABRI of acting arbitrarily and not
protecdng "the littleman", Even a natural disaster, such as a flood or a landslide,
is a threat to secrrrity because its economic impact may make people restless and
dissatisfled.
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Relevance to Tones Strait

In Indonesian security terms, Australia can be placed in the
category of the "dissatisfied" and as an occasional irritant to domestic
security concerns. Criticism of human rights and individual freedoms
in Indonesia is interpreted as criticism of the Pancasila philosophy,
regarded by most Indonesians as an immutable "given".l8 Such
criticism is also viewed as providing moral support for liberal
opposition groups. Support or sympathy for Fretelin or the OPM in
some Australian circles is seen as endangering Indonesia's national
unity. Criticism of the President and his family is more serious as it
carries greater potential to create a climate of restlessness and
dissatisfaction in Indonesian society that could be exploited by
extreme groups.

This is not to argue that Australia should, or should not,
criticise Indonesia. The point here is that words or deeds that impact
adversely upon Indonesian security concerns are likely to evoke an
adverse Indonesian reaction. Australia's defence initiatives in Far
North Queensland, however, do not impact on Indonesian security
concerns. Australia's initiatives neither pose a military threat to
Indonesia nor provide an issue that could be exploited by opposition
groups within Indonesia. There is therefore no reason to anticipate an
adverse Indonesian reaction.

The prospect of independence or secession voiced by some
Torres Strait Islanders, however, is seen as a potentially destabilising
move with unpredictable consequences.l9 Indonesia expects that
Australia will act to preserve its sovereignty and territorial integrity in
the Torres Strait. The dissatisfaction expressed by Torres Shait
Islanders received attention in the Indonesian media partly to show
that Australia also has internal problems but also to voice concern
about the possibility of regional instability.2o At the official level,
however, the problem was dismissed as an internal matter for
Australia to handle.

"Orde Baru Flarus Mmang Tanpa Habisi Perserta Pemilu Lainnya", Knrps, A
|anuary 1987, pp.'1,, Xll.
"Islanders test their dout", The Bulletin, 4luly 7989, p.22.
?enduduk Selat Torres Menuntut Kemerdeka an", Kompas,23 January 1989 p. XII.
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Tcnitorid Development

Provincial, dishict and subdistrict government in Indonesia is
influmced corsiderably by parallel military headquarters, rehned to
as ABRI'g "teritorial structure". Indonesia's territorial structure is
tasked to rnaintain internal stability and assist in the attainment of
deirelopment goals. Over two-thirds of the Army is engaged in this
internal security anl nation-building role.

All Indonesian citizens have a constitutional right and
obligation to defend the nation.2r Indonesia's system of "total people's
defence" is based on ABRJ and the people combining to defeat an
invader who has succeeded in breaching Indonesia's conventional
defiences through guerilla warfare and the adoption of a "never
surrender" policy. One of the main functions of the territorial struchrre
is to train the population - both physically and mentally - to defend the
nation. The "trained population" is made up of three organisations:
people s resistance, people's security, and civil defence.

The people's resistance is controlled by the Army. In war,
such grcups would provide reinforcements for regular units, collect
intelligence, guald vital installations and harass the enemy. People's
securfty is an organisation of police auxiliaries trained by the police to
assist with the maintenance of law and order at village level. Civil
defmce, cpntrolled by the Department of Home Affairs through the
provincial governments with technical assistance from ABRI, is
responsible for routine civil defence tasks such as assistance in the
errent of nahrral disasters as well as "neighbourhood watch" functions.

It takes little imagination to see a parallel between Australian
defence initiatives in the Torres Strait and what the lndonesian
military terms "teritorial development". Australia is taking action that
lndonesia ibelf would take in a region that is reportedly "porousn in
rqgard to defence, immigration, quarantine and customs. Australian
initiatives to protect the north against the possibility of low-level
threats have much in common with Indonesia's concern with its own
northern approaches and desire for self-reliance through total people-s

2l As stated in Arfide 30 of Indonesia's 1945 Constitution.
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defence. Australian acdon is therefore mst ugl*eb 'b ' be
mistnterprcted or misundemtood by Indonesia.

Ohe ftal.Point Notrpithstandirg the &rust of thie paper, i!
wotdd be in Asffi;lids iner€sts to brief krdonesian defenceperecmnf
ind'Govenrnreint offtciab on tre scope and obiectirns of Austlaliaig
deftnceiniltiativer in the Torres SFait
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ATTACHMENT 1

Defence Initiatives in Torres Strait and Far North
Queensland

Establishment of a 50 member Naval Reserve Cadet
Unit on Thursday Island.

Appointsnent of a Resident Naval Officer Thursday
Island.

Recommissioning a Landing Craft (Heavy) to
undertake tasks in the area.

Establishment of a 25 member Naval Reserve Unit on
Thursday Island.

Expansion of the Naval Coastwatch Organisation.

Regular patrols by Fremantle Class Patrol boats.

A hydrographic survey of the Torres Strait.

Establishment of a cnmpany of The 51st Battalio& The
Far North Queensland Regiment north of the fardine
River with its headquarters and 133 Reserve personnel
based on Thurcday Island.

Construction of landing hards by Atmy engineers on
islands in the Torres Shait.

Development of a training area and small arms range
on Horn Island.

Construction of an airfield on Cape York Peninsula.

Construction of a ioint Navy and Army depot and
three married quarters on Thursday Island.

Recmitment drive for Reservists and Coastwatchers.



ANNEX G
THE HISTORY OF THE TORRES STRAIT

ISLANDS - AUSTRATIAN RELATIONSHIP
Ieremv Beckett

University of Sydney D6partment of Anthropology
The Torres Strait Islanders are Australia's other indigenous

minority, having an identity distinct from that of the more numerous
Aborigines, and their own history and cultural traditions. Their
ancestral homes are the many small islands located between the tip of
Cape York and the southern coast of Papua New Guinea. Of
Melanesian stock, they came from the north at some point in the
distant past, establishing a distinctive maritime way of life. In the
middle of the nineteenth century they were overtaken by the modern
world, but in a way more like that of the Pacific Islands than
Aboriginal Australia. They became part of Queensland and of
Australia, but remained in occupation of their ancestral islands, and
the cultural influences to which they were exposed were as much
Polynesian and Asian as European. Over the last generation or so,
more than half their population - estimated to total 205411in 1986 has
migrated to the towns and cities of the mainland. However, they
continue to identify themselves as Islanders and maintain close ties
with the home communities. Hitherto, Islander identity has been
compatible with Australian nationality, but in 1987 the possibility was
raised of independence along the lines followed by some of the smaller
Pacific Island territories. While this appears an unlikely eventuality,
Islanders - including those on the mainland - seem to be seeking
formal recognition of their distinct identity, security of tenure over
their ancestral islands and a measure of control over their domestic
affairs.

Geography

The waters of Torres Strait are a labyrinth of coral reefs,
gradually increasing in depth from west to east, and subiected to
alternating currents from the Coral and Arafura seas, with the annual

This figure is derived from the 1985 Commonwealth Census. For a critique of
Torres Strait Islander population estimates see Beckett 1987:17740.
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shift from the southeast to the nofthwest trade winds. There are more
than a hundred islands in all, but many of these are minuscule and
without drinktng water. No rnore than a score were inhabited even
temporarily. The permanently inhabited islands can be classified into
four t1ryes:

1. The small, high, volcanic islands, with fertile soil and
dense vegetation. These, including Murray, Dauar,
Darnley and Stephen Islands are all situated at the
eastern end of the Strait, within sight of the Barrier
Reef.

2. Small vegetated sandy cays, built up on coral reefs.
These including Yorke, Coconut and Warabir, are
located in what are known as the Central Islands.

3. Lar:ge, rccky,lightly woodd, islands, surrounded by
rnangrove. Known as the Western Islands, they run
from Prince of Wales and Thursday Island in the
south, through Naghir and Yam to Dauan in the north.

4. Large,low islands, formed by the alluvial soil carried
down by the rivers of adjacent Papua. Sparsely
vegetated in the interior and surrounded by
mangrcve, they are inundated in the wet season and
occasionally overrun by king tides. These include
Saibai and Boigu.

Prehistory

No one knows when the Islanders first settled the Strait, but it
is clear from crcntemporary acqlunts that they were already there
when the Torres expedition came through in 1606. Their physical
appearance and orlture suggest that they came from the Papuan
mainlarul. However, while the Meriam Mir, spoken by the Eastern
Islanders, is dosely related to Papuan languages, Kala l,agaw Ya,
spoken in various dialects by the other Islanders, has Aboriginal as
well as Papuan features (Wurm 1972). This may mean that the
Melanesian settlers intermarried with an earlier Aboriginal population.

The first detailed acrounts of the Islanders' world, recorded
around the middle of the nineteenth cenhry, indicate that they had
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achieved a rich and diversified economy. There were some thirteen
communities, each occupying one or more islands and exploiting
others in the vicinity. Each ecological zone provided its own
distinctive set of conditions. On Munay Island, the fertile volcanic soil
provided the basis for an agricultural economy and a relatively dense
population. Badu and Mabuyag, with an environment more like that
of tape York, specialised in the hunting of turtle and dugong and the
gathering of shell fish and wild vegetable foods.

The critical factor in the Islanders'control of their environment
was a sailing canoe, often as long as twenty metres and equipped with
double outriggers. With this they could not only fish and hunt around
their home islands, but travel far and wide in search of food, raw
materials such as stone and hard wood, and luxuries such as drums,
bird-of-paradise feathers and paint. The whole Torres strait region
was bound together in a dense network of trading relations (McCarthy
1939). Indeed it was through the trade with Papua that the Islanders
were able to have canoes, for only there could they find the heavy
timber required for the dug-outs.

Despite the trading, Torres Strait was not politically unified.2
Each community amounted to a sovereign unit, and while it had
trading and military alliances with some of its neighbours,lt was at
war with others. Its people lived in constant fear of a head hunting
raid, while carrying out raids on their enemies. Even within the
community there was the risk of violence, not to mention the unseen
malevolence of the sorcerer. There were hereditary religious and
military leaders, but their authority seems to have been limited. For
much of the time each family went its own way.

The Islanders tried to deal with their world through
supernatural as well as Practical means. Each individual had his own
private store of magic through which to control other things a1d
p"opl". There were also a number of communal religions, mainly
concerned with warfare.

The principal sources on the indigenous societies and cultures and the shait
remains Haddon 1904;1908; 1935.
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Although each community was a law unto itself and regarded
others with suspicion, Islanders nevertheless looked to the outside
world for the good things of life. According to their history, just about
everything of value had originally come from sornewhere else. But
once it had come into their possession it canre under their control. This
proved a difficult task in their dealings with Europeans, but they
nevertlreless aftempted it.

European Contact and Colonization

Spanish and Dutch vessels were in Tones Strait in the early
years of the seventeenth century, but there is no record of subsequent
visits until the voyages of discovery of the late eighteenth century.
With the British settlement of Australia, the Strait become a mairr
waterway for British vessels plying between New South Wales, the
Indies and Europe. It was also a dangerous waterway, not only
because of the uncharted reefs, but because castaways were liable to be
killed by the Islanders.3

These problems prompted the first official intervention, to
punish the perpetrators of a rrurssacre and rescue two suruivors in
1836, and to survey the main channels in the mid-1840s. In 1853 the
newly established colony of Queensland considered it necessary to set
up a port-of<all at Somerset on the tip of Cape York, with a resident
magistrate and a small detachment of troops. Its original purpose was
to assist passing vessels, but it was soon mainly concerned with
regulating a burgeoning nrarine industry. Queensland had annexed
the islands within sixty miles of the coast in 7872. Inl979 it annexed
the remaining islandg including those adjacent to the Barrier Reef and
the Papuan coast (though excluding Daru). By this date, Torres Strait
had been transformed. Thursday Island, whither the Somerset
settlement transfenred in 1877, had become a small but lively
comtnercial and administrative c€nue, with a population drawn from
all quarbs of the globe. The other islands of the Strait were part of
this world. Formally governed by Queensland and controlled on a day

For a rwiew of the conhrporary aacounts of contacts between Europeans and
Islanders during the proto-colonial period, see Fladdon 1935; also Allm 19'Z and
Moore 1979.
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to day basis by missionaries, they were already working in the fishing
industry and purchasing manufactured commodities.4

The first European fishing boats came to the Strait in search of
the sea slug called bechede-mer or trepang, which sold as a delicacy
on the China market. But it was the discovery of thick beds of mother-
of-pearl shell in 1868 that brought Torres Strait decisively into the
modern world. The shell, used in the manufacture of buttons, went to
markets in Europe and the United States, and for the next century
linked the economic fortunes of the islands and the Islanders to the
international clothing industry.

Within a few months of the discovery, Torres Strait was
thronged with boats, owned by Europeans but manned by a polyglot
labour force of Pacific Islanders, Malays, Indonesians and others. In
the 1890s, fapanese entered the industry and soon became the premier
divers. Torres Strait Islanders were also recruited, but until after the
Second World War, their numbers were insufficient to satisfy the
needs of the industry.

The invasion did not threaten the resources on which the
Islanders had always depended: they went on making gardens, fishing
and hunting for turtle and dugong. But they had to accept the
presence of foreigners on their islands, and usually lost out when they
attempted to resist the seizure of their women and the plundering of
their gardens. Through the second half of the nineteenth century their
numbers dwindled from an estimated 4-5000 to around 2000, partly as
result of these abuses, but mainly due to the effects of the diseases that
the foreigners brought with them.

The results of the invasion might have been worse but for the
arrival of the Iondon Missionary Society in 1871. Within a few years
the Society had installed Pacific Island teachers throughout the Strait,
and before the end of the century had won at least the nominal
support of the people. Although the Queensland Government was
legally in control of all the islands after 1879, it left day-today control
of the communities to the LMS. The missionaries were thus able to put
into effect their plans for tuming the Islanders into model Christians.

For an account of the colonisation of Tones Shait, see Beckett 1987:244
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firey suppessed warfare and other traditional customs, and erforced
Christian morality through island courb. The Islanders seemed to
acept these changes, abandoning much of their custom and becoming
active participanb in the life of the church.

Europeans controlled thegovernment and the mission, as well
as the pearling luggers, but they had little to do with the Islanders.
Contact was much closer with the Pacific Island pastor€, who did the
day-today work of the missiory and the Asian and Pacific Island
seamen who worked the luggers. Some of these married local worrpn
and settled down. Not sulprisingly, they had a more direct impact on
the Torres Strait people, who readily adopH their house styles,
cuisine, music and dance. The pidgin English that they brought with
them also becarne the lingua franca throughout the region, and for
some cornmunitie the principal language - as it is today.

Queensland Protectors and Island Commrurities

Around the turn of the century the Qu€ensland Government
took over conFol of the island communities from the LMS, appointing
Teacher-Supervisors both to provide basic schooling and to maintain
law and order. They were to be assisted by government appointed
chiefs and later by elected councillors.

In 19O4 Queensland decided that the Islanders were to be
trcated in the same way as Aborigines. Their island homes were
declared reserves and as such off-limits to unauthorised outsiders, and
they were no longer free to leave except to work on pearling luggers.
Employers must now hire them through the Thursday Island
Protector, who also set the rates of pay and held their wages, releasing
srnall sums only for approved purposes. Having control over their
property, the Protector also managed pearling luggers that were
supposed to belong to the communities. This, however, left the
government vulnerable, for in 1936 throughout the Strait Islanders
walked off these boats, glving it crcnsiderable embarrassment on the
mainland (Sharp 1980; Beckett 19872 52-il.

Although the authorities attempted to blame the stdke on
outside agitabrs, it was clearly an expression of Islander discontent.
They had suffered considerable deprivation during the depressiory
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and resented having their money controlled by officials. Tlrey also
resented the interference of the Teacher-Supervisors in their domestic
and community affairs. The Queensland Government did not give up
any of its powers over their property and persons, but it did hand over
to the councils the day to day running of the communities. It also
instituted regular conferences between the govemment and the
councillors, the first of which took place on York Island in 1938.

The Islanders already had a say in church affairs. The Church
of England had taken over from the LMS in 1915, but having few
clergy to spare it had to leave the running of the island parishes to the
parishioners. The priests it finally sent them were Islanders who had
been trained at a theological college in the Strait.

With islanders comrurnding many of the pearling boats on
which their people worked (though they did not replace the Japanese
skippers until after World War II), there was a local leadership in each
of the main spheres of community life. The government stores and
schools were also partly manned by Islanders. And while the reserves
were legally Crown land, the people had effective control over local
resources, if only because white people had no use for them.

Although Europeans were in overall control, they were
normally based in the Thursday Island township. The day-today
running of their communities was left to the Islanders. This local
autonomy allowed the flowering of a distinctive way of life, organised
around church and local government council, and geared to the
routines of pearling, but nevertheless distinctive to the islands. At its
heart was the celebration of important occasions, including Christian
festivals and national days, as well as visits of important persons, with
feasting and dancing. This owed a good deal to the Pacific Islander
missionaries and seamen of the preceding generation, but the Islanders
now regarded it as theirs and called it Island Custom.

Subiects, Citizens and War

Confined to their communities, excePt for brief visits to
Thursday Island, the Islanders had relatively few direct contacts with
Europeans. Yet they were aware of being part of a wider social order:
subiects of the British Empire, members of the Church of England and,
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in sone sense, Australians. They also knew that those in ultimate
authority were all white, and that White People enioyed privileges and
a standard of living that were denied to them. It was not easy for them
to reconcile these two sets of facts, but they had gainedthe impression
- perhaps from school teachers and missionaries - that they were
embarked on a courpe of progress that would eventually bring them to
a level of equality with White People. Their acceptance of Christianity
in 1871 had been the first mairr step; the next was provided by the
outbreak of war in the Pacific in 1941.

With |apan:s invasion of New Guinea, Torres Strait ceased to
be a sleepy backwater and became part of Australia's forward defence.
The military authorities took over the administration of the region and
evacuated the civilian population, including the Asian and mixed
descent people of Thursday Island. Only soldiers and Islanders
remained. Departing from the strict provisions of the Defence Act, the
anny recruid Islander personnel for a Torres Strait Defence Force
(Hall 1980; Beckett 1987: 6241. By the end of the war some nine
hundred men had volunteercd for service, almost all the able bodied
males in the population. They were not called to active service outside
the region and it was not expected that they would come under fire. In
fact, rnany experienced the three air raids on Horn Island, and a
number undertook dangerous voyages to Merauke in Dutch New
Guinea.

The authorities doubted the loyalty of Cape York Aborigines,
because of the bad treatment they had suffered from whites and their
long association with Japanese divers (Hall 1987: 53). I do not know
whether this fear extended to the Islanders, who had also associated
with ]apanese before the war. However, the removal of most of the
men from the islands minimized such a risk, while placing their labour
and their seafaring skills at the disposal of the authorities. The cost of
this was leaving the islands defenceless, apart from a few radio
operators. While there is no reason to suPpose that the Islanders were
a security risk, there is evidence that they felt they had been
abandoned by the civilian authorities who had controlled their lives up
to the outbreak of hostilities. Their loyalty to "King and Country" held,
but on the understanding that Australia would produce the new deal
after the war that had been promised by the recruiting officers. Child
Endowrnent and Old Age Pensions, for which they became eligible
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during the war, constituted an earnest of this. But Islander personnel
also staged a brief strike for wage parity with white soldiers, winning a
raise from below half to two-thirds of the rate. (Not until 1984 did the
Commonwealth Government recognize this iniustice and make good
the difference.)

Citizenship and After
When the war ended the military authorities handed the

Islanders back to the care of the Queensland Department of Native
Affairs, which had inherited all the powers of the old Protectors. The
DNA again controlled the persons and property of Islanders, and
segregated the communities from the outside world; but it now
allowed individuals to settle elsewhere, on Thursday Island and in
small but increasing numbers on the mainland.

This change was partly a response to the Islanders' demands,
but also to other factors in Torres Strait and outside. First, the Islander
population, increasing since around 1900, had passed 5,00. There
were now enough men for the pearling luggers, without importing
foreign labour. Soon, however there were many more men than places
on the boats, for the demand for pearl shell remained stagnant. After
1960 it suffered a permanent set back due to the substitution of plastics
in button manufacture. Since Torres Strait had no other industry at the
time, apart from some small pearl culture stations, many faced the
choice of emigrating to the mainland or returning to subsistence
gardening and fishing (Beckett 1987:67-73).

Fortunately, the economy of northern Australia was passing
through a period of rapid development and had a pressing need for
workers able to perform heavy manual work under tropical
conditions. The Islanders first gained a foothold in the mainland
labour force as seasonal cane cutters, but when this work was
mechanised they found alternative work, maintaining Queensland's
far flung railway lines (Beckett 1987: 201-6). When the mining
developments of the 1950s required the lalng of new lines, not only in
Queensland but in Westem Australia and the Northern Territory
Islanders again made up a sizeable proportion of the labour force.
Islanders at home soon learned that on the mainland they could earn
four and five times what they got in the Strait, if they could find a job.
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The result was a steady outflow of populatiory first of young men, but
by the md of the decade of whole families who came to;settle
permanently.

An additional attraction of the mainland was that its towns
and cities offered novel experiences that could not be found in the
ramshackle liftle township on Ttrursday Island, still less in the island
communities. Moreover, while the Queensland Government provided
help in such mafters as housing, it made no attempt to control their
movements or their earnings. Formally, and to an extent in practice,
Islanders on the mainland enioyed the same formal rights and
privileges as other Australians.

Changes were also taking place in the Strait. Along with
Aborigines, Islanders were enabled to vote in Commonwealth
elections in 1!)61, and Queensland granted them similar rights in 1965.
They werc also allowed to enter hotels and consume alcohol, and the
official supervision of their earnings had become a formality by the
end of the decade. However, their communitiris were still insulated
from the outside world and run by the councils. Formally these
councils had an even gteater degree of local autonomy than before, but
in practice, with the economy in a depressed state, their work
consisted increasingly in extracting funds and resources from
government.

Islanders at Home and Away

Today approximately half the Torres Shait Islander population
is still resident in the Strait, either in the thirteen island communities,
in the firursday Island township, or at the govemment settlement at
Bamaga on Cape York. On the mainland, Islanders can be found in
every mairr city, but the rnaiority live along the north Queensland
seaboard, with populations of more than 1,000 (possibly much more)
in Townsville and Cairns.

Islanders on the mainland are mostly towndwellers, who
make their living as unskilled labourers or from welfare remittances.
They maintain something of a distinct existencg but in the final
analpis they are a small minority in a society which is dominated by
Anglo-Austsalians. The experience of being an Islander in Torres
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Strait is very different. The thirteen Uaditional island communities are
now much reduced in size, but they are still exclusively inhabited by
Islanders and run by local councils. Thursday Island has an Islander
mairrity and, since most of the non-Islander population is engaged in
delivering goods and services to them, their presence is acknowledged
in the main branches of public life.

Despite the emergence of a thriving cray fishing industry in
western Torres Strait and a recent revival of trochus shell diving, the
regional economy is still heavily dependent on funds from the
Queensland and Commonwealth govemments. State and federal
agencies are also active in a multitude of other capacities, which to a
greater or less degree impinge on the Islandels lives. However, given
the emphasis on self management in Aboriginal and Islander affairs,
they attempt to maintain regular consultation with Islander's
representatives. Here the local government and consultative system
that Queensland set up before World War II has proved useful to both
governments. With the increase in government activity, councillors
now have to attend conferences monthly, and their principal
representatives travel frequently to Brisbane and Canberra.

The Queensland government has long accorded the Islanders a
status distinct from that of Aborigines, and its Department of
Community Services deals directly with their elected representatives,
known as the Island Coordinating Council. The Commonwealth
Department of Aboriginal Affairs also works through the ICC.
However there is no representative structure for Islanders on the
mainland. Queensland deals with its Islander clients on an individual
basis. The Commonwealth deals both with individuals and
organisations, but generally prefers organisations to include both
Aborigines and Islanders. However, Islanders find themselves
outnumbered or outsmarted in such bodies, complaining that they are
unrepresented. While the Torres Strait representatives speak on behalf
of Islanders generally, they are not answerable to those on the
mainland and rarely consult them.

Being an Islander in the 1980s

For the ordinary individual being an Islander is less a matter
of political representation, than of associating with other Islanders,
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particularly one's relatives, and observing Island Custom. In the Strait
this is done without self consciousness, but on the mainland it requires
deliberation. Some have found their friends and perhaps married
among Aborigines or Europeans. However, there are coherent
Islander communities, particularly in places such as Townsville wlrere
they are present in considerable numbers. Those who work on the
railways can also travel cheaply to other centres along the Queensland
geaboard. Contact with Islanders in the Strait, however, is a more
difficult matter.

When Islanders first began to emigrate they found it difficult
as well as expensive to make visits home, and many did not do so for
many years. As a result, the people back in the Strait felt that they had
been abandoned. Fortunately, those on the mainland were not so
isolated, for the stream of new arrivals brought them news from home.
Thus when transportation improved in the 1980s they were able to re
establish ties. There are now airstrips on almost all the islands, and it
is possible to fly from Sydney to some of them in the one day. There
are also telephones on every island, making it possible for news to be
kansmifted between Torres Strait and Perth or Darwin in a matter of
minutes. Islanders are making full use of these facilities and there is a
stready traffic in and out of the Strait, particularly during the holiday
9ea90n.

Although Island Custom suffered some modification with the
shift to the mainland, Islanders have continued to recognize
obligations towards their kinsfolk. Indeed kinship has been an
important factor in the integration of new immigrants. Now that
travel is easier it is providing the means for reestablishing ties
between the rnainland and the Strait. Not only do individuals and
families visit one another, but scores and even hundreds come
together to celebrate what is called a Tombstone Opening.

This ceremony consists
cornmemorative stone that has

the formal unveiling of a
erected over the grave of a

deceased relative. Octurring some years after the death, it marks the
end of mourning and is followed by a feast and dancing according to
Island Custom. Involving considerable numbers of kin, who may be
dispersed all over Australia, and costing thousands of dollars, it
requires many months of preparation. But family honour is at stake.

of
been
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In the process ties long dormant are renewed and the younger
generation are able to see people who till now have been only names.

At tombstone openings Islanders appear as one, united by
their Custom and their kinship. And the visiting between Strait and
mainland that occurs on these occasions reduces the gap between their
respective experiences of life. Yet the fact that some Islanders choose
to live in mainland towns and cities, while others prefer Thursday
Island or the remoter all-Islander communities, means that their
perspective on life, and their hopes and aspirations diverge in
significant ways. Thus, while the rapprochement of island and
mainland brings to Islander identity a renewed sense of oneness, it
also brings a new complexity to political life.

The New Politics

Up to the election of the Whitlam labor Government in 1972,
Torres Strait was a sleepy backwater, largely controlled by the
Queensland Department of Aboriginal and Islander Advancement.S
With the intervention of the Commonwealth, through the DAA, the
Strait became an arena in which governments and political parties
struggled for ascendanry. Competing first through the distribution of
uplift and development programs, they strayed into more treacherous
waters during the negotiations over the border between Australia and
the newly independent Papua New Guinea. It was this issue that
brought the first delegation of Islanders to Canberra (Beckett 1987:
78n.

In the 1980s the Islander leaders discovered that their island
homes were Crown land, which they occupied only during the
pleasure of the Queensland government. Their search for seorrity of
tenure brought them into conflict with elements in the Queensland
goverrunent who were fearful of releasing a flood of Aboriginal land
claims on the mainland. The compromise Deed-of€rant-in-Trust
formula required prolonged negotiations and failed to satisfy at least
one corrununity. While the ICC leadership was coming to an

Until 1964 this body was known as the Department of Native Affairs (in fact sub
deparhnent of the Department of Health and Home Affairs). It is now known as
the Department of Community Services.
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agrcement with the state government over this rnatter, it was
becomingly increasingly impatient at the slow pace of rneterial
imprcvenents under the Commonwealth. In 1985 it soqght a
substantial increase in local autonomy, and a special relationship with
the gorrcrnment which would by-pass the DAA. Negotiations began,
but they failed to reach a satisfactory conclusion, and in 1987 the ICC
announced that it was preparing to approach the United Nations with
a request for decolonization. The bid has been in suspension, pending
further negotiations with the Commonwealth.

Islanders on the mainland have, as I have noted, found
themselves unable to work through the structures set up by the DAA.
They have, however, formed their own organisations for non-political
purposes. In Townsville they have their own parish within the
Anglican diocese, as well as a number of independent all-Islander
churches, and there are groups set up for cultural activities which
athact government grants. These bodies have provided a basis for
political mobilisation in recent years, but it has been focused on the
Strait rather than the mainland. The first of these was the Torres
United Party which rnounted a legal challenge to the 1879 Act of
Annexation and announced a program of economic developnrent
based on the hamessing of tidal power and oil exploration. The group
fell into abgfance when the case was lost in the High Court, but some
of the same individuals became active around the issue of land rights
in the mid-1980s. A new group formed in Townsville in 1987 in time
to grve its support to the secession bid.

These groups have won some support from individuals in the
Strait, but they have not received formal recognition from the ICC
which has remained jealous of its right to speak on behalf of Islanders.
In the last few months its rnonopoly has been challenged by the return
of some rnembers of a revived TUP.

It is easy to generalize about the characteristics and aspirations
of the Torres Strait Islanders. To do so is to ignore not just the
differences between those who live in the Shait and those who live on
the mainland, but also among the people of the various communities,
each of which has its own history and traditions. Even within a
community there are differences between those with political
experience and the ordinary Islander in the street, between men and
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wonren, differences in education and knowledge of the world, as well
as religious and party political affiliation. Individuality and
inventiveness are themselves valued, albeit within limits. Thus any
statement about the Torres strait Islanders must be set against the
diversity and contention that are the reality of day-today life among
them.

Certain structural facts are nevertheless inescapable. Torres
Strait Islanders have a clear sense of their identity as the people of the
islands which their forefathers inhabited from time immemorial, and
which they or their kin continue to occupy. With this goes a sense of a
cultural tradition and a history, which is maintained through the
institutions of community life. However, this sense of territorial and
cultural integrity is qualified by dependence on the Australian
economy - paiticularly on the governmental sector - and on Australian
political, reli6ous and educational institutions. Historically that
ielationship was imposed from above. In the more liberal climate of
the recent period, the possibility of renegotiation has been raised,
albeit ambiguously. Islanders for their part, can look to the small
island territories of the South Pacific as an alternative model. What is
now at issue are the terms, cultural and economic, as well as political,
on which the relationship with Australia is to continue.

Haddon, A.C. (ed.)

Walker, D. (ed.)
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ANNEX H
TREATY BETWEEN AUSTRALIA AND THE

INDEPENDENT STATE OF PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

concerning Sovereignty and Maritime
Boundarief in the arEa between the two

dine the area known as Torres
andRelated Matters
ydney, 18 Decemb er 1978

This Treaty requires ratification before it enters into' force

AUSTRALIA and PAPUA NEW GLINEA,

DESIRING to set down their agreed position as to their respective
sovereignty over certain islands, to establish maritime boundaries and
to provide for certain other related matters, in.the area between the
two countries including the area known as Torres Strai$

RECOGNIISING the importance of protecting the traditional way of life
and livelihood of Australians who are Torres Strait Islandens and of
Papua New Guineans who live in the coastal area of Papua New
Guinea in and adiacent to the Torres Strai$

RECOG\IISING ALSO the importance of protecting the marine
environment and ensuring freedom of navigation and overflight for
each other's vessels and aircraft in the Torres Shait area;

DESIRING ALSO to cooperate with one another in that area in the
conservation, rnanagement and sharing of fisheries resourc€s and in
regulating the exploration and exploitation of seabed mineral
r€sources;

AS good neighbours and in a spirit of cooperation, friendship and
goodwill;

HAVE AGREED as follows:

signed at
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PART 1
DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1-

Definitions
1. In this Treaty -

(a)

(b)

"adjacent coastal area" means, in relation to Australia,
the coastal area of the Australian mainland, and the
Australian islands, near the Protected Zone; and, in
relation to Papua New Guinea, the coastal area of the
Papua New Guinea mainland, and the Papua New
Guinea islands, near the Protected Zone;

"fisheries jurisdiction" means sovereign rights for the
purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and
managlng fisheries resources other than sedentary
species;

"fisheries resources" means all living natural resources
of the sea and seabed, including all swimming and
sedentary species;

"free movement" means movement by the traditional
inhabitants for or in the course of traditional activities;

"indigenous fauna and flora" includes migratory
fauna;
"mile" means an international nautical milebeing 1,852
mehes in length;

"Protected Zane" means the zone established under
Article 10;

"Protected Zone commercial fisheries" means the
fisheries resources of present or potential commercial
significance within the Protected Zone and, where a
stock of such resources belongs substantially to the
Protected Zone but extends into an area outside but
near it, the part of that stock found in that area within
such limits as are agreed from time to time by the
responsible authorities of the Parties;

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(s)

(h)



(i)

(i)

(k)

0)
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ns€abed iurisdiction" means sovereign rights over the
continental shelf in accordance with international law,
and includes iurisdiction over low-tide elevations, and
the right to exercise such jurisdiction in respect of
those elevations, in accordance with international law;
"sedentary spec'ies" means living organisms whiclu at
the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under
the seabed or are unable to move except in constant
physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil;
"traditional activities" means activities performed by
the traditional inhabitants in accordance with local
traditiory and includes, when so performed -
(D activities on land, including gardening,

collection of food and hunting;
(ii) activities on water, including traditional

fishing;
(iii) religious and secular ceremonies or

gatherings for social purposes, for example,
marriage celebrations and settlement of
disputes; and

(iv) barter and market trade.

In the application of this definition, except in relation
to activities of a commercial nature, "traditional" shall
be interpreted liberally and in the light of prevailing
ctrstom;

"traditional fishing" means the taking, by traditional
inhabiants for their own or their dependenfs
consumption or for use in the course of other
traditional activities, of the living natural reources of
the sea, seaH, estuaries and coastal tidal areas,
including dugong and hrrtle;

"traditional inhabitants" rneans, in relation to
Australia, persons who -

(m)
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(il are Torres Strait Islanders who live in the

Protected Zone or the adjacent coastal area
of Australia,

(ii) are citizens of Australia, and

(iiil maintain traditional customary associations
with areas or features in or in the vicinity of
the Protected Zone in relation to their
subsistence or livelihood or social, cultural
or religious activities; and

in relation to Papua New Guinea, Persons who -
(i) live in the Protected Zone or the adjacent

coastal area of Papua New Guinea,

(ii) are citizens of Papua New Guinea, and
(iii) maintain traditional customary associations

with areas or features in or in the vicinity of
the Protected Zone in relation to their
subsistence or livelihood or social, cultural
or religious activities.

2. Where for the purposes of this Treaty it is necessary to
determine the position on the surface of the Earth of a point, line or
area, that position shall be determined by reference to the Australian
Geodetic Datum, that is to say, by reference to a spheroid having its
centre at the centre of the Earth and a major (equatorial) radius of
6378,760 metres and a flatteningof .100129325 and by reference to the
position of the |ohnston Geodetic Station in the Northern Territory of
Australia. That Station shall be taken to be situated at l,atitude
25055'54.5515" South and at Longitude 133012'30.0777" East and to
have a ground level of 571.2 metres above the spheroid referred to
above.

3. In this Treaty, the expression "in and in the vicinity of the
Protected Zone" describes an area the outer limits of which might vary
according to the context in which the expression is used.
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PART 2
SOVEREIGNTY AND IURISDICTION

ARTICTE 2
Sovereignty Over Islands

1. Papua New Guinea recognises the sovereignty of Austalia
over -

(a) the islands known as Anchor Cay, Aubusi Island,
Black Rocks, Boigu Island, Bramble C-ay, Dauan
Island, Delirrerance Island, East C-ay, Kaumag Island,
Kerr Islet, Moimi Island, Pearce C.ay, Saibai Island,
Turnagain Island and Turu Cay, and

(b) all islands that lie between the mainlands of the two
cnuntries and south of the line referred to in
paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty.

2. No island over which Australia has sovereignty, other than
those specified in sub-paragraph 1(a) of this Article, lies north of the
line neferred to in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty.

3. Australia recognises the sovereignty of Papua New Guinea
over -

(a) the islands known as Kawa Island, Mata IGwa Island
and Kussa Islands; and

all the other islands that lie between the mainlands of
the two countries and north of the line refened to in
paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty, other than the
islands specified in sub'paragraph 1(a) of this Article.

4. In this Treaty, sovereignty over an island shall include
sovereignty over -

(a) its territorial sea;

(b) the airspace above the island and its territorial sea;

(c) the seabed beneath its territorial sea and the subsoil
thereof; and

G)
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(d) any island, rock or low-tide elevation that may lie

within its territorial sea.

ARTICLE 3
Teritorial Seas

1. The territorial sea boundaries between the islands of Aubusi,
Boigu and Moimi and Papua New Guinea and the islands of Dauan,
Kaumag and Saibai and Papua New Guinea shall be the lines
described in Annex 1 to this Treaty, which are shown on the maP
annexed to this Treaty as Annex 2, together with such other portion of
the outer limit of the territorial sea of Saibai described in Annex 3 to
this Treaty that rnay abut the territorial sea of Papua New Guinea.

2. The territorial seas of the islands specified in sub-paragraph
1(a) of Article 2 of this Treaty shall not extend beyond three miles from
the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea around each
island is measured. Those territorial seas shall not be enlarged or
reduced, even if there were to be any change in the configuration of a
coastline or a different result from any further survey.

3. The provisions of paragraph 2 of this Article shall not apply to
that part of the territorial sea of Pearce Cay which lies south of the line
referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty.

4. The outer limits of the territorial seas of the islands specified in
sub'paragraph 1(a) of Article 2 of this Treaty, except in respect of that
part of the territorial sea of Pearce Cay which lies south of the line
referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty, shall be as
described in Annex 3 of this Treaty. The limits so described are shown
on the maps annexed to this Treaty as Annexes 2 and 4.

5. Australia shall not extend its territorial sea northwards across
the line referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty.

6. Papua New Guinea shall not -

(a) extend its territorial sea off its southem coastline
between meridians of Longitude 142003'30" East and
of Longitude 142051'00" East, beyond three miles
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from the basdines from which the breadth of the
tsritorial so is measured;

o<tend its teritorial sea or archipelagic waters into the
areabounded by that portion of the line referred to in
paragraph 2 of Artide 4 of this Treaty running from
the point of L^atitude 9045'24" South, Longitude
142903'30" East to the point of Latitude 9o4030" South,
Iongitude 142051'00" East and that portion of the line
referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Trea$
which runs between those two points;

establish an archipelagic baseline running in or
through the area referred to in subparagraph (b) of
this paragraph: or
o<tend its teritorial sea southwards across the line
refurred to in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty.

ARTICLE 4
Maritime |urisdiction

1. Subiect to the provisions of Article 2 of this Treaty, the
boundary between the area of seabed and subsoil that is adjacent to
and appertains to Australia and the area of seabed and subsoil that is
adiaaent to and appertains to Papua New Guine4 and over which
Australia and Papua New Guinea respectively shall have seabed
iurisdiction, shall be the line described in Annex 5 to this Treaty. The
line so described is shown on the map annexed to this Treaty as Annex
6 and, in part, on the map annexed to this Treaty as Annex 7.

2. Subiect to the provisions of Article 2 of this Treaty, the
boundarybetween the arca of sea that is adiacent to and appertains to
Australia and the area of sea that is adiacent to and appertains to
Papua New Guinea, and in which Aushalian and New Guinea
respectively shall have fisheries iurisdiction, shall be the line described
in Annex 8 to this Treaty. The line so described is shown on the map
annexed to this Treaty as Annex 6 and, in part, on the maps annexed to
this Treaty as Annexes 2 and7.

(b)

(c)

(d)
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3. In relation to the area bounded by the portion of the line
referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article running from the point of
latitude 9045'24" South, Longitude 142003'30" East to the point of
Latitude 9040'30" South,longitude 142051'00" East and that portion of
the line referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article which runs between
those two points, exclusive of the territorial seas of the islands of
Aubusi, Boigu, Dauan, Kaumag, Moimi, Saibai and Turnagain -

(a) neither ParW shall exercise residual jurisdiction
without the concurrence of the other Party; and

ft) the Parties shall consult with a view to reaching
agreement on the most effective method of application
of measures involving the exercise of residual
jurisdiction.

4. In paragraph 3 of this Article, "residual jurisdiction" means -

(a) iurisdiction over the area other than seabed
jurisdiction or fisheries iurisdiction, including
jurisdiction other than seabed jurisdiction or fisheries
jurisdiction insofar as it relates to inter alia;

(i) the preservation of the marine environmen!
(ii) marine scientific research; and
(iii) the production of energy from the water,

currents and winds; and

(b) seabed and fisheries iurisdiction to the extent that the
exercise of such jurisdiction is not directly related to
the exploration or exploitation of resources or to the
prohibition of, or refusal to authorise, activities subject
to that jurisdiction.
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PART 3
SOVEREIGNTY AND IURISDICTION

- RELATED MATTERS
ARTICLE 5

Existing Petroleum Permit
l. Wrere prior to 15 Septembs 7975 Australia has granted an
exploration Permit for petroleum under Aushalian law in respect of a
part of the seabed over which it ceases by virtue of this Treaty to
ixercise sovereign rights, and a permittee retains rights in respect of
that permit immediately prior to the entry into force of this Treaty,
Papua New Guinea, upon application by that permittee, shall offer to
that permittee a pefoleum prospecting licence or licences under Papua
New Guinea law in respect of the same Part of the seabed on terms
that are not less favourable than those provided under Papua New
Guinea law to any other holder of a seabed petroleum prospecting
licence.

2. An application for a licence under paragraph 1 of this Article
shallbemade-

(a) in respect of a part of the seabed lying outside the
Protected Zone, within six months after the date of
entry into force of this Treaty;

ft) in respect of a part of the seabed lying within the
Frotected Zone, during the period referred to in
Artide 15 and any extension of that Perid to which
the Parties may agree.

ARTICLE 6
Exploitation of Certain Seabed Deposits

If any single accumulation of liquid hydrocarbons or natural
gas, or if any other mineral deposit beneath the seabed, extends across
any line defining the limits of seabed iurisdiction of the Parties, and if
the part of such accumulation or deposit that is situated on one side of
such a line is recpverable in fluid form wholly or in part from the other
side, the Parties shall consult with a view to reaching agreement on the
nurnner in which the accumulation or deposit may be most effectively
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exploited and on the equitable sharing of the benefib from such
exploitation.

ARTICTE 7
Freedoms of Navigation and Overflight

1. On or over the waters of the Protected Zone that lie -

(a) north of the line referred to in paragraph 1 or Article 4
of this Treaty and seaward of the low water lines of
the land territory of either Party, and

(b) south of that line and beyond the outer limits of the
territorial sea,

each Party shall accord to the vessels and aircraft of the other Party,
subject to paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Artide, the freedoms of
navigation and overflight associated with the operation of vessels and
aircraft on or over the high seas.

2. Each Pa*y shall take all necessary measures to ensure that, in
the exercise of the freedoms of navigation and overflight accorded to
its vessels and aircraft under paragraph 1 of this Article -

(a) those vessels observe generally accepted international
regulations, procedures and practices for safety at sea
and for the prevention, reduction and control of
pollution from ships;

(b) those civil aircraft observe the Rules of the Air
established by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation as they apply to civil aircraft, and State
aircraft normally comply with such of those rules as
relate to safety and at all times operate with due
regard for the safety of navigation;

(c) those vessels and aircraft north of the line referred to
in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty do not engage
in the embarking or disembarking of any commodity,
currency or person contrary to the crrstoms, fiscal,
immigratiory or sanitary laws and regulations of the
other Party, provided that the relevant laws and
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regulations of that Party do not have the practical
effect of denying, hampering or impairing the
fieedoms of navigation and overflight accorded under
paragraph 1 of this Article; and

(d) those vessels and aircraft, north of the line refered to
in paragraph 1 of Article 4 of this Treaty, do not act in
a numner prejudicial to the peace, good order or
security of the other party.

3. Vessels of a Parly engaged in the exploration or exploitation of
resources in an area of jurisdiction of the other Party shall remain
subiect to the laws and regulations of the other Party made in the
exercise of ib resources iurisdiction consistently with this Treaty and
with international law, including the provisions of those laws and
regulations concerning the boarding, inspection and apprehension of
vessels.

4. In those arleas of the Protected Zone north of the line referred
to in paragraph 1 or Article 4 of this Treaty to which paragraph 1 of
this Article does not apply, civil aircraft of a Party engaged in
scheduled or non-scheduled air services shall have the right of
overflight, and the right to make stops for non-traffic purposes,
without the need to obtain prior permission from the other Party,
subiect to compliance with any applicable laws or regulations made for
the safety of air navigation.

5. In areas of the Protected Zone to which paragraph 1 of this
Artide does not apply, the vessels of a Party shall enioy the right of
innocent passage. There shall be no suspension of that righ! and
neither Party shall adopt laws or regulations applying to those areas
that might impede or hamper the normal passage of vessels betrreen
two poinb both of which are in the territory of one Party.

6. [n cases where the provisions of neither paragraph 1 nor
paragraph 5 of this Article apply, a regime of passage over routes used
for internationd navigation in the area between the two countries,
including the area known as Torres Strait, shall apply in respect of
vessels that is no more restrictive of passage than the regtme of transit
passage through straits used for international navigation described in
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Articles 34 to M inclusive of Document A/conf. 62/wP'10 of the
Third United Nations Conference on the l,aw of the Sea, provided that,
before a Party adopts a law or regulation that might impede or hamper
the passage over those routes of vessels proceeding to or from the
territory of the other Party, it shall consult with the other Party. If the
provisions of those Articles are revised, are not included in any Law of
the Sea Convention or fail to become generally accepted principles of
international law, the Parties shall consult with a view to agreeing
upon another regime of passage that is in accordance with
international practice to replace the regime of passage applpng under
this paragraph.

7. The rights of navigation and overflight provided for in this
Article are in addition to, and not in derogation of, rights of navigation
and overflight in the area concerned under other treaties or general
principles of intemational law.

ARTICLE 8
Navigational Aids

With a view to maintaining and improving the safety of
navigation through the waters in the area between the two countries,
the Parties shall cooperate and, with due regard to the technical and
other means available to each of them, shall, where appropriate and as
may be agreed between them, provide mutual assistance in the
provision and maintenance of navigational aids and in the preparation
of charts and maps.

ARTICLE 9
Wrecks

1. Wrecks of vessels and aircraft which lie on, in or under the
seabed in an area of seabed jurisdiction of a Party shall be subject to
the iurisdiction of that Party.

2. If a wreck of historical or special significance to a Party is
located or found in an area between the two countries under the
jurisdiction of the other Party, the Parties shall consult with a view to
reaching agreement on the action, if any, to be taken with respect to
that wreck.
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3. The provisions of this Article shall be without prejudice to the
competence of the courts of a Party, for the purposes of the laws of that
Party, in relation to maritime @uses of action in respect of wlecks
coming within the provisions of this Article.

4. This Artide shall not apply to any military vessel or aircraft of
either Party wrecked after the date of entry into force of this Treaty.

PART 4
THE PROTECTED ZONE

ARTICLE 10
Establishment and Purposes of the Protected Zone

1. A Protected Zone in the Torres Strait is hereby established
comprising all the land, sea, airspace, seabed and subsoil within the
area bounded by the line described in Annex 9 of this Treaty. The line
so described is shown on the maps annexed to this Treaty as Annexes
6 and 7 and, in part, on the map annexed to this Treaty as Annex 2.

2. The Parties shall adopt and apply measures in relation to the
Protected Zone in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty.

3. The principal purpose of the Parties in establishing the
Protected Zone, and in determining its northern, southern, eastern and
western boundaries, is to acknowledge and protect the traditional way
of life and livelihood of the traditional inhabitants including their
traditional fishing and free movement.

4. A further purpose of the Parties in establishing the Protected
Zone is to protect and preserve the marine environment and
indigenous fauna and flora in and in the vicinity of the Protected Zone.

ARTICLE 1.1

Free Movement and Traditional Activities Including
Traditional Fishing

1. Subiect to the other provisions of this Treaty, each Party shall
continue to permit free movement and the performance of lawful
traditional activities in an in the vicinity of the Protected Zone by the
traditional inhabitants of the other Party.
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2. Paragraph 1 of this Article shall not be interpreted as
sanctioning the expansion of traditional fishing by the traditional
inhabiants of one Party into areas outside the Protected Zone under
the iurisdiction of the other Party not traditionally fished by them prior
to the date of entry into force of this Treaty.

3. The provisions of this Article and the other provisions of tNs
Treaty concerning traditional fishing are subiect to Article 14 and
paragraph 2 of Article 20 of this Treaty.

ARTICLE1.2
Traditional Customary Rights

Where the traditional inhabitants of one Party enpy traditional
customary rights of access to and usage of areas of land, seabed, seas,
estuaries and coastal tide areas that are in or in the vicinity of the
Protected Zone and that are under the iurisdiction of the other Party,
and those rights are acknowledged by the traditional inhabitants living
in or in proximity of those areas to be in accordance with local
tradition, the other Party shall permit the continued exercise of those
rights on conditions not less favourable than those applying to like
rights of its own naditional inhabitants.

ARTICLE 13
Protection of the Marine Environment

1. Each Party shall take legislative and other measures necessary
to protect and preserve the marine environment in and in the vicinity
of the Protected Zone. In formulating those measures each Party shall
take into account internationally agreed rules, standards and
recommended practices which have been adopted by diplomatic
conferences or by relevant international organisations.

2. The measures that each Party shall take in accordancr with
paragraph 1 of this Article shall include measures for the prevention
and control of pollution or other damage to the marine environment
from all sources and activities under its iurisdiction or control and
shall include, in particular, measures to minimise to the fullest
practicable extent -
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(a) the release of toxig harmful or noxious substances

from land-based sources, from rivers, from or through
the atrnosphere, or by dumping at sea;

O) pollution or other damage from vessels; and
(c) pollution or other damage from installations and

devices used in the exploration and o<ploitation of the
natural negources of the seabed and subsoil thereof.

3. The measures taken by each Party in acrordance with
paragraph 1 of this Article shall be consistent with its obligations
under international law, including obligations not to prejudice the
rights of foreign ships and aircraft, and shall be subject to the
provisions of Article 7 of this Treaty.

4. The Parties shall crcnsult, at the request of either, for the
purpose of-

(a) harmonising their policies with respect to the
measures that each shall take pursuant to this Artide;
and

O) ensuring Olat the effective and coordinated
implementation of those measures.

5. If either Party has reasonable grounds for believing that any
planned activity under its iurisdiction or control may cause pollution
orother damage to the marine environment in or in the vicinity of the
Protected 7-orre, that Party shall, after due invetigatron, communicate
to the other Party its assessment of the potential impact of that activity
on the rnarine mvironment

6. If either Party has rcasonable grounds for believing that any
existing or planned activity under the iurisdiction or control of the
other Party is causing or may cause pollution or other damage to the
marine environment in or in the vicinity of the Protected Zone, it may
request consultations with the other Party, and the Parties shall then
consult as soon as possible with a view to adopting measures to
pr€vent or control any pollution or other damage t6 Uit environment
from that activity.
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ARTICLE14
Protection of Fauna and Flora

1. Each Party shall, in and in the vicinity of the Protected Zone,
use its best endeavours to -

(a) identify and protect species of indigenous fauna and
flora that are or may become threatened with
extinction;

(b) prevent the introduction of species of fauna and flora
that may be harmful to indigenous fauna and flora;
and

(c) control noxious species of fauna and flora.

2. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Treaty except
paragraph 4 of this Article, a Party may implement within its area of
jurisdiction measures to protect species of indigenous fauna and flora
which are or may become threatened with extinction or which either
Party has an obligation to protect under international law.

3. The Parties shall as appropriate and necessary exchange
information conceming species of indigenous fauna and flora that are
or may become threatened with extinction and shall consult, at the
request of either of them, for the purpose of -

(a) harmonising their policies with respect to the
measures that each may take to give effect to
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article; and

(b) ensuring the effective and coordinated
implementation of those measures.

4. In giving effect to the provisions of this Article, each Party
shall use its best endeavours to minimise any restrictive effects on the
traditional activities of the traditional inhabitants.
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ARTICLE 15
Prohibition of Mining and Drilling of the Seabed

Neithen Party shall undertake or permit within the Protected
Zone mining or drilling of the seabed or the subsoil thereof for the
purpose of exploration for or exploitation of liquid hydrocarbons,
natural gas or other mineral resources during a period of ten years
from the date of entry into force of this Treaty. The Parties may agree
to extend that period.

ARTICTE 15
Immigration, Customs, Quarantine and Health

1. Except as otherwise provided in this Treaty, each Party shall
apply immigration, customs, quarantine and health procedures in such
a way as not to prevent or hinder free movement or the performance of
traditional activities inand in the vicinity of the Protected Zone by the
traditional inhabitants of the other Party.

2. Each Party, in administering its laws and policies relating to
the entry and departure of persons and the importation and
exportation of goods into and from areas under its iurisdiction in and
in the vicinity of the Protected Zone, shall act in a spirit of mutual
friendship and good neighbourliness, bearing in mind relevant
principles of international law and established international practice
and the importance of discouraging the occunence, under the guise of
free movernent or performance of traditional activities, of illegal entry,
evasion of justice and practices preiudicial to effective immigration,
customs, health and quarantine protection and control.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article -

(d traditional inhabitants of one Party who wish to enter
the country, except for temporary stay for the
performance of traditional activities, shall be subject to
the sarne immigration, customs, health and quarantine
requirements and procedures as citizens of that Party
who are not traditional inhabitants:
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(b) each Party reserves its right to limit free movement to
the extent necessary to control abuses involving illegal
entry or evasion of iustice; and

(c) each ParW reserves its rights to aPPly such
immigration, customs, health and quarantine
measures, temporary or otherwise, as it considers
necessary to meet problems which may arise. In
particular each Party may apply measures to limit or
prevent free movement, or the carriage of goods,
plants or animals in the course thereof, in the case of
an outbreak or spread of an epidemic, epizootic or
epiphytotic in or in the vicinity of the Protected Zone.

ARTICLE L7
Implementation and Coordination

In order to facilitate the implementation of the provisions of
this Treaty relating to the Protected Zone, the authorities of each Party
shall, at the request of the authorities of the other Party, as may be
appropriate and necessary -

(a) make available to the authorities of the other Party
information on the relevant provisions of its lawq
regulations and procedures relating to immigration,
citizenship, customs, health, quarantine, fisheries, the
protection of the environment and other matters; and

$) consult with the authorities of the other Party with a
view to making appropriate administrative or other
arrangements to resolve any problems arising in the
implementation of those provisions.

ARTICTE 18
Liaison Arrangements

1. Each Party shall designate a representative who shall facilitate
the implementation at the local level of the provisions of this Treaty.
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The two designated representatives shall -

(d exchange inforrnation on relevant developments in
and in the vicinity of the Protected Zone;

(b) consult together and take such action as is appropriaE
to their respective functions to facilitate the practical
operation at the local level of the provisions of this
Treaty and to resolve any problems arising therefrom;

(c) keep under review free movement by the traditional
inhabiAnts of one Party into areas under the
iurisdiction of the other Party and the local
arrangements appllnng in respect of such free
movement;and

(d) draw to the attention of their Governments, and make
tecommendations as aPProPriate ory any matters
affecting the implementation of the provisions of this
Treaty or arising therefrom which are not capable of
resolution at the local level or which may otherwise
require cnnsideration by both Parties.

In the exercise of his functions, each representative shall -

(a) consult closely with representatives of the traditional
inhabitants of his country, particularly in relation to
any problerns which may arise in respect of free
movement, traditional activities and the exercise of
traditional customary rights as provided for in this
Treaty, and convey their view to his Government; and

G) maintain close liaison with National, State, Provincial
and local authorities of his country on all matterc
falling within their respective responsibilities.

4. Unless a different location is required by the circurnstances,
the representative of Australia shall be based at Thursday Island and
the representative of Papua New Guinea shall be based at Daru.

3.
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ARTICLE 19

Torres Strait Joint Advisory Council
1. The Parties shall iointly establish and maintain an advisory
and consultative body which shall be known as the Torres Strait Joint
Advisory Council (called in the Article "the Advisory Council").

2. The functions of the Advisory Council shall be -

(a) to seek solutions to problems arising at the local level
and not resolved pursuant to Article 18 of this Treaty;

(b) to consider and to make recommendations to the
Parties on any developments or proposals which
might affect the protection of the traditional way of
life and livelihood of the traditional inhabitants, their
free movement, performance of traditional activities
and exercise of traditional customary rights as
provided for in this Treaty; and

(c) to review from time to time as necessary, and to report
and to make recommendations to the Parties on, any
matters relevant to the effective implementation of this
Treaty, including the provisions relating to the
protection and preservation of the marine
environment, and fauna and flora, in and in the
vicinity of the Protected Zone.

3. The Advisory Council shall not have or assume
responsibilities for management or administration. These
responsibilities shall, within the respective areas of jurisdiction of each
Party, continue to lie with the relevant national, State, Provincial and
local authorities.

4. In the exercise of its functions, the Advisory Council shall
ensure that the traditional inhabitants are consulted, that they are
given full and timely opportunity to comment on matters of concern to
them and that their views are conveyed to the Parties in any reports
and recommendations made by the Advisory Council to the Parties.
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5. The Advisoqy Council shall transmit ib reports and
r''ecommendations to the Foreign Ministers of the Parties. After
consideration by appropriate authorities of the Parties, consultations
rnaybe ananged with a view to the resolution of matters to which the
Advisory Council has invited attention.

6. Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, the Advisory Council
shall consist of eighteen member€, that is nine members from each
Party who shall include -

(a) at least two national representatives;

O) at least one member representing the Govemment of
Queensland in the case of Australia and one
representing the Fly River Provincial Government in
the case of Papua New Guinea; and

(c) at least three members representing the traditional
inhabitants,

with each Party being free to decide from time to time from which of
the aforementioned categories any other of its members will be drawn.

7. The Advisory Council shall meet when necessary at the
request of either Party. Consecutive meetihgs of the Advisory Council
snaU Ue chaired alternatively by a representative of Australia and a
represmtative of Papua New Guinea. Meetings shall be held
aliernately in Australian and Papua New Guinea or as rnay from time
to time be otherwise arranged.

PART 5
PROTECTED ZONE COMMERCIAL

FISHERIES
ARTICLE 20

Priority of Traditional Fishing and Application of' Measures to Traditio-nal Fisfiiirg
1. The provisions of this Part shall be administered so as not to
prejudice the achievement of the PurPoses of Part 4 of this Treaty in
legard to traditional fishing.
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2. A Party may adopt a conservation measure consistent with the
provisions of this Part which, if necessary for the conservation of a
species, may be applied to traditional fishing, provided that that Party
shall use its best endeavours to minimise any restrictive effects of that
measure of traditional fishing.

ARTICLE 2I
Conservation, Management and Optimum Utilisation

The Parties shall cooperate in the conservation, management
and optimum utilisation of Protected Zone commercial fisheries. To
this end, the Parties shall consult at the request of either and shall enter
into arrangements for the effective implementation of the provisions of
this Part.

ARTICLE 22
Conservation and Management of Individual Fisheries

1. The Parties shall, where appropriate, negotiate subsidiary
conservation and management arrangements in respect of any
individual Protected Zone commercial fishery.

2. If either Party notifies the other in writing that it regards one
of the Protected Zone commercial fisheries as one to which conunon
conservation and management arrangements should apply, the Parties
shall within ninety days from the date of the notification enter into
consultations with a view to concluding arrangements specifying the
measures to be applied by them with respect to that fishery.

3. The Parties shall, where appropriate, also negotiate
supplementary conservation and management arrangements in
respect of resources directly related to a fishery referred to in
paragraph 1 of this Article, including resources involving stocks
occurring in the Protected Zone where such stocks are not otherwise
subiect to the provisions of this Treaty.
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ARTICLE 23
Sharing of the Catch of the Protected Zone Commercial

Fisheries
1. fire Parties shall share the allowable catch of the Protected
Zone comrnercial fisheries in accordance with the provisions of this
Artide and of Article 24 and 25 of this Treaty.

2. The allowable catch, that is to say the optimum sustainable
yield, of a Protected Zone commercial fishery shall be determined
iointly by the Parties as part of the subsidiary conservation and
management arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 or Article 22 of
this Treaty.

3. If either Party has reasonable grounds for believing that the
commercial exploitation of a species of Protected Zone commercial
fisheries would, or has the potential to, cause serious damage to the
marine environment, or might endanger another species, that Party
may request consultations with the other Party and the Parties shall
then consult as soon as possible with a view to reaching agreement on
whether such commercial exploitation could be undertaken in a
rnanner which would not result in such damage or endanger another
species.

4. In respect of any relevant period where the full allowable
catch of a particular Protected Zone commercial fishery might be
taken, each Party shall be entitled to a share of the allowable catch
apportioned, subject to paragraphs 5, 5 and 8 of this Article and to
Artide 24 and 25 of this Treaty, as follows:

(d in areas under Australian iurisdiction, except as
provided in O) below:
Australia
Papua New Guinea

O) within the territorial seas of Anchor C-ay, Black Rocks,
Bramble C-ay, Deliverance Island, East Cay, Kerr Islet,
PearceCayand Turu Cay:
Australia
Papua New Guinea -

7SVo
257o

50Vo
507o
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(c) in areas under Papua New Guinea jurisdiction:

Australia
Papua New Guinea

- 25Vo
- 75Vo

5. Papua New Guinea shall have the sole entitlement to the
allowable catch of the commercial barramundi fishery near the Papua
New Guinea coast, except within the territorial seas of the islands of
Aubusi, Boigu, Dauan, Kaumag, Moimi and Saibai where, in respect of
that fishery, the provisions of paragraph 4 (a) of this Article shall not
aPPly.

6. In apportioning the allowable catch in relation to an individual
fishery, the Parties shall normally consider the allowable catch
expressed in terms of weight or volume. In calculating the
apportionment of the total allowable catch of the Protected Zone
commercial fisheries, the Parties shall have regard to the relative value
of individual fisheries and shall, for this purpose, agree on a common
value for production from each individual fishery for the period in
question, such value being based on the value of the raw product at
the processing facility or such other points as nray be agreed, but prior
to any enhancement of value through processing, including processing
at a pearl culture farm, or further transportation or marketing.

7. The Parties may agree to vary the apportionment of the
allowable catch determined for individual fisheries as part of the
subsidiary conservation and management arrangements referred to in
paragraph 1 of Article 22 of this Treaty but so as to maintain in respect
of the total allowable catch of the Protected Zone commercial fisheries
the apportionment specified in paragraph 4 of this Article for each
Party.

8. In calculating the total allowable catch of the Protected Zone
commercial fisheries, the allowable catch of the commercial
barramundi fishery referred to in paragraph 5 of this Article shall be
disregarded.
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ARTICLE24
Transitional Entitlement

1. As part of the subsidiary conservation and management
arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 22 of this Treaty, the
level of the catch of each Protected Zone commercial fishery to which
each Party is entitled, provided it remains within the allowable catch -

(a) shall not, during the period of five years immediately
after the entry into force of this Treaty, be reduced
below the level of catch of that Party before entry into
force of this Treaty; but

(b) may, during the second period of five years after the
entry into force of this Treaty, be adjusted
progressively so that at the end of that second five'
year period it reaches the level of catch apportioned in
each case in Article 23 of this Treaty.

2. The entitlement of a Party under this Article shall, where the
limitation of the allowable catch makes it necessary, take priority over
the entitlement of the other Party under Artide 23 of this Treaty, but
shall be taken into account in calculating the entitlement of the first
Party.

ARTICLE 25
Preferential Entitlement

If, in any relevant period, a Party does not itself propose to
take all the allowable catch of a Protected Zone commercial fishery to
which it is entitled, either in its own area of iurisdiction or that of the
other Party, the other Party shall have a preferential entitlement to any
of the allowable catch of that fishery not taken by the first Party.

ARTICLE 26
Licensing Arrangements

1. In the negotiation and implementation of the conservation and
management arangements referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 22 of
this Treaty -
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(a) the Parties shall consult and cooperate in the issue and

endorsement of licences to permit commercial fishing
in Protected Zone commercial fisheries;

G) the responsible authorities of the Parties may issue
licences to fish in any Protected Zone commercial
fishery; and

(c) persons or vessels which are licensed by the
responsible authorities of one Party to fish in any
relevant period in a Protected Zone commercial
fishery shall, if nominated by the responsible
authorities of that Party, be authorised by the
responsible authorities of the other Party, wherever
necessary, by the endorsement of licences or
otherwise, to fish in those areas under the jurisdiction
of the other Party in which the fishery concerned is
located.

2. The persons or vessels licensed by one Party which have been
authorised, or are to be authorised, under the provisions of paragraph
1 of this Article to fish in waters under the jurisdiction of the other
Party shall comply with the relevant fisheries laws and regulations of
the other Party except that they shall be exempt from licensing fees,
levies and other charges imposed by the other Party in respect of such
fishing activities.

3. In issuing licences in accordance with paragraph 1 of this
Article, the responsible authorities of both Parties shall have regard to
the desirability of promoting economic development in the Tones
Strait area and employment opportunities for the traditional
inhabitants.

4. The responsible authorities of both Parties shall ensure that the
traditional inhabitants are consulted from time to time on the licensing
amangements in respect of the Protected Zone commercial fisheries.
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ARTICLE2T
Third State Fishine in Protected Zone Commercial- Fisheries

1. The responsible authorities of the Parties shall inform one
another and shall consult, at the request of either of them, concerning
the proposed exploitation of the Protected Zone commercial fisheries -

(a) by a loint venture in which there is third-State equity
participa.tion; or

O) by a vessel of third-State registration or with a crew
substantially of the nationality of a third State.

2. Vessels the operations of which are under the control of
nationals of a third Sate shall not be licensed to exploit the Protected
Zone comrnercial fisheries without the concurrence of the responsible
authorities of both Parties in a particular case or class of cases.

ARTICLE 28
Inspection and Enforcement

1. The Parties shall cooperate, including by exchange of
personnel, in inspection and enforcement to prevent violations of the
Protected Zone commercial fisheries arrangements and in taking
appropriate mforcement measures in the event of such violations.

2. The Parties shall consult from time to time, as necessary, so as
to ensure that legislation and regulations adopted by each Party
pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article are, as far as practicable,
consistelrt with the legislation and regulations of the other Party.

3. Each Party shall make it an offence under its fisheries laws or
regulations for a person to use a vessel of its nationality to fish in
Protected Zone comrrrercial fisheries for species of fisheries resources
in areas over which the other Party has luiisdiction in respect of those
species

(a) without being duly licensed or authorised by that
other Party; or
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ft) in the case of a licensed or authorised vessel, in breach
of the fisheries laws or regulations of the other Party
applying within those areas.

4. Each Party will, in relation to species of fisheries resources in
areas where it has iurisdiction in respect of those species -

(a) investigate suspected offences against its fisheries
laws and regulations; and

(b) except as provided in or under this Article, take
corrective action when necessary against offenders
against those laws or regulations.

5. In this Article, "corrective action" means the action normally
taken in respect of a suspected offence, after due investigation, and
includes, where appropriate, the apprehension of a suspected offender,
the prosecution of an alleged offender, or the execution of a penalty
imposed by a court or the cancellation or suspension of the licence of
an offender.

6. In accordance with the provisions of this Article, and in other
appropriate cases as may be agreed between the Parties, corrective
action in respect of offences or suspected offences against the fisheries
laws or regulations of the Parties shall be taken by the authorities of
the Party whose nationality is borne by the vessel or person concerned
(called in this Article "the first Party") and not by the other Party in
whose area of jurisdiction the offence or suspected offence occurs
(called in this Article "the second Party").

7. The Parties acknowledge that the principle stated in paragraph
6 of this Article should not be applied so as to frustrate the
enforcement of fisheries laws or regulations or to enable offenders
against those laws or regulations to go unpunished.

8. Where in the case of a suspected offence alleged to have been
committed in or in the vicinity of the Protected Zone, it appears that
the offence was, or might reasonably be considered to have been,
committed in the course of traditional fishing, corrective action or
other measures shall be taken by the authorities of the first Party and
not by the authorities of the second Party, and if being detained by the
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authorities of the second Party, the alleged offenders and their vessel
shall be either released or handed over to the authorities of the first
Party,in accordance with arrangements that will avoid undue exPense
or incronvenience to the authorities of the second Par$.

9. Where paragraph 8 of this Article applies, the authorities of
the second Party may require assurance in a particular case that
corrective action or other mensures will be taken by the authorities of
the first Party that will adequately ensure that the activity cornplained
of will not be repeated.

10. Where the provisions of paragraph 8 of this Article do not
apply, and the persons or vessel alleged to have been involved or used
in the commission of a suspected offence in the Protected Zone is
licensed to fish in the Protected Zone by the authorities of the first
party, corective action shall be taken by the authorities of the first
Party and not by the authorities of the second Party and, if being
detained by the authorities of the second Party, the alleged offenders
and their vessel shall be either released or handed over to the
authorities of the first Party, in accordance with arrangerrents that will
avoid undue expense or inconvenience to the authorities of the second
Party, and the provisions of paragraphs 13 and 14 of this Article shall
aPply.

11. The provisions of paragraph 10 of this Article shall also aPPly
in respect of a suspected offence by a person or vessel of the first Party
in an area of iurisdiction of the second Party outside the Protected
Zonewhere-

(a) that person or vessel was authorised by the authorities
of the second Party to fish in the area where the
suspected offence was committed under the
arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 22
of this Treaty: and

O) the suspected offence was commifted in relation to the
fishery the subiect of that authorisation and did not
involve the taking of other species or potential iniury
to another fishery.
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12. Persons or vessels of the first Party detained by the authorities
of the second Party in the circumstances described in paragraphs 8 and
10 of this Article may be detained for as long as necessary to enable
those authorities to conduct an expeditious investigation into the
offence and to obtain evidence. Thereafter, they shall not be detained
other than for the purpose of the handing over of the persons or
vessels in accordance with the provisions of those paragraphs unless
they are lawfully detained on some other ground.

13. If an alleged offender referred to in paragraph 10 of this
Article is, in respect of conduct in waters under the jurisdiction of the
second Party -

(a) convicted of an offence against the fisheries laws or
regulations of the first Party; or

(b) found by the authorities of the first Party, on the basis
of sufficient available evidence, to have contravened
or failed to comply with a condition of his licence or
authorisation or that of his vessel;

the authorities of the first Party shall, where appropriate and having
regard to paragraphT of this Article, cancel or suspend the licence or
authorisation of the person or his vessel so far as it relates to the
Protected Zone commercial fisheries.

74. Where a person or vessel involved or used in the commission
of the alleged offence referred to in paragraph 10 of this Article is also
currently licensed or authorised to fish in the area of the Protected
Zone by the second Party, the authorities of the second Party may,
after receiving a report and representations, if any, from the authorities
of the first Party, cancel or suspend that licence or authorisation in
accordance with its laws for such period as is wananted by the
circumstances of the case.

15. Each Party shall provide the other Party with any evidence
obtained during investigation carried out in accordance with this
Article into a suspected offence involving a person or vessel of the
other Party. Each Party shall take appropriate measures to facilitate
the admission of such evidence in proceedings taken in respect of the
suspected offence.
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16. In this Artide references to persons and vessels of, or of the
nationality of, a Party include references to persons or vessels licerrsed
by that Party under subparagraph 1(b) of Article 26 of this Treaty, and
the crews of vessels so licensed, except where such persons or vessels
have a prior orrrmt licence from the other Party under that sub
paragraph.

PART 6
FINAT ARTICTES

ARTICLE 29
Settlement of Disputes

Any dispute between the Parties arising out of the
interpretation or implementation of this Treaty shall be settled by
consultation or negotiation.

ARTICLE 30
Consultations

The Parties shall consult, at the request of either, on any
matters relating to this Treaty.

ARTICLE 31
Annexes

The anne:<es to this Treaty shall have force and effect as
integral parts of this Treaty.

ARTICLE 32
Ratification

lhis Treaty shall be subject to ratification and shall enter into
force on the exchange of the instruments of ratification.

IN WITNESS WI{EREOF the undersigned beiog duly
authorised have signed the present Treaty and have affixed thereto
their seals.

DONE in duplicate at Sydney on this eighteenth day of
December, One thousand nine hundred and seventy-eight.
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ANNEX I
BRIEFING PAPER FROM

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
A few kilometres from the PNG mainland, and slightly north

of the line of latitude which passes through Port Moresby, lies the
northern most inhabited part of Australia. It is the island of Boigu and
it is one of the seventeen inhabited islands scattered throughout the
Torres Strait.

The total population of the region is approdmately 7 000 with
2 500 - 3 000 on Thursday Island (the Administrative centre of the
Torres Strait), and the remainder living in communities ranging in size
from 40 to 400 on the other inhabited islands and on Cape York
Peninsula.

The islands of the Torres Strait are inhabited mainly by
Australian Melanesians known as Torres Strait Islanders who have
developed over the centuries a distinct and complex civilization. They
were made part of the colony of New South Wales and subsequently
that of Queensland at Federation in 1901. Australian sovereign$r over
these and certain other inhabited islands was re-affirmed in December
1978 with the signing by Australia and Papua New Guinea of the
Torres Strait Treaty.

History of Torres Strait Treaty

The need to clarify questions of sovereignty and iurisdiction
was the primary force behind negotiations with PNG shortly after that
countr5/s independence.

The first official initiative towards a negotiated border was
made by Prime Minister Whitlam in December 7972. On assumirrg
office Whitlam's primary concem was accelerated political
development for PNG, to ensure full independence within three years.

Negotiations continued with PNG throughout the term of the
l.abor Government, but without the cooperation of the Queensland
Government. The return of a coalition government in 1975 did not
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improve relations with the Queenslanderc, with Premier Bplke-
Petersen remaining implacably oPPosd to any alternative to
Queensland sovereignty over islands. In this he enpyed a lalge
rneasnre of support from the Islanders. By 1978, however, the
Queensland Government had come to accept both the inevitability of
theTreaty including proposd iurisdictions, and the C-ommonwealtKs
prevailing role in negotiations. The Treaty was signed in December
1978 after six years of negotiations. Enabling legislation was passed by
the Australian Parliament in April 1984, the PNG Parliament in fune
1984 and Queensland Parliament in November 1984. It was ratified
and enter,ed into force on 15 February 1985.

The Treaty established two basic boundaries between
Australia and PNG - the Seabed furisdiction Line and the Fisheries
Jurisdiction Line. The Seabed Jurisdiction Line is also the boundary as
regards sovereignty, with the exception of fifteen islands/cays north of
ttrat tine (including the inhabited islands of Boigu, Saibai and Dauan)
over which PNG recognises Australian Sovereignty

While it is basically a border delimitation agreement, the
Torres Strait Treaty fulfils a number of other complex requirements.
The Treaty explicitly acknowledges and preserves the traditional way
of life and livelihood of traditional inhabitants of the region and
establishes for this purpose an area known as the Protected Zone. In
particular, the Treaty recognises the traditional relationships of the
region's inhabitants and movement Pattems which have persisted for
hundreds of years between what are now two independent countries.
In establishing the maritime boundaries between Australia and PNG
the Treaty also provides for an equitable distribution of fisheries and
seabed resouroes between the two countries.

The spirit of close cooperation and consultation between
Australia and PNG in the corrunon Treaty area was reaffirmed in the
"loint Declaration of Principles" signed by Prime Ministers Hawke and
Wingti in December 1987. Paragraph 17 of the declaration states:-

"the two C'ovemments will reinforce their cooperation
under the Torres Strait Treaty in the administration
and development of the common border area with due
rrryard for the rights and interests of the traditional
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inhabitants and conservation of the natural
environment".

Implementation of the Treaty

Given its complexities, implementation of the Treaty has
proceeded and continues to proceed relatively smoothly.

(i) Free (Traditional) Movement (Article 11)

The Treaty explicitly acknowledges and preserves the
traditional way of life and livelihood of traditional inhabitants of the
region. The free or traditional movement provisions of the Treaty
permit PNG coastal villagers and Torres Strait Islanders to travel for
traditional purposes in, and in the vicinity of, the protected Zone
without the controls which usually apply to international travel.
Despite the introduction with the Treaty of the term "free movement",
the concept is a traditional one and Torres Strait Islanders and their
PNG coastal counterparts are adept at managing movements across
the Protected Zone and resolving among themselves any disputes that
may arise.

(ii) Environmental Protection (Articles 13, 141

The Treaty calls for the protection and preservation of the
marine environment and indigenous fauna and flora of the Torres
Strait. Australia and PNG have agreed to take parallel and
complementary measures to prevent and control pollution or other
damage to the marine environment within the Treaty area. The Treaty
calls upon the two countries to identify and protect species of
indigenous fauna and flora that are or may be threatened with
extinction. To this end an environmental management committee has
been established.

(iii) Commercial Fisheries (Articles 2U281

The Treaty contains detailed and complex provisions relating
to commercial fisheries in the Protected Zone. Their purpose is to
ensure that commercial fisheries are not administered in a way that
might adversely affect the ability of traditional inhabitants to continue
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their traditional fishing. They also give effect to balanced and
equitable catdt sharing arrangements and provide for cooperation
between the two countries in the issue of fishing licences and in
inspection and enforcement.

Domestic iurangements for management of the Torres Strait
commercial fisheries (particularly those covered by Article 22 of the
Torres Shait Fisheries' Act) are made at biannual consultative
meetings. Decisions affecting PNG's right to a percentage of the
Protected Zone catch are put to PNG for consideration at annual
bilateral numagement meetings. Ways to resolve problems of catch
computation of the shared catch have recently been devised by the
Australian Fisheries Service (AFS) and this, with PNG concurrence,
should pave the way for final and smooth implementation of,
arguably, the most crcmplex provisions of the Treaty.

(iv) Consultation

The Treaty emphasises consultation at all levels - an extension
of the approach taken during negotiation. In particular, the Treaty
provides for the designation of Treaty Liaison Officers by Australia
and PNG who consult on a day to day basis with each other and with
officials and traditional inhabitants in the region. The Treaty also
establishes a foint Advisory Council to review implementation of the
Treaty. TheCouncil is an advisory and consultative body, comprising
nine members from each country, including national, state/provincial
and traditional representatives. The Australian and PNG
Governmenb also facilitate discussion between haditional inhabitants
by sponsoring meetings attended by leaders of island communities
and coastal villages.

Problems of Implementation and Administration

Implementation of some of the more complex provisions of the
Treaty have not been without problems. A maior function of the
Liaison Officer on Thursday Island is to manage and smooth the
implementation of the Treat;/s provisions given that potential exists
for irritations to emerge in the bilateral relationship and in the
relationship with the area's traditional inhabitants. The counterpart
PNG Liaison Officer is located in Daru.
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A maix task during the past few years has been to address a
widespread lack of understanding among haditional inhabitants of
their rights and obligations under the Treaty. There has long been a
generalperception by Islanders that, despite best intentions, the Treaty
ptaces constraints upon thern in relation to their traditional lifestyles
and has, to some extent, rendered them powerless over their own
affairs. An appropriate information Prognm has been devised and is
revised where necessary to tackle these problems at the local level. A
simplified summary of the Treaty in both English and Torres Strait
Creole has been produced and is used widely during regular visits b
island communities and in promotion of the Treaty through the local
media etc..

The Covernment strives to impress upon Islanders that,
fundamentally, the Treaty was not intended to alter the "status quo
ante" and that there is still scope for Islanders to go on conholling their
own destinies. The Treaty is presented to island communities
essentially as an instrument of self management. Many of the
problems which islanders identify with the Treaty are, in fact, those
which they are best able to resolve themselves.

(il Abuses of Free (Traditional) Movement

A difficult problem is abuse of the free movement provisions
of the Treaty by some coastal villagers in PNG who represent
themselves as traditional visitors but who, in an aftempt to participate
in the local cash economy, enter Aushalia in search of short-term
employment, most notably in the commercial lobster fishing industry.
Such movement can be extremely difficult to identify, quantify and
pnlice because of the geography of the Torres Strait and readiness of
some Islanders to use Papuans as cheap labour and lobster divers.
White Aushalian operated freezer boats also purchase lobster from
Papuan divers. Papuan labour is also used for domestic and
household purpos€s by some Islanders and as casual or contract
labour to Community Development Employment Progmm (CDEP)
recipients.

Islanders often expriess unhappiness that traditional
movement is becoming increasingly monodirectional - i.e. southwards
by Papuans seeking a befter life. Papuans who find paid employment
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will sAy on in Australian islands much longer than the 3+ weeks
considered reasonable for traditional visits and will only reluctantly
return home on threat of deportation. Some stay long enough to admit
their drildren to island primary schools for a term or longer. Long
term residence would not be any easy mafter without Islander or close
familypahonage.

The "one way" illegal labour trend could be exacerbated by
promised or potential economic developments in the Torres Strait
particularly where short term unskilled or semi-skilled labour is
required - for example: construction proiects.

(ii) Extension of Protecte dZoneRights

PNG citizens occasionally question the reasons behind denial
of access to Thursday Island and suggest that PNG reciprocate by
denying Torres Suait Islanders access to Daru.

(iii) Papuan/Islander Communiff Relations

Relations between Islanders and Papuan traditional visitors
tend to be complicated by the presence of a small but increasing
population of Papuans permanently resident on some Protected Zone
islands and in the Thursday/Horn Island area. The relationship
between the two groups tends, generally, to be uneasy and the bad
feeling can spill over to traditional visitors. Islanders will also voice
resentment at the Papuans for deriving the greater benefit from the
traditional movement provisions of the Treaty as they strive to
maintain their familial and customary connections in their former
homes.

The number of Papuans legally resident on Thursday Island
can create occasional community disharmony as do PNG medical
evacuees who are usually flown from islands such as Saibai adiacent to
PNG, having reached there by their own means. However, they are
not returned at official expense in common with Queensland
Govemment pollcy in all such cases. As few evacuees rarely have
sufficient funds to cover their return, runy are left illegally resident on
Thursday Island following hospital treatment until they can eam
enough money Oy illegal labour) or until relatives (who many have)
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can find the money for them. Evacuated TB sufferers are expected to
complete heatment before returning home and this can take as long as
six months.

One method of circumscribing the energy and potential
enterprise of Papuans on island communities is for Councils and/or
influential chairmen to deny Papuan permanent residents/citizens of
Australia access to welfare housing and associated services to which
by law they should have equal entitlement. It is the policy of the
Queensland Department of Community Services, which delivers these
services, to leave decisions of eligibility to the Island
Councils/Chairman and Papuans or people of Papuan descent are not
frequent winners. Their existing housing is sub-standard to say the
very least and in York, Saibai and Boigu Islands, to name three, the
Papuans are confined to separate humpy "villages". This situation
creates palpable community tensions.

(iv) Prevention and Enforcement

Movement of any form between the two countries across the
Torres Shait carries with it the potential for a variety of customs and
quarantine problems. Intensive efforts have been made by
departrnents to run information programs geared specifically to those
provisions of the Treaty which impinge upon the application of their
various Acts. Recognising the extreme difficulty of punitive
enforcement, the Quarantine service has, with the cooperation of the
PNG Govemment, extended its information/education program to
include key communities in Western Province. Communities on both
sides of the border seem to generally recognise self interest in adhering
controls applying to plant and animal products passing between PNG
and Australian sovereignty in the Protected Zone.

The governments of both Australia and PNG have signed a
Quarantine MOU and an inaugural data gathering trip to Western
Province has been made by AQIS under the auspices of the MOU.

Govemment enforcement efforts have been enhanced by the
introduction of a movement monitoring system by DILGEA. It is
hoped that a formalised movement monitoring system will give
Islanders a greater sense of control over movements in and out of their
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communities. However; the ICC tends to dismiss the system as token
and an attempt by the Government to achieve its

obirtives on the cheap. The system does not carry with it a lqgal
sanction or obligatory status.

(v) Enforcement by Islanders

firc ICC periodically raises the possibility of devolving
surveilliance/enforcenrent to community authority in cases of
traditional movement abuse. Islanders have a very limited community
policing authority under the Queensland Community Services Act
limited to a "keeping of communi$r peace" role as provided for in local
government byJaws. (Each island communitSr, with the exception of
Thursday Island, crcnstitutes a local government area under the
Queensland Local Government Act.)

The ICC would like local government authority extended to
enable apprehension of offenders at sea and trial by "traditional courts"
of Papuan offenders against their communities. Reluctance by the
Queensland Government to widen communi$r authority has led to
some Islander/ICC agitation for devolution of Commonwealth
enforcement legislation.

(vD Environment

Both Governrnents recognise the need for collaborative efforts
to protect the natural environment and preserve endangered and
valuable species such as turtle and dugong. The Treaty Environment
Management Committee was created in February 1989 to coordinate
available data and draw up a comprehensive environment
management plan for the Torres Strait. Funds have been made
available for this work as part of the Prime Minister/s July 1989,
"Envincnment Statement".

The Call for "Sovereign Independence"

In January 1988 when Torres Strait Islanders called for
"sovereign independence" from Australia, a general lack of
urderstanding or misunderstanding of the Treaty became manifest. In
addition, attempts werc made to misconstrue parts of the Treaty to suit
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certain political positions. The call for independence did not focus
explicitly on the Treaty but it was inevitably pulled into the vortex of
diicussion and general discontent. It was claimed repeatedly that the
"free movement" and "fisheries catch sharing" provisions of the Treaty
were not in the best interests of Islanders and also that the Treaty was
to be renegotiated and the border changed. It was this latter claim
which caused considerable consternation amongst several island
chairmen and swung them in favour of a resolution calling for
"sovereign independence".

The Treaty was used, to some extent, to offset an inability to
quickly resolve more difficult domestic issues such as poor housing
and infrastructure much of which is the direct responsibility of the
Queensland Government.

When the demand for independence first became headline
news, it was easy to dismiss the entire episode as a mere tactic to gain
attention and sympathy in the bicentennial year. However, the call for
independence was more the culmination of historical events and
peculiarities, combined with growing dissatisfaction with Government
policy and administration at all levels.

While independence might not have been a realistic objective,
the expressed discontent brought home the relative disadvantages of
the area to all levels of government administration. Negotiations on
ways to redress the problems of the area are continuing.

Strategic Perceptions

Australia's relations with its neighbours in the border area do
not appear locally to warrant undue concern about national security.
The kind of irritation in bilateral relationships likely to arise should be
routinely resolvable at the diplomatic and local official levels for the
foreseeable future. PNG is unlikely however, to remain quiescent if a
significant erosion of economic or social rights across the Treaty area is
perceived. On the other hand, reaction would probably be muted in
lccordance with the low economic and political priority afforded
Western Province by the centTe, and the broad community of interests
with Australia. Locally perceived threat from Indonesia has become
manifest over the past year with the arrest of a number of Indonesian
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fishing vessels in the vicinity and their escort to Thursday Island.
While the appearance of the boats was and is sufficient to unsettle an
isolated communit5r, the number is small in comparison to arrivals in
ports like Darwin and Broome. The incursions would appear to be
driven by private economic motives.

If anything, it is the domestic situation which could, over a
longer period, give rise to instability and possibly engender a sense of
uncertainty amongst close neighbours. The political and economic
expectations of the indigenous community have been substantially
raised. Government failure to produce the goods without undue delay
could reactivate independence or associated demands.

Although fanciful in present circumstances, threab to
Australia's security could be made by fomenting Torres Strait
community dissent and dissatisfaction in relation to Australian
administration. A deliberate attempt to undermine the already fragile
health of the indigenous community is unlikely but also conceivable.
Fororample, medical authorities in the area suggest that with existing
high levels of sexually transmitted and associated diseases such as
Hepatitis B, the introduction of AIDS could be devastating. The
grazing and livestock economy crculd also be badly damaged by the
subtle introduction of Foot and Mouth disease or swine fever into
Cape York or some of the larger continental islands of the Torres Strait
where the population of feral animals is high. Quarantine authorities
claim that such an introduction, particularly on Cape York, could take
upwards of 12 months to detect.



ANNEX I
REVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE TORRES STRAIT: LEGAL ISSUES
H. Burmester

Attorney-General's Department
This annex sets out international and domestic legal issues

relevant to a review of the strategic significance of the Torres Strait.

Status of the Torres Strait Islands - Aushalian
Sovereignty and Status within Queensland

There is no doubt that the Torres Strait Islands form part of the
State of Queensland and are part of the Commonwealth of Australia.

The original boundaries of the colony of New South Wales set
out in letters patent issued to Govemor Phillip of 2 April 7787, and
publicly read at Sydney Cove on 7 February 1788, described the
territory of New South Wales as "extending from the northern caPe or
extremity of the coast called Cape York in the latitude of 10037, south
to the southern extremity of the said territory of New South Wales in
the latitude of 43039' south and ... all the country inland westward as
far as the 135th degree of east longitude .'. including all the islands
adiacent in the Pacific".

Most of the Torres Strait Islands lie above 1W37' south and
thus were not part of New South Wales in 1859 when Queensland was
created as a separate colony.

In 1865 the Governor of New South Wales granted a guano
lease over Raine Island, lying about 60 miles east of Cape York,
following an opinion by the Imperial Law Officers that this Island was
not part of Queensland. By Letters Patent of 30 May 1872 Queen
Victoria authorised the Parliament of Queensland to annex islands
lying within 60 miles of the coast, and the Queensland Parliament so
declared on 22 August'1,872.

This left uncertain the position of islands beyond 60 miles of
the mainland coast of Queensland. Representations were made to
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extend Queensland iurisdiction over these islands and by Letters
Patent of 10 October 188 Queen Victoria authorised the Queensland
Parlianrent to further extend the boundaries by reference to islands
lying within a line drawn by reference to certain geographical feahrres.
This led to the annexation of islands close to the Papua coast. The
Queensland Coast Islands Act 1879 established 1 August 1879 as the
date of annexation of the islands within the line and they became part
of Queensland from that date. There were several attempts to move
the line south made between 1885 and 1920, following the annexation
of Papua in 1884. But none of these attempts were successful.

An examination of the original documents from 1879 led
Australia to conclude that three small islands lyng close to the Papua
coast were not included in the islands embraced by the 1879 line. The
Torres Strait Treaty recognised that these islands - Kawa, Mata Kawa
and Kussa - were part of Papua New Guinea. The Treaty also
recognised Aushalian sovereignty over namd islands north of the
seabed line and all islands south of the seabed line (Art.2(1)).

The status of the Torres Strait tslands as part of Queensland
has been confirmed by the High Court in 1981 in a challenge to the
status of Darnley Island (WacanAo v Commonwealth (1981) 148 CLR
1).

In 1982 a Torres Sbait Islander, Mr E Mabo, commenced an
action in the High Court against Queensland and the Commonwealth
claiming that the vesting of sovereignty in the Crown in 1879 was
subiect to the land rights of the people of Murray Island. In 1985 the
Queensland Parliament passed the Queensland Coast Islands
Declaratory Act 19&5 to r€trospectively abolish any rights or interests
which the traditional owners may have owned and enioyed
subsequent to annexation. Mr Mabo challenged the validity of this Act
and in December 1988 the High Court held that, assuming that the
Murray Island people eniryed such rights, the Queensland Act, in
purporting to abolish the rights, was inconsistent with s.10(1) of the
Racid Discrimination Act 1975 of the Commonwealth, and so was to
that extent invalid Gdabg v Oueensland (1988) 83 ALR 14).

The Court did not pronounce on the existence of the rights
clainpd by Mr Mabo. That question was remitted to the Supreme
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Court of Queensland, and the hearing of evidence on that point
occurred through May and |une 1989. Mr Mabo claims rights against
both Queensland and the Commonwealth, but the action against the
Commonwealth has been struck out. The action against Queensland is
continuing.

Commonwealth and State Jurisdiction in the Off-shore
Area

The Torres Strait Islands form part of Queensland in the same
way as the mainland. The High Court held in New South Wales v
Commonwealth (1976135 CLR 337 that the boundaries of the States
are, in general, low water mark, and upheld the validity of the Seas
and Submerged Lands Act 1973. which vested sovereignty in and
jurisdiction over the territorial sea and the continental shelf in the
Commonwealth.

The vesting of the territorial sea in the Commonwealth was
reversed by the Coastal Waters (State Title) Act 1980, which vested title
in the seabed of the territorial sea in the States. This Act, together with
the Coastal Waters (State Powers) Act 1980, has been refered to as the
"Off-shore Constitutional Settlement" in which the States were given
title and jurisdiction over the territorial sea of 3nm. A further aspect of
the settlement was amendments to the Fisheries Act 1952 to allow the
Commonwealth and States to make arrangements to apply a single
fisheries law, either Commonwealth or State, to all waters adjacent to
the State, whether under State or Commonwealth iurisdiction. The
constitutional validity of both the Coastal Waters (State Title) Act and
the Coastal Waters (State Powers) Act has been challenged in two
cases argued before the High Court in 1989. |udgment in both cases
has been reserved.

Queensland, has pursuant to the off-shore constitutional
settlement referred to above, title to the seabed landward of the
territorial sea baselines and in the 3nm territorial sea adjacent thereto.
It also has title over the 3nm territorial sea of islands, including
Australian islands north of the seabed line (see figure 1). The
territorial sea around the islands north of the seabed line cannot be
extended, even if Australia otherwise extends its territorial sea (Art.3).
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Figure 1.

AUSTRALIA'S TERRITORHL SEA BASELINES IN TI{E TORRES
STRAIT REGION.
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As a result of the off-shore constitutional arrangements it was
necessary for cooperative Commonwealth and State fisheries
legislation to implement the Treaty. This is reflected in the Torres
Strait Fisheries Act 1984 (Cth). This provides for a ]oint Authority to
administer particular fisheries in areas of the Protected Zone under
Australian iurisdiction under cooperative arrangements between the
Commonwealth and Queensland fisheries authorities. In the absence
of arrangements for a particular fishery Queensland law will apply in
the territorial sea and Commonwealth law beyond. Australian
fisheries administration of areas under Aushalian iurisdiction in the
Protected Zone will, of course, need to take account of the special
sharing and other fisheries arrangements contained in the Treaty (see
Part V of the Treaty).

ttSovereigntyf ' and "Independence"

In recent years some members of Torres Strait Communities
have called for "sovereignty" or "independence" for the Torres Strait
Islands. As set out above, the Islands are a part of Queensland, and
consequently of Australia. The preamble to the Commonwealth of
Australia Constitution Act 1900 (the Imperial Act which contains the
Constitution) refers to the agreement of the States to "unite in one
indissoluble Federal Commonwealth".

There is no provision in the Constitution for the secession of a
State, or part of a State, from the Commonwealth. There is provision
in the Constitution for the creation of new States and alteration of State
boundaries, which could allow a new "Torres Strait Islands" State to be
established, but the consent of the Queensland Parliament and electors
would be required.

There are occasionally public suggestions that the
independence claim could be taken to the United Nations or the
International Court of |ustice. Individuals have no standing to bring
actions in the International Court, and the United Nations would be
unlikely to entertain secessionist claims.
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Local Adminishation
As the Islands are part of Queensland, local government is a

Queensland responsibility. Islander community councils holding a
form of land tenure known as Deeds of Grant in Trust are incoqporated
bodies with local government authotity status under the Queensland
Community Services (Iores Strai0 Act 1984 and have municipal
functions and responsibilities. Council chairpersons collectively form
the Island Coordinating Council which advises the StateGovernment.

fire Commonwealth in 1987{8 provided for the first time
financial assistance to Island councils through the local Governmmt
(Financial Assistanc€) Act 1986.

It would be open to the CommonwealtlU relying on the power
in s51 (xxvil of the Constitution to make laws "for the people of any
race for whom it is deemed nec€ssary to rnake special laws", to make
special laws for the benefit of Torres Strait Islanders. These laws cpuld
deal with internal self management of the Island communities,
including land rights. The Commonwealth has twice relied on this
constitutional power to pass special laws to counteract Queensland
legislation (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland
Dscriminatory Laws) fuct1973, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
(Queensland Reserves and Communities Self Management) Act 1978).

International Legal Issues

Torres Stsait is a rnaior international navigation route and a
number of international legal issues relating to law of the sea arre
rclevant to consideration of its strategic significance.

(d Torres Strait Territorial Sea

At present Australia claims a 3nm territorial sea. North of the
seabed line the Torres Sbait Treaty provides for limits of 3nm from
fixed basepoints around Australian islands even if there is a change in
the ocnfiguration of a coastline or a different result from further
survq/s (see Art3). North of the seabed line Papua New Guinea is
also rcstricted as to where it can extend its territorial sea or
archipelagic waters so as not to cut off the Australian islands (see
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Art.6(3)). Australia also has, pursuant to s.7 of the Seas and
Submerged Lands Act 1973, drawn straight baselines, in conformity
with intemational law, around Cape York.

The result is that at present Torres Strait consists of a number
of unconnected territorial sea areas, including a number of 3nm
bubbles around various islands. Between these islands or group of
islands there are considerable amounts of water that form part of the
200nm Australian fishing zone or Papuan New Guinea exclusive
economic zone.

It would be possible for Australia to extend the territorial sea
around its islands and mainland coast south of the seabed line to
12nm. This would be consistent with the Law of the Sea Convention
and the practice of nearly all other maritime States. The question of
such extension around Australia in general is the subject of
Departmental consideration at present. The effect of a 12nm territorial
sea would be to form a continuous belt of territorial sea in the central
part of the Torres Strait south of the seabed line.

$) TransitRights

Because Torres Strait is an intemational Strait, Australia would
be required to accord "transit passage" through territorial sea areas of
the Strait forming routes used for international navigation. The Law of
the Sea Convention provides that transit Passage involves freedom of
navigation and overflight solely for the PurPoses of continuous and
expeditious transit (see Arts.38 and 30 of the law of the Sea
Convention). Transit passage requires ships and aircraft to proceed
without delay through the Strait, to refrain from any threat or use of
force, and to comply with generally accepted international regulations
relating to safety at sea and pollution. States may designate sea lanes
and prescribe traffic separation schemes for navigation in Straits
forming part of the territorial sea where necessary to promote the safe
passage of ships. States may also adopt laws relating to the safety of
navigation and the prevention of pollution' Article 7(6) of the Torres
Strait Treaty recognises the right of transit Passage through routes
used for international navigation in Torres Strait in accordance with
the relevant international law rules now contained in the law of the
Sea Convention, which can be regarded as customary law.
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There is also a general right of innocent passage for ships in
the Erritorial sea. The 1958 Ccneva Convention on the Teritorial Sea
and the Contiguous Zone, Art.15(4) provides that the right of innocent
passage through routes used for international navigation cannot be
suspended.

(c) Other Navigational Rights

Apart from the rights of transit and innocent passage through
the territorial sea referred to above, the Torres Strait Treaty provides in
Art.7 for certain additional special high seas navigational rights for
vessels and aircraft of Australia and Papua New Guinea. In particular,
the Treaty confers special high seas rights on vessels of Papua New
Guinea in rclation to passage through Australian territorial sea north
of the seabed line.

In areas beyond the territorial sea the Torres Strait is either
part of the Australian fishing zone or the Papua New Guinea exclusive
economic zone and activities by foreign fishing or scientific research
vessels can be contolled by the relevant State.

(d) Continental Shelf / Fishing Zone lExclusive Economic Zone

In reliation to the seabed of the Strait and in relation to the
wabr column, Papua New Guinea and Australia in areas under their
respective iurisdiction for relevant purposes, can control the
erploration for and exploitation of living and non-living resources in
acrordance with the Treaty provisions. Either State can, in areas under
their relevant control, exclude third State nationals and vessels which
might seek to exploit the resources of the Strait. In the case of seabed
mining the Treaty contains a moratorium on any such activity for 10
years from the date of entry into force of the Treaty (1985) (Art.15). In
relation to fisheries, the Treaty provides that vessels under the control
of nationals of a third State shall not be licensed to exploit Protected
Zone commercial fisheries without the concurrence of both parties
(ArL2n.
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The Treaty and Border Issues

The Torres Strait Treaty, concluded in 1978 and ratified in
1985, is a definitive settlement of boundary issues between Australia
and Papua New Guinea. Fears have on occasion been expressed by
Islanders that this question could be reopened, and that a border could
be redrawn equidistant between the two land masses, thus giving
sovereignty over some islands to Papua New Guinea. The Treaty can
only be altered by agreement between Australia and Papua New
Guinea. There is no provision for revision in the treaty itself.

The Treaty does provide for the seabed and fisheries
iurisdiction delimitation lines to diverge in the central part of the
Strait. This does mean that complex iurisdictional issues could arise
and the Treaty in Art.4(3) provides for both Parties to consult and
concur before either exercises residual jurisdiction over matters other
than seabed or fisheries in the area of concurrent jurisdiction.

The Treaty seeks to preserve traditional freedom of movement
by allowing Papua New Guinea and Australian traditional inhabitants
to move freely for traditional purposes across the border in and in the
vicinity of the Protected Zone established by Art.10 of the Treaty. Such
arrangements necessitate special domestic legal arrangements so that
the ordinary immigration, quarantine and customs laws do not aPPly.
The administration of such special arrangements may give rise to
enforcement problems on occasion, given that the special rights only
apply to certain persons for limited purposes. The Treaty itself
recognises the right of each Party to limit free movement to prevent
illegal entry, evasion of justice or to meet problems that may arise
(Art.16(3)).
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RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE TORRES STRAIT
Department of Abortgtnal Affairs

Queensland State Office
Ovenriew

Australia's international border with Papua New Guinea runs
through the Torres Sbait. Both nations are signatories to the Torres
Strait Treaty (formally the "Trea$l Between the Independent State of
Papua New Guinea and Australia") which sets down the principles of
territoriality, acc€ss, and responsibilities of both nations in the Torres
Sbait Protected Zone (TSPZ) established in the Treaty.

Because of the Treaty and the TSPZ the Commonwealth has
acquired responsibilities in the region of a different nature than it
would norrnally exercise within an Australian Sate. For example, the
Commonwealth shares with Queensland and Papua New Guinea
responsibility for management of fisheries r€sources within the TSPZ.
The Commonwealth also exercises responsibility for special
immigration anangements resulting from provisions of the Treaty.

The Queensland Government provides the same range of
services and functions it does elsewhere in the State with some notable
differences. The population of the TSPZ and associated region is
predominantlyof Torres Strait Islander descent, and much of the land
area is held in trust for their use under special legislation (Aborigines
and Islanders (Land Holding) Act 1984).

The special interests of Islanders are addressed in the
Community Services (Torres Strait) Act 1985. The Queensland
Deparfrnent of Community Services provides administrative services
to that Act and, in particular, assists the Island Councils to exercise
their local goverrunent functions.
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In 1985 most of the Community Councils were given title to
their land in the form of Deeds of Grant in Trust to enable them to deal
with it in terms of the Land Holding Act.

The Tones Strait Treaty

The Treaty was concluded and signed in 7978 and formally
ratified in 1985. Its purposes include delimitation of the border
between the two nations; joint management and sharing of marine and
other resources; and ensuring freedom of movement within the area
for traditional inhabitants of the TSPZ. The Treaty particularly seeks
to protect the rights, customs and status of those inhabitanb.

The Treaty is oversighted by the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade which maintains a Treaty Liaison Officer in
Thursday Island with specific responsibility for Treaty matters. A
joint Advisory Council representing National, State, and Provincial
Govemments of both nations, and representatives of the traditional
inhabitants, meets regularly to advise their respective Foreign
Ministers on Treaty matters.

Fisheries management in and adiacent to the TSPZ is
administered with the assistance of a number of committees. These
include the Protected Zone |oint Authority (PZIA), which is a
Commonwealth/State Ministerial body; the Torres Shait Fisheries
Management Committee (TSFMC); and the Torres Shait Fishing
Industry and Islander Consultative Committee (the two last-named
comprise Commonwealth and State officials with Torres Strait Islander
and fishing industry representatives).

Local Government

The Queensland Government retains responsibility for local
government as in the rest of the State. Thursday, Prince of Wales and
Horn Islands, and parts of Cape York north of Jardine River are
included in the Shire of Torres. The fifteen Island Communities
(fourteen within the TSPZ) in the Strait, and the two Island
Communities on the Northern Peninsula comprise Local Government
Authorities in their own right.
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The Torres Shire Council is established under the Queensland
Iocal Government Act 1936, and is responsible for the delivery of local
government services within theCouncil Area described above.

Much of the land within the Shire of Torres is held by the
Commonwealth and Queensland Governments for DepartmenAl
purposeo and by religious institutions. The actual available land area
of the principally developed areas (Horn and Thursday Islands) is
guite small. As a aonsequenc€ of this; the Council's rateable base is
limited and it suffers a substantial economic disadvantage.

The seventeen Island Communities already referred to ar€
governed by Island Councils established under the Community
Services (Torres Shai0 Act 1985. These Councils are Iocal
C'ovemment Authorities and are responsible for the delivery of local
government services within their C-ouncil areas.

Due in part to the form of tenure available under the Deeds of
Grant in Trust, the land Holding Legislation and the relatively modest
ecpnomic activity in the C-ouncil areas, the Island Councils also suffer
the lack of a conventional rate base.

As well as normal local government functions, the Island
Councils are responsible (under the Community Services Act) for a
number of matters which can be decribed as "traditional". These
include sitting as an Island Court to determine matters under their by-
laws; determining issues under the Land Holding Legislation; and
employment of Island Police (with limited Police powers) for local
maintenance of order.

These Councils may soon acquire responsibility for provision
of electricity, rrcrrnally the function of State-wide authorities.

' All tte Island Councils and Torres Shire are heavily dependent
on special govemment subsidies to enable them to operate.

The Community Services Act also establishes the Island
Coordinating C-ouncil (ICC), comprising the Chairpeople of all the
Ieland C-ouncils and a representative of Tamwoy suburb on Thursday
Island. This pan-Torra Strait corporation can have delegated to it
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certain local government functions by one or more of the Island
Councils.

This function of the ICC was recently successfully exercised in
the maior water supply enhancement project completed for the Island
communities. ICC is currently the vehicle for the DAA - funded
Priority Community Development Strategy aimed at upgrading
infrastructure facilities on the Island communities.

Queensland Government Responsibility

Besides the provision of financial and administrative support
for Island Communities through the Department of Community
Services, Queensland exercises other responsibilities in the Strait.

Article 13 of the Treaty is aimed at protecting the physical
environment of Torres Strait Islanders, as well as that of the TSPZ. As
the Commonwealth has no legislative Powers to implement this
Article, it relies on Queensland for environmental protection and
control in matters such as mining. For example, in assessing the
results of an environmental impact statement concerning a mining
proposal, the Commonwealth would be able to comment, but the
decision for it to proceed or not would lie with Queensland.

In the area of fisheries management, Queensland participates
with the Commonwealth on the range of committees including those
dealing with management issues within the TSPZ. Both governments
administer complementary Torres Strait Fisheries Acts.

Control over resources and land, as well as future
development of the Torres Strait region, lie primarily with the State.
For instance, it would be possible for the Queensland Government to
exercise its local government powers to over-ride a planning decision
of any of the Councils in the region. Under certain circumstances,
because of its obligations under the Treaty, the Commonwealth may
have powers to act within the TSPZ.

Mainstream Queensland functional departments also play an
active role in the region. The Departments of Health and Education
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are responsible for providing the game range of services as elsewhere
in the State. These are discussed ln Annex Q.

Commonwealth Responsibility

Besides its activities dlrcctly and indirectly concerning the
Treaty and related rnatters, the Commonwealth is active regionally in
implementing its policies respecting selfdetermination and welfane of
the people of Torres Strait.

Within the Aboriginal Affairs portfolio there are in the region
offices of Department of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA); Aboriginal
Development Commission(ADC); and Aborigirral Hostels Ltd. (AHL).
The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIA$ alss lnvolves
itself actively.

The other principal agency involved in Commonwealth
policies concerning the region is Department of Employment,
Education and Training (DEED.

Many of the issues in implementation of this policy are
addressed and placed in perspectirre ln Annex Q. Whilst not
aftempting to deal with them in detail here it may be helpful to
summarise them for the purpose of easy reference to Commonwealth
activity.

Employment

DAA and DEET are advancing implementation of a public and
private sector strategy.

Training

DAA, DEET and ADC are working together with Queensland
Deparhnent of Community Services (DCS) and the local TAFE college
to implement a training strategy in coniunction with ICC and Island
Councils to meet the needs of the Council administrations.
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Housing

ADC, DAA, and DCS cooPerate with the Island Councils and
ICC in the design and implementation of housing Programmes
administered by ADC and DCS under the Commonwealth State
Housing Agreement.

Transport

DAA, DCS and ADC are involved with ICC and the Island
Councils in assessing regional transPort needs and in developing
initiatives which may address those needs. ADC has funded maior
studies on regional tourism and air-transPort which are nearing
completion for the ICC. The potential for economic development is
high on the agenda in these studies.

Communications

Telecom is well advanced with upgrading its
telecommunications network in the region and this will enable
virtually unlimited personal telephone connections, fax and data
transmission. Full completion date for this Prograrune is 1990. The
main communications transmission facility on Moa Island was opened
officially on 21 October,7989.

DAA has developed the Broadcasting for Remote Aboriginal
Communities Scheme (BRACS), which enables provision of TV and
FM radio services by satellite transmission and rebroadcasting locally'
Installation of BRACS units in the Torres Strait will be completed in
the current calendar year. A support and training initiative to ensure
communities possess the requisite technical and production skills to
utilise BRACS' unique qualities is being implemented by DEET in
conjunction with Torres Strait Islanders Media Association.

Health

Whilst primary health care provision is a State responsibility,
the Commonwealth recognises the special needs of the Torres Strait
region and assists the Queensland Government financially with the
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Aboriginal Healft Programme - a supplementary and educational
initiative whidr is established regionally.

ftre Commonwealth sponsored Patient Transfer Scheme is
administercd by the Thursday Island Hospitals Board and provides
emelgency and specialist transfers to Cairns and other appropriate
c€ntres from Thursday Island and the Island communities.

Infrastructure - Essential Services

Because of the financial disadvantage suffered by Island
communities and Thursday Island due to the whole range of reasons
dirussed in this and the Iocal Community Concerns paper - not the
least of which is rernoteness - both governments recognise that the
level of amenities and services available to the residents is far below
thenational nonn

|oint Commonwealth and Queensland action has commenced
to provide reticulated electricity supplies to the communities at a
standard similar to the domestic supplies expected by all Australians.
The principal governnrent agencies involved with this process are
DAA and DCS. The Premie/s office provides coordination and
oversight.

DAA, together with the ICC, has entered into a major
infrastructurd development programme and planning exercise
(Itiority Community Development Stntegy - PCDS) with a view to
implementing the most urgent measures identified during the current
three financial years, and developing forward planning measures for
future implerrcntation.

Conclusions

Whilst both governments continue conventional roles and
areas of responsibility in Torres Strait, both are faced with issues in
administration and rcsponsibility which are unique to the region. This
is partly dictaH by the Treaty, but is also influenced by the character
of the regionand its people.
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The existence of goodwill between levels of governnwtt is
evident fiom successful development and implementation of complex
schemes and projects, involving the three tiers simultal€ously. whele
assignrrcnt of responsibility is not clear ott, ail hoc consultation
pFoc€s6es have been utilised.

The most important frctor in regional cooperation, however, is
a consciousness of the need for sensitivity to the intrerests of the
Islanders themselves. fire ICC anrcl elected Island Councils play a vital
rcle in ensuring all parties are aware of this. The ICC, in particular,
hae developed- an enviable level of expertise in mairr rcg_ional-
development planning and execution, and Possesses a high order of
political ogertise.
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TORRES STRAIT FISHERIES
Australian Fisheries Senrice

Department of Primary Industries and Energy
Introduction

The Treaty between Australia and Papua New Guinea (PNG)
establishes the Torres Strait Protected Zone (TSPZ) and the Fisheries
furisdiction Boundary as shown at figure 1.

Within the TSPZ, each country exercises sovereign iurisdictionfor swimming species on the respective sides of the fisheries
boundaries. furisdiction over sedentary species is determined by the
seabed boundary. These boundary lines overlap except in a central
northern area of the TSPZ referred to as the "top hat area". In the top
hat area Australia has jurisdiction over swimming species, PNG has
jurisdiction over sedentary species.

The treaty also sets down the requirement that following an
interim period (interim arrangements phase out between 1990 - 1995)
Australia and PNG will share the available catch or equivalent in each
countr5/s respective fisheries in the TSPZ according to the following
proportions:

a. the area of PNG iurisdiction:757o PNG;257o Australia
b. the territorial areas around Australian islands north of

the seabed iurisdiction line:507o PNG;50% Australian
c. the area south of the seabed iurisdiction line: EVo

PNG;7SVo Australian

Australia's obligations with respect to fisheries in the TSPZ are
implemented under the Torres Strait Fisheries Act 1984 by a
Commonwealttr/State joint authority: the Torres Stsait Protected Zone
|oint Authonty (PZIAI.
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Thememben of thePZJA are:

a. Hon lohn Kerin MH& Minister for Primary Industries
and Energy (Chair) and

b. Hon Neville Halper, MLA, Queensland Minister for
Primary Industries.

The PZ|A is responsible for managing the following fisheries:

a. South of the fisheries iurisdiction line in the TSPZ:

(i) traditional fishing;
(iil those fisheries which under Article 22 of the

Treaty Australia has agreed to Fintly
rnanage with PNG comprising; prawns, rock
lobster, spanish mackerel, pearl shell,
dugong and turtle.

b. the commercial banamundi fishery in the tenitorial
waters adlacent to the six Australian Isldnds near the
PNG coast - Saibai, Boigu, Moimoi, Kaumag Aubusi
and Dauan.

The PZJA has no budget or establishment in its own right.

Three separate goverrunent organisations are involved in
administering the decisions of the PZIA. The Australian Fisheries
Service (AFS), the Queensland Fish Management Authority (QFMA)
and the Department of Harbours and Marine Queensland Boating and
Fish€rieo Patrol GFP).

The AFS is responsible for the overall coordination of PZIA
fisheries arrangemenb in the Torres Strait and in consultation with the
QFMA provides management advice to the PZ|A and administers the
PZIA approved programmes in consultation with the QFMA.

The QFMA is also primarily responsible for licensing vessels
to operate in the TSPZ.

TheBFP operate under an agency arrangement with the PZIA
to performenforcement and surveillance activities in the TSPZ.
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With respect to enforcement/surveillance activities, the PZ|A
has prescribed policies and practices to guide BFP in its operations in
theTSPZ.

PZIA Enforcement and Surveillance Policies

The PZIA has determined that the enforcement and
surveillance programme incorporate four major activities:

a. education/extension;

b. promotion/development;
c. information gathering for the PZIA;and
d. enforcement.

Education/Extension

The PZIA poliry on education and extension requires that:

a. emphasis be placed on extension and community
education programmes equating to approximately
30Vo of total enforcement effort in any given fishery

b. field officers provide information and extension
service to industry and local communities advising
them of matters of legislation and policy.

Promotion/Develop ment

The PZIA policy on promotion/development requires that:

a. assistance be provided to facilitate where possible the
expansion of Islander involvement in the commercial
fisheries in the TSPZ.

Enforcement

The PZfA policy on enforcement requires that:

a. the programme develop the theme of graduated
response in the enforcement and policing of PZIA
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management arrangemenb wlth emphasis primarily
placd on education/extension but with the capacity
as a last r€sort for prosecutlon

b. the level of enforcement bllow guidelines formulated
by the PZlAfor each fishery

AFS Physical Presence

The AFS has an office sihrated on Thursday Island. A
scientific liaison officer and a fisheries logbook coordination officer
operate from the office. A logbook coordinator is also stationed in
Cairns.

Fisheries research staff from a number of organisations,
including the CSIRO, Bureau of Rural Research and Queensland
Deparfirent of Primary Industries, undertake field work in the region.

AFS Activities

The AFS coordinates biannual rnanagement consultative
meetings on behalf of the PZ|A with industry and Islandenr in the
region, and maintains regrrlar dialogue and feedback to industry and
Islanders through the Thursday Island and C-airns based staff. The
AFS also cmrdinates the Australian input to annual management
meetings wittr PNG fisheries representatives.

Boating and Fisheries Patrol Physical Presence

Poltcy

The Department of Harbours and Marine Boating and
Fisheries Patrol operates a dedicated 24m Cheetah Class Pa$ol Vessel
in the Tones Strait ltotected Zone to fulfil the policy objectives of the
PZIA. The policy is to provide a graduated response of education,
surveillanceand enforcement. Resources are allocated as follows:

a. 30% education

b. 70% enforcement
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Staff

The dedicated TSPZ patrol vessel has two crews of 6 with a
Senior Field Officer in command and a Leading Field Officer
performing engineering duties and acting as second in command.
Operational Control is delegated to a Sub Program Manager located in
Ciirns. The vessel is based in Cairns but operates from Thursday
Island. A total staff of 13 is employed manning the Patrol Vessel and it
is planned to achieve 707o annual operational availability.

A District Officer is located at Thursday Island in support of
the Sub Program Manager in Cairns. The District Officer liaises with
other Commonwealth, State, Industry and Islander organizations
regarding the management of fisheries in the Protected Zone.
Adminishative support and Islander Pahol Officers assist the District
Officer. State marine tasks are also performed by the District Officer in
addition to providing support tasks for the Cheetah Class Patrol
Vessel. Infrastructure on Thursday Island is administered by the
District Officer.

Infrastructure

The following infrastructure is being provided at Thursday
Island in accordance with a Financial Agreement between the
Commonwealth and Queensland Governments'

Wharf

The contract to provide a wharf for the Cheetah Class Patrol
Vessel at Thursday Island is being awarded in cooperation with the
Queensland Harbours Corporation.

Operations/Administration Bu ilding

An operations/administration building is being provided on
the site of the present "Pearls" building. This building will be shared
by the Boating and Fisheries Patrol, the Thursday Island Harbour
Master and staff and the Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service
staff.
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One of the conditions placed on the operations of the Patol
Vessel from Thuttday Island is that water should not be required from
the Thursday Island water supply. To overcome this, a number of
water tanks are being provided at the operations centre and the cargo
shed at the Harbours Corporation Main Wharf. The Patrol Vessel also
has a desalinator.

House

A house has been provided for the District Officer and his
family.

Boating and Fisheries Patrol Activities

The education, surveillance and enforcement for the policies of
the ioint C-omrnonwealth/State Protected Zone joint Authority is
performed by the Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine
Boating and Fisheries Patrol as stated earlier.

Education

Patrol Officers are tasked to visit island communities and
explain the principles of fisheries management for the Protected 7.rlne.
This, together with the permanent presence on Thursday Island,
provides immediate contact for the Islanders and the fishing industry
with the Patrol. Close liaison is maintained with PNG Authorities to
ensure that any education programme undertaken by PNG is
complementary to Australian programmes and aligns with the overall
ageed policy for the Protected Zone.

As stated earlier, 307o of field resources are curently
dedicated to education initiatives.

Sunreillance

Surveillance is performed in conjunction with other authorities
such as COASTWATCH ef al. Under agreed guidelines betrueen the
Commonwealth and State Governments, the patrol vessel and/or staff
may be released from the Protected Zone for Foreign Fishing Vessel
("Aru}tasking.
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Intelligence gathered is disseminated to organisations as
required and this is done in consultation with the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade Treaty Liaison officer on Thursday Island.

Enforcement

The Torres Strait Protected Zone provides complex
enforcement problems with the traditional movement of the islanders
across the Fisheries furisdiction Line. There are many instances of
families having relatives in both the PNG and Australian sectors of the
Protected Zone. The Island Chairmen assist the Patrol in ensuring that
cross border visitors do not breach the Treaty provisions by
undertaking commercial fishing during their visit.

The imbalance of the sale of proceeds from the crayfish
provides a maior monetary incentive for PNG fishermen to fish
commercially in the Australian zone. Prices quoted to officials indicate
that PNG divers can obtain approximately $12 per kilo in the
Australian Zone and approximately $7 per kilo in the PNG zone. PNG
officials are aware of the problem and are endeavouring to restrain
their fishermen from illegal fishing in the Australian Zone. Island
Chairmen assist the Patrol in the Australian zone in ensuring that such
illegal activity is minimised.

During the period 1 fuly, 1988 to 30 |une, 1989 20 breaches of
the Torres Strait Fisheries Act proceeded to court in Australia.

Cross border endorsement of officers from PNG and Australia
is being sought.

Sharing of intelligence has permitted third counhy vessels
acting illegally to be arrested and successfully prosecuted in both PNG
and Australia. |oint patrols are also programmed for 1989/90 which
should further assist in providing a more cost-effective service. See
figure 2 for a Sample Torres Shait Protected Tnne
Enforcement/Surveillance Program 1989-90.
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Figurc Z

SAMPT.E TORRES STRNT PROTE TED ZONE
EMON,CEMENT/ST'RVEILLI\NCE PROGRAM 1989-90.

SAMPLE TORRES STRAIT PROTECTED ZONE
ENFORCEMENT/SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM 1989 - 1990

FISHERY PROGRAM

Turde/Dugorg

Joint operatfrrns

Prawn

Rock lobstgr

Pearl sh€ll

Mackerel

Community visits

Jan Feb Mar
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Anticipated Issues

Catch Sharing

The catch sharing provisions of the Treaty have presented
considerable difficulty because of their complexity and the
administrative effort required for their successful implementation.
The catch sharing provisions, require that 25Vo or equivalent of the
Australian catch from the Article 22 fisheries in the Australian waters
south of the seabed iurisdiction line be made available to PNG.

Australian and PNG officials have been devising altemative
means, consistent with the Treaty, to implement these provisions and
protect the respective interests of both parties.

The implementation of this policy may involve sharing the
catch in accordance with the Treaty on the basis of the amount of
fishing effort (number of boats) applied to each side.

Islander Employment

The Boating and Fisheries Patrol employs 3 islanders as
Assistant Field Officers as part of the patrol vessel crew and to assist
the Thursday Island District Officer. In addition to this, one person is
employed as an Administrative Assistant on Thursday Island to assist
the Thursday Island District Officer. Approval has been granted by
the Queensland Govemment to employ a further four islanders in the
Patrol. These officers will be provided with the full career
opportunities of the Boating and Fisheries Patrol.

JointTraining

PNG and Aushalian officers are required to cooperate in
performing their duties and joint training courses are conducted as
problems are identified. These courses include officers from PNG and
Australian Departments of Foreign Affairs, and Justice. A continued
joint training programme is required to implement irint
Australian/PNG patrols and ensure that the cross authorisation of
officers by Australia and PNG operates satisfactorily.
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Cross Border Movenrent

Cross Border (Fisheries |urisdiction Line) movement by PNG
citizens and Islanders has been traditional and the monitoring of such
movement places a burden on available resources. The education
prcgrarnme which is being implemented is enabling the PNG and
Australian communities to understand the principles of the Treaty of
conserving the marine resources in the Zone. This education
programme will continue and is to be expanded to assist PNG
communities by providing visits by officials to villages.

loint Enforcement Programme

As stated earlier a number of iilegal fishing activities involve
cross border movements. This illegal cross border fishing falls into
two categories:

a. those that occur directly from cross border
movements, such as the case of prawn trawlers fishing
across the jurisdiction line

b. those that arise incidentally to cross border
movements, such as the cases of PNG nationals
undertaking traditional visits and then subsequently
fishing commercially in the rock lobster fishery.

Following meetings between PNG and Australian officials in
Port Moresby in February 1989, a proposal for a joint enforcement
progranme has been developed. Recommendations concerning
establishment of the joint programme will be discussed at the next
round of joint fisheries management meetings scheduled for October
1989.

Consultation

Cooperation and consultation between fisheries management
polry makers, islanders and the industry have been the cornerstone
for successful implementation of the policies at the PZIA. This
afrnosphere of cooperation and consultation extends to Ausbalian and
PNG officials.
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ANNEX M
TORRES STRAIT - DEPARTMENT OFIMMIGRATION. TOCAL (
AND ETHMC AFFAIRS

Torres Shait Treaty

Background

This Deparhnent is responsible for the control of, entry intq
and departure from Austsalia via the Strait consistent with the Treaty.

Artides 11 and 12 of the Treaty provide for free movement of
traditional inhabitants who live in the Protected Zone or the adiacent
coastal areas of Australia/PNG for traditional activities and uphold
certain customary rights of acress to, and use of, areas in and in the
vicinity of the ttotected 7nne.

Free movement is provided for in the Migration Act 1958 by
exempting from the need for visas and permits, PNG traditional
inhabitants who wish to visit an Aushalian part of the Protected Zone
for traditional activities.

Traditional visitors who contravene Ss16(1) of the Migration
Act 1958 (see attach.) lose the free movement concession and require
an endorsed entry permit to enter Australia. Application of these
provisions is consistent with the Treaty.

Administrative Anangements

Administration of the Treaty requires continuing cooperation
between the Australian and PNG governments and consultation with
traditional inhabitants of the region. A range of committees and
consultative mechanisms have been established for this purpose.

DILGEA maintains an immigration presence in the region
through its Area Office on Thursday lsland. The prime reason for this
prcsence is to monitor the operations of the Torres Strait Treaty and to
maintaina watchover attempted illegal immigration into and through
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the Torres Strait. To assist, the Department has established and
manages a Movement Monitoring System (MMS) there.

The MMS which operates on 13 islands involves appointed
islanders identifying visitors (and departures), deciding whether a
visit is for traditional purposes and if so monitoring the period of stay.

All visits are registered and reported to the DILGEA Area
Director, Thursday Island. Register Keepers have no powers under the
Migration Act.

While the System operates effectively and has the support of
the PNG authorities, there are some operational difficulties, e.g.,

a. visitors from PNG issued with passes from PNG
authorities certifying the visit is for traditional
purposes, but who then undertake non-traditional
activities (for example, commercial cray fishing); and

b. PNG nationals ineligible for the free movement
concessions are attracted by socio-economic "pull"
factors in Aushalia such as commercial fishing,
labouring and domestic work and the health, welfare
and education services.

Current Issues

A working group of the Torres Strait IDC (chaired by DFAT) is
examining a request by Islanders to allow movement by air for
traditional visits. DILGEA does not support the proposal.

DILGEA has been requested to facilitate free movement for
researchers involved in a |oint Malaria Survey across the common
border in the Strait. The concession will be granted.

Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service has requested
the role of the Register Keepers employed by DILGEA be expanded to
include monitoring of Quarantine interests. DILGEA supports the
proposal and administrative machinery is being developed.
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An issue which has been the subiect of discussion by the
Torres Strait IDC following legal advice from the Attomey4eneral's
Departnent, is the lack of precision of a number of demarcation
definitions in the Treaty relating to the free movement concessions.
These are not causing major administrative problems at this time and
discussions are continuing.

Non-Treaty Issues

Entry to Australia from islands within PNG waters is
relatively easy (e.g. by dinghy), though normally quite visible and thus
likely to attract attention. A number of nationals from other countries
have gained entry to PNG and then transited the Torres Strait area to
anive in Australia and seek refugee status. Included in this number
have been 11 Irian fayans who arrived in 1985 and 1 lrian Jayan in
1987. Since 1 fuly 1988, 8 persons have been detected attempting to
enter Australia illegally via the Torres Strait (5 Afghans, 1 Hungarian,
1 Ghanian and 1 UK national).

Arrival on islands which are not proclaimed ports of entry for
the purposes of entry into Australia under the Migration Act 1958
poses a problem in monitoring. Prevention of such arrivals is also, to
an extent, dependent upon controls maintained by PNG.

There have been interdeparhnental discussions on the possible
establishment of an intemational airlink between Daru in PNG and
firursday Island.
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ATTACHMENTA

MIGRATION ACT 1958
s.14

(8) Where a notice has been served on a non-citizen under sub-
section (3), the Minister shall not order the deportation of the non-
citizen under this section unless -

(a) the non-citizen does not request, in accordance with
the notice, that his case be considered by a
Commissioner;

O) the non-citizen, having been summoned under this
section to appear before a Commissioner, fails so to
appear at the time and place specified in the
gummons; or

(c) a Commissioner reports under this section in relation
to the non-citizen that he considers that the ground
specified in the notice has been established.

Definition of pemranent resident

14A. (1) Where a person has been convicted of any offence
(other than an offence the conviction in respect of which was
subsequently quashed) the period (if any) for which the person was
confined in a prison for that offence shall be disregarded in
determining, for the purposes of section 12 and sub-section 13 (1), the
length of time that that person has been present in Australia as a
permanent resident.

(2) In section 12 and sub-section 13 (1), "permanent resident"
means a person (including an Aushalian citizen) whose continued
presence in Australia is not subiect to any limitation as to time
imposed by law, but does not include -

(a) in relation to any period before the commencement of
this sub-section - a person who was, during that
perid, a prohibited immigrant within the meaning of
this Act as in force at that time; or
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O) in rclation to any period after the commencement of
this sub-section - a person who is, during that period,
a prohibited non<itizen.

(3) For the purposes of this section -

(a) a reference to a prison indudes a reference to any
custodial institution at which a person convicted of an
offence rnay be required to serve the whole or a part of
any sentience imposed upon him by reason of that
conviction; and

G) a reference to a period during which a pe$on was
confined in a prison includes a reference to a period -
(i) during which the person was an escapee

from a prison; or
(ii) during which the person was undergoing a

sentence of periodic detention in a prison.

s.l6

Percons enterlng Aushalia to be prohibited non-citizens in certain
circumstances

15. (1) Where, after the corunencement of this Part or before
the crcmmencement of this Part but after the commencement of the
lmmigration Ratriction Act 7907, a person who enters or entered
Australia is not, or was not, at the time of that entry, an Australian
citizen and who -

(a) evades or evaded an officer for the purpose of
entering Australia;

O) at the time of, or prior to, that person's entry into
Aushalia, the person -
(D produces or produced, or @uses or caused

to be produced, to the Minister or to an
officer, in respect of that entry -
(A) a permit, certificate, passport, visa,

identification card or anv other
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document that was not issued to the
person, is forged or was obtained by
false representation; or

(B) a passenger card that contains
information that is false or
misleading in a material particular;
or

(ii) makes or made, or causes or caused to be
made, to the Minister or to an officer, in
respect of that entry, a statement that is false
or misleading in a material particular;

(ba) at the time of, or prior to, the grant of a visa in respect
of the person, the person -
(i) produces or produced, or causes or caused

to be produced, to the Minister or to an
officer, in respect of the grant of that visa a
document of the kind referred to in sub-sub-
paragraph (b) (i) (A); or

(ii) makes or made, or causes or caused to be
made, to the Minister or to an officer, in
respect of the grant of that visa a statement
that is false or misleading in a material
particular; or

(c) at the time of entry is or was a person of any of the
following descriptions, namely:
(i) a person suffering from a prescribed disease

or a prescribed physical or mental condition;
(ii) a person who has been convicted of a crime

and sentenced to death, to imprisonment for
life or to imprisonment for a period of not
less than 1 year;

(iii) a person who has been convicted of 2 or
more crimes and sentenced to imprisonment
for periods aggregating not less than 1 year;
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(iv) a person who has been charged with a crime
and either found guilty of having committed
the crime while of unsound mind or
acquifted on the ground that the crime was
committed while he was of unsound mind;

(v) a person who has been deported from
Australia or another country; or

(vi) a person who has excluded from another
country in prescribed circumstances,

that person shall, notwithstanding section 1O Ue deemed to be
a prohibibd non-citizen unless he is the holder of an entry permit
endorsed with a statement that the person granting that permit
recognises him to be a person referred to in this sub.section.

(1AA) Where -

(a) a further entry permit has, either before or after the
conunencernent of this sub'section, been granted to a
person authorising the person to remain in Australia;

O) that entry permit was granted while the person was in
Australia; and

(c) the persory in respect of the grant of that entry permit

i) produced, or caused to be produced, to the
Minister or to an officer a document that was
not issued to that person, is forged or was
obtained by false representation or that
contains information that is false or
misleading in a material particular; or

ii) made, or caused to be made, to the Minister
or to an officer a statement that is false or
misleading in a material particular,

that petson shall, notwithstanding section 10, be deemed to be
a pohibited non-citizen unless he is the holder of an entry permit
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endorsed with a statement that the Person granting that permit
recognises him to be a person referred to in this sub-section.

(1A) Where a person has been convicted of a crime and
ordered to be confined in a corrective institution other than a prison,
sub-section (1) applies to and in relation to him as if he had been
convicted of that crime and sentenced to imprisonment for the period
during which he was so confined.

(18) In sub-section (1) a reference to crime shall be read as a
reference to an offence punishable by death, by imprisonment for life
or by imprisonment for a period of not less than 6 months.

(1C) A reference in subsection (1) to a visa includes a reference
to:

(a) a visa or similar notation, or a form of provisional
authority to enter Australia, that was issued on behalf
of the Commonwealth before 1 November 1979;or

(b) a document or notation that was issued on behalf of
the Commonwealth before 1 November 1979 in
respect of the return of a person to Australia.

(2) For the purpose of the making of a deportation order
against a person on the ground that he is a prohibited non-citizen by
virtue of this section, the reference in this section to a prescribed
disease shall be read as a reference to a disease, or a physical or mental
conditiory that is prescribed for the purposes of this section by the
regulations as in force at the time when the deportation order is made.



ANNEX N
THE AUSTRALIAN OUARANTINE AND

INSPECTION SERVICE'S ROLE
Background

Following the signing of the Torres Stait Treaty, Australia has
maintained strict quarantine surveillance of the area, through
Coastwatdt flights covering Northern Australia and the quarantine
presence in the area, both through quarantine officers stationed in
Thunday Island and Cairns, and through the appointsnent of Islanders
as'Quarantine Cooperators".

A recent quarantine review of the area by Professor Undsay of
the University of Western Australia and the resultant
recommendations (the Lindsay Report) proposed a stronger and better
balanced quarantine strategy for Northern Australia rather than the
heavyretance on Httroral surveillance under the C-oastwatch umbrella.
The Government decided on this basis to inhoduce a new Northern
Australian Quarantine Strategy (NAQS).

New Strategy

The new strategy involves the targeted and balanced use of
land, sea and air patrols, in cooperation with other agencies, enhanced
survey work, improved intelligence and information gathering, and
programme aimed at public awareness and cooperation.

Progress

Developnent and implementation of the program is being
carried out pintly with State quarantine officers (Qld, NT, and WA)
who carry out animal and plant quarantine activities in the region on
the Commonwealth's behalf.

198/89 activity concentrated on reviewing and
upgrading necessary infrastructure arrangements,
plus planning for upgraded surveillance and
monitoring
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from a Torres Strait perspective, the emphasis has
been on quarantine surveillance and Patrolling
(including a pint survey in the Western Province of
PNG in May/|une 1988) publicity initiatives
(including a calendar for issue to island households),
and upgrading of the quarantine cooperator system
(the first two full-time assistants have been appointed
on Saibai and Yorke Islands)

additionally, in October 1988 the Minister for
Resources signed a Memorandum of Understanding
on quarantine with PNG which provides for
cooperation between the quarantine services of the
two countries and for joint activities in areas of mutual
concern

Physical Presence

It is proposed to appoint a Federal Government officer who
will have the position of Program Manager/Coordinator for the NAQS
strategy. Duties will include general coordination and Program
development including forward planning and budgeting, the
development of enhanced intelligence networks, and liaison with
industry, other government and local authorities on quarantine related
issues as well as generally facilitating and supporting the work of State
officers in the field.

Relationship to Existing Policy

The NAQS Strategy, which covers all of Northern Australia, is
designed to enhance, reinforce and, to an extent, redirect existing
practice. In addition to aspects mentioned earlier, this includes a joint
screw worm fly unit at Laloki, PNG and participation in Customs and
naval patrols.

Problems and Issues

Include

- traditional inhabitants' movements (visits), under the
Torres Strait Treaty
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- malaria surveillance
- non-traditional movernent in the area

- overseas yachting and visitors
- control of domestic and feral animals
- animal and plant disease surveillance and monitoring
- gowing tourist activity
- use of domestic flights by PNG traditional visitors

Summary

Due to the close proximity of countries to our northern
boundaries it is imperative that Aushalia maintains a continuous
watch to prevent the inboduction of diseases endernic to those
countries and exotic to Australia.



ANNEX O
AUSTRALIAN CUSTOMS SERVICE

ACTIVITIES IN THE TORRES STRAIT
Introduction

The Australian Customs Service (ACS) has responsibility
under the provisions of the Customs Act 1901 and associated
legislation for the control of ships, aircraft and goods moving into and
out of Aushalia. The ACS also has responsibility for the
administration of civil coastal surveillance Programs in the northern
region of Australia.

Australian Customs Service controls in the Torres Strait are
administered from a district office on Thursday Island. That office
performs twin regulatory and enforcement roles. That is, regulatory
lormalities related to the boarding and clearance of ships and
smallcraft are undertaken, including the processing of passengers and
crew. In this respect, the ACS also undertakes work on behalf of other
Commonwealth agencies, including Immigration and Quarantine.

The enforcement role is regarded by the ACS as the primary
function of the Thursday Island office, and involves the interception of
narcotics, other prohibited imports and exports and the detection of
people unlawfully travelling through the Torres Strait or attempting to
land in Australia without all legal requirements being met. Coastal
surveillance forms a significant part of the enforcement element of
ACS activities in the area.

Specifically, ACS staff on Thursday Island are responsible for:

(1) administration of ACS responsibilities under the
Torres Strait Treaty, including liaison with other
Government agencies, PNG authorities and local
communities;

(2) maintenance of the Customs barrier including action
to delete breaches of Commonwealth law in the
region;
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collection of information/intelligence of significance
to the ACS and other Government authorities in the
rcgion; and
C-oastwatch liaison requirements, in conjunction with
the Coastwatch regional office in Cairns.

Torres Strait Treaty

The ACS maintains close liaison with other Commonwealth
and State agencies operating in the Torres Strait, both in the facilitation
aspects of the Treaty, and in the detection of Customs-related and
otherbreaches.

Certain of the crcntrol provisions of the Customs Act have been
modified to accord with the requirements of the Torres Strait Treaty,
specifically Article 15, in order to facilitate the free movement of
traditional inhabitants and the conduct of traditional activities. Artide
16(1) of the Treaty imposes obligations on both Parties to "apply
immigratiorl customs, quarantine and health procedures in such a
way as not to prevent or hinder fire movement or the performance of
traditional activities in, and in the vicinity of, the Protected Zoneby
the traditional inhabitants of the other pargr".

In this respect, the Customs Act provides for certain
exemptions from normal Customs requirements in particular
circumstances. For example, the normal entry and departure
requirements for persons on board Protected Zone vessels arriving at
or departing from Australia may be waived, as may the import and
export formalities for goods on Protected Zone ships which belong to
specific classes of persons, i.e. traditional inhabitants.

Exemptions under the Customs Act do not apply outside the
Protected Zone (as defined in the Treaty), and breaches of the Customs
Act outside the specific exemptions are subject to prosecution and
penalties as provided in Customs legislation.

Whilst adminisbation of the Treaty from an ACS perspective
has not been without some problems, many of the practical'difficulties
have been addressed through close liaison with other agencies and

(3)

(4>
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cooperative arrangements with community leaders in the region.
Support from local communities is considered invaluable in bringilg
infringements to the attention of the ACS and other agencies. In this
nespect, a mapr public awareness campaign has recently sm
conducted by the Acs in the northern regions of Australia, including
the Torres Strait, aimed at encouraging local inhabitants and
communities to report unusual incidents to the ACS Office on
Thursday Island.

A continuing "awareness" programnn is conducted with
Island leaders, communities and in schools in the rqgion to acquaint
communities with ACS and other Commonwmlth agmcy
requirements and to seek out sources of information to assist the
enforcement effort. In the recent past, there have been numerous
incidents of Island communities advising the ACS of the presence of
illegal immigrants in the Torres Strait, wNch has led to apprehension
and either conviction or deportation.

Other agencies in the region, including Immigratiorl
Quarantine and the Queensland Police oPerate similar awareness
progranrmes with Island communities. All information gathered in
this way is generally shared among Government agencies operating on
Thursday Island.

More formal consultative arrangernents also exist through the
Australia,/PNG |oint Advisory Council set uP under the Treaty and
Treaty liaison meetings which resPectively bring together Government
officials from a cenhal level annually or local officials six nonthly to
discuss issues of interest in the region.

Threat Assessment

In consultation with user agencies, primarily Fisheries,
Quarantine and Immigration authorities, the likelihood of breaches of
Australia's civil border controls and fisheries controls occurring in the
Torres Strait region has been assessed as being extremely high.

The physical proximity to the borders and tenitorial seas of
nearby countries enhances the prospect of legislative breaches
occurring as a direct result of the movements of individuals, aircraft,
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private srnall craft, including intemational yacht traffic and, in
particular, what appears to be expanding activity by foreign fishing
vessels in adjacent waters.

The threat assessment in the civil arena is clearly supported by
documented breaches recorded in recent times by agencies having
statutory responsibility in the area. These breaches relate to a variety
of ilegal activities by yachtsmen, landings on Australian territorial soil
with inappropriate entry documentation and quarantine breaches.
More particularly, since Coastwatch expanded its aerial surveillance
coverage in the off-shore area, an increase has occurred in detections of
foreign fishing vessel incursions which have resulted in successful
prosecutions and ultimate forfeiture of the vessels concerned.

It is expected that this assessed threat for potential civil border
and related breaches will likely increase in the fuhrre.

Information Sources

Information about potential legislative breaches in the Torres
SFait region emanates from sources including, but not limited to:

- members of the island communities in the Tones
Strait, who have well-developed liaison and
communication arrangements with Federal and State
agencies represented in the area

- C-oastwatch flights, which patrol the Straits area at
least twice per day (these flights generate daily reports
of all sightings of interest)

- sutface patrols initiated by various Commonwealth or
State bodies in the area (including Navy patrols falling
within the auspices of the civil surface patrol plan
coordinated by Coastwatch), and

- locally-based Government officials and other
community minded groups, including fi shermen, who
make a point of notifying matters of interest to either
Customs or other concemed agencies.
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In accordance with government directives, Coastwatch is
developing and maintaining a data base of incidents, events and
information relevant to the total civil surveillance effort, to enhance its
capability to undertake threat assessments and therefore to intrude a
more empirical approach to its flight planning and surveillance
rnanagement nationally, including the Torres SUait and associated
regions.

The ACS has specific arrangenients with the Australian
Federal Police and other enforcement agencies both in the Torres Strait
region and nationally for the exchange of information and intelligence
on risk vessels and aircraft and suspect persons.

Customs Barrier

The Customs Act contains provisions which require:

(i) that vessels and aircraft report to an appointed port
or airport;

(ii) that cargo be reported;
(iii) that questions related to a ship or aircraft, its cargo,

passengers, crew or stores be answered;
(iv) that goods under Customs control will not be

altered, moved or interfered with; and
(v) that goods subiect to the control of Customs can be

examined, and that vessels and aircraft cdn be
searched.

The above are merely examples of the powers available to
Customs Officers in the Torres Strait region. Powers included in the
Immigration, Quarantine and Navigation Acts are also available to
Customs Officers in the detection and prosecution of offences.

Putting aside the facilitation aspects of the Torres Strait Treaty
as it applies to traditional inhabitants and traditional activities, the
above provisions apply equally in the Torres Strait region as in any
other part of Australia.
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In this repect, breaches of the Customs Act and other relevant
Commonwealth legislation in the Torres Strait region may include:

the detection of movements and prosecution of
unlawful landings on Australian islands in the Tores
Srait region (Customs, Immigration and Quarantine
offences);

the detection of the unlawful landing of goods in
Australia or on Australian islands or the transfur of
goods between overseas and Australian vessels, with
the ultimate intention of landing those goods in
Australia (Customs and Quarantine).

Integral to success in detection of the above types of offences is
the existence of a comprehensive computer-based intelligence system,
which was pintly developed with the Australian Federal Police. The
ACS contributes shipping and aircraft information to the data base, for
smallcraft and itinerant aircraft, and the resulting intelligence or other
information is used to deterrnine whether vessels should be regarded
as a risk, and whether and what action may be necessary.

The ACS maintains a comprehensive communications
network, using IJHR VHF and HF frequencies which connect most
mapr ports in the north, and also ACS aircraft and vessels to enable
the conduct of operations in remote areas. The ACS Coastwatch
aircraft provide a forward air control for any operations undertakery
as required. The Customs marine fleet in northern Australia consists
of two 20m "Minister" Class vessels (with a third vessel planned) and
three 14m '1" Class vessels, which are all capable of ocean-going
nesporuie. These vessels have the capacity to operate in remote areas
including Torres Strait. The ACS maintains a 12m vessel at Thursday
Island and one at C-airns which are generally reshicted to coastal Pahol
(30nmoff-shore).

Coastal Surveillance

Following Government acceptance of the Hudson Report on
civil coastal surveillance (1988) the Coastwatch organisation was
located within the Australian Customs Service.

(a)

(b)
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The primary function of Coastwatch is to direct and coordinate

national civil coastal and off-shore surveillance, with particular
emphasis on Australia's northern approaches. This assists client
agencies (e.g. fisheries, quarantine and immigration) to achieve their
own corporate goals wNch reflect pordolio responsibilities within
Gonernment.

Coastwatch has administrative and operational headquarters
in Canberra; however, regional centres haVe been established in both
Darwin and Cairns. Further sub<entres are located in Broome and
Thunday Island to service these particularly sensitive northern areas
of activity.

Resources

The civil surveillance aerial contractor has located three Shrike
Commander airctaft at Horn Island for use by Coastwatch in the
Torres Strait and adiacent areas. Two of these are primary aircraft
which both fly daily whilst the third aircraft is a backup unit.
Approximately 3200 hours flyrng per annum is carried out in the
Torres Strait region.

There are three pilots deployed to the region and a further
eight surveillance.trained obsewers complernent the airctew capacity
at the Horn Island base. These staff are monitored regularly by Caims
and Canberra based training personnel to ensure efficiency levels are
maintained.

In acrcordance with the very high threat assessment allocated
to the region in general, flight paths havebeen planned and developed
by Coastwatch in an endeavour to maximise the coverage of potential
points of entry or areas of likely legislative breaches. Local flight
taskings are coordinated through the Cairns regional office and are
then further integrated into the national flight plan in Coastwatch
headquarters in Canberra. Gvil agencies are encouraged to develop
and lodge specific tasking requests, either ad hoc or permanent in
nature, to continually improve the determination of targets and
priorities by Coastwatch. All plans are considered to be flexible to the
point where they are capable of rapid change to reflect the operational
environment.
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Coastwatch relies on RAN vessels as primary response
vehicles. In the Torres Strait these are supplemented by Customs
launches.

Defence Liaison

As standard practice, Coastwatch seeks to integrate the use of
Naval surface patrol capabilities with the daily surveillance tasks being
flownby Coastwatch aircraft. Coastwatch is strongly of the view that
aircraft working in a forward air support role to a surface craft such as
a Naval Patrol Boat is a more effective and potentially productive use
of available resources, at least for civil surveillance purposes, as the
two complement and support each other to maximum benefit.

Coastwatch has effective communications between surface
and air craft and these facilities will be enhanced in the future. In
effect, certain Customs channels have been adopted as the
acknowledged civil surveillance operational channels to enhance
civil/military corununications in the field.

Incapacity to navigate with certainty/safety provides some
limitation from time to time.

Surface based civil surveillance tasking requirements have
recently been reviewed in coniunction with HQADF and MH@IIS in
an endeavour to better match the Patrol Boat Programme to the
identified needs and priorities of the various civil agencies. This
approadr will, require the various agencies to put more effort into
planning their needs, something that will be essential to the
development of an effectively coordinated Navy and civil air
sunreillance effort.

Response Actions

The Torres Strait and adiacent areas present special problems
for authorities when sightings of possible infringements are made and
no Naval Patrol Boat presence is immediately available. Whilst several
of the government agencies represented on Thursday Island have
acress to vessels for water transport, most of these craft are unsuitable
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for extended duration voyages or for the boarding of large, ocean
going foreign fishing vessels.

Fast transits by Navy vessels from Cairns to the Torres Strait
area for response purposes have been called upon from time to time
and response times achieved by the RAN have been as good as could
possibly be achieved.

Nevertheless, Coastwatch believes- that there is scope to re-
evaluate other options for craft to be called upon from time to time to
assist in longer range apprehensions, if a Naval presence is not
immediately available, and particularly in respect of unlicensed third-
country fishing vessels.

The Future

Agencies involved in civil border control and enforcement
matters in the Torres Strait and adjacent areas are unlikely to
downgrade existing "high" threat ratings in the foreseeable future. If
anything, concerns about the likelihood of civil incursions and
breaches of related laws in the area are likely to increase, requiring
agency resource commitments to be monitored continually.

Following a recent review of the forward equipment needs of
the Coastwatch programme, Government approval has been obtained
to station a helicopter permanently in the Torres Strait area, to enhance
civil surveillance capabilities generally and, in particular, to improve
response capacity in the area. Many of the islands do not have
airstrips or cannot be landed upon safely by fixed wing aircraft in the
wet season.

The helicopter service is an integral component of a revised
civil surveillance tender now under consideration. It is likely that the
helicopter would come on line around mid-1990 for at least a five year
period of operation.

Coastwatch will also continue to maintain a fleet of fixed wing
aircraft capable of providing at least the current level of visual
surveillance service in the area into the future. The capabilities of
these aircraft will integrate into a more effective coastal surveillance
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servic€, involving higher capacity radar and FLIR equipped aircraft
overflying the area firom around mid-1990, when new contract
provisions come into force.



ANNEX P
OUEENSLAND POLICE PRESENCE AND

FACILITIES IN TORRES STRAIT
Sergeant First Class T.I. Adcock
Queensland Police Department

The State of Queensland for the purpose of policing is divided
into various areas of responsibility. The main headings in this resPect
are Regions, Dstrict and Divisions.

The Torres Strait comes within the Far Northern Region (see
figure 1) which covers an area stretching from Cardwell North to the
Queensland/Papua New Guinea border. This, in turn, incorporates
several Districts.

.ffi
With a total staff of some 300 officers these Districts are in turn

broken up into Divisions with one Police Station per Division.

The Torres Strait in its entirety comes within the Thursday
Island Police Division. Despite the fact that there are numerous
islands within the Torres Strait, there is only the one police station on
Thursday Island.

The staff allocated to this station is as follows:

Officer in Charge Senior Sergeant
2.I.C. Sergeant l/c
Staff 6 Uniform Constables

1 Detective Senior
Constable

Water Police
Officer in Charge Sergeant 2/c
Staff 1 Uniform Senior

Constable

The Chain of Command is illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 1.

THE TAR NORTHERN POLICE REGION
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This establishment is situated in Douglas Steet, Thursday
Island in close proximity to the Thursday Island Flospital.

The six uniform constables of the main staff reside ot tttu
prcmises in barracks to the rear of the statiory with the Officer in
Charye linirg in the house adjoining the police establishment. Other
staff live in various quarters within the general crcmmunity area.

Equipment

Vehicles

There are presently two vehicles allocated for use on Thursday
Island (one two wheel drive, the other a four wheel drive). These
vehicles are utility type vehicles with lock up cage facilities on the rear
of ech. There is a further four wheel drive vehicle located-on Horn
Island which is used for the purpose of transport to and from the
airport on that island.

Vesselg

One 8.75 metrre (27 fet) Shark Cat, fibre glass hull with hard
top canopy.

FitEd with twin 225 horsepower evinrude outboard notors.

Has a fuel capacity of 74}litres (196 gallons) which would
allow for apprcximately t hours cmising (approx 430 kilometrcs) at a
maximum speed of approximately 30/35 knots in good weather.
Fitted with radar and inflatable life boats for a crew of (2) and (6)
passengers. The boat has the obvious capability of carrying more
pass€ngers ih an emergency.

Fitted with codan SSB HF radio and also VHF CH 15 for
general shipping and contact lvith base station. This vessel is
recessary for moving staff to and from Horn Island.
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Conmunication

Equipped with normal telecom commander telephone system
with sTD ana lso facilities. Connected to the Queensland Police
Departrnent's main system comPuter system via a VDU switching
system which is connected via the Q. Net satellite radio

- fixed HF SSB installation 4 channels which is in
constant contact with Cairns which is some 800 kms
distant.

- VHF (repeater not simplex) for area around Thursday
Island and Bamaga Division.

Aircralt

One twin engine Beechcraft Super King Air with seating
capacity of 10 (based in Cairns), one twin engine Cessna 402 with
seating capacity of 7 (based in Cairns).

Airport facilities at Horn Island are adequate to accommodate
both these iircraft and also the jet aircraft which is based in Brisbane
and may be called on in emergencies.

Most of the islands in the Strait have restricted fixed wing
landing strips and can be used by the Cessna 402 under certain
conditions. Depending on the weather the aircraft would have to
travel with reduced fuel capacity and passenger loading.

As previously outlined, there are no State Police stationed on
any of the iilands other than Thursday Island. However, by virtue of
the provisions of section 37 of the Community Services (Torres Strait)
Act the various councils have the authority to appoint their own island
police to enforce their own by laws. As per the legislation, these
officers have no power under normal State legislation and therefore
operate in a very limited capacity. If they have knowledge of any
offence, they have the facilities provided with which to rePort any
incidents to the relevant authorities (i.e. Thursday Island police).

To date these officers have had very limited training in their
field of work.
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There has been a training course developed for specific use in
rcspect to the Aboriginal Police in the Aboriginal communities in
mainland Queensland and this course could be utilised to train the
island officers with slight modification. But apart from a short term
trial, the island communities have not taken this course on board. This
will only be overcome by the provision of sufficient financial and
human resources.

I should point out that there is no obligation on any of the
island crcuncils to appoint these officers but the following is a list of
officers presently under employment on their respective islands.

Hammond Island 1

Mabuiag Island 2
Boigu Island 3
Yorke Island 2
Sue Island 2KubinVillage 2
Badu Island 3
Dauan Island 3Yamlsland 2
Murray Island 4
St. Pauls 2
Saibai 3Stephens 1Coconut 2Bamaga 4Seisia 4

Although Horn Island is populated and is the site of a gold
-i.i.g venture there are no State or Island Police Officers stationed
there.

It is not anticipated that the Queensland Police Departrnent
will place any further stations within the Torres Strait in the near
future.

It is obvious that with expansions being experienced State
wide with the tourist industry alone will bring about a change to the
relative tranquility being experienced in the Torres Strait. The thin
blue line of civilian policing, stretched as it is at the moment, will have
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ANNEX Q
tOCAt COMMUNITY CONCERNS

Department of Aborieinal Affairs
Tones Strait Regiofral Office

j.M. Scott
Regional Manager - Torres Strait

It is important to appreciate that things expressed as concerns
at one level of Torres Strait society, or in one part of Torres Strait, do
not necessarily reflect the concerns of all Torres Strait Islanders or
other residents of Torres Strait. That is things espoused by even Island
Coordinating Council as expressing the universal concerns and views
of the Torres Strait Islander people are not always so.

This is much more so in the case views expressed by other
pereons purporting to represent Tones Strait Islanders. Even in these
cases the representativeness or accuracy of the views expressed can be
of more or less value depending on the person doing so.

firis is particrrlarly the case where special interest groups are
involved, say education or health advisory groups, or even aspiring
political parties. This is not to say that views expressed publicly or
otherwise have no value, but that there is no universal Torres Strait
view on many matters. There is in Torres Strait society a range and
diversity of views on many items as wide as that in the rest of the
Australian nation.

If we choose one issue such as housing we will certainly
receive an almost universal response that this is the single greatest
priority for Torres Strait. Depending on who says that, it may be
intended to convey different things. A Council Chairman may wish to
incrcase the housing stock on his Community because of real housing
needs, or to increase his standing before his electors. A Papuan
resident will probably simply want access to housing and essential
servic€s possibly denied because of his anomalous status.
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This paper attempts to high-Iight some of the mairr concErns

ogressed by Torres Strait Islander and other concerned people and to
place them in rational perspective.

Housing

This is an important issue in the eyes of Deed of Grant
Community residents as well as those of the Port Kennedy area.
Housing assistance by Governrnent is provided in three ways:

. direct loan extension by Aboriginal Development
Commission to individuals on attractive commercial
terms;

. Aborigrnal Development Commission grant funds to
three Torres Strait Islanders Housing Associations in
the Port Kennedy area (Torres Strait C-o-operative
Society Ltd., Tamwoy Development Association, and
Nurapai Torres Strait Islanders Association)nnd

. Commonwealth State Housing Ageement (CSHA)
funds released to and administered by Queensland
Departrnent of Community Services.

Departnent of Community Services housing assistance is
generally directed to the Deed of Grant Communities although there
ane some Department of Community Services provided houses on
Itrorn Island and Tamwoy on Thursday Island. The reason for the
dispersal of housing assistance is to provide some Regional equity and
a locally negotiated arrangement has Aboriginal Development
Commission operating in the Port Kennedy area, whilst DeparEnent of
Cornmunity Services generally operates in the Deed of Grant areas.

Aboriginal Development Commission loan activity is pretty
much excluded from the Deed of Grant areas as tenure under the
Aborigines and Torre Strait Islanders (Land Holding) Act 1985 does
not meet loan security requirements of the Commission. This has
caused a degree of dissatisfaction amongst aspiring applicants and
Island Councils.
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fire Queensland Government is believed to be considering
amendments to the legislation to improve the tenure to something like
freehold whilst the C-ouncils at least seem to be worried that land
could be alienated from Islander ownership.

Even if some satisfactory formula can be arrived at, acting on
security in case of defaulting borrowers would prove difficult as
houses are generally built on land considered traditional or quasi-
traditional and belonging to the house owner. It would prove
impossibly disruptive to repossess and dispose of many of these
houses.

Some Councils experience difficulty in collecting rents on the
housing stock handed over to them by Department of Community
Services as a result of the extension of Deeds of Grant. In many
instances the houses were in need of repairs and maintenance at the
time of hand-over or have become so now. Tenants refuse to pay rents
on grounds of poor condition.

In other cases the question of traditional ownership comes into
play and the tenants consider themselves the owners anyway and
refuse to pay rent to Council.

Various solutions to these problems have been considered by
Councils, including selling the houses to tenants, simply handing over
old houses, but not seriously at least, eviction of the defaulting tenants.

ln the case of CSHA provided houses, Councils are anyway
thought to be obliged to dispose of them at appropriate rnarket or
replacement value. The former is difficult to establish, and the latter
unrealistibally high.

The rent collections could provide Councils with badly-needed
inconre as their rate and other internally generated income is so small
as to be insignificant (this comment ignores the actual and potential
incorne from sale of beer through Council Canteens as not all
Communities operate them, and many are considering some form of
privatisation). In any case the rental income would probably fall short
of the cost of any repairs and maintenanc€ programme.
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Other than Aboriginal Development Commission loan activity
on Horn Island and Thursday Island private sector housing activity by
Torres Strait Islanders is negligible. A self-help housing scheme at St
Pauls Community could not be considered a success in strict economic
or even social economic terms, although the resulting houses, when
complete, will be of a very high standard.

Land Teriure and Related Matters

In the "Deed of Grant" Communities (i.e., those Communities
set aside as trust areas and where Island Councils are established) the
whole of the trust area is held by the Councils as trustees under Deeds
of Grant in Trust. Further legislation lAborigines and Torres Strait
Islanders (Land Holding) Act 19851 enables qualified Persons to obtain
perpetual leasehold over an area of land up to one hectare in the case
of residential land, and term leases over other areas for other PurPoses.

Any leaseholds granted are excised from the Deed of Grant
and can be dealt with amongst qualified persons. In the event of
forfeiture of any lease the land is retumed to the Deed of Grant area.

For reasons discussed later in this section there has been no
Deed of Grant issued in the case of Murray Island and the trustee
remains the Corporation of the Under-Secretary.

As discussed under the Housing heading there are some local
reservations and concerns about the status of perpetual and other
leasehold title. The expressed concern is generally that of access to
Aboriginal Development Commission housing loan finance.

In the event of substantial commercial economic activity by
Torres Strait Islanders and others in the region the question of land
tenure will ake on new dimensions. There could easily arise conflict
over the question of traditional rights over land. There could also
evenhrate assertions of traditional rights over land by Torres Strait
Islanders presently resident in Southern Centres.

There is already in process the Murray Island Land case before
the Supreme Court of Queensland for eventual determination by the
High Court of Australia. This case does not challenge the fact of
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anneration but asserts that some form of traditional title was
thereby extinguished, and persisb to this day.

In the case of the Prince of Wales group of Islands, where
Thursday Island is situated, there is a newly oqganised group - the
Muralag Tribal Council - representing the interests of the lGurerag
people who were the aboriginal inhabitants of the area.

It is possible this group is contemplating legal action to assert
prior rights over at least some of the Prince of Wales group.

In this case the alienation of this land from the original
inhabitants was accomplished largely in the 19th Century.

With the establishment of the Somerset and, later, Thursday
Island settlements, the Kaurerag possession and enjoyment of their
land-base was certainly disturbed. After a period of uncomfortable co-
existence between the townsfolk and the remnants of the Kaurerang,
they were removed to a new settlement on Moa Island from Prince of
Wales Island (Muralug) and Hammond Island Kiriri).

Mainly following World War II, a number of these people
managed to relocate themselves on Horn Island (Ngurpai) adiacent to
the Thursday Island. They established an informal settlement opposite
the township and exploited the employment opportunities afforded by
the pearl<ulhrre industry, firewood gathering for Thursday Island,
and subsistence activities. The maiority of the retumees were of
IGurerag rather than Moa Island descent.

Departnent of Native affairs acknowledged their existence to
the extent of cpnducting a Departmental school there, and there was
consideration of creating a Reserve and Council for a time. Eventually
a Township was created and the existing squatters were given first
right of refusal of blocks upon which their houses were situated.

Land tenure in this group is all now based on lease or free.
hold title by individuals, etc., as elsewhere in Queensland. There is
substantial Crown land reserved for various purposes.

363

not
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Any mention of traditional claims on the part of Kaurerag
people arnongst the land holders in the area attracts a fairly hostile
reaction.

This is exacerbated by the housing needs of Thursday Island
residents, both of Torres Strait and other descent. Partly because of
subsantial activity on the part of both Governments in the provision
of public sector housing and office and other acc6mmodation, the price
of land and its availability on Thursday Island has gone beyond the
reach of ordinary people. Most of those people who are actually
investing in their own homes are forced to select Horn Island.

As a result Horn Island has become the maior suburban
growth area and provision of local government services has not kept
pace with demand.

Island Coordinating Council

Island Coordinating Council is a Statutory body under the
Queensland Community Services (Torres Strai0 Act 1984€6 and its
membership comprises the Chairmen of the seventeen Island Councils
and a person representing the suburb of Tamwoy on Thursday Island.

It has a substantial advisory role to State and Federal
governments as well as quite wide executive functions. As the Council
is comparatively new, having come into being in 7984, it is still in the
process of identifying its eventual role, as are the Governments and
others it deals with.

Its predecessor, the Island Advisory Council, was completely
advisory in function and not nearly as representative. It was ofEn
idmtified as a "rubber stamp" for the Drector of Aboriginal and Island
Advancement.

There has been a fair degree of public criticism of the lsland
Coordinating Council by people not resident on the Deecl of Grant
Communities. There is certainly a fear on the part of the Port Kennedy
residents that their future cpuld be dictated by Island Coordinating
Council. This was the reason for the formation of the Port Kennedy
Committee, comprising rnostly people of mixed-race descent resident
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on Thursday Island, but including sorne Tones strait Islanders also
resident there.

Island Coordinating Council has also been the target for
criticism levelled by various special interest groups.

In the Island Communities perceptions.. of the Island
coordinating council are more complex and reflect reiidents'concerns
about their own Councils are much as anything else. There has been
reasonably universal approval amongst these people for the two
successive Island Coordinating Council Chairmen as effective regional
spokesmen and negotiators with government. There has been
continuing dissatisfaction with the level of information emanating
from Island coordinating council about its activities, and from theii
own delegates on their return from meetings.

The present Commonwealth Govemment has reacted
favourably to representations from Island coordinating council that it
should play a significant role in the proposed new Aboriginal and
Torres strait Islander commission. it is intended that the members of
the Island Coordinating Council will comprise eighteen of the twenty
Regional Council members, with the other two being elected by
residents of Port Kennedy, Prince of Wales and Horn Islands.

There has been some level of criticism by residents of port
Kemedy of this proposal although not as vociferous or wide.spread as
might have been expected. The Torres United party has been and is
extremely critical of the proposal.

Whilst Island Coordinating Council effectively represents
about 60vo of the regional population of rorres strait Islanders and
other people included in that category both Governments consider it
provides a regional representative function and that it could be
expanded to represent the maiority of regional residents.

By its nature and composition it does not provide for a formal
opposition. Whether this would be desirable is open to question, but
the absence of a formalised opposition, constrained by the possibility
of assuming responsibility in the future, does creatb a niitre to be
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exploited by the Torres United Party and similar groups and
individuals without any restraint.

Island Coordinating Council probably sees for itself a role
beyond that envisaged by either Government. The Chairman is clear
that this should not intrude into the area of local government and that
the Councils should remain autonomous. Island Coordinating Council
however clearly envisages a pre-eminent role in'regional development
and decision-making.

Council has on at least three occasions presented to
Governments proposals for it to assume a substantial number of the
functions carried out by Department of Aboriginal Affairs and
Department of Community Services. Island Coordinating Council has
actually indicated that it wishes to explore for itself some form of
regional Government functioning at a level somewhere between that
of local and State, and some of the functions of a clearly regional
nature now carried out bv State and Federal Authorities'

Island Industries Board

The Island Industries Board is a statutory corporation
originally created under the 1939 Torres Strait Islanders Act. and its
prirnary purpose was and is to trade with and on behalf of Torres
Shait Islanders. The marine industry, which was once its principal
activity, is no longer important, and it conducts retail stores on fifteen
of the seventeen Island Communities, the three Aboriginal
Communities of the Northern Peninsula area, and Weipa South.

It conducts retail and other activities on Thursday Island. It is
the largest regional trader. Its capital investment in Torres Strait is
large, and its effect on the regional economy is considerable.

The Board now comprises a majority membership of Torres
Suait Islander officials and the Chairman is the Chairman of the Island
Coordinating Council.

The decentralised nature of the business and current and past
management practices have lead to public perception of inefficiency.
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The Board is aware of this and has engaged consultants to develop a
corporate plan for befter management.

Sorne of the options being explored include:

. privatisation of some or all of the Island retail outlets
with the Board remaining a principal wholesale
supplier to them;

. "Councilisation" of some by means of Community
ownership;

. diversification of peripheral activities (e.g, fuel
agencies).

Thene appears to be almost an ambivalent attitude towards the
Bgard by island residents. People appreciate the service it provides is
essential in the absence of any large'scale alternative, but resent what
is perceived to be an unfairly high price structure. The relatively poor
range and quality of goods for sale and frequent shortages are also
cause for complaint.

The imminent availability of commercial broadcast TV in the
Communities will certainly exacerbate this situation as residents are
erposed to the range of goods and services now available to country
rcsidenb elsewhere in Queensland.

It is likely that a maior re-organisation of the Board's activities
and policies will form part of any regional economic rationalisation
and development programme.

Public Sector Employment

This is an area where many people believe problems can be
solved. There are and have been frequent calls for the replacement of
oubide officials with locals - particularly Torres Strait Islanders. In
fact the employment of Torres Strait Islanders and other locals in
reeponsible public sector positions is quite high and the level of
interest in competing for positions advertised is good.
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There is however more to be done in this area, and the Torres
Strait Inter-Departmental Committee Report has targeted this as
something in which progress can be achieved.

One problem perceived by Islander leaders is that the level of
general skills required for appointment to many positions leads
inevitably to a career path outside Torres Strait. They feel that the
region loses now, and will do so increasingly with acceleration of
senior public sector appointments, many of the best people.

They have tentatively suggested levels of skills and
qualifications appropriate for duties in Torres Strait should apply. The
reasons for this are not only to encourage long-term local service, but
to open positions to a wider range of local people.

There are now a substantial number of graduates from the
Thursday Island State High School who have completed the full
twelve years of primary and secondary education in Thursday Island.
There are some children who have completed a mix of schooling in the
schools on the Communities, in Thursday Island and southern centres
to Grade XII. Most of these children reside on Thursday Island, and
some on the Deed of Grant Islands.

A significant number of these children now continue with
post-Secondary and Tertiary courses at southern centres. During
vacations they return home and find it difficult to obtain suitable
temporary employment as is traditional with Tertiary students
elsewhere. The only opportunities are shop assistants and the like.

There is now a suggestion being discussed that all offices of all
levels of Government provide vacation employment opportunities for
genuine post-Secondary and Tertiary students supportive of their
courses of study. There are now computer facilities and sophisticated
communications equipment in most offices, and useful work can be
identified.

Perceptions dictate qualifications to participate should rely on
"localness", not race.
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The advantage sunrounding this scheme are seen to be

cpnsiderable. It would provide student children and Government
officers with sensitization orperience, and an obvious achievernmt
goal for secordary students on'lhursday Island.

It is thought that this could accelerate enrolment to public
sector positions substantially.

The scheme is currently before the local Aboriginal
Employmmt Development Policy Committee for consideration.

Other perceptions under this heading are different and more
implicit than ocplicit. The public sector in northern Australia is
"colonial" in philosophy. Officers go on leave, they do not take a
holiday. Families of officers fly nout" for a break and spouses inquire
of each other how long since they were last "out".

The public sector in Torres Strait is notably affected this way.

Because of the local retail price shucture and quality and
range of goods offered, many officers obain their meat, vegetable and
grocery supplies direct order from southern suppliers. Most officers
and families conc€ntrate their social thoughts on their families and
interests in their home residence.

The public sector is now sufficiently large to create identifiable
social stmctures based on teachers, Commonwealth Public Service,
Queensland Public Servicg nursing staff and Police. With the
exception of some primary school teachers they are all resident on
Thursday Island. These groups, albeit with some scatter, tend to
socialise internally. local government seerns pretty well socially
integrated.

firis is not particularly deliberate, local social groups are
generally sufficient unto themsetves and do not partiorlily x"t to
r€cruit outsiders. There is no overt segregation on the part of any
group, but it does lead to an "outwards looking'attitude by non-local
public servants tro local issues.
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There is no doubt in public opinion that substantial
localisation would go some way to rectify this situation. There is also
some local opinion that there could be some specific training in
knowledge of Torres Strait for officers temporarily stationed in the
region.

Infrastructure Management, Maintenance and
Replacement

As a result of initiatives by both Queensland and Federal
Governments there has been substantial investment in Community
infrastructure in Torres Strait over a number of years. This includes
the simple provision of funding to purchase light earth-moving
equipment, vehicles for Council use, funding to enable Councils to
construct small-scale road-works and bridges, as well as air-strips, and
Community water-supplies.

As a result of the Torres Strait Inter-Departmental Committee
Report the Department of Aboriginal Affairs has directed resources
from the Priority Community Development Strategy to Island
Coordinating Council to make substantial infrastructure
improvements in the Deed of Grant Communities. At this stage these
will generally comprise wharf and landing facilities and sewerage
systems. These options were selected by Island Coordinating Council
as providing the best return for investment.

Additionally Queensland and Federal Governments have
undertaken jointly to install reticulated domestic and light industrial
electricity supplies in the Island Communifies.

All this activity athacts general approval at Council and
resident levels, but there are reservations on a number of counts.

The water-supply scheme has attracted adverse criticism on
the grounds of design, construction and performance, and this is
directed largely at the consulting, design and proiect engineers. The
engineers argue that the scheme is intrinsically good and able to
function within the terms of the original brief. This did not include on-
going management and maintenance comPonents.
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Air-sSip maintenance, even at minimal level, is a continuing
problem to Councils who possess equipment generally only suitable
for grass mowing. Due to heavy usage by sometimes unsuir,able
aircraft, seasonal flooding and drying, and general wear and tear.
Corrncils are unable through their own resources to carry out the
required level of maintenance.

With ccmpletion of the proposed infrastructure progranune -
including electricity installations - the levels of management and
maintenance skills required of the Communities (presumably at
Council level) will be even greater to deal with the complex apparatus
to deliver these desirable services. This does not take into account the
future accumulating account for cyclical and complete replacement of
er<pensive plant and structures.

This issue has been discussed with Queensland and
Commonwealth agencies by Island Coordinating Council but has
probably not yet been resolved.

There is no doubt that the level of involvement of Island
Coordinating Council has substantially improved in the design and
implementation of the current Priority Community Development
Strategy programme. This has been achieved by means of an ad hoc
Standing Committee of the Island Coordinating Council which meets
regularly with consultants and Govemment officers and decides the
course of the programme.

This is a substantial advance on most regional development to
date. There is the very real problem however that Island Councils and
residents rnay not perceive themselves as proprietors but as consumers
of the services provided. Any management planning will have to
scrutinise this possibility carefully and take it into account.

Environmental Management Issues

There are three major issues of local concern under this
heading:

. Horn Island gold-mining activity;
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. Ok Tedi mining activity on the Fly River system in

Papua New Guinea; and

. possible pollution caused by shipping passing through
Torres Strait.

There has been concem expressed by virtually all sections of
local society leading up to and following corunencement of mining
activity at Horn Island. Letters to the local media have expressed fears
of heavy metal and cyanide pollution of the environment and
consequent damage to commercial and subsistence fisheries.

The mine rrurnagement has attempted to provide positive and
informative response to this criticism by organising site tours, etc..
This has probably minimised the reservations but there is still an
undercurrent of unrest. This is probably as much motivated by the
fact that the mine ownership and management is totally foreign to
Torres Strait.

In the case of the Ok Tedi operation there was not much public
awareness of this until 1985 when there was publicity that the tailings
dam of the gold-mining operation had collapsed, and that ryanide and
heavy metal pollution was evident in the river system.

There was also the incident of one or more container loads of
drums of cyanide being lost at sea in the Fly River Estuary at about
that time. Coincidentally with this accident there were reports of large
quantities of dead fish being washed ashore at Darnley Island, which
caused alarm.

Whilst it is understood that all gold-mining operations have
ceased at Ok Tedi and that much of the danger of pollution has
diminished, this does not seem well-known, and fears are still
expressed.

Recent environmental statements by the Prime Minister
appear to address the concerns of the Torres Strait Islanders and other
residents of the region. It is intended that a survey to establish base-
line data on heavy metal in the marine environment be conducted, and
that monitoring be maintained thereafter.
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It is difficult to gauge reaction to this now as the

announcernent has iust been publicised locally.

In tv{arch, 1970, the tanker vessel "OcEanic Grandeurr ran on
an uncharted obstruction in Prince of Wales Channel, quite near
Thursday Island. The vessel was carrying crude-oil, sorre-of which
lvas -spilry frcm ruptured tanks. A clean-up and dispersal operation
involved the use of chemical dispersanb which were and ari tocally
believed to be rnoredamaging than the oil spill itself.

Since then there have been several relatively minor incidents
inlolving fuel and oil spills, mostly associated with the shrimp
industry.

It has not been demonstrated that any of the spills had any
serious effect on the environment but the occurrence ii tgzt-z+ of a
mysterious "illness" in mother of pearl shell is locally attribud to the
"Oceanic Grandeur" incident and clean-up. This "iliness',, along with
ecrcnomic factors, virtually tolled the death of the pearl-shelling
industry.

There is a wide-spread concern of pollution caused by passing
shippilg. and of a maior incident. Due to the constant expolure in
most of rorres strait to the sight of passing shipping this concern is not
regularly raised in public debate, but is broughf up when any incident
octurs, arxl in the course of serious discussions on environmental
issues.

Health

Health issues are serious but crcnfused. There is a range of
concern expressed by parties of varylng credibility and
representativeness. There is no Aboriginal Health service established
here, and the State Health Service bperating per medium of the
Thursday Island Hospitals Board and ttre Aboriginal Health
Progpmrrn is sensitive to local needs and has a very large inveshnent
in infrastructure and resourc€s.
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Medical resources include:

. Thursday Island Hospitals Board which oPerates
hospitals on Thursday Island and Northern Peninsula;

. Aboriginal Health Programme which has a unit on
Thursday Island and one at Northern Peninsula; and

. Department of Community Services which oPerates a
system of nursing aides in the Deed of Grant areas
with qualified supervisory staff located in certain
Communities and ThursdaY Island.

Through the operation of informal co-ordination between
these largely autonomous bodies there are regular clinics held in all
centres and these meet some of the regional needs. All parties concede
these arrangements do not adequately meet regional needs, although
they are an improvement on the mish mash which did exist.

Based on Thursday Island there are a number of small
organisations which take an interest in health matters. These include:

. Buai Torres Strait Islanders Corporation which offers
some alcohol and drug education prograrrunes Per
Department of Aboriginal Affairs funding assistance'
They also are in receipt of funds from Commonwealth
Community Services and Health to provide A.I.D.S.
counselling and education;

. Mura Kosker Sorority Inc., which is in receipt of
Department of Aboriginal Affairs funding in Women's
issues. It is also in receipt of funds from Department
of Health to provide A.I.D.S. counselling and
education, and child abuse issues;

. Keriba Kazil Torres Strait Islanders Corporation which
is in receipt of funds from Commonwealth
Community Scrvices to provide a report and
recommendations on the plight and needs of disabled
persons in the region.

None of these organisations is particularly representative in
membership and management, and none Possess any but the
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minimum rclevant skills. To some extent all three organisations
lctually arc part of the informal opposition to Island Cdbrdinating
Council, and their function is political as much as community health. -

There is being espoused by Island Coordinating Council and
arthorities a proposal for an expanded Hospitals Board with a
Community Health role to deal with conventional Hospital services as
one of its obiectives, and Community Health as the other. This would
entail the closure and handover of the Department of Community
fryices nursing service, and reorganisation of the local Aboriginal
Health Programme.

This is thought to provide the best health service appropriate
to regional needs. These include exposure to exotic diseases because
of the proximity of the Papuan mainland and partly because of free
movement p€rmitted by the Treaty. The concerns emanating from the
Thursday Island based groups do not necessarily reflect thi concerns
of the Deed of Grant residents, nor the reality of life in the remote
Communities.

The other mapr concern is the provision of specialist medical
services at Thursday Island rather than sending patients to southern
celrtres. There are proposals to regularise this by means of scheduled
visits by specialist teams.

Sporadic outbreaks of Malaria spark expressions of concem by
community residents and health authorities alike. When these are
investigated closely they always relate to movement to and from
Papua New Guinea, and poorly supervised nursing and precautionary
prccedures at the communities concerned.

Education

Like health, education is one of the issues which raises a high
dqttee of debate and liftle of substance. As for other Australians,
Torres strait Islanders certainly want better education for their
children As for other Australians, Torres strait Islanders are not sure
what they mean by better education.
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A few years ago the issues were clear cut. The first goal was to
have mainstream education assume responsibility for primary
education in the Torres Strait community schools.

The second was to ensure the State High School on Thursday
Island provided a good standard of secondary education through to
gradeKI.

The tNrd was to have responsible authorities address the need
for proper accommodation and care for Island community children
attending secondary school on Thursday Island.

The fourth was to ensure the establishment of technical
education facilities in Torres Strait.

In one way or another all these goals have been achieved or
are well in process. This was achieved by patient and persistent
lobbying and negotiation by the Torres Strait Islander representative
structures.

What ordinary people seem to say is that what they want for
their children is mainstream education to enable them to compete in
the Australian and local labour market. They also assume some
respect for the children's Islanderness.

There has grown up in the education area a range of
committees and interested parties who generally espouse particular
facets of education, particularly "culture" and language. They fail to
recognise that Islander culture is alive and well, and that the number
of speakers of mother tongues is increasing. Some people who have
lived a whole generation in say Townsville are still fluent in one or
more Torres Strait languages.

Whilst cultural, artistic and recreational pursuits are balm to
the soul and as necessary a part of education as of the rest of life,
Torres Strait Islanders are keenly aware of their need for two things to
equip themselves and their children for the place they have negotiated
for themselves. They want the skills to compete in mainsFeam
Australia, and they want skills appropriate to dealing with life in their
communities now and in the future.
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Island Coordinating Council generally wishes to consider and

advise on any education proposals for Torres Strait.

Papuan Immigration

This issue looms fairly large in rnany sectors of Torres Strait
society. It impacb on perceptions of housing shortages, health, and
fisheries, as well as Torres Strait ownership of the Deed of Grant areas.

There have been a small number of families of Papuan origin
who settled in Torres Sbait soon after World War II at Yorke and Yam
Islands. These people have generally been absorbed into the
Communities and present no problem to anyone.

During the 196Os the pearl-shelling industry sought sources of
cheap labour and targeted the Papuan villages adiacent to Torres
Strait. Whilst the wages and conditions in that industry werre
increasingly unattractive to Torres Strait Islanders the opportunity for
any cash employment was of obvious benefit to those villagers, who
are some of the most depressed in Papua New Guinea.

These recruits were originally treated as if they were
indentured season by season, but some of them took up residence on
some Island Communities, and some in Thursday Island. These
people managed to bring members of their families with them and to
obtain acrommodation - often by grace of their employers.

The Islander family owned pearling ventures were equally as
involved as the "Master Boats".

Some of this employment activity flowed on to the cray-
fishery, which developed as a viable industry from l9Z0 on.
Employers saw Papuans as hard-working and biddable and were able
to retain them as "wages" men where Torres Strait Islanders took
qdvantage of the low capital investment to become self-employed
fishermery maximising the retum to themselves. Employers wereable
to keep the Papuans in thrall by means of accommodation for
immigrant families, trading credit for families, and the not so subtle
threat of deportation.
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During the mid-1970's there was a further wave of
immigration to Islands previously only visited for seasonal trade.
These include Darnley and Murray Islands in the eas! Saibai and
Boigu Islands in the north; and Badu and Mabuiag Islands in the west.
Some of this was due to participation in the cray-fishery but probably
the flurry of activity caused by direct Commonwealth financial
assistance to Councils created unprecedented employment
opportunities, particularly in niches left at the lower end of the iob
scale.

Some of these people quickly established themselves in
definable areas of the Communities at Darnley, Saibai and Yorke
Islands. In other places such as Badu Island their presence was less
obvious as they were more dispersed in the Communities.

As a result of the 1980 moratorium many of these people
gained either legal resident status or Australian citizenship. Since then
a number of people allowed temporary residence to work in the pearl-
shell industry have actually moved into the cray-fishery and elsewhere
and improved their status.

The area for greatest concern in the Deed of Grant
Communities is that the Papuan residents exercise (properly or
improperly) free movement bestowed by the Torres Strait Treaty on
traditional inhabitants of the Protected Zone. They are also thought to
be the focus of many of the visits and other activity by traditional
inhabitants from Papua.

It is said that this is not the purpose of the Treaty and that
their position in Torres Strait should be the same as for any other
migrants.

In the Port Kennedy area they are perceived more as illegal
migrants. In fact those of long residence have achieved a good level of
integration in the Community and are hardly noticed at all. There is a
perception that new faces appear from time to time, and a tendency to
blame the Papuans for epidemic disease afflicting the region
seasonally.
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Torres Strait Ex-Servicemen's Underpayment

D.tring World War II a special unit of the Australian Armed
Forces was formed for service in the Torres Strait and nearby Zone. It
eventually numbered some eight hundred and fifty enlisted men.

Initially the rates of pay were negotiated by Govemment to be
somewhat equated with wages offering in the Pearl-shelling Industry
to minimise dismption following the end of the War. The men
resented this and actually mutinied ("struck" in their own terms) for
betEr conditions and pay. Those were forthcoming but still did not
conform to those applying to other Australian troops.

The achral pay received was about half of that paid to other
troops.

This was a point of contention between Torres Strait Islanders
and Government over a perid of years. It was and is a cause of
bitterness and discontent.

In 1983 the Australian Government undertook to rectify this
situatiory consulting and negotiating with Torres Strait Islander
representatirres. These included the Torres Strait representative on the
thenNational Aboriginal Conference, Mr. G. Mye, and ex-Servicemen.

A formula for settlement was offered which comprised the
amountby which erch ex-Servicenvm was underpaid, multiplied by a
factor of eleven, to make up for changes in the Australian economy in
the years since the War. It was further agreed that the entitlemenb
due to any deceased ex-Servicemen would be paid to their heirs or
assignees in accurdance with Torres Strait Islander custom.

To advise Deparknent of Defence in finalising payment of
these entitlements an Eligibility Review Committee was appointed
including rcpresentative of ex-Servic€men in Torres Strait and
southern centres, and chaired by Mr. G. Mye. This Committee has met
several tirnes and provided advice to Department of Defence as to how
the payments are made, and on the circumstances of the beneficiaries.
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The amounts of entitlement paid to beneficiaries ranged from
over $30 000 in the cases of some older men who were married with
children during service and ranked as non-commissioned officers, to $
2 000 in the case of short term service men. With the exception of a
very few cases where beneficiaries cannot be located, all payments
have been made.

Whilst there has been general satisfaction by most recipients
there have been expressions of dissatisfaction by some ex-Servicemen
on the amounts of settlement and other issues. These include
assertions of a total liability exceeding $ 60 m.

The Eligibility Review Committee proposes a meeting with
some representatives of these groups to resolve the misapprehensions.
The Committee also proposes a meeting with Government
representatives to address certain non-wages issues which it has
identified during its deliberations.

Transport and Tourism

There is a perception that tourism has the potential to provide
the basis for substantial economic growth in the region. It should be
understood that this perception would differ depending on who
expressed it. The attitude of a Thursday Island publican would be
quite different from that of a resident of Yorke Island. The attitude of
a Council Chairman who envisaged a Council sponsored Island resort
would be different from that of an ordinary resident.

There is presently substantial activity based on the Northern
Peninsula Area mostly by people driving up Cape York Peninsula
privately or organised into "Safari' groups. There is little or no
identifiable economic benefit to the local population from this, and
there is limited activity for the tourists themselves off Cape York
beside day tours to Thursday Island including conducted tours run by
the hotels.
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Island C-oordinating Council is presently investigating a

proposal including:

. possible exploitation of existing and potential tourist
activity generally emanating from Northem Peninsula
Area;

. fetry services based on this activity servicing the
Northern Peninsula Area/Thursday Island passenger
demand;

. control of access to and exploitation of tourist
potential per the air-strips on the Torres Strait
Communities, Northern Peninsula Area, and Horn
Island by mutually supportive arrangement with
commercially operating air-lines ex Cairns, as well as
with the Safari operators in Cape York. This would
include cooperation with the Northern Peninsula Area
Councils to develop and enhance commercial tourist
activity in the Deed of Grant areas;

. development of Island cmises shuttling between
Northern Peninsula Area and various Island air-strips
to provide three or four day packages ensuring two
way loading, and providing Island cultural
experience;

. "off-season" or pre-arranged servicing Community
social activity at minimal commercial rates;

. professional corporate management independent of
but responsible to Island Coordinating Council,

. type of vessel dictated by proposed usage and wharf
and landing infrastructure available in service area
now and in the future.

Additionally they have engaged professional consultanb in
the tourism field to prepare an overall study and recommendations for
possible development in the region.

There are two or three more or less serious proposals by
outside capital to construct resort facilities on Islands outside the Deed
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of Grant areas - i.e., in the Prince of Wales Group. There are rumours
of all kinds of covert activity by all kinds of figures of influence and
wealth.

There are already probable opportunities for low impact
tourism on island Communities at minimal investment cost (e.g., there
is no reason Councils could not apply Community Development
Employment Project resources to cabin accommodation construction)
and there are aspiring Torres Strait Islander entrepreneurs asserting an
interest in that kind of development.

There is a feeling at many levels of Torres Strait society that, in
the event Torres Strait Islanders and other locals do not develop
tourism, someone else will.

Conclusions

The headings above present a fair cross section of the mapr
preoccupations of Torres Strait Islanders resident on the Deed of Grant
communities and Port Kennedy. They also include concerns of those
other pmple who share their world.

It would be most undesirable to neglect to consider Torres
Strait Islander concerns seriously, but it would be equally undesirable
to consider them in isolation to those of other people who reside or
have other legitimate interests in the region.

The qualification for consideration should be based on the
contribution of any party to the prosperity of the region, economically,
culturally or politically. A permanent, locally based businessman
should receive more serious consideration than a southern based
fishing venture.



ANNEX R
TORRES STRAIT INDEPENDENCE

Issues in Island Development
f.M Scott

Thursday Island
Foreword

The views expressed in this annex are my own and do not
r€pres€nt any official position. They are based on documents and
knowledge publidy available, except in the case of my own special
knowledge of Torres Strait affairs, and communications from Torres
Strait Islanders and others involved in the Region.

My thanks go particularly to George Mye and Getano Lui who
frequently discuss Torres Strait mafters with me, and to Jeremy Beckett
whose works on Torres Strait are a standard reference. I also thank Bill
Arthur for recent enlivening discussions which have helped to
aystalise my thinking.

I must also acknowledge the influence of those Torres Strait
Islander families resident in Cairns, Townsville and Brisbane who
have "made it' in Australian Society whilst still clearly remaining
Torres Strait Islanders. The people with the crotons by the door.

Issues in Island Development

During the latter part of 7987, Mr G. Mye had continued to
campaign for his concept of sovereign independence, both through the
forum of the Island Coordinating Council, which he still Chaired, and
through the medium of the Press. Mr R. Cantley, the "advisey''alluded
to in the previous pafrer, took up residence at Darnley Islan4 Mr
Myds home, and represented himself as the'Torres Strait Inforrnation
Centre" - Darnleylsland and Sydney.

The letter-head of this organisation and that of the now
resunected Torres United Party are almost identical, as indeed is the
membership.
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Throughout this perid Mr Cantley's activities and
representations were a source of friction and embarrassment within
the Island Coordinating Council who publicly disowned him. Mr Mye
continued to provide some support and credibility for him for reasons
he believes are iustified.

During 1987, the Federal Government announced its new
initiative in Aboriginal Affairs - the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders Commission. This new body is intended to assume all or
most of the executive functions of the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs, Aboriginal Development Commission, Aboriginal Hostels
Ltd., and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. There are, at
the time of writing, three Bills before the Australian Parliament
intended to implement the Commission.

The then and now Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr G.
Hand, embarked on an extensive programme of consultation with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people throughout the Nation.
His purpose was to explain and discuss the principles of the
Commission, and to sensitize himself to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander views on the proposal.

In ]anuary, 1988, a meeting of Torres Strait Community and
Organisation representatives from Torres Strait and elsewhere in
Queensland convened on Thursday Island to consider the Commission
proposals. The meeting shifted its emphasis to demands for
independence and sought immediate consultation with the Prime
Minister and the Premier of Queensland. Mr Hand travelled to
Thursday Island representing the Prime Minister.

As set out in the Independence paper the Torres Strait
Islanders had presented the previous Minister for Aboriginal Affairs,
Mr C. Holding, in fuly, 1987, with a list of demands centred on the
theme of "sovereign independence". This list of demands is in fact
incorporated in the Report of the Torres Strait Inter-Departmental
Committee (see ATTACHMENT B of that Report).

The fanuary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
Commission meeting provided the various interest groups in Torres
Strait, as well as Torres Strait Islanders elsewhere in Queensland, with
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a forum for many views and debate not necessarily directly crcnnected
with the Commission proposal.

The meeting attracted over two hundred people and the whole
membership of the then sixteen Island Councils and Tamwoy
Advisory Committee attended. There were representatives from
Magani Malu Kes (the Mainland Islander group) in C-airns, Townsville
and Brisbane, and Iina, a Brisbane based group.

Whilst the ostensible pulpose of the meeting was to consider
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission proposal and its
effect on Torres Strait Islanders, it quickly became evident that the
prirnary concern was rather that of independence from Australia.

Some Thursday Island people became alarmed at the
promotion of the sovereign independence theme, and mobilised a Port
Kennedy Committee promoting a national loyalty platform.

The meeting quickly attracted the interest of the national and
even international media who dispatched representatives and
provided quite a wide coverage of events as they occurred. The
demands for immediate attendance by the Prime Minister received
substantial media attention, and the Govemment response was for the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs to attend the meeting representing the
Prime Minister.

By the time of his arrival there had emerged perhaps three
factions representing their supporters' view-points. These comprised:

the Island Coordinating Council who are an elected
statutory body representing the Torres Strait Islanders
resident in the seventeen island Communities and
Tamwoy on Thursday Island;
the Port Kennedy Committee who are drawn mainly
from the Thursday Island mixed-race Communip;
and

the mainland Torres Strait Islanders roughly grouped
around Magani Malu Kes and lina.
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APPENDX C of the Report of the Torres Strait Inter-
Deparbnental Committee appears to be the Ministey's notes of the
meetings he held with the groups and reflects the diversity of view-
points expressed. The actual groupings are not as clearly drawn as the
foregoing would indicate, and various individuals actually irined with
more than one group. The immediate result was a Promise of ftinding
for a working party to refine and formulate Torres Strait Islanders'
views on the issues discussed and to meet again with all parties in
February,1988.

During the period between the Ministerial meetings a working
party met on Thursday Island and drew up a position PaPer which is
not publicly available. This was drawn largely from the mainland
group, but it did have Island Coordinating Council-sponsored
representation, one of whom disassociated herself from the resulting
Position.

Island Coordinating Council's deliberations are unknown but
it is understood that the Council developed an independent stance
from that of the working party.

During the Minister's follow-up visit in February he met with
all three groups separately and was accompanied by the then Secretary
for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr C. Perkins.

The media reports of the time reflect the range of views
presented to him and these range from outright demands for
independence from Australia to a more conciliatory position of seeking
a greater degree of political and economic autonomy within Australia.
The latter stance would appear to represent the Island Coordinating
Council position. The former is still being espoused by the Torres
United Party.

At the meetings with Island Coordinating Council the Minister
promised, on Prime Ministerial authority, substantial amendments to
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission Bill, and a
Torres Strait Inter-Departmental Committee to address their concerns
expressed at the |anuary meetings (see APPENDIX A and
ATIACHMENTS for details of the Committee). He gave assurances to
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all parties that separation from Ausbalia was not an option for
consideration.

Island Coordinating Council reportedly reserved its position
on independence pending consultation and negotiations on its
concerns.

As is stated in 15 of the Executive Summary of the Report of
the Torreo Strait Inter-Departmental Committee it has chosen to
address exclusively the concerns of Torres Strait Islanders residing
within the Torres Shait Treaty Protected Zone. This is also largely the
case in the amendments to the Abori$nal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission Bill, although these do endeavour to address some of the
conc€rns of mainland Torres Strait Islanders by means of an Office of
Torres Stsait Islander Affairs and a Torres Strait Islander Advisory
Board which appear primarily advisory in nature.

It is understood that the Committee's Report was presented to
the Executive C-ommittee of the Island Coordinating Council in
November, 1988. The Island Coordinating Council reaction appears to
have been one of cautious satisfactiory although they expressed
reservations on the lack of Tones Strait Islander participation in the
deliberations of the Committee.

They have sought and been accorded expansion, direction and
supervision of the studies proposed in7.63 of the Conclusions of the
Inter-Deparbnmtal Committee Report.

Respecting the proposed amendments to the Aboriginal and
Torres Shait Islander Commission Bill, Island Coordinating Council
sought and obtained independent legal advice to formulate their
position on this issue. Their officially expressed position is that they
would prefur a separate Commission from the one proposed, but are
prepared to acrept the amendments as a minimum position of
agteement.

There are reservations on the part of some Island Coordinating
Council members that any participation in the proposed Commission
will be detrimental to Torres Srait Islander interests, but they. have
ageed to support the consensus to ensure unity of purpose and action.
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Island Coordinating Council had expressed a willingness to

support Queensland's opposition to the Commission proposal if some
preferable arrangement conferring regional autonomy was offered.
This was not forthcoming.

The present position then is that the Commonwealth has
accorded the Island Coordinating Council prime representational
status for Torres Strait Islanders resident in the Island Communities
and Tamwoy Suburb on Thursday Island. This is reflected in the
amendments to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission
Bill in which it is proposed that Island Coordinating Council members
comprise eighteen of the Regional Council positions, with the two
remaining positions being elected by the Port Kennedy people.

It is also reflected in the Report of the Torres Strait Inter-
Departmental Commi t tee.

The Minister appears to have maintained some degree of
contact with the Port Kennedy Committee and the group calling for
independence. He has been reported as meeting with both groups on
his subsequent visits to Torres Strait, and current media reports speak
of a meeting with a Torres Unitcd Party official.

There are two other issues which were not addressed in the
original paper as they were not relevant at that time. These are the
Murray Island Land Case presently before the Supreme Court of
Queensland and the Muralag Tribal Committee. The latter group
aspires to represent the interests of the Kaurerag people, the original
inhabitants of the Prince of Wales Group, where Thursday Island is
now situated.

Murray Island Land Case

This is a long standing plaint to the High Court of Australia by
certain persons of Murray Island descent who assert that the various
Acts of Annexation by Britain and the Queensland Colonial
Government did not extinguish native land title, and seeking
recognition for this in Queensland and Australian law.
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. -I" an attempt to resolve the case, all parties agreed to test one

point of contention - the validity of the eueenshnl coast Islands
Declaratory Act of 1985 - in the High court. 'fire court found for the
Plaintiffs.

Jle position is now that the case is again before the Supreme
court of Queensland for ruling on a staterneniof evidence. There wasy""]ry t heqing of evidence by the Supreme Court on Muray
Island, followed by a sitting on Thursday Island.

whilst there will be a long drawn out process before the case
comes again before the High court for final decisiory a substantial
finding-for 

-ttre 
plaintiffs could have profound implications for Tones

strait development, and has the potential now to create further
confusion in an already complex situation.

Muralug Tribd Committee

. _ _ft"- Kaulerag people of the prince of Wales Group of Torres
stait Islands is the one of which most is known in early contact days.
lf"T: oj the period during the t840s spent in the irea by British
I-rlavll hydrographers and other scientists, ihere is a great deai of first-
hand material extant.

With the establishment of the Somerset and, later, Thursday
Island settlements, their possession and enjoyment of their land-base
was certainly disturbed. After a period of uncomfortable co-eistence
between the townsfotk and the remnants of the Kaurerag, they were
lemoved to a new settlement on Moa Island from prince of'wales
Island (Muralug) and Hammond Island (Kiriri).

Mainly following World War I[, a number of these people
aanaged to relocate themselves on Horn Island (Ngurpai) adjacent to
Thursday _Is,land. They established an informar settlement opposite
Thursday Island and exploited the emproyment opportunities aiforded
by the pearl'culhrre industry, firewood githering-fbr Thursday Island,
and subsistence activities. The majority of the rehrrnees were of
Kaurerag rather than Moa Island descint. 

-
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Department of Native Affairs acknowledged their existence to
the extent of conducting a Departmental school there, and there was
consideration of creating a Reserve and council for a time. Eventually
a Township was created and the existing squatters were given first
right of refusal of blocks upon which their houses were situated.

For nearly twenty years the position remained fairly stable
with little attention being paid to Wasaga Township by authority. The
Torres Shire Council, of which it is Part provided minimal services,
and there was some capital expendirure by Department of Aboriginal
Affairs through the Shire.

Iargely because of public sector officer and teacher housing
activity on Thursday Island, residential land for private use has
become prohibitively expensive even when it is available. As a result
Horn Islind has become the major growth area for private and welfare
housing activity.

This has created enormous stress on available infrastructure
resources and severely inflated land prices on Thursday Island, Horn
Island, and Prince of Wales Island.

Horn Island is also the site of the operating gold mine,
probably the single most profitable economic enterprise in the Torres
Strait. It provides some local employment, but is totally owned by
non-local capital.

The Muralug Tribal Committee presently comprises some
people of Kaurerag descent resident in Townsville as well as locally. It
has some communication with at least one academic who was
involved in developing the Murray Island Land Case.

The Committee has publicly asserted prior rights of ownership
to at least some of the Prince of Wales Group and wishes to enter into
negotiation with Torres Shire Council and, presumably, the
Queensland Government to establish its own Local Government on
Horne Island at least,

The potential for the launching of another land case challenge
is impossible to ignore. The people are legally entitled to pursue such
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a course if they so desire and it is likely they would receive assistance
from Government and/or other parties to do so.

This then gives a brief outline of the political and social
environmentcomplicating any simple economic or other development
proposals. This deals only with the most publidy obvious and
significant issues. It would be possible to go on to catalogue the
activities of the Torres United Party and other groups, but this would
serve to confuse rather than inform.

Development Issues

Along with the operation of the Torres Strait Treaty and what
flows from it, an economic structure in which most capital investnent
is externally owned and controlled, a consumer price structure
dictated by the national economy, as well as a host of related issues,
this is the complicated environment in which Torres Strait Islanden
hope to develop political and economic autonomy.

There is no locally owned and directed "economic engine" to
drive a Torres Strait economy. The recommendations of the Torres
Strait Inter-Departmental Committee Report include initiatives for
localisation of public sector employment. This can realistically be
achieved givengood will and resolution.

The Report also implies that private sector employment and
activity can be generated by Government initiative. That is most
unlikely. In the absence of locally owned and directed capital activity
there is no prospect of private sector job and economic creation
materially and substantially benefiting Torres Shait as a whole.

During discussions of the Report, Island Coordinating Council
appears to have been very conscious of the need to develop an
inventory of actual and potential economic resources to provide this
engine. The present Chairman of the Island Coordinating Council (Mr
G. Lui) insists that this must include existing capital activity for
consideration even though this was probably excluded in summary
554 of the Report. It is understood that this has been agreed to by the
Chairman of Inter-Departmental Committee.
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The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies has
subsequently fostered a study to address these questions and a
researih scientist has already commenced work on this. This person is
working directly to Island Coordinating Council, and Department of
Aboriginal Affairs have agreed to second appropriate Torres Strait
Islander staff to assist in the study.

The Aboriginal Development Commission has agreed to fund
two studies for the Island Coordinating Council to investigate tourism
potential and a regional airline. These have commenced at the time of
writing.

There has been no comprehensive study until now of the
potential for Torres Strait to establish and control its own regional
economy. In the early 1970's there was commissioned a socio-
economic study of Torres Strait. The terms of reference were limited,
and were established with little or no reference to Torres Strait
Islanders themselves. This is no criticism of the quality of the study or
those who carried it out. At that time there was no representative
body comparable to the Island Coordinating Council, and both
Governments who commissioned it were victims of thinking of their
time.

In his book "Bounteous Bestowal", M. Treadgold describes as
"affluent subsistence" the state of many of the Pitcairn derived
population of Norfolk Island in the 19th Century. He asserts that this
in fact affected adversely the export performance and consequently the
economy of Norfolk Island.

Whilst for slightly different reasons, the situation in Torres
Strait today is comparable, and the state of Torres Strait Islanders
could be described as one of "affluent poverty".

Because of the operation of welfare housing schemes in the
Region, the difficulty of acquiring mortgageable title in the Island
Council areas, and the impossible price tag set on land elsewhere in
the Region, the principle incentive for private investment (the private
home) is missing. Those people who are self-employed in say the
crayfishery simply catch sufficient to meet their consumer appetites, or
to meet customary obligations.
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The comparatively rare people in permanent full-time
employmmt are often housed in Government provided
actommodation and are frequently conspicuous consumers. The
incentive to invest in the economy by way of personal housing or
otherwise is very slight.

This situation applies equally to permanent or ternporary
resident non-Torres Strait Islanders - business people or others. Those
who actually do have investment capital utilise it elsewhere. The only
significant locally generated current investment is by members of the
srnall Chinese community. This group has recently financed good
standard rental housing, and is proposing locally financed resort and
acrommodation initiatives.

This is of course excepting the on-going investment in
established businesses.

With the exception of the Island Industries Board all
substantial economic activity is dominated by non-Torres Strait
Islianders. The four hotels on Thursday Island, the best return for
capital invested, are owned by people not only non-Torres Strait
Islanders, but not even perrnanent local residents.

At Horn Island, the operating gold mine is probably the single
most profitable economic enterprise in the Torres Strait. It provides
some local employment, but is totally owned by nonJocal capital.

The level of private savings is not known at this time, but there
is evidence that it is not significant, even on the part of people who
would be considered to be of substance elsewhere.

This is not to say that no Islander entrepreneurial activity
exists in the Island Communities or on Thursday Island. There are
everywhere, almost without exc€ption, small businesses in the form of
prinately-owned retail stores, sale of garden produce, manufachrre
and sale of coconut oil, and the like. It is perhaps notable that this
activity was generated independently of Government assistance, is of
long standing and is generally unknown to Government agencies.
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It is hoped that the current Island Coordinating Council
economic study will identify this sector as it has some Potential for
development in a Regional economy.

There is little subsistence production on most Communities,
although the as yet unpublished Traditional Fishing Study lists an
interesting and substantial inventory of marine produce at at least one
Community.

Put crudely, what we have is a Regional economy largely
dependant on direct and indirect Government assistance, in which the
multiplier effect of the use of money rarely exceeds a factor of one as
most disposable and indeed essential income is spent on imported
goods and services.

Rather than stimulating locally generated capital activity, it is
perceived with some justice that Government initiatives, both
Queensland and Commonwealth, through their various portfolio
agencies, have probably contributed to stifling genuine entrepreneurial
incentive. The three major failed enterprises fostered by Aboriginal
Development Commission earlier this decade have created a climate of
extreme caution on the part of assessing officers, and the types of
accounting and management procedures are such as would not be
expected in conventional small businesses.

Aspiring applicants for loan assistance from Aboriginal
Development Commission often complain that small, simple
proposals, allegedly within the management abilities of the applicants,
receive scant attention through not being sufficiently large in scope to
attract the Commission's attention. There is also the perception that
the Commission is influenced by an Aboriginal hegemony, or perhaps
a bureaucratic one.

It is even being said that applicants for Aboriginal
Development Commission financial assistance will have to complete
successfully a small business management and accounting course
before their proposals will receive consideration.

Whilst there is little question in Torres Strait Island resident's
minds that the initiatives emerging from the Torres Strait Inter-
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Departnental Committee gq a good way to addressing many of their
needs, and the issues they raised, there is a quesdon do these go nearly
far enough. There is good crcmmunity support for the initiatives for
the proposed new public works to be carried out under the
Commonwealth's ftiority Community Development Shategy, but
there is some level of fear that this will simply mean that Queensland's
caprtal inrrestnent in public works will be reduced accordingly.

The issue of on-going funding for management, maintenance
and replacement of expensive plant and installations has caused some
apprehension. Whether this will fall entirely on the Communities
appeas unclear.

On the other hand, the value of the kind of facilities proposed
(e.g. wharft and landings, electric power, and sewerage) will have very
positive effects on future development prospects. The cost of
developing any kind of enterprise will be substantially reduced simply
by virtue of decent wharf and landing facilities.

To sum up, the role for C,ovemment in large public works
development is likely to be constructive as long as it remains sensitive
to Community needs and aspirations. Public smtor employment can
be substantially localised. Government endeavour in private s€ctor
development is likely to result in failures, and produce disincentive for
private initiative. Welfare programmes include some risk of stifling
initiative.

Social Perspectives

Beckett (see "Aboriginality, Citizenship and Nation State") and
others have produced sone interesting reflections on the concept of
welfare colonialism, and there is no doubt this is applicable to the
Torres Strait situation.

Torres Strait Islanders are aware of the unhealthy position
they are in relying on a welfare driven economy. Any interestd
listener is regaled with homilies about the virtues of old (hard work,
subsistence gardening, and house building) contrasted unfavourable
with the feckless ways of today.
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Whilst there is no doubt these contain some exaggeration, they
do represent the way Torres Strait Islanders see themselves. For
example there is on one Community a self-help housing proiect,
sponsored by Government Training and Employment Schemes. At the
end of two years neither of the houses is completed, the labour content
has generally been paid from training funds, whilst a succession of
outside experts have been retained as instructors. A comprehensive
costing of the proiect would almost certainly reveal a cost per housing
unit exceeding conventional welfare houses.

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission
proposed by Government is probably intended to avoid some of the
worst features of the welfare colonialism situation by placing decision
making and option assigning in the hands of the Community people at
Regional level. Whilst this is most creditable, there are reservations
expressed by Torres Strait Islanders conceming the effectiveness of this
proposal.

They are well aware of the bureaucratic ability to survive
organisational changes, and that administrative power often lies with
the bureaucracy. Whilst they have accepted the amendments to the
Commission Bill as meeting many of their reservations and
recognising their separate identity, they are concemed that. their
special needs may be submerged in yet anotherbureaucrary.

One prominent leader has several times publicly expressed his
reservations on this count, sayrng "We used to look up and see the
Minister, Government, then God; perhaps we may now see yet another
face interposed."

There is considerable concern about the Aboriginal hegemony
referred to above. This is no way intended as a slight to Aboriginals; it
is rather a concern about being submerged in some notional national
identity outside their control.

Their position for a Torres Strait identity can be argued as
follows.
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There is an essential difference between the position of
Aboriginal people and that of Torres Strait Islanders in their relations
with the rest of the Australian Nation.

Up to the last great Migrant wave of the 1950's, any Australian
whose family had been here for three generations had a probability of
as much as six in ten of having inherited Aboriginal genetic material.
Aboriginal descent, if not identity, is quite common in all Australians,
iust as non-Aboriginal descent, if not identity, is quite common in
Aboriginal Aushalians. This inheritance obviously persists today.

More important, however, is the non-genetic inheritance all
Australians share regardless of racial descent. The results of
interaction between Aboriginal and other Australians are far from
being one-sided, they are the single most powerful influence on
Australians, and they affect all Australian attitudes and style at the
most profound level.

Much of this mutual inheritance is subliminal, and is reflected
in attitudes of thought, the way Australians walk, their very acc€nts.

Like it or not, non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal Australians are
wedded to each other. Whether or not the marriage was initiated and
consummated in an act of rape, consummated it has been over and
over agairy and the marriage brooks no divorce. For better or worse,
all Aboriginal and other Australians are irretrievable partners in the
one Nation. Whether the partnership is happy does not affect its
existence, that is the business of the partners.

Torres Strait Islanders, on the other hand, had contact with
Europeans fairly rqgularly from the opening years of the 17th Century,
but were not absorbed physically or otherwise into the greater
Austsalia in the same way as Aboriginals. They remained in
possession of their own remote Island homelands, generally speaking,
and their interaction with outsiders was limited numerically, but
varied enormouslyin ethnic and social content.

During the last half of the 19th Century the Marine Industry
introduced men from other parts of Melanesia; Polynesia;
Micronesia;rnainland Australia; S.E, Asia; and other places. These men
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were generally without women and worked in the Industry from the
fishing stations in the Torres Strait Islands, as well as those enterprises
based on Thursday Island and the Prince of Wales grouP.

The present day Torres Strait Islander certainly reflects the
results of the consequent interaction. It is a matter of pride in certain
families, for instance, to recall their Samoan and Rotuman grand-
parents, and in others their S.E. Asian forebears, just as it is for say
Irish or German Australians.

This situation also persists in Thursday Island where there is a
large population of "T.I. Half-Castes" (the local term, not the authot's)
whose ancestry would generally be more "foreign" in origin than the
"Reserve" Community residents, but who share more in common with
them than anyone else in the world.

Their situation is largely circumstantial as the Administration
of the late 19th and early 20th Century became preoccupied to some
extent with segregating those families of Malay and Pacific Island
descent away from the Reserves to Thursday Island and other places.
We thus have Ahmat and other families from Mabuiag and Badu
Islands who are full cousins to those of Thursday Island, who were
regarded as "T.I. Half-Castes". This is only one example of many.

Interestingly, there is on Thursday Island a grouP of perhaps
300 people who could be identified as the Muslim Community of
Torres Strait, many of whom practice to some extent or another the
Mulsim faith, and all of whom are descended from practicing
Muslims. These people further enhance the fruitful ethnic diversity of
the Torres Strait inheritance.

Until World War II Torres Strait Islanders were pretty well
isolated from the rest of Australia because of geographical remoteness,
and the operation of the protectionist policies of the day. As stated in
the earlier paper, war service brought many Islanders in contact with
different classes of Australians than they had met previously, and they
met them on different terms.
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Ttrere is even evidence of some tentative crcntribution to local

aspirations by the Communist Party of Australia during and
immediately following the War.

Large'scale emigration to Mainland Australia was rare prior to
the War, but it became corrunon from the 195Os on, and whole family
groups have successfully established themselves in many parts of
Australia - particularly in Queensland Coastal, and some Inland
CenFes.

Employment opportunities initially centred on the sugar
industryand the Queensland Railwaln, but casual labour in the sugar
irdustry by way of cane<utting has virtually disappeared, and the
Queensland Torres Strait Islander Community now occupies a wide
variety of employment opportunities throughout the whole
employment spectmm. The Railways still provide a reliable backbone
foremployment.

It is not known what would be the unemployment rate
amongst these people, but it is certainly substantially lower than
amongst Aboriginals.

At least part of the reasons for the generally successful
establishment of accepted Torres Strait Islander Communities in the
South is the retention of immigrant work patterns and reputation.
Tones Strait Islanders are regarded as "good" and "reliable" workers
by employers, work-mates and neighbours alike - indeed with
iustification. This phenomenon is far from unknown arnongst
immigrant groups throughout the world.

As well as this, Australians (in Queensland at least) regard
Torres Strait Islanders as more acceptable than Aboriginals, both as
neighbours and work-mates. They are seen (erroneously in fact) as
"more like us" in their social and other habits, and of a "superior" ty4)e
altogether.

A similar attitude used to attach to the Maoris of New Zealand
and other Pacific migrants as long as their numbers were small and
theyremained exotic.
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Their relative isolation geographically, socially and otherwise
in their home islands, as well as their different and more recent history
of integration in general Queensland and other Australian society than
that of Aboriginals, has resulted in a unique association with Australia
in other Australians'perceptions of their place in Australian society -
and probably of their own perceptions of their place in society.

It is possible to regard their place as one of generally approved
Melanesian migrants, and the Torres Strait Communities as a fondly
nurtured Melanesian dependency. Whether this picture is strictly true
is irrelevant, as it does adequately describe the Australian/Torres
Strait relationship and its substantial difference from the Aboriginal
situation.

On a number of occasions - the last as recently as this year -
Island Coordinating Council has put forward to both Governments
concerned, proposals for forms of Regional Government. These have
included representative and administrative structures. They have
generally been received sympathetically but with reservation. Islander
leaders feel that their intentions may not have been fully understood
or appreciated.

They feel that this is an area for further serious investigation
and negotiation, and possibly the key for successful Regional
development and a degree of economic autonomy and independence.

One area that has only been lightly touched on could be
crucial to any success in the proposals is that of representation and
participation in Regional Government by long-term, bona fide
residents not necessarily of Torres Strait desccnt.

There are examples of this kind of thing in the Channel Islands
and Norfolk Island.

Specific Example of Economic Development

A current study for a Regional airline is in progress. A rough
outline for its financial structure is in preparation for consideration by
the Island Coordinating Council. This would comprise:
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. raise loan funding from a Queensland or Ausbalian
Banking Institution (e.g. Suncorp) to the level of g
400,OCI;

. secure this with a float of shares to that value to be
sold to qualified people;

. shares to be issued initially at $1.00 par, rising
monthly to $1.20 in twelve months. This provision to
encourage early investment by individuals and to
cover interest charges;

. use this capital as equity to borrow further loan funds
for purchase of aircraft, etc., to the extent of 9800,000.

There are obviously a whole range of other components in the
proposal but the intention here is to illustrate the thinking based on
Regional investment potential.

It is proposed that qualification for share-holding would
extend to Torres Strait Islanders resident in Torres Strait and Thursday
Island perhaps those resident elsewhere in Australia, and more
importantly, perhaps, to other bona fide long-term residents.

Now the investment level of up to $300 per regularly
ernployed person in the Region (some 1 500 souls) is achievable and its
successful implenrentation would create real economic activity
independent of public sector initiatives. It is likely that this kind of
concept is the most fruitful avenue for realistic Regional autonomy.

There is the additional benefit in such activity that investment
in mutually beneficial entelprise is an easy way to induce mutual
respect. It would indeed remove many of the grounds for racist
ctiticismof Government sponsored aid programmes and the supposed
beneficiaries.

Conclusion

Ttre range of issues discussed above set out some of the
complicating factors affecting development in Torres Shait Region.
This paper has not even attempted to address the administration of the
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Torres Strait Treaty and related immigration issues. These must be
lumped in with comment on bureaucratic and public sector
performance.

. Independenceperseisnotareal issue;

. effective recognition and maintenance of Torres Strait
Islander identity is a very real issue;

. there is an urgent need to review and modify the
welfare housing programmes operated by Queensland
and Commonwealth Governments;

. Government activity and investment in essential
infrastructure and utilities is beneficial;

. the proposed public sector employment localisation
can and should be achieved;

. direct Govemment activity in private sector
development and iob creation is probably counter-
productive;

. the most effective way to create Regional economic
activity is to solicit local investment;

. there is the need for serious consideration of a form of
Regional government, specific to Torres Strait, and
involving equally all bona fide,long-term residents;

. Torres Strait Affairs would probably be better dealt
with outside the Aboriginal Affairs portfolio.
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ATTACHMENTA
Participating Commonwealth Departments and Agencies

Ttrc conclusions and recommendations in the report have the
full support of the representatives of the participating Commonwealth
Departsnents and Agencies:

T*rtnent 
of Aboriginal Affairs:

Aboriginal Development Commission;
Aboriginal Hostels Ltd.;

DepaJ::':'1ll':ff JJI' r" 1::::k,,
Tourism and Territories;

. Attorney General's Department:
- Coastal Surveillance Unig

. Deparbnent of Community Services and Health;

. Deparhnent of Defence;

. Department of Employment, Education and Training;

. Department of Finance;

. Deparbment of Foreign Affairs and Trade;

. Departnent of Immigration, Local Government and
Ethnic Affairs;
Depa'T;illi.1:3;1, 

H"fl 
and commerce:

DepaT:I",',:HL::1ffi"::d E nergv:

Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service;
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. DepartnrentofPrimeMinisterandCabine$

. DeParEnentof Social SecuritY;

. DeParEnmtofTransportandCommunications'
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Statement of Principle
GETA}..IOLUI :

"We the Torres Sbait Islander people are a proud and
independent people who, through our own
institutions, have owned and occupied our territories
since time began. This has been epitomised by the
ancient rituals and the totems for spiritual survival
and blessed by abundance of natural foods and the
tools used for existence."

nVe are enti0ed to full recognition of our institutions,
culture and brritories. Our right to control and
develop our nesoulres and economy is paramount.
This indudes our right to control tourism and other
matterc affecting this cultural integrity of our people.'
'The system of laws, politics and economy inhoduced
and imposed upon us by the British colonial forces has
never been accepted by our people. We expressly
reiect the legitimacy of the control exercised by the
suctessors of the British, that is to say the Governmentof Queensland and the Govemment of the
Commonwealth of Australia."

"We are a seafaring people, deeply attached to our
Island territories and our seas. We have always
conducted mutually respectful relations with our
indigenous neighbours.'

"Our institutions have always protected our customs,
laws, folklore and environmental rights. we keep
these alirre through our language and kinship system."
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ATTACHMENT B

The Island Coordinating Council (ICC) reconfirms its long
standing resolution to claim sovereignty over the land, sea and air in
the Torres Strait.

As a result of this claim we make the following demands:

ICC takes over the existing staff and funds of the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs (DA$ and
Aboriginal Development Commission (ADC) in the
Torres Strait, employment of staff will be the
prerogative of the ICC.

Mr Scott, Area Office, Torres Strait, DAA to be
promoted and transfened immediately and not to be
used as an adviser of Torres Strait Affairs.

In line with the procedure of our claim to the land, sea
and air, the ICC must control all funds to the Torres
Straits through direct grants from Treasury, there is to
be no involvement by other Departments in the
disbursement of funds.
The ICC must have the right to raise revenue in the
same nurnner as a State or Territory.

1. Rights to tonnage levy on all ships passing
through the Torres Straits.

2. Rights to issue all fishing licences.

3. Rights to issue and cancel existing mining
licences and permits, and levy a royalty on
minerals produced on land and sea.

4. Right to recind and re-issue all existing leases
currently held by all comPanies.

5. Right to issue airline rights.

6. Right to issue Radio and T.V. Satellite licences.

1.

)

3.

4.
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All existing crown land and leases on crown land be
vested in ICC for the benefit of immediate and future
Torres Strait Islanders.

That all island currently administered by the Tores
Shire be recognised by all Governments as an intrical
part of the Torres Strait.

Guarantee that all social welfare transfers will
continue.
Guarantee that all existing services and projects be
completed.

Guarantee to fund the ICC and its secretariat to the
level it can effectively control the affairs of the Torres
Strait.

That the Torres Straits be in receipt of the equivalent
subsidy for roads on the mainland in the form of a
inter-island shipping service.

Electricity, sanitation, sealed airstrips, roads ietties or
wharfs be provided for each island.

6.

7.

9.

10.
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ATTACHMENT C

Main Points

1. Hawke to visit the Islands as soon as possible.

2. Relay principle statement to Prime Minister.

3. Goal of independence - no joke - very firm.
4. Concem about border with PNG (immigration and

customs).

5. Legal assistance. Mining, tourism, fishing,
discussions with Kerin (prawning, pearling, crayfish).

6. Concerns about infrastructure needs - town planning,
water, housing shortages and repairs.

7. Education - assistance for traditional teaching.

8. Control over economic development - economic
independence. (Torres Strait struchrre within ATSIC -
see below).

9. $5b compensation - question of compensation raised.

10. Conhol over land - mining revenue; does mining
threaten fishing? Other effects?

11. High transport and living costs.

12. Health services.

13. Horn Island - water and elechicity and other
infrastructure needs.

1.4. UN declaration - question of Australia abstaining.

15. Communication problems - phones on the Islands.

16. Commission.

decision making role;

localised decision making;

separate allocation of funds for Torres Strait
people;
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capacity to train, hire and fire staff;

objertions to proposed structure - discrrssions
on how to satisfy identity of Tones Strait
Islander race;

will to accept proposal if separate identity can
be guaranteed;

Queensland mainland Torres Strait Islanders
to be included in new Commission proposals;
funding for meeting of working party prior to
22 February for further discussions of
proposals.



ANNEX S

TORRES STRAIT REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
-MATTERS FOR REFLECTION

|.M Scott
Foreword

This paper reflects only my own personal and private views
and does not purport to represent those of any government or
authority.

It is based on material publicly available, and my personal
knowledge of Torres Strait and surrounding issues.

I wish to thank Professor Ball and Dr. Babbage of thg Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre of the Australian National University for
enabling me to include it as an Annex to this Report. Dr. Babbage's
comments and suggestions respecting this paper have been invaluable
and I could not have produced it without his guidance.

As usual, I must acknowledge my debt to ]eremy Beckett for
his advice, and to Bill Arthur for his recent observations on the Torres
Strait economy.

I also wish to record my thanks to the Departrnent of
Aboriginal Affairs for making my services available to the Centre to
assist in compiling this Report.

Torres Strait Regional Government

Over the last several years Torres Strait Islanders - particularly
those resident in the Strait islands - have been discussing various
forms of autonomy over their own affairs and resources. These
discussions have resulted in representations to governments
(Queensland and Commonwealth) ranging from demands for outright
independence from Australia to less specific submissions which
postulate what could be described as "regional government".
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The call for independence is not seriously supported by any of

the elected Islander leadership and the concept is not acceptable to
government. It is not anyway achievable in constitutional terms.

Sorne notice has been accorded these representations by both
governments. In 1988, partly as a result of demands for independence
by well-attended meetings on Thursday Island in January and
February of that year, the Commonwealth Government established a
Torres Strait Interdeparbnental Committee 0DO. The IDC addressed
Islander conc€rns presented to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs,
representing the Prime Minister, at those meetings. The issues of
conceln and subsequent action are discussed in Annexes to this
Report.

The Queensland Government is understood to have
established a similar working party to the Commonwealth under the
auspices of the Premiey's Office.

Whilst there was substantial representation and participation
in the proceedings of the 1988 meetings by Torres Strait Islanders long
resident in other Queensland centres than Torres Strait, the IDC
principally addressed the concerns of the Islanders resident in the
home islands. The IDC also chose to regard the Island Coordinating
Council (ICC) as the principal representative forum for the purposes of
its terms of reference. The reasons for this are set out in 15 of the
ExecutiveSummary of the IDC Report.

Do"ing the latter part of 1988 and early 1989, the ICC
developed a proposal for a system of representative and executive
participation in the ICC's activities by as many of its members as
possible. It was proposed that they would make up "portfolio
committees" having responsibility for designated functional areas of
ICC activity, and interaction with appropriate authorities. Part of the
raison il'etre of these proposed committees was to carry some of the
workload falling on the ICC Chairmary virtually the sole elected
executive functionary of the Council.

It was proposed that these committees would be provided
with appropriate funding and staff resources and that they would
eventually assume responsibility for rnany of the functions now being
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carried out by Commonwealth and Queensland departments and
authorities.

Early in 1989, this proposal was discussed with both
Queensland and Commonwealth Ministers responsible for Aboriginal
Affairs and senior officials of their departments. It was agreed to trial
one such committee to oversight the development and implementation
of the Priority Community Development Strategy, as applied to Torres
Strait, resulting from the IDC report. The services of an appropriately
qualified officer of DAA have been made available to this committee
and the progress is believed to be encouraging.

Consideration of the IDC report by the ICC, and subsequent
proceedings of the ICC, demonstrate a well-developed consciousness
of economic issues affecting the Torres Strait region and Islanders'
consequent ability to manage their own affairs. The Australian
Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIAS) has funded a study (now in
progress) to determine an "inventory" of actual and potential economic
resources and activities which could be exploited by Islanders so as to
explore the potential for economic self-sufficienry.

Influential Islander leaders are aware that this study may
demonstrate that complete economic self-sufficiency is not an
achievable goal. Nevertheless, public statements by ICC and other
Islander people demonstrate a feeling of dissatisfaction with what they
see as a social and economic environment largely supported by
"welfare".

With the assistance of the Department of Education
Employment and Training (DEET), the ICC has commissioned a study
to assist it to develop a five year plan for regional economic
development. The Aboriginal Development Commission (ADC) has
also assisted the ICC to commence studies in tourism and transport
development (these initiatives are discussed in "Issues in Island
Development" - Annexe R).

The attainability of a substantial degree of social, political and
economic autonomy in Tones Strait will be dependent on a range of
interests, some not under the control of Islanders, and some very much
theirs. One of the Islander interests is certainly a concept of regional
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government. But, whilst there is a high degree of interest amongst
Torres Strait Islanders in developing some type of autononrous
'regional government", little apparent thought has been given to what
would or could be involved and what regional governrnent might
comprise.

The purpose of this paper is to set out at least some of these
issues and to provide material for consideration by interested parties.
It is lpped to provoke serious thought and response on the issue.

Interested parties would include:

- the Islandens resident in the Deed of Grant
communities;

- the Islanders resident in Thursday Island and environs
(i.e., the Prince of Wales Islands group);

- people of some Islander descent resident in Thursday
Island and environs;

- long-term residents of Thursday Island and environs
who have special relationships with Torres Strait (by
birth, mariage etc.);

- residents who have business or other interests in the
Torres Strait;

- Torres Strait Islanders resident elsewhere in Australia;
- other people having business or other interests in

Torres Straiq
- Queensland and Commonwealth Governments.

The Torres Strait Region

The first area for consideration would be to decide what is the
"Torres Strait Rqiion". From the point of view of most Commonwealth
agencies this would include the Torres Strait Island communities,
Thunday Island and environs, and the area of Cape York north of the
fardine River. This, however, is not universally applicable and does
not coincide with all Queensland administrative arrangements.
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It would be necessary to define what would be the land and
resource area under control of a regional government. The first
obvious area would be the "Deed of Grant" islands and, possibly,
Bamaga and Seisia, together with all associated marine and sub'marine
resources. For obvious economic and population reasons it might
encompass the Prince of Wales Islands grouP which includes
Thursday Island and Horn Island.

One important question is whether the Torres Strait region
should include the three Aboriginal communities in the Northem
Peninsula Area as well. There are probably sound economic reasons
why it should, but the present climate of thinking in those places
seerns to express a feeling of unity with other Peninsula Aboriginal
groups. This may well militate against the proposal.

Including the Northern Peninsula area would coincide with
existing Shire and, presumably, land administration boundaries and
would have administrative as well as economic attractions.

Functions and Status of a Regional Government

There are, in fact, a range of options open for consideration
from something akin to Statehood (as in the Australian constitutional
system, not as in a sovereign nation) to something like local
government with some additional functions and powers (as the Island
Councils are now). The actual level of this would be dictated by the
functions bestowed on a regional government by its constitution, and
this is discussed below.

If this concept is to be practically achievable, the enabling
legislation would presumably have to be an Act of Queensland
Parliament. This would establish a corporate body and set out its
powers and functions, preferably in the form of a Constitution. It
would be important to define precisely the difference between what is
proposed and conventional local government.

There are two practical considerations: would Queensland
expect to retain a right of veto over its legislative Acts if they were
within its (the regional governmcnt's) constitutional powers? If
Queensland continued to provide some services, such as Health and
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Education , Police and Courts, what influence could the regional
goverrrment exercise over these?

In the event a regional government is seriously considered, it
would be necessary to decide what it will do. During discussions with
Queensland and Commonwealth authorities, the ICC has suggested
that some administrative and executive functions presently carried out
by theiragencies could be devolved to Islanders. These include:

- Immigration management and control;
- Fisheries ranagement and control;
- Quarantine rrurnagement and control.

This list is deliberately far from exhaustive. There are
precedenb for this kind of delegation already in existence. By
arrangement with the Commonwealth, Queensland and other State
governments carry out fisheries management and quarantine
enforcement on behalf of the Commonwealth. In these cases suitable
financial iuxangements are crcncluded between the parties.

Sorne steps have already been taken to increase Islander
participation in these kinds of activities by means of training and
employment initiatives within the presently responsible agencies.
Whilst this certainly addresses the ICC concems on one level, it does
ignore ICC aspirations to assume overall or, at least, operational
rcsponsibility.Other areas which do not appear to have received the
same degee of attention, but could fall within the ambit of a regional
government, indude:

Education, which is presently delivered by
Queensland through its State Education authority;
Health services, which are presently delivered by
Queensland through its Department of Health and
subsidiary agencies (Thursday Island Hospitals Board
and Aboriginal Health Programme);

C-ommunications services, which are presently
delivered by Telecom as part of the Australian
national network;
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- Social Security, which is presently delivered through
the Commonwealth Department of Social Security.

Again this list is far from exhaustive. A further area for
discussion is that of local government. At present local government
services and functions are the responsibility of seventeen Island
Councils, three Aboriginal Councils, and one conventional Local
Govemment Council operating under three Queensland Acts of
Parliament. There has been thought given by interested parties to
rationalising this situation, if only because the regional population is
less than 10,000.

The ICC's position has generally been that it must seek to
maintain the autonomy of the existing Island Councils but, in
discussing regional government, various means of allocating resources
and responsibilities should be considered as objectively as possible.

There are, in addition, the functions and powers exercised by
the ICC at present. These could certainly be carried out by a regional
government. The regional coordinating and advisory role to other
levels of government could be transferred and enhanced by virtue of
improved representation.

Structure of a Regional Government

The Westminster system of government is based on a structure
comprising a Legislature; a |udiciary; and an Executive. In discussing
any form of regional government it would seem reasonable to explore
what would be needed to implement such a concept.

A legislature generally meets to debate and make laws about
the peace and good order, finances, protection and provision of
essential services to, and of, the area for which it is responsible and for
its people. A Legislature is generally elected by popular vote for a
determined period (it can be partly or wholly appointed) and should
be responsible to the electors.

A judiciary generally comprises judges, magistrates and
justices who convene courts as requircd to interpret the laws passed by
the Legislature, and to judge offences against them. It also convenes
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courb to adjudicate disputes between individuals (naturd or colporate
persons) in accordance with the laws of the kgislature and cornrruln
law and natural iustice. The Island Courts now in existence are of this
kind.

An Executive generally comprises a cabinet composed of
memben elected or selected from the Legislature and makes up the
Government.It is responsible to put into effect laws and decisions of
the Legislature and is responsible to it for finances to carry on the
business of governrrent and the Executive's conduct of government.
The Executive is responsible for directing and over-sighting the public
service which puts into effect its directions. The Executive generally
includes a chairman, govemor or president who can be elected or
appointed, and represents continuity of government when the
Legislature, and, consequently, the Executive, goes out of office (e.g.,
during elections).

There are many variations on this theme but it is now a nearly
universal model and underpins our ideas of democracy. To some
e:<tent, the ICC conforms to this model, and the Island Councils (now
so important a part of Islander life) were inspired by this model.

In considering the regional government proposal it would be
wise to $nsider a Constitution:

- defining the area and resources for which it would be
responsible;

- setting out what functions a regional government
might carry out more effectively and sensitively than
Commonwealth, Queensland or local government
(e.g., Health, Education, centralised local government
functions, etc.L

- defining who would elect the Legislature of such a
governmmt and who could be elected to that
Iegislature;

- defining the composition of the Executive, how it is to
be elected/selected;

- defining what system of election would apply;
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- defining what sort of corporate status it would require

and what would be needed to ensure continuity if
government went out of office through dismissal, or
simply during an election. One question is should
there be a governor or appointed administrator who is
the titular representative in such circumstances;

- defining clearly what are the Powers and
responsibilities of a governor or similar position, if
cteated;

- defining clearly the matters the Legislahrre could
make laws about, and the extent and force of those
laws;

- defining the duties, functions and emolument
structure of members;

- defining whether on not the Constitution can be
changed, how, and by whom.

This list of matters to be considered in framing a Constitution
is far from exhaustive and is intended as material for discussion and
debate. In further consideration of what is actually needed to make
regional government practicable, some attention should be given to the
judiciary.

One possible operational model, depending on the extent of
law-making power of the Legislature, would be to continue the
application of Queensland Law and courts for such things as criminal
offences and most civil law, and to make the regional laws subiect to
determination by the Queensland courts. A system of traditional
advisers to the Queensland courts could be devised for matters
considered and defined as "traditional". The Island court system and
the land Holding Act provide some precedent for this.

The Executive would presumably employ a Public Service to
administer its laws and functions and this could be divided into
appropriate departments responsible to the Legislature through the
Executive cabinet. The duties of this public service would be dictated
by the functions and responsibilities of the regional government. The
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public service rnay include Police to ensure public safety and law
enforcement

As with the option disorssed above for the Judiciary,
consideration should be given to retaining the Queensland Police in
the region to enforce possibly continuing Queensland Law, and the
laws of the regional government. Special arrangements for recruiting
and training local residents to the force could be devised. There have,
in fact, been low-key attempts to implement training of the existing
Island Police.

Taking note of the experience of Pacific nations achieving
various levels of Statehood, close attention should be given to the
structurc of tlre public service. The potential for inefficiency and even
cormption is subsAntial and can cause a drain on scarce financial
resources.Whilst recognising the need for specialist skills, recmitment
should be as localised as possible, the numbers in the service should be
as few as possible to carry out essential functions. The Executive
Cabinet members could have clearly defined executive functions for
the performance of which they would receive a salary.

This Report, and various Annexes to it, note the "cplonial"
character of existing Commonwealth and Queensland public servicas
in the reForU and the potential for duplication of effort. They also note
the possibility of "inwardness" in attitude and ou0ook which may
result in lack of sensitivity to the region's needs. One principal
advantage of a fresh start would be the opportunity to evaluate any
errors of the past and design a lean and efficient service capable of
ministening to the region's needs.

Issues of Local Concern

In the event that "external" capiAl eventually initiates
subotantial economic activity in the region, it is likely that Torres Strait
Islanders ard their fellow residents will benefit only minimally, if at
all. C-onsequently these people (Torres Strait Islanders and others) will
rcmain a nett deficit in national and Sate financial obligations.

There are a number of short-term businessmen in the region
(e.g., publicans) who would welcome such a situation. There are some
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long-term locals in much the same position. These tend to be the
people who express fear and resentment over any assertions of local
prior ownership, whether those assertions represent genuine and
moderate aspirations to make the best of prevailing circumstances, or
whether they are immoderate calls for eiection of all outsiders.

This kind of fear has led to a situation on Thursday Island, in
particular, where a "skills drain" has grown over at least the last ten
years. As the regional resource centre, it used to offer a wide range of
skills and services, particularly to the marine industry. This included
more slipway services, engineering and shipwright services, and a
locally owned airline. Efforts to train and retain local craftsmen and
artisans are presently at a minimum.

Most of the building effort in the welfare and government
sectors is provided by nonJocal firms which import most of the skilled
labour they need. This pattem of skill importation is notable at the
mining operation at Horn Island.

The author was approached in the last few weeks by a
successful and intensely involved local business-person who discussed
future options of selling out and re-locating which were inspired, in
part, by justifiable fears of unfair competition. Unfortunately it is not
possible to discuss this example in detail as it would betray a
confidence, but it is mentioned here to illustrate the loss of valuable
skills and investment capital for want of communications on all sides.

Pending the results of the AlA9sponsored report and some
degree of progress on the five year plan, it would be premature to
draw conclusions about the regional economy and what canbe done to
improve it. It is not too early, however, to venture some comment on
past attempts by government to develop industry by investment of
public or government-controlled funds.

Dating back to the early years of this century, there have been
attempts by government or government-sponsored agencies to assist
Torres Strait Islanders to participate in commerce and production
through various schemes, some involving use of the Islanders' own
money, and some providing investment capital from government-
controlled sources. An early example of this is the concept of
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"company boats" originalty sponsored by Papuan Industries Ltd., a
kind of commercial offshoot of the London Missionary Society GMS).

In about 1904 LMS adherents formed this company (probably
registered in the UK) with trustee shareholders, a board of directors
located in the UK and limited capital. The company was intended to
provide trading and enterprise opportunities for indigenous people in
southern Papua and Torres Strait as an alternative to trading with the
private sector entreprcneurs already active in both regions. It was
perceived, with some iustice, that sharp practice was corrunon, and
that local involvement in the more profitable and rewarding levels of
economic activity was minimal.

The LMS detached Rev. Walker as operational manager and he
established initiatives in Papua and Torres Strait. The Torres Strait
enterprise was located on Badu Island as being geographically central
to the marine industry, in an island group with a large population
engaged in the industry, and reasonably remote from the flesh-pots of
Thursday Island (then known as the "Sink of the South Pacific" or
Thirsty Island" - see A. B. Patterson's hilarious article of 1901 for the
latter title. It includes some facetious suggestions for the defence of
Australia).

The Badu Island station included a shell store for purchase
and resale of marine produce, a retail store for sale of manufactured
goods and imported foodstuffs, and a slipway to repair and build
dinghies and even cutters for use in the marine industry. Islanders
were trained in all the trades and callings associated with this
operation. The author knows a very old Badu Island man who was still
acompetent shipwright twenty five years ago, and who had learnt his
trade at the Badu slipway in the 192Os.

One of Rev. Walkey's most imaginative initiatives was to
encourage Islanders engaged in the marine industry to sell their
prcduce through the Badu Island shell store, and to borrow against
future earnings to finance purchase of better vessels to enhance their
productivity. From this came the concept of "family company" (or
"companyboat") enterprises. It demonstrates a sensitive knowledge of
Islander work habits and social organisation.
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It is difficult to evaluate the success of the concept from
historical records, as the only ones readily available are the Protecto/s
annual report. The assessments included in these vary from high
praise to pretty poor from year to year, and probably reflect the
Protectoy's feelings about Papuan Industries and Rev. Walker,
apparently a somewhat controversial figure, as well as the Protector's
own Deparbnental agenda.

Following acquisition of Papuan Industries Torres Strait
interests in the 792As the by the Protector the concept was followed rp
by Queensland and depended partly on control of the Islanders' own
earnings. To some extent this control contributed to the dissatisfactions
leading to the 1935 Marine Indushies strike. The concept was revived
following World War II and finally went out of operation during the
197O's. Only a few of these ventures could be iudged successful in
commercial terms, and some were commercially disastrous.

Islanders' perceptions of these enterprises are interesting.
Those who managed the commercially successful ones saw them as
successful in commercial or private sector terms and contrasted
themselves favourably with private sector owners (master pearlers).
Their crew members saw themselves as simple employees.

In the case of those generally judged commercially
unsuccessful, the owners and crew tended to see themselves as
partners in a cooperative venture based on family relationships. They
sbessed the beneficial social aspects of the venture (e.9., access to
transport for important occasions and purposes).

Those Islander-owned marine ventures operating now are
generally based on commercial terms, although there is a social "spin-
off in some access by kin to transport and incidental (to the venture)
produce. This somewhat casual approach to business ventures typifies
the "Island way" and must be taken into account when developing any
business proposal. Things which may appear pre-eminently important
to a Western business-man may be regarded as secondary to family
and custom obligations by an Islander entrepreneur.

It is probably significant that the local Chinese Australian
community and one other local businessman have managed to
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conrbine something of the "Islarucl way" with sound ecnnomic
performarrce

More recently, in the operation of the Aboriginal Loans
Commission (ALC - predecessor to ADC) loans were extended to
individuals b engage in the cralishery. ALC did not involve itself in
the management of the ventutes but adopted the position of banker
(albeit on favourable loan terms) and the perforrnance, iudged on
repayment succegs, was good.

Over the last seven or eight years ADC has engaged in loan
finance of more complex venhrres involving areas of expertise
generally beyond the existing skills of the loan client and venture
manager. Those skills generally include the catching of marine
produce and its preparation for sale, and this is often the limit of
activity crcntemplated by the client.

In attempting to maximise the economic potential of the
ventures ADC has expanded the range of activity (with the apparent
consent of the clients) to include peripheral but profitable initiatives
such as venture-related retail stores, and proceeding further down the
market chain from simple wholesale to semi-retail and export. This is
good sense in crnventional commercial terms, but has resulted in ADC
having to intervene in management decisions and practice.

None of ttrese ventures can be regarded as commercially, or
even socially, successful. This suggests that government-sponsord
intenrention in the private sector should be approached with at least
caution, and with a comprehensive understanding of local motivation
and the range of available skills.

Tones Shait Regional Finances

Whilst no cun€nt economic analyses of the region exist, and
the AIAS study is not yet complete, it is safe to say the regional
economy is weak and subject to adverse pressure because of its
dependence on government spending. The region is effectively a
substantial nett importer, and there is an almost crcmplete absence of
multiplier effect within the region, and added value on the export
product.
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There are only four significant and established export (both to

mainland Australia and overseas) industries in the region, and only
one of these contributes significantly to the region beyond lowlevel
employment. These are:

- the mining venture on Horn Island, and holding
authorities to prospect over the remainder of the
Prince of Wales group, and Moa and Badu Islands.
This is reported as operating at a nett deficit at present
and actual figures are not available. As noted in the
Report the regional contribution is confined to semi-
or un-skilled local employment;

- the prawn trawl fishery reputedly grosses
approximately $13.0m. annually. Marketing is
generally through processors in Cairns and
Townsville. The final value of this product on a
consumer's plate could be as high as $30.0m, but this
is not available to the fishermen, with the exception of
some few who have banded together to process and
export their own inint catches, also through Cairns and
Townsville. This directs some of the added value to
them. This industry is home-based in Cairns,
Townsville and elsewhere, and fuel, food-stuff, repairs
and maintenance and marketing are all provided
through a system of mother ships from the home-base
ports. Crews, likewise, are non-local. This industry
does not contribute significantly to the regional
economy;

- the crayfishery is estimated to earn $4.0m. to $6.0m.
annually and represents the most significant return to
local residents (both Islanders and others). Again, the
most significant area for improvement would be in
localising processing and marketing to achieve a better
level of added value;

- no estimates of the value, regionally or otherwise, are
available respecting the pearl-culture industry. It is
thought that the produce is sold by the mostly
Australian-fapanese joint vcntures to the fapanese
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partners'parent companies for further processing and
marketing. Whilst there rnay be scope for localising
some of the added value, there is not sufficient data
available on which to speculate. Much of the supplies
for the stations are imported into the region, and local
employment is limited to labouring positions. The
skilled technicians are temporary-resident |apanese.

Whilst there is some scope for improvement of local
participation in all these industries, the potential to contribute to a
locally autonomous regional economy is probably not as great as is
often thought. Consideration has been givery from time to time, of
levyrng a resource tax on these kinds of industries. This should
certainly be explored, but there are doubts about the legality or
constitutionality of this, and the financial structures of these industries
may not be as buoyant as is often assumed.

Whilst there is a range of economic options which could be
implemented to internalise and improve a regional economy, it is not
limitless. Doubtless the AlA$sponsored study and related studies will
help to clarify this situation. One option has been discussed over the
last ten years, but received only superficial investigation. This was to
establish a regional banking system, and it is discussed in the section
below. The key steps might be as follows:

- establish a Torres Strait Credit Union/Bank;
- this institution would solicit deposits from all Torres

Strait Islanders and entitled residents;

- this institution would provide regional banking
services and would handle all Commonwealth and
Queensland Govemment grant funds hansactions
concerning the region, including ADC transactions
and those of the regional government itself;

- the basis for this and private invesfrnent would have
to be financial advantage for investors and the
availability of loan funds for private purposes. This
should not prove impossible as private banking
houses already provide Thursday Island-based
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banking services to Councils and private customers
and extend some loan facilities regionally;

- there is a need to examine objectively the option of
seeking the extension of existing banking activity
regionally (e.g., Queensland Teachers' Union Credit
Uniory National Australia Bank, or Suncorp) in the
form of a network of branches. This is attractive
because of economies of scale and management skills.
However, the notion should be contrasted with a
regionally-owned banking system because such an
instihrtion would enable invested funds to be used to
underwrite regional civic works and private and
public economic development;

- consider such an institution as the possible vehicle for
a regional economic subsidy. Careful and obiective
discussion and investigation would be needed as such
a subsidy could merely encourage inefficiency and
corruption.

These preliminary and merely suggested economic initiatives
would be intended to regionalise the economy and to increase the
multiplier effect of money circulating in the region. It would be
intended to enhance the ability of individuals to engage in
entrepreneurial activity using their own resources, and to isolate the
regional economy somewhat from the national economy. Other
reasons are discussed above in this section.

Without attempting to pre€mpt or anticipate the results of the
AIAS study, the research scientist engaged in the study has given some
very preliminary thought to a development zone after the models
existing elsewhere (e.g., the Shannon Basin development area in
Ireland, and the Clyde re-development scheme in Scotland). The
strategies basic to these kinds of schemes include: identifying areas of
economic activity presently ignored or forgotten and possibly
planning to activate them (implicit in his terms of reference);
importing or creating industrial activity (e.g., processing trochus shell
into button blanks for export, and assembly of light equipment). They
also include special arrangements with central government.
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These kinds of measures would need the advice of economic

ergerts.

Land and Exploitable Resources

AII land in Australia is vested in the Crown. In the case of
Queensland - and consequently Torres Shait - the State is the persona
of the Crown and controls the use and disposition of land through its
system of laws. Tlrere is some land acquired and controlled by the
Commonwealth for ib own purposes. Generally speaking the same
sihration appUes to marine, sub-marine, and other orploitable
negourceg.

If a regional government were created one important question
would be to decide who would own these resources and be able to
dispose of thern

As the Qqeensland Government has expressed its will in the
amendmmts to the Land Acts and effecting them by way of issuing
Deeds of Grantin Trust, and in implementing the Land Holding Act, it
is unlikely that it would consider going much further than that at
PrcSent.

It is quite possible that Queensland would wish to continue its
present land laws in some possibly modified Deed of Grant situation
over the present Deed of Grant lands, and would expect its land laws
to continue to govern the already alienated land in the region (e.g.,
Thursday Island and Horn Island). [t would be necessary to take into
consideration the inErests of the present owners of alienated land.

Whilst on the face of it the suggestion of vesting resources in a
regional governnrcnt may seem far-fetched or, indeed, revolutionary,
it is not really so. There are precndents in the British Commonwealth
already in odstence (e.9., Channel Islands and Norfolk Island) where
certain classes of residents gain a privileged status by birttU and others
by residency qualifications established by time of residence and
commihnent to regional development.

Such an arrangement need not prove unjust to other
Australians wishing tro exploit regional resources. They would have
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the ability to establish residency, under appropriate conditions, and to
iniect investment capital into the regional economy for their own
benefit and for that of the region generally.

Costs of Regional Government

Depending on the government structure notionally adopted,
the financial costs would be considerable, both to establish and
maintain. There would need to be a tax sharing arrangement with
Federal authorities as well as with Queensland to transfer some
regional component of the national taxation allocation. There would
need to be some adjustment of local government taxation subsidy by
the Commonwealth and, perhaps, by Queensland.

The regional government would need to establish a tax and
charges base, probably akin to Queensland's. A significant regional tax
base does not appear to exist. Assessment of this factor will become
clearer when the AlAS-sponsored study is completed. The question of
a resource tax is discussed above, and not assessed optimistically. This
should not preclude professional examination of the option.

In the event that a regional government assumed
responsibility for presently Commonwealth and State functions, then
the cost savings to those governments consequent to this action could
be transferred to the regional government. This would again need
expert assessment, but it could be effected if the principle of regional
goverrunent was accepted by all parties concerned.

Political Considerations

There are sensible economic and political arguments to
support close examination of the concept of regional government. The
region presently represents a nett deficit financially to both
Queensland and the Commonwealth. Present indications tend to
support the belief that it will continue so in the absence of corrective
action (see "Issues in Island Development" and "Local Commurtity
Concerns" also annexed to this Report). There is some level of regional
concern to develop a substantial degree of economic and political
autonomy.
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There is a general level of goodwill towards Queensland and
Australia amongst the people of Tores Strait, and an understanding of
the economic interdependency which exists. The aspirations for
political and economic autonomy do not entail a dismissal of this inter-
dependency but merely a need to reorganise it on more equitable
terms. The more immoderate expressions about secessiory and racist
correspondence of all sorts, sometimes gracing the pages of the "Torres
News" do not represent the views of any significant section of Torres
Strait society.

ln the absence of resolute action to address the economic and
social concerns of the people of Torres Strait (see "Issues in Island
Development" and "Local Community Concerns" annexed to this
Report) there will be increasing potential for the voice of the
"immoderatesu to be listened to and heeded.

Papuan Migrants in Torres Strait

This is a delicate issue involving the nationals of a
neighbouring nation with whom Australia enjoys good and productive
relations. It also falls within the aegis of the Torres Strait Treaty.

Some of the Islanders' and other local residents' conc€rns are
addressed in 'Local Community Concerns" Annex Q to this report, so
they will not be reiterated here.

In the event that a form of regional government was
established in Torres Strait, control of legally entitled movement could
be placed in the hands of the people most concerned with its iust and
equitable administration. These people are the ones who are most
keenly aware of the extent of this movement. In this hypothetical
situation, the rcgional enforcement body would possess the necessary
resources to effect appropriate control.

In the case of illegal movement for non-traditional pulposes
the regional enforcernent body would be well-equipped to distinguish
between legal and illegal movements and activities.

It has been suggested that a more active regional economy
could provide a higher level of "draw" to economically disadvantaged
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Papuans in the border area, and even elsewhere. It can be argued that
a better economy in which all regional residents can play a rewarding
part would i-pel residents themselves to fill as many as possible of
the entrepreneurial and employment niches. Other people wishing to
participate would have the option of seeking that privilege in the
normal way.

Questions

There are a number of issues which have been only partly
addressed above, but which should receive consideration:

- must a regional economy continue to expand to
survive?

- must a Credit Union or Bank continue to expand to
survive?

- has Torres Shait a sufficiently skilled and large
population to provide regional govemment political,
administrative, and even iudicial requirements, whilst
serving the needs of an enhanced level of economic
activity?

- will the regional government structure provide for
local police?

- what place will the other than indigenous inhabitants
of the region occupy (e.9., T.l. Half-castes, Australian
Asians, Whites, legal Papuan migrants)?

- what place will Torres Strait Islanders resident
elsewhere in Australia occupy?

- can a regional government resolve the question of the
legally resident Papuans?

- could a regional government cope with the present-
day and probably continuing problem of illegal or
irregular Papuan visitors?

- could Papuans be regarded as "guest workers" in a
properly regulated system if there was a demand for
labour not satisfied from regional resources?
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Conclusions

The matters set out and discussed above deserve serious
mnsideration and disorssionby Torres Suait Islanders, other residents
of the Torre Shait regiory other people with legitimate inbrests in the
Sion, and governnrent officers whose duties relate to the Torres Strait
rqion. Tley should also be of interest to politicians having an
association with the region.

The problems of achieving regional economic and political
autonomy seem much larger nearing the end of writing this annex
than they did at the beginning. They are, however, not insuperable,
and the quest for an improved local position is commendable for its
ownsake.

At the risk of attracting adverse attention, the author warns
that one predictable Commonwealth response will be that the
imminent Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Commission will
satisfy nrany of the concems discussed above. There are four essential
components to economic activity: land; exploitable resources; capital;
and people. By its natur€, Commonwealth legislation cannot address
the contsol of land and resources, and these remain largely within the
domain of State Governments. The ATSIC legislation does not address
the legitimate interests of the other Australians within and associated
with the region.

The representational structure (Regional Council) proposed
for the Torres Strait is a commendable concession to the special
interests of the Tores Strait people, but it could not comprise the basis
of a regional government, if that is really desired, without the active
participation of Queensland.

For those readers who wish to examine further some of the
social and political background of special status and legislation
concerning indigenous peoples, I recommend for further reading
"Indigenoug Peoples and the Nation State - Fourth World Politics in
Canad+ Auetralia and Norway'', Edited by Noel Dyck, Social and
Economic Papers no.14, Institute of Social and Economic Researcll
Memorial University of Newfoundland. Three of the papers, by Sally
Weaver, |erer-ny Feckett and Basil Sansom, are particularly relevant.
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In the end, the proposal for an improved ICC having portfolio
committees, and assuming responsibility (as well as receiving
appropriate funding and other resources) for identified
Commonwealth and Queensland functions rnay be the most fmitful
direction fsr detailed examination. Such an arrangem€lrt could be
phasd in over say a five years period, in acrordanc€ with a trilaterally
agreeable time-table. Perhaps the ICC had arrived instinctively at the
most appropriate model from its own experience and knowledge of
theregion.
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